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Introduction

What Exactly Is This?

It’s a book. Note the many words and pages.

A book for people trying to find the right career, for those who may be in the very throes of “Aaaaaah! What am I going to do with my life?!”

Don’t panic. You will not end up a hobo or pharmaceutical test subject.

Maybe you have no idea what kind of job you’d like. Or maybe you think you want a particular career, but, to be honest, you’re not entirely sure what those who have it really do all day.

The elusive informational interview has long been the best way to get at the root of what a job really entails, warts and all—plus get the scoop on how to actually land it. You sit down with someone who has said career, and you ask all your questions. Like what exactly does he or she do, is it really fun or deadly serious, are working hours insane, what can you expect to make, how do you get a foot in the door, and what should you wear when you do?

And that’s precisely what this is. Insider knowledge on a variety of careers, gleaned from actual informational interviews.

In book form.

And How the Hell Did You Write It?

For each career, several “stars in their field” donated a chunk of their time, and allowed the author, or one of his editorial assistants (which included recent graduates and graduate students close to the job hunt), to interview them.

A lot of the wisdom, candor, and advice inside this book came from these informational interviews. It’s straight from many horses’ mouths. Which means you’ll find information here that you won’t find anywhere else. Information that might not perfectly correspond to what you’ll find on a generic job Web site, or in a pamphlet in a career center. It may, and probably will, contradict these occasionally. The insight you hold in your hot little hands is not “averaged” or watered down. It’s what successful people who had these jobs told us. They were pointedly asked to clear up any common misperceptions about their careers. And in some cases, they sure did.

It is the sincere hope of the author that by the end of each chapter, you’ll
get a good feel for exactly what each job is, whether you want to pursue it, and what the hell it’s going to take to get it.

Hopefully, without any paper cuts.

But before We Begin . . . Two Pieces of Advice

Regardless of his or her profession, interviewee after interviewee uttered the same two suggestions for breaking into their exciting, competitive fields:

One, be willing to intern or work for free to get your foot in the door. As you shall see, it’s important to show you’re willing to “do whatever it takes” to gain an entry-level position. And that often involves, for a little while, working for nothing.

Two, get to know people in the field, any way you can. Yep, it really is who you know. Ask everyone and anyone if they have any connections to a kind soul in the industry you seek. Your brother’s girlfriend’s cousin’s sister with the Beanie Baby collection might just be the hookup you’ve been searching for. Don’t be shy: network.

Sure, you may have already known those things. But as you’ll see across a wide swath of professions, it turns out they are even more important than most people believe. If you walk away with only those two things from this mighty tome, those are the ones to carry.

And One Quick Note on the Money

Salary is always a tricky subject. In this book, compensation is reported two ways. First, whenever possible, salary figures are quoted from a respected statistical survey. The preferred reportage is from the government’s Bureau of Labor Statistics (bls.gov), followed by sites like salary.com or industry-specific salary surveys.

Several careers in this book, however, are either so new or so specialized that statistical data do not yet exist. Don’t fret, because for each job, “anecdotal” salary figures are also provided. These are the salaries quoted by interviewees and then backed up by more than one source in the profession. Often the anecdotal salaries are higher than the ones in surveys like the BLS’s, as those tend to come from a more generic sample. For example, the BLS’s mean salary figures for the profession of jewelry designer averages in the jobs of stone setter and gem polisher, which are lower-paying positions.

Thus endeth the preamble. Onward to the main event . . .
What’s That Job and How the Hell Do I Get It?
A&R executives don’t make music—but without them, you probably wouldn’t have heard your favorite song. They’re the folks at record labels who discover bands and musicians, get them record deals, and then shepherd them through the music industry bureaucracy until their albums are in stores. It’s an amazing career where you can meet unknown, talented musicians and—if you really believe in them—help make their wildest dreams come true.

You just got a little misty-eyed, didn’t you?

What’s A&R?

A stands for artists, the actual human musicians, and R stands for their repertoire, or their songs. So the A&R department is the part of a record label that first scouts and discovers the Artists, and then develops their musical talent, Repertoire, with the goal of eventually making albums that earn millions. To do this, they not only find the musicians, but then help handle everything including the contractual negotiations involved in signing a band, hiring songwriters and record producers to improve the band’s sound, and scheduling the actual recording sessions.

Sometimes A&R people toil to make important records, sometimes mediocre records, but either way, records that everyone hopes will make money. It’s not just about art—the A&R people’s job is to find and develop moneymakers. And if they don’t, well, generally they get about eighteen to twenty-four months’ leeway before it’s time to pack up their crap and wave goodbye.

And What’s It Like to Work at a Label?

Rockin’. Well, it’s not a used-record store, and colleagues don’t hold lighters in the air when you make a good presentation, but as you’d imagine, it’s pretty damn casual. Every label has its own culture, but it’s the music world and it’s open to letting you be the person you want to be. You need not hide the piercings or tattoos here; feel free to let your inner Goth, rocker, or diva show. Some labels focus on indie rock and their vibe is very jeans and T-shirts; others are

My job is first to help decide what artists are signed to the label, and then, on an album-by-album basis, to help them continue on a progressive journey toward full artistdom, so to speak.

—Mark Jowett, head of A&R, Nettwerk
more hip-hop oriented and the gold rope chains are in effect. There are large labels housed in shiny office towers and small ones in makeshift lofts. They are all places where (just about) every employee chose to work because they loved music and wanted to be close to it, from the marketers to the receptionists to the accountants.

A&R folks’ jobs are entirely performance based—everyone sees what you do and what bands you sign. In fact, the whole business starts with you. You find the band, sign them, get their record made, and then feed it into the company machine. The rest of the label—marketing folks, online promotions people, and so on—then works feverishly on it. They may love the album, or they might grumble, “Why are we working on this piece of crap?”

But You Won’t Always Be in the Office

As an A&R person, you’ll travel a lot. Sometimes you’ll go see bands across the country (or world), and sometimes you’ll literally be chasing them around because other labels want to sign them as well. There are a lot of frequent-flyer miles to be had.

If one of your bands is recording their record away from where you live, you’ll go join them. You need to be at the studio for support, to help them make the best record they can, and to make sure they are using their expensive studio time wisely. Soup to nuts, recording and getting out a record (promotion, artwork, and so on) at a major label costs a minimum of a million bucks. And the label is doing it all because they believe in your taste, that you picked a winner. Yeah, you’ll be at the recording session.

Where You Start and Where You Go

So you’re getting excited—you love music and this job sounds pretty cool, huh? Well, hear this now and digest it: you are not going to start working at a label in the A&R department. There is no job there for you; they simply do not hire entry-level anyone. So how do you get started in A&R? The first step is getting in the door of a record label any way you can. Then once inside, do your best to network. Go meet people in A&R, and then, somehow, migrate over. So the first job you take at a label could be in marketing or accounting, you might be the receptionist even, but it’s all a means to an end, your first job in A&R. How long that migration takes—weeks, months, years—really depends on you, and how well you work it. More advice on breaking in shortly.

Once you are working in A&R, the job pretty much stays the same, even as you climb the ladder (and you ascend strictly based on your track record of
successful records). Sure, there are bigger titles and money and added managerial duties, and you’ll be able to tell someone beneath you, “Hey, go check these guys out in Philly and tell me if they’re any good live,” but the major responsibilities will remain the same: find good musicians, sign them, and help them make a great record that will earn the label gobs of cash.

That said, rising in the organization requires a lot of luck. Everyone in the industry knows it—the best bands just don’t always make it big. And behind every “almost” band is an A&R guy holding an economy-sized jug of Pepto.

What Kind of Person Fits the Bill?

First off, surprise, surprise, you should love music. Sure, in the end it’s about money, but if you are just about money, there are easier ways to get rich. But even though you have the love, you also need to exercise some level of emotional detachment. You have to separate yourself from the dreams of the musicians you work with; otherwise, you’ll be a mess when things don’t work out, which is frequently. The band will be wrecks, but you need to be clearheaded and able to see the next move.

If you’re to be good at A&R, you must be a somewhat creative person yourself. You have to be able to think abstractly and understand the band’s vision. And then you need to be willing to do what it takes to make this vision a reality. Self-starters and go-getters tend to do well. With the long hours, energy and stamina are another must, so if you poop out before Conan comes on, you’re probably not going to make it. Also, you must be patient; the odds are always against your making the next big album, so you have to persevere and try, try again.

Last and most important, to be successful in A&R you need to have a quality that can’t be learned: the ability to identify music that will appeal to a wide audience. It’s hard to define, yet it’s critical to your success.

Hours?

A job in A&R is truly a twenty-four-hour gig. Any time could be work time. You’ll leave the office and go out to see a bunch of shows. You’ll travel on the weekends to see bands playing out of town. Musicians record when they feel the muse, so your sessions are frequently late-night, early-morning affairs. And all the while, you’ll be rocking the Blackberry, doing the two-thumb shuffle on one of the other projects you’re developing.

However, even though you might be working all night, c’mon, it’s music. It’s got to be one of the most social jobs in the world. You will be hanging out
with people who, like you, love music. People who would pay to go out and see bands, find ones they dig, and help them make an album. When it’s midnight and you’re drinking a beer in the VIP section, it’s hard to complain about it being a tough job. At the same time, it’s sometimes hard to maintain a social life outside the industry. You’ll go to a friend’s birthday party and inevitably look at your watch and say, “Shit, gotta jet and catch this band downtown.” You will always, always have a pair of earplugs somewhere on your person. (When you see loud shows five nights a week, you aren’t ashamed to rock the earplugs. Otherwise you end up with tinnitus, Pete Townshend style.)

How Much Cheddar?

A&R folks make a salary, plus there is a point system, meaning they get a percentage of the sales of the records on which they’ve worked. There really haven’t been any surveys of A&R salaries, nor is it a career covered by the fine people at the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Your first job in A&R will probably pay somewhere between $20,000 and $25,000. However, discover a few bands that make it big, and you will see the Benjamins. Pay of between $150,000 and $200,000 is not out of the ordinary. And at the top, the money is fantastic. Yacht-riffic.

Stress-o-Meter: 6 (1 being a hand model, 10 being a hand surgeon)

But on occasion, it peaks to 10. It’s always fun to be making records. But remember, for every band you sign and album you make, you are basically asking the label to spend at least $1,000,000. And with that expenditure comes the pressure to perform. You’ll be dealing with lots of egos and maybe even people with drug and alcohol problems. However, it’s music, not heart surgery—although bands’ careers may be just as hard to resuscitate.
Pros

It's a glamorous job.
You’ll see bands all night, and listen to music all day.
You work with cool people who, like you, love music.
There are expense accounts.
You get to go to sick parties, and get free stuff in abundance, like music, movies, DVDs, and video games.

Cons

You may have to deal with some nasty celebrity egos.
Long, long hours and being on the road can make the gig quite tiring.
Breaking in isn’t a cakewalk, and once you do, there’s pressure to succeed.
You get caught up in a lot of “pop culture bullshit.”
The music industry is not doing so well these days.

Congratulations, You Work in A&R. You Wake Up And . . .

9:00 AM: You brush your teeth and swallow a couple of Advil. You were out until three last night at a showcase you booked so executives at the label could see the bands you’re currently interested in.

10:30 AM: You arrive at the office. You drink a pint-sized iced coffee and check your voice mail. Good news, one of your bands impressed last night; you have a few messages about them from the heads of the label.

11:00 AM: You have a lot of projects going on, all in different stages of development. In a whirlwind of activity, you set up one of your bands to be interviewed by a music writer from CMJ (College Music Journal), find studio time for another band to record an EP, and coordinate the travel arrangements for a third band.

5:30 PM: You head out with a colleague. Every night there’s something to do; you might see a show, meet a band’s manager, go to a movie premiere that one of your band’s songs is in, you name it. Tonight you have a dinner meeting with a band you are on the verge of signing; they are considering your label and one other. You pocket your corporate credit card and hit the street.

8:00 PM: After the fried calamari is served, you get serious for a minute. You tell the band that if they sign with you, you’ll kill yourself to make their record the best it can be. You know your label is bigger than some of the others they’ve been talking to, but you give them your oath they will never get lost there.

10:00 PM: Last night was a late one, so after dinner you make a beeline for your couch, lie down, and watch TV.

I’ve Got the Music in Me. How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

Okay, brace yourself for another annoying nugget of truth. You are going to have a hard time getting a job in A&R if you don’t live in New York City or Los Angeles. There are music labels elsewhere, but the majority are in those two cities (in America, that is; of course there are heaps of labels in London, Tokyo, Rio, and so on).

The way into a label, in any capacity, is to get an internship, or several internships year after year, and get them as early as possible. If you can get one
while you’re still in high school even, bravo. (If you live outside New York or L.A., consider spending a summer in one of those cities and getting a summer internship.) If you do get an interview for an internship, don’t ever, ever say you want to intern in A&R. Everybody wants that, and odds are you will be rejected (since you’ve shown no interest in the other departments that actually have openings). Just get in, in any department, and start absorbing how a label works. And then, schmooze it up. Make friends with the A&R people; find out what floor they’re on and somehow ingratiate yourself. Think of something. For example, everyone loves donuts. And once you’ve gotten to know them, toward the end of the current internship, ask them if you could intern in their department next semester or summer. Sounds crazy, right? It works.

There’s really no other experience that will help you land an A&R job. You could be a DJ for your college radio station, write music reviews for a Web site, or book bands for a local club, but only in the craziest, rarest of circumstances would that get you directly into A&R. But they are worthwhile activities, because they will help you get a different entry-level job or an internship. No matter how padded your résumé, you still will need to go that route. Truth is, A&R jobs really don’t exist. They are created for individuals who the label thinks might know something that will eventually land a great band. That’s why you first need to get in the door and make the relationships with the decision makers. And show them how awesome you are.

Resources, or What Helps You Be the Kind of Person Labels Want to Create a Job For?

You should be immersed in pop culture. You should see shows and look for new bands constantly, be versed in who is playing and drawing people. Information can be found anywhere—there are a billion music blogs, such as pitchforkmedia.com and stereogum.com, but you have to take everything you read with a grain of salt until you see or hear the bands for yourself. The label is paying for your opinion. Talking to friends whose opinions you trust is just as important as learning about bands from the press or scouts; talk to bartenders and bouncers and sound engineers at the cool clubs, the folks who are there every night. Just go up to them and ask who sounds good, who have they seen lately who has promise?

And you should be browsing sites like myspace.com. These have become a vital place for new bands to start; set aside some time every day and go on a treasure hunt. When you find bands you love, champion them. Be one of the voices in the crowd that turns on the people who are already working in A&R.
“Are you talking to me? Because there’s no one else here. Are you talking to me?” As just words in a script, the lines are innocuous. It is the actor’s job to interpret these words and bring them to life. Like Robert De Niro did, when he took those words in Taxi Driver, and through his character, made them absolutely sinister and foreboding. The Mohawk didn’t hurt either.

Professional actors work in theater, television, radio, Web films, commercials, and even video games. Those who pursue it can’t picture themselves doing anything else. It’s not a choice; it’s who they are. And you may well understand that feeling. Perhaps you were belting out “Tomorrow” as Little Orphan Annie in elementary school, or putting on your best English accent to say “Please sir, can I have some more?” as Oliver. Did you ever “act sick” to stay home from school? Did you successfully act out the “I’m getting tired” yawn to put your arm around a date? Or “cry on cue” to get out of your first speeding ticket? If so, then you just might have the acting bug. Read on, young thespian.

The Big But

As you must know, making a living solely through acting is a long shot. It is a business filled with rejection. To work as an actor, and only an actor, you pretty much have to live in Los Angeles for TV and film, or New York City for theater as well as TV and film, albeit on a lesser scale. You can be an actor in other cities, but rarely is there enough paying work for you to do nothing else.

In fact, most actors have a secondary source of income, especially starting out. And most roles are for actors between ages twenty and forty, which means you’ll probably need that secondary income toward the latter part of your career as well.

If you want to be an actor, take solace in the fact that plenty of little-known working actors make decent salaries and are living their dreams. And of course, there are the lucky few who’ve made it big and live lives of mansions, personal assistants, and stables filled with giraffes.

—Melanie Diaz, actor, Raising Victor Vargas

As an actor you’re constantly looking for work, and even if you’re auditioning all the time, you’re not necessarily booking the job. So as much as you know it’s not about you personally, it starts to creep into your mind—“Am I in the right business? What am I doing wrong that’s preventing me from getting this gig?”

—Gibson Frazier, actor, co-writer, and producer, Man of the Century
Auditions, Auditions, Auditions

The biggest part of the job of actor, as well as the largest frustration, is actually looking for work. This unpaid hunt for roles will take up far more time than the paid performing part. Actors’ working lives can basically be split in two: life when you’re looking for a role, and life when you have one.

To get a part in any sort of production, you must audition for it, unless you happen to be Meryl Streep. Auditions are like job interviews; they don’t pay. You’ll be called to the studio or casting director’s office along with a lot of other actors, and one by one, you will each perform some of the script. You will be videotaped for later review by the director (who generally doesn’t attend the first round of casting), and the whole thing will usually be over in about five to ten minutes. However, you may well be sitting on your butt in an overcrowded room full of actors with coffee breath for up to an hour, until you’re called into the actual audition. It’s a bit like waiting for the doctor during flu season.

Auditions are pretty rough. First, you will spend a lot of time and effort running around town to different ones. You could have two or three in a day, in different parts of town. Second, many times you walk into them cold, are handed a script, and then are asked on the spot to act it out. You won’t get a lot of direction, and you can leave feeling very defeated. It’s a hard thing to constantly do to your ego. You really have to believe in yourself and develop thick skin.

If you nail an audition—yee-ha!—two things can happen. One is boom, you get the part. The other is you are invited to a callback, basically a second audition, which will be attended by the decision makers—the director and producers. Only a few actors are called back for a given role, so you’ll be directed more closely and spend more time acting than waiting. Then after performing, you’ll leave, and hope the call you get later from your agent is a happy one.

Speaking of Agents . . .

To be invited to auditions, you generally need an agent. Sure, there are open calls, meaning auditions anyone can show up at, but for most of the better roles, only actors with agents are asked to try out.

Agents can also get you into auditions for which casting directors may not have thought of you. Your agent can say, “I know you want a statuesque blonde, but you should really look at this actress, she has a quality I think might be perfect.” If your agent has a good track record, you very well may be
invited. Plus, as you get more successful, an agent will really guide your career. They help you move up, one role at a time, with an eye on building you as an actor. They’re pretty much a necessity.

Of course, it’s hard to get an agent if you haven’t had a role. And it’s hard to get an audition to get a role if you don’t have an agent. It’s the first of many wonderful Catch-22s you’ll find in the acting game.

The Union

Here’s the second. Acting is a union gig. There are three main unions: the Actors’ Equity Association (AEA), which is the union for the theater; the Screen Actors Guild (SAG), which is for films and TV; and the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists (AFTRA), which is for radio, recordings, and some television. To work as a professional actor, you have to be in the appropriate union. You can’t get a job until you join. However, you cannot join any of the unions until you have a job. Figure that one out.

Actually, somehow, you will. Perhaps you’ll have been given extra work on a Nike commercial, and suddenly are needed to do a speaking part. Boom, that one line—“Boy, he’s fast!”—is your first official “role,” and your ticket into the Screen Actors Guild.

Although getting in the union seems an insurmountable hurdle at first, once you are a member, you’re a member for life (assuming you pay your dues, which are based on your yearly earnings). It’s sort of like being “made” in the Mafia. The unions protect actors from being taken advantage of and ensure they are paid at least the legal minimums, which are amounts they’ve negotiated. In addition, if you make over a certain amount of money acting, you can get health insurance and other benefits through the unions.

Life When You Have a Part

When you’re working as an actor, life is pretty damn fun. You’re part of a group of people with a common goal: making the production—be it a play, film, or commercial—the best it can be. You’ll be around other actors, as well as set designers, wardrobe stylists, producers, and directors, who share your passion. You’re being treated with respect; you’re one of the most important people on the set or backstage. It’s like you’ve finally found your home, and the spirit and energy of it are addictive. Actors say that there’s just something magical about the camaraderie.

If you’re working on film sets of any kind (TV, features, commercials), you’ll find there’s a lot of downtime and hanging out. You may be on the set
When you are on a production and waiting around, part of the job is to be social and friendly. You have to realize that even when you have a role, you’re always auditioning for that next one. It seems to me the people that are kind, courteous, and professional have the most longevity in this business.

—Melanie Diaz, actor, *Raising Victor Vargas*

for ten hours, but spend only twenty minutes actually acting. Even less if your role is a small one. Lighting, blocking camerawork, shooting scenes you aren’t in, and so on all take time. A day on a film set as an actor can best be described as hours of boredom interrupted by minutes of exhilaration.

As an actor, you’ll see that every director’s approach is different. Sometimes you’ll do a lot of rehearsal before a production begins, learning and tweaking your part. On other projects you’ll literally meet your co-actors on the set the morning of the first day and begin filming hours later. It all depends.

In the theater, there is far less free time. Before a play opens to the public, there are weeks of rehearsals. When the show finally does open, actors arrive at the theater around an hour before the curtain rises. Then it’s showtime! And once it’s over, after some hanging out backstage, the actors leave. Sure, there will be a few nights out with the cast and crew, tipping back glasses of champagne and all that, but Broadway shows have eight performances a week. You can’t go out for celebratory drinks after each one. Not unless you’re Peter O’Toole.

**What It Takes to Be an Actor**

A lot of people dream of being professional actors. A lot of them have the charisma and charm to be entertaining on the stage or screen. And a lot of them don’t make it. Those who do are incredibly hardworking; they’ve made personal sacrifices and have been damn lucky. “Right place, right time” stories abound. Start looking for a four leaf clover on eBay.

The odds of being lucky increase if you are diligent. You probably aren’t going to nail your first audition, or your fiftieth. You just have to hang in there, though, and believe in yourself. Take nonpaying parts in plays in crappy little theaters, and roles in short, independent films that only a few people will ever see at festivals. But hey, you’ll go to that festival, and you’ll feel like a star—you can wear sunglasses at night and everything. One day, the right person just may be in the audience.

It sounds a little corny, but what makes you a great actor is really knowing yourself. It’s having had life experiences that you can bring to a character and then share with the world in a way that truly connects. It comes from your own unique personal background, your self-education.

A formal acting education is another tool you can use to help increase your self-awareness. While there are a few “naturals” out there in the world, you probably will want to take acting classes. This doesn’t mean you need to go the whole hog and major in drama, or even get an MFA (although if you do, you can always teach as your “day job”), but most actors will tell you the acting
workshops they’ve attended and training they’ve received are invaluable. Just watch any episode of *Inside the Actors Studio*; all the actors always give props to their teachers and mentors. With education, you’ll understand how to take direction and what a director may want from you. Sure, none of these can give you that magical “star” quality, but they will make you a more intelligent actor.

When you go to an audition, no one is going to ask to see a résumé or your GPA. But although your college major and extracurricular activities don’t really count in terms of “getting a job,” they may help you better understand yourself, and thus be a better actor.

**Hours?**

When you are working on a film, TV show, or commercial, you’ll probably need to be on set ten to twelve hours a day. And it might actually be during the day, or it could be a night shoot. In the theater, before a show opens you will rehearse from 10 AM to 5 PM, five days a week. Once it does, you’ll be at the theater an hour before the curtains go up, and you’ll leave when the play ends, so you’re working three to five hours a day, tops.

When you don’t have a part, it depends how many auditions you have scheduled, what scripts you are reading, and really, what you define as “work.” It might be zero hours; it might be three or four. If you are secure and feel another job is coming, you can really enjoy these days off. You can plan extended trips; you live outside the normal system the rest of the working world follows. You get to go to the gym during off hours; when everyone else is stuck in their office, you, my friend, will be king or queen of the treadmills. However, if you’re more neurotic, these downtimes can give you the shakes.

---

As an actor, you use your body and mind as tools. Training helps you get the most out of them. The education really helps you learn more about yourself as well, and how to take different experiences and bring them to a role.

—**Melanie Diaz**, actor, *Raising Victor Vargas*

**Play Money?**

You could make nothing, but there’s always the chance you could be the next Tom Cruise and have hand-tailored suits made of endangered species. Until
I was a waitress for a long time. When *Raising Victor Vargas* came out and I was starting to really get noticed, I was still waitressing. That’s just how it is. Most actors have to support themselves with another job.

—Melonie Diaz, actor, *Raising Victor Vargas*

you start booking jobs consistently enough to feed yourself and your cats, you’ll need a “real” job that’s flexible enough that you can run out to auditions.

Once you are working, how much you’re paid is based on minimums set by the different unions. Your agent may be able to get more for you, depending on how hot you are. Union guidelines are fairly complex, really splicing and dissecting out every possibility of performance. (You can download all the possibilities from each union’s site, listed in the Resources section.) As complex as they are, looking at the unions’ salary guidelines is really the best way to go, because salary surveys are a bit spotty for this profession.

Salary.com reports that actors’ and performers’ salaries range from $30,737 to $65,843 nationally. The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports an hourly salary for this field instead of an annual, $23.37 being the mean hourly wage—with the following caveat: “There is wide variation in the number of hours worked by those employed as actors, dancers, musicians, and singers. Many jobs are for a duration of 1 day or 1 week and it is extremely rare for a performer to have guaranteed employment for a period that exceeds 3 to 6 months.”

**Stress-o-Meter: 5 (1 being a crossing guard, 10 being a prison guard)**

It’s an average; actors will tell you that when they’re working, it’s around a 3. And when they aren’t working, it’s around 9.5. The constant fear of never working again, of nobody liking you, is the hard part. Performing is the joy.

And of course, there are the reviews. Some actors never read them; some can’t wait to. Either way, being judged is never a stress-free activity.

**Pros**

You love to act. You’d do it for free.
Making films or theater is a collaborative artistic project where you meet amazing, talented people.
You live a life different from all the other “suckers” out there.

**Cons**

The inconsistency of work is stressful.
A lot of creepy, fake, parasitic people are attached to the entertainment world.
You may be somewhat poor. Ramen noodles could be a staple in your life.
Break a Leg, Kid. You’re an Actor. You Wake Up And . . .

10:00 AM: Last night was the final performance of an off-Broadway play you’ve been performing in for the past three months. You give yourself permission to “act lazy” and lounge in bed for a little while.

11:15 AM: Now showered and dressed, you check your e-mail and then flip through a few scripts your agent has sent over. These are projects that will be casting in the next several weeks, and you want to dig in to the material.

11:30 AM: Your agent calls. It’s last minute, but he’s been able to squeeze you in to an audition for a laundry detergent commercial. Do you think you can be a suburban dad by 1 PM?

12:45 PM: You walk into the waiting room of the audition at a midtown casting company. Ten other actors are there, each of them dressed to look like the Father of the Year. You sign in with the receptionist, who lets you know they are running a bit behind.

1:25 PM: You’re called in and told the plot of the commercial: you’ve just come home from work and discovered that the kids have been playing “grown-up” in your dress shirts—and now they are filthy. Instead of being upset, though, you are nonchalant, because you can count on this fantastic laundry detergent. They ask you to ad-lib the scene, using a paper towel to represent your dirty dress shirt.

1:35 PM: You have no idea how that went, but you didn’t bomb. As you exit the building, you have a slight shiver as you remember saying something like, “That’s okay, Sally, Daddy knows just what to do.” Aaargh.

3:30 PM: You try to finish one of the scripts from earlier in the day.

5:00 PM: Your agent calls. You have been asked to a callback, tomorrow at noon, for the laundry detergent!

6:00 PM: You have an early dinner and then go out to see a friend in a small production downtown, which starts at eight. You haven’t been able to see many plays lately as you’ve been in one yourself, and you’re looking forward to being part of the audience. But only for a little while, please!

Bravo, I Love It. So How the Hell Do I Become an Actor?

Get an audition and nail it. Or be discovered serving coffee when a famous director’s hybrid breaks down in your hometown. Or write your own movie, cast yourself in the lead role, get it into Sundance, and let the star-studded industry audience see your amazing chops. There’s no one surefire way to break in. The most traveled path, though, is the path of training, and then dedication. Take any role you can get, salaried or not, until you start to land more steady work.

What helps on this journey? Well, as mentioned, living in L.A. or NYC. Next, a positive attitude. You have to believe, deep down, that it is going to happen for you.
You have little control in this profession, as ultimately whether you get a role is someone else’s decision. So when you finally get into that audition room, control the one thing at your mercy—the vibe in the room. That doesn’t mean coming up with a joke beforehand and telling it as you walk in the door. It’s the true sense of improvisation, feeling out the people in front of you, and truly engaging them. Finally, don’t put so much pressure on every audition. You will have bad ones and good ones. And there’s always another coming up.

Just like in every other profession, who you know means a lot. So whenever you see a play or a film premiere or just attend a party, network. Don’t be slimy or desperate, of course, but when you talk with other people you may hear about auditions or even end up in a conversation with a director who will remember your face in six months’ time. You never know.

Resources

Look at the acting union Web sites, which have advice for actors just starting out, casting call information, union salary minimums, and more:

- Screen Actors Guild: sag.org
- American Federation of Television and Radio Artists: aftra.com
- Actors’ Equity Association: actorsequity.org

A subscription to IMDbPro.com will keep you up-to-date with everything happening in the film and TV world. It’s pretty amazing, and only around $12 a month. Also check out actors-network.com for tons of great info on all things thespian.

The industry magazines are Backstage, Variety, and The Hollywood Reporter. These all have useful Web sites as well: backstage.com, variety.com, and hollywoodreporter.com. Backstage is really tailored to actors more than the other two and offers a wealth of info, especially online.

There are many great books on acting. Two recommended ones are by Stephen Book: The Actor Takes a Meeting and Book on Acting: Improvisation Technique for the Professional Actor in Film, Theater, and Television.

The most famous acting schools, workshops, and teachers, such as Stella Adler (stellaadler.com), Lee Strasberg (strasberg.com), HB Studio (hbstudio.org) and the Actors Studio (theactorsstudio.org), are all based in New York City or Los Angeles. To find a school near you, go to hollywoodauditions.com/schools.htm. It has a search engine that allows you to find acting schools by location.
Advertising creatives, whose titles include copywriter, art director, and, as they are promoted, creative director, are the people at advertising agencies who actually come up with the TV commercials, print ads, billboards, Web sites, and viral videos that you see every day. They can create ideas for something as epic as a new Levi’s TV campaign set in Antarctica, or as tactical as what it will say on the tags that hang off the jeans—and everything in between. America has a love/hate relationship with advertising. When it’s good, a commercial can be better than anything else on TV. When it’s bad, like a pharmaceutical commercial that reminds us, repeatedly, “This medication may have serious side effects. If you find yourself bleeding from the mouth, nose, or genitals, consult your doctor,” we want to throw a shoe at our flatscreens.

Some agencies, and the creatives who work at them, specialize in a certain type of advertising. For example, healthcare agencies do mostly pharmaceutical advertising; other agencies do only fashion ads. Although agencies may be known for creating ads for luxury goods over packaged goods, as far as media (print, radio, TV, and so on) is concerned, the trend in the business is for agencies to be able to work across the entire spectrum. Yes, some agencies focus on interactive or online work, but that is beginning to change. People who create TV commercials must also be able to come up with ideas for the Web, mobile phones, ads written on the sand at the beach, anything.

The Ad Agency in Two Little Paragraphs

Before we get to the creatives, a little background on the ol’ ad game. Advertising agencies are in the business of developing corporate communication, that is, ads, for paying clients. Their main task is to create communications that build brands, build relationships, and, most important, build sales. Creatives are the heart and soul of the advertising agency, but not the only people who work there.

Almost all agencies have the same structure, although in the inevitable advertising way, they may try to differentiate themselves by giving departments

As a creative, you have to be able to see through the eyes of people who may not be exactly like you. You put yourself in their shoes and figure out what interesting creative message would resonate with them, excite them, make them like the brand, and compel them to buy.

—Gary Resch, associate creative director, DraftFCB, New York

Nowadays, a good advertising idea needs to be bigger than any one piece of media. It’s not the TV business or the Web business, it’s the idea business.

—Noah Davis, associate creative director, DraftFCB, New York
new names. Basically there are four main departments: creative, the people who write and make the ideas; account management, who aren’t accountants, but businesspeople who manage the agency’s clients; media, who figure out where the target market is—for example, for Pepsi, college students watch South Park, let’s put an ad on during that show; and production, the folks who actually help physically produce the artwork, film, video, and so on, needed to make the ads. Large agencies have support departments as well, such as human resources. But for now, let’s keep it simple.

The Creative Department

The creative department is based on teams. Writers and art directors work together (one of each) as a single unit to come up with ideas. Of course, there are anomalies at every agency: the threesome team, or the one person who works alone (really smart or serial killer). Being in these partnerships is a bit like being in a marriage. Partners are parents, and their ideas are their children, who must be constantly protected from bad suggestions from clients, account people, and so on. Partners rely on each other to grow and advance not only their ideas, but also each other’s careers. That’s why when a partnership is working, it usually lasts many years, broken only when one of the partners moves, changes careers, or is party to an unfortunate fishing accident.

You can be only one or the other, writer or art director, by the way. Before you go for your first job, you’ll need to make the choice. Chances are you already know which one better suits you. Still, there is a lot of crossover between writers and art directors. The writer may come up with a visual solution, the art director with a great headline. The writer may do all the drawing to present the team’s concepts; the art director might be great with dialogue and write radio scripts. But basically, when push comes to shove, the writer must be able to write, interestingly, insightfully. The art director must be able to art direct and design, to make things look perfect. Photos of food must look mouthwatering, headlines and type expertly kerned and spaced. Art directors must know all the major design programs: Adobe InDesign or Quark, Adobe Photoshop, and Adobe Illustrator. And it helps if they can draw.

Here’s (Roughly) How an Ad Is Born:

The creatives get an assignment; let’s say Nike needs a TV spot to sell a new running shoe. They lock themselves in their office and brainstorm ideas based on the research and insight provided by the client and the account people, until they come up with what they think are “killer” ideas. They may have a day,
they may have two weeks; advertising timelines are always unpredictable. They then present these ideas to their boss, the creative director. Creative directors (CDs), as their title says, direct and manage writers and art directors. Before the client or anyone else at the agency gets a peek, the CDs see the work of the creative teams and help shape and focus them. Good CDs are mentors who will do anything to help make ideas the best they can be and to sell them down the line. However, advertising is infamous for the occasional bad CDs, ones who are spiteful, paranoid, and in competition with smart young juniors. But such is life—a few great human beings on a planet teeming with jerks.

Usually the CD will have some comments to make; he or she will kill a couple of the weaker ideas and have thoughts on how the survivors could be stronger or funnier. Once these changes are made, the creatives will show the account management team, who may also have suggestions. There may be some friction at this point; the creatives think the account management “suits” have no creative vision, and the account management team thinks the creatives are being “too wacky for wacky’s sake.” (Or they may call it “too edgy.”) After some back-and-forth, the work is blessed by all, and it’s the client’s turn to see it, generally in a meeting in a nice big conference room. If the project is a TV commercial, scripts will be read by the writer, and the art director may show a full storyboard or just some key visuals to help the client better understand the idea. Hopefully the client likes one of the ideas (three is generally the magic number to show: two to be killed, one to live), and then the team (with the help of a director, producer, and so on) goes forth and makes the commercial. If not, back to square one.

Once an idea has been “sold” to the client, creatives are then responsible for the idea’s production. They make sure the vision they’ve presented develops into the vision the public sees. If it is a TV commercial like the preceding example, creatives will select the director, go to the shoot, pick the casting, oversee the edit, music, and so on, shepherding the idea until it is finished. This often means travel to L.A. and fancy hotels with Jacuzzis.

What Are Creatives Like?

Creatives are supposed to be fun loving and off the wall. They are stereotypically hip and stylish and rock ’n’ roll, the coolest, artiest people in the agency. If you walk around the average creative department, it will look like Urban Outfitters styled the younger members, and Marc Jacobs the older, more senior ones. (There are a lot fewer older creatives than younger ones, by the way. Very few gray heads on the creative floor.) But there are, of course, all kinds of creatives, from the kind who rarely shave and play foosball at every oppor-

Here’s a reality of the job: you will have thousands of ideas die in order to sell one. Some ideas your partner won’t like, some your creative director will kill, or your CEO, or your client, or your client’s CEO. You just have to roll with it and just keep coming up with even better ideas in order to survive.
—Tim Roan, copywriter, DraftFCB, New York

The trick is to have LOTS of ideas. So what I usually do to stave off the panic is to give myself a quota for each session. Say, four ideas I know are on strategy. Doesn’t matter if they’re good or bad. Then I have four the next session. And the next. After a week, I have twenty ideas. Usually there’s one in there that is the seed for a really great concept. It takes some practice, but to be a really good idea person, you have to learn to stop worrying whether you’re a really good idea person.
—Tom Christmann, creative director, Taxi
We’re lucky; we’re surrounded by people who spend their days trying to outdo and one-up each other with wit. When things are good, there’s a lot of laughter.

—Noah Davis, associate creative director, DraftFCB, New York

And we get to sit in Aeron chairs.

—Tim Roan, copywriter, DraftFCB, New York

Ad agencies strive to be funky, or at least modern and well designed. When the clients walk in, the feeling the agency wants them to have is, “Wow, these guys are up on popular culture, and they seem way smart too.” Agencies are very casual places, especially creative departments. Expect all the clichés—Nerf footballs being tossed about, music playing, people laughing. But also expect times of quiet and intense working. There is a definite camaraderie and a sense of gallows humor; creatives like to pull pranks on one another and to go out for drinks after hours. And although they are supposed to be businesspeople, they are also expected to be a little out there; frankly, it’s their job. Agencies should nurture this “outside the box” thinking and off-center individualism.

But beyond all that, creative folks work long and hard. Advertising is a deadline business, and there’s nothing quite as intimidating as being a creative and staring at a blank sheet of paper with a deadline looming.

How Many Hours Does One Toil?

Most creatives get in around ten in the morning and leave around seven at night. That’s a typical, things-aren’t-going-haywire day. Thing is, there are a lot of madcap panic-filled ones. Let’s say your company is trying to win a new piece of business. The work you do on that “pitch” will be in addition to your regular workload; thus, those weeks or months will be busy, and especially busy right before the big new business meeting. And expect the occasional weekend work as well; it’s part of the game. On the plus side, being a creative is about coming up with ideas. For some people that takes every minute of
every day. Other creatives can screw around most of the day and then the idea comes to them between 4:30 and 5:00.

---

How Much Cheddar?

Salaries vary depending on company size and geography, but an entry-level East Coast creative can expect to make $35,000 to $50,000. From there the sky is the limit; big CDs who run important brands at large agencies can make more than $500,000; a midlevel creative with a title like senior copywriter can expect to make around $90,000 to $125,000. Raises and bonuses are based on what you accomplish, and unlike other jobs, people will really know what you do, because they’ll see the ads you’ve created.

Talentzoo.com, a well-known advertising recruitment specialist, has an online “Salary Monitor” based on its own surveys. You provide where you live and what position you are interested in, and it supplies the salary range.

---

Stress-o-Meter: 6.5 (1 being a bikini waxer, 10 being a bikini waxee)

Walk into any ad agency and you will see a stressed-out creative crying out, “The client is ruining everything!” Although they feel tremendous pressure to do good work and the stress can hit a 10 sometimes, most creatives tend to be fairly laid back, thus the lower score. Plus, many creatives can step back at the end of the day and say, “It’s only advertising.”

---

You can work in the office, or you can spend twenty hours a week in a café, it doesn’t matter. As long as when it’s time to see your creative director you bring in a great idea, you’re a hero. The hours are different for different people. You work until the ideas come.

—Gary Resch, associate creative director, DraftFCB, New York
Pros

You get paid for your personality.
Your friends and family will see all the cool stuff you make.
You’ll travel for shoots and meet all kinds of other creative people like directors and actors.
Your co-workers will be hilarious.
You can wear jeans every damn day.

Cons

Some long hours, and during certain periods, many weekends.
Any whim of a client can take the account you work on to another agency, leaving you unemployed.
You will have ideas die because someone just doesn’t “get it.”
There aren’t many people in advertising over fifty; this seems cool at first, until you realize that someday you will be fifty and have kids who need braces.

Okay, You’re a Creative. You Wake Up And . . .

9:00 AM: The agency opens. By 9:30, all of the account and media people arrive and settle in. You are still in the shower.

10:15 AM: You roll in. You have one new voice mail and ten e-mails. You begin answering them and await your partner’s arrival.

10:30 AM: Your partner shows up. You both spend the next half hour eating breakfast and catching up.

11:00 AM: You have a meeting in the conference room. You and your partner get briefed on a new TV campaign for Mitchum deodorant. The good news—it’s a sweet assignment, three television commercials. The bad news—the ideas are due in three days.

12:05 PM: You prepare for a 6 PM Snapple meeting where you’ll be presenting a new print campaign. Your partner, an art director, prints everything out in color and mounts the ads on black boards.

1:30 PM: You grab lunch with your partner and begin talking about Mitchum. Your partner mentions that he was in such a rush this morning, he forgot to wear deodorant, but he doesn’t think he smells. He is mistaken. You work on this direction for a bit—how to tell people that sometimes, they smell.

4:00 PM: Another creative comes in to chat. He asks you if you think an idea he has for one of his assignments is funny, and you critique it.

4:10 PM: You continue to work on Mitchum. You talk about animation, how that might make the idea less gross. You write a very simple line, “For a deodorant that won’t fail you, switch to Mitchum.” You dub it campaign number one, and keep thinking.

6:00 PM: You greet your Snapple clients in the conference room and get ready to present three print campaigns of three ads each. First the account people set up what these ads are trying to achieve, and then you
launch in, showing each campaign. You sell a little bit, saying how these are different from what everyone else is doing, and how they’ll really “jump” from magazines.

6:40 PM: Your clients give you feedback on what they like and what they don’t. They agree with your favorite but want you to increase the “appetite appeal.” Your partner offers that the product can be shot next to slices of glistening fruit. That suggestion seems to work for everyone.

7:15 PM: You and your partner decide you’re too burned to work on Mitchum any more. You promise to REALLY start at 9:30 tomorrow morning. Then you both split.

This Sounds Ad-Tastic!

How the Hell Do I Become a Creative?

Becoming a creative all comes down to one thing: The Portfolio.

An advertising portfolio is made up of spec ads one makes to show the kind of ideas he or she can create. Basically you have to come up with your own ads for existing products and show how creative you are. (Note that spec ads are for entry-level jobs; as you work in the industry, the work you put in your portfolio and on your reel will be real produced ideas.) Portfolios usually contain about fifteen to twenty examples, generally print or outdoor (billboards, bus shelters). With the emergence of the Web and new media (meaning how these days, anything can become an ad: a matchbook, a trash can, a stencil on the sidewalk, you name it) as powerful advertising tools, these thoughts are expected as well. But use your judgment. Creative directors and creative recruiters are incredibly busy. They want to flip through your book, not read or have to try to figure things out.

What makes for a great ad? That’s a book in itself. Briefly, an idea that is surprising, yet really gets to the point of why this product or service merits attention from the viewer. It can take six months to a year to make your first portfolio, and then you’ll probably still need to tweak it as you get people’s feedback. And, over the course of your career, you will continuously upgrade it; your portfolio, and as you get more senior, your TV reel, will always be the way you get work. A sketch of a good idea is better than a slick-looking bad ad someone else has photographed and retouched. Still, with computers, agencies expect things to look pretty “finished.”

Although it is not mandatory, these days many new junior creatives have attended graduate-level portfolio schools, like the Miami Ad School or the Portfolio Center in Atlanta. (A list of some of the best schools follows.) There is no degree from these schools, and they don’t guarantee you will be hired. You will leave with a very professional-looking book, however. For those look-
I feel like you almost have to go to portfolio school now, and that wasn’t true even just a few years ago. But between what you learn there, the connections they offer, and their job fairs, you are just at a disadvantage if you don’t go. Because beyond the portfolio, it helps to know somebody. Creative directors’ and recruiters’ offices are filled with piles of books, and you have to find a way to get yours to the top of that pile. Or better yet, off the pile and onto someone’s desk.

—Gary Resch, associate creative director, DraftFCB, New York

Once you have a good portfolio, whom do you call? Most big agencies have creative recruiters; call the main number and ask who they are and how you can contact them. E-mail is always best (these types don’t answer the phone much). Even better, when you see an ad you like, do some research online (or use the resources that follow) and see if you can find out who the creatives were on it. Write or call them, compliment the work, and ask if they wouldn’t mind seeing your portfolio. This is a great way in. But the best way? Know somebody. So network, network, network. If you went to portfolio school, you’ll probably be all hooked up with alumni across the country. If not, attend any advertising functions you can and meet folks. Search online for your local ad club, by Googling or at the American Advertising Federation’s site, aaf.org, which has chapters nationwide. When you meet creatives at these events, don’t be shy. Anyone under thirty will remember their struggles getting their first job and, if they have a soul at all, will hear you out. (There are some soulless creatives, mind you.) No one has a “piece of cake” first-job story in the creative department; getting in has always been a bitch. Just don’t be overly aggressive; make contact, and then follow up the next day.

Some agencies also offer internships. Most of these don’t really involve learning or doing much creative work, unfortunately. Sadly, most creative departments are too busy to train interns. However, these internships do help you meet people. If you can get one at one of the hot agencies, jump on it. But if the internship is at a huge agency, in, say, the media department, know that you may well never see the creatives. You might be on a separate floor, if not in a different building. Make sure you know what you are getting into.

Resources

To stay current on what’s happening in the ad world (especially who is winning accounts and might be hiring), check out adage.com and adweek.com. To stay current on new creative and general industry gossip, look at adrants.com and adpulp.com, both of which will have links to many other ad blogs worth investigating.

To find work you might admire and want to emulate, Communication Arts and Archive magazine showcase the best worldwide ad work and the names and agencies of who created each piece. They are expensive, though, so you may want to leaf through them at the store. Also look at The One Show, an
award annual you can find in most bookstores. You can join the One Club (yes, the group that organizes The One Show), it has lots of helpful portfolio reviews and guidance, it’s a great place to start, actually: oneclub.org. Another similar association is the Art Directors Club: adcglobal.org. And as mentioned earlier, the American Advertising Federation, aaf.org, has chapters nationwide. Many offer programs to help people network, or at least learn about the business. Check under the College Connection link.

There are many books on the topic of creativity in advertising. Two worth checking out: although getting a little long in the tooth, David Ogilvy’s excellent Ogilvy on Advertising is a classic. A more recent book creatives find insightful is Hey, Whipple, Squeeze This: A Guide to Creating Great Ads by Luke Sullivan.

A selection of portfolio schools:

- Miami Ad School: miamiadschool.com
- Virginia Commonwealth University, VCU Adcenter: adcenter.vcu.edu
- Portfolio Center: portfoliocenter.com
- The Creative Circus: creativecircus.com
- School of Visual Arts: schoolofvisualarts.edu
- Brainco: Minneapolis School of Advertising, Design, and Interactive Studies: adschool.com
Western medicine doesn’t have the cure for everything. For ailments like allergies and bad backs, some patients just cannot find an acceptable answer in modern medicine. They may have been prescribed so many pills that they rattle when they walk. Or they’ve visited multiple specialists and spent hours in waiting rooms flipping through germ-covered National Geographic magazines, but still they don’t feel any better. Perhaps that’s why alternative medicine is gaining in popularity.

Alternative medicine, also known as complementary medicine (used in conjunction with conventional treatments), is becoming more and more accepted in the United States. In fact, some of these practices are now pretty much mainstream. There are many different kinds of alternative practitioners—acupuncturists, herbalists, chiropractors, aromatherapists, meditation experts, massage therapists, and on and on—and although their treatments might vary, much of their working lives are the same. This chapter will attempt to address the generalities of the field, using acupuncture and chiropractic, two of the most popular alternative practices, as the focus. Hopefully you’ll find them a healthy read.

How Do You First Learn about This Stuff?

Most practitioners of alternative treatments have had a personal incident or encounter that opened their eyes to the healing possibilities outside Western medicine. Maybe they were sick and nothing helped until they tried “something crazy,” like acupuncture. Or they had a parent or sibling who had trouble with pharmaceuticals but were cured with herbs. American society is very skeptical of outside medical practices, but those who have been helped or healed by alternative means become believers, dedicated to learning more.

Many people who get into alternative medicine are a little “alternative” themselves. They seek out different answers to questions in life. It differs by field, of course—chiropractors are way less alternative than, say, tonal healers.
They are all people who want to help others with their ailments and who choose to not take the conventional path.

Just like there is a rigid and structured path to becoming a conventional doctor, so too is there one for each different type of alternative medical field. Chiropractors must go to chiropractic school, an intense three-year program. Acupuncturists go to school for four years. Generally, part of the studying involves clinical work (just like in Western medicine). For Eastern medicine, some people even spend time in China. These alternative medical schools aren’t cheap; in fact, tuition is roughly the same cost as traditional medical school. Mmm, loans and debt, the signs of true adulthood.

Every state is different, but in whatever state you choose to practice, you’ll need to become licensed. In some states, that license will give you the title of “Dr.” In others it won’t. More on how to become a practitioner in a minute.

So What Do You Do after School?

There are a few entry-level options. Some graduates work as an associate for another doctor, meaning you are her employee. A slightly different choice is to be an independent doctor, which means you work at a doctor’s office in your own space. You aren’t part of his practice, your clients compensate you, and that’s your salary. In this case, you may be paying rent or the doctor may take a percentage of your earnings. Another option is to start your own practice. This is many people’s goal; some go for it straight out of school. They take out (more) loans, get an office space, lease equipment, and slowly start to build a patient list.

The Office, and What Happens in It

Just like conventional doctors, most alternative-medicine practitioners have office space where people make appointments and come in to be treated. There are the typical waiting rooms, receptionists, and bad magazines. If you take insurance, your receptionist might double as an assistant; paperwork for insurance companies tends to be time consuming and frustrating. (Yes, alternative medicine has become so widely accepted that most insurance companies compensate for it.) The vibe is generally business-casual; with the scrutiny still given to alternative practices, it’s best to look and act professional. You’re not a quack or a guru, you’re not going to wear tie-dye or hemp—you are a trained professional, helping people. At the same time, you don’t need to be wearing a suit or tie or anything like that.
The alternative-medicine experience is not much different from going to a traditional physician, but some distinctions stand out. First off, most Western doctors spend approximately two minutes learning a patient’s symptoms and history, the ol’ quick look at the chart. Alternative-medicine practitioners tend to spend way more time than that, a half hour or forty minutes on average. They’ll go over a lot of things doctors skip—diet, exercise, and life habits—just to get a bigger overall sense of the patient’s health. Alternative medicine, for the most part, believes in getting one’s body back in balance, so it treats more than just the symptom. A bad back might not be from jogging; it might come from, say, anxiety.

After that, treatment begins. In a nutshell, chiropractors will usually first X-ray their patients so they can get a good look at the spine. Chiropractors don’t just “crack your back” like your buddy Bubba might do for you; they are expertly trained to precisely move the vertebrae just so. The basic idea is that spinal joint misalignment, which chiropractors call vertebral subluxation, can result in all kinds of health issues. After examining the spinal X ray, on subsequent visits, chiropractors will manipulate and adjust the patient’s spine and vertebrae, aiming to correct this vertebral subluxation. Many patients come in seeking relief from lower back or neck pain. The goal is that after adjustments and corrections, this pain will subside.

Acupuncturists insert needles into acupuncture points on the body, hopefully resulting in restored health and lessening of whatever malady was afflicting the patient. For example, let’s say someone comes in to the office with a migraine headache. An acupuncturist might place small needles into the fleshy area between the patient’s thumb and forefinger (one of the points treated for headaches). This does not result in cries of “Ow!” Most folks actually feel quite relaxed while the needles are in, believe it or not. After fifteen minutes or so, the needles are removed and, hopefully, the headache is gone.

Many patients who use alternative medicine become repeat patients (a lot have chronic pain); they’ll go once a week or once a month, until they see improvement. For more in-depth descriptions of either practice, please check out the Resources section.

What Kind of Person Is Good at This?

Like any medical practitioner, you have to be compassionate and caring. If people irk you, helping them is probably not the best career direction. A good “bedside manner” and a charming personality do wonders for patients. You should also be confident, the type of person who doesn’t need another’s approval. You will get a lot of questions such as, “Why didn’t you just become a
regular doctor? Why didn’t you go to medical school?” It’s inevitable; your parents’ friends will quiz you. Try not to tear your hair out.

Then there is also the business side. Confidence, initiative, and personality play a huge role there as well. Having a successful practice, or at least one that stays in business, involves building up a clientele. You can’t just hang up a sign and expect a line of patients to begin forming. You have to go out and meet and network with conventional doctors and other types of practitioners (if you are an acupuncturist, you might meet with chiropractors or massage therapists—anyone who might refer a patient to you) and try to build the practice. It involves lunches and networking associations and conventions, like any other business. As most practitioners eventually go out on their own, it’s a point that can’t be emphasized enough.

**Up All Night or Nine-to-Five?**

Just like doctors, alternative-medicine practitioners work normal business hours, which are somewhere from 10 AM to 8 PM. Unlike doctors, they rarely get emergency calls or have night shifts at the hospital. The appointments in the mornings and evenings are the busiest, while two in the afternoon can be slow. It all depends on the practice, but you may see between thirty-five and sixty patients a week. If you are a single-person operation, as many practices are, with the paperwork and scheduling (and even going out to buy your own herbs, medical supplies, toilet paper, you name it), the hours can be fairly long. But on the upside, a lot of practices are open only four days a week. Still, you may be taking care of paperwork and other tasks on that fifth day.

![Pie chart showing time allocation](chart.png)

**Money?**

In the beginning, you can expect to make between $20,000 and $35,000. And if you choose to open your own office, there are those additional expenses—rent, equipment—to float.

---

Ninety percent of alternative medical practices fail because ninety percent of people who do alternative medicine know zero about business. Asking people who are “alternative” to run a business, charge fees, all the things that many have been running from . . . it’s difficult. They want to help people because they are all heart.

—Gabriel Sher, licensed acupuncturist and herbalist
But if you are a decent businessperson and networker, after three or so years you can do pretty well. The possibility of $100,000-plus is definitely possible. Salary.com reports that chiropractors’ salaries nationally average between $51,091 and $113,568. PayScale.com’s national salary survey shows acupuncturists with one to four years of experience earning $42,000, topping out with more than twenty years’ experience at $84,000.

**Stress-o-Meter: 4.5 (1 being a glass blower, 10 being a whistleblower)**

**It’s not the job itself that’s stressful; it feels amazing to help people.** No, it’s the “running a business” part, the paying the bills part, the money part; in other words, the part that isn’t any fun.

**Pros**

The satisfaction you get from helping people. They walk in one way and leave another.
The freedom of being your own boss.
Working in a field you believe in.

**Cons**

The financial aspects of running your own business.
Occasionally seeing people whom you may not like—the “crazies.”
People being skeptical of your field.

---

**Congratulations, You Are an Alternative-Medicine Practitioner. You Wake Up And . . .**

**9:15 AM:** After a cup of green tea, you leave the house and ride your bike to work. When you arrive at your office, you change into your business-casual attire.

**9:45 AM:** Before the first patient arrives, you check e-mails, make some phone calls, and try to firm up any scheduling conflicts.

**10:00 AM:** Your first appointment of the day, an older man. This is his first time coming in, so you sit down and not only find out what is immediately troubling him, but also ask him for a full health history. Any prior injuries, or surgeries? Nope. But his back has been “killing him” for months now, and he says he has tried “almost everything.” You don’t have your own X-ray machine on premise, so you send him down the road to have one done. You want to look inside this gentleman before choosing any treatment course.

**11:00 AM:** Your next patient arrives. Regular patients are seen in half-hour shifts throughout the day; new ones are seen for a full hour.

**2:00 PM:** You have a half-hour break. You grab some lunch while ordering some new supplies online.

**2:30 PM:** A patient comes in grinning. His back pain has decreased significantly. You treat him for a half hour and then shake his hand. Hopefully this will be his last visit for a while. And hopefully, he’ll tell his friends of the magic you worked.
3:00 PM: You continue to see patients until 7:30 PM, when you lock the door. You spend a half hour getting everything into shape for the morning, and then split.

8:30 PM: You go to a local gym, where you are giving a free clinic. It’s a good way to meet prospective patients and build the practice.

Let the Healing Begin.

How the Hell Do I Become a Practitioner?

Every field of alternative medicine has its own path, but as stated previously, in general they are all well-worn and fairly rigid paths involving schooling and licensing. You don’t just fall into these fields like you do in some other professions. There are no shortcuts. Prepare yourself to go through a fairly long and challenging program, the alternative take to medical school.

Most of these schools require a bachelor’s degree. They have three-to-four-year programs, which are very similar to medical school if you actually compare the classes. Likewise, they also have residency programs, where you work directly with patients. Beyond medical training, many alternative-medicine practitioners recommend studying business. A lot wish they had taken more business classes when they were undergrads.

If you are interested in alternative medicine, the best advice is to talk to different practitioners and learn about what they do. Many are quite friendly and want to talk about their fields; people get into this because they truly believe in the healing powers outside conventional medicine. See who’s local and make a few phone calls, or send a few e-mails, and see if you can meet with them. It sounds forward, but it works.

Resources

There’s this thing called the Internet, and it’s totally awesome. There are a ton of informational sites; you can easily check out whichever specific alternative field excites you. Perhaps the best place to start is at the National Centers for Complementary and Alternative Medicine, which is a division of the National Institutes of Health. Go to nccam.nih.gov for information on a wide swath of alternative treatments.

For acupuncture, these associations and journals are a great start:

American Association of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine: aaaomonline.org
National Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine Alliance: acuall.org

*American Journal of Acupuncture:* acupuncturejournal.com

TCM Student: tcmstudent.com

The TCM Student site also lists its picks for the top five acupuncture schools:

- Oregon College of Oriental Medicine, Portland, OR
- Southwest Acupuncture College, Santa Fe, NM
- New England School of Acupuncture, Watertown, MA
- American College of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine, Houston, TX
- Bastyr University, Kenmore, WA

For chiropractic information and schools, the following links are quite useful: *Chiropractic Economics* offers a list of, and links to, local and state chiropractic associations at its site, chiroeco.com/chiroshopper/assoc.php. The Association of Chiropractic Colleges, www.chirocolleges.org/collegest.html (Note: this one needs the “www”), contains links to each college. World Chiropractic Alliance, worldchiropracticalliance.org, is another popular site filled with information and advice.
Long before construction crews start digging earth, or real estate agents tout exclusive listings of houses, apartments, or office buildings, architects labor. Architects plan, design, and then shepherd through construction every type of edifice imaginable, from churches and university buildings to cheap motels and International Houses of Pancakes. Yes, somewhere an architect pounded his fist on a conference room table and said, “A house of pancakes must have a slanted blue roof!” The rest, as they say, is flapjack history.

Architecture is a challenging career that requires painstaking attention to detail and the patience of several saints. It’s one of those rare jobs that takes both sides of the brain to be successful: the creative “designy” side and the logical, scientific “how will this work?” side. Those who toil in the field consider it a labor of love, and most of society considers it a profession as respected as law or medicine. And well it should, because architecture is important to how we view ourselves. The pyramids defined ancient Egypt, skyscrapers the modern metropolis. Plus, TV’s Mike Brady was an architect; how much more legitimate can you get?

Projects, from Birth to Adulthood

Architects are involved in every phase of a project’s construction. How each phase comes together differs according to the specifics of the project; obviously the approach to designing the next SeaWorld will be slightly different from a simple bathroom remodel. Still, most projects share distinct phases. In the broadest terms, there is a time when you are planning, designing, and drawing, using both a computer and pencil and paper, and a time when you are at the “job site,” supervising the physical construction of your design.

Say you are designing a large new building for a state university, meant to house the biology department. The building will need classrooms, plus complex labs that may require ventilation systems and other safety precautions, lest nasty pathogens escape and become the premise for a campus horror movie. The entire process from start to finish for a building this large and multifaceted can take four years or more. Some buildings take less than one. Some take a decade.

An architect is someone who imagines and designs environments, and then helps them get built. And helping them get built can be eight million things. You’re coordinating all the work of the other professional trades, like the structural, mechanical, and electrical engineers; the plumbing; the fire protection; and so on. You’re sort of the orchestra leader.

—Andrew Bernheimer and Jared Della Valle, partners, Della Valle Bernheimer Architects

Architecture is something that has a longevity to it. It’s something that can outlast the architect’s life, something that can transcend their whole existence. Every architect gets off on that, at least a little bit. There’s sort of a civic responsibility to create beautiful, uplifting places. First you have to believe there’s the possibility of creating a space someone will be moved by. And then, you try to achieve it.

—Evan Ripley, architect, Tod Williams Billy Tsien Architects
Construction almost always takes forever. You hardly ever hear anyone say, “My project is finished early, and it was under budget.” People think architects care only about design, but if your project is executed incorrectly, all that gets thrown away. The project is like your child. Basically, you have to work hard to create the child, and then construction is like child rearing, and you definitely spend a lot of time rearing the child. Because if you stop monitoring that phase, well, your child ends up a mess.

—Andrew Bernheimer and Jared Della Valle, partners, Della Valle Bernheimer Architects

The initial phase is what some call the **programming phase**, or **pre-design**. This is a learning and information-gathering stage; it’s when you will be figuring out where things really should go and the relationship between various components. Where should the researchers’ offices and labs be, where should the administrative offices lie, and why? You don’t want to make two groups who need to be near one another climb three flights of stairs to meet; that would be bad, frustrating design. For this reason, the pre-design/programming phase requires a lot of communication with the clients. You have to really understand their needs, how they will ultimately use the space. All of your thinking will come out of this knowledge. The ability to interact with clients, to hear what they are saying and to explain clearly what you intend and how it will work for them, is key to being a successful architect.

Moving on, the pre-design/programming phase morphs into the designing of actual building concepts, which are called **schematic designs**. These are the big-picture ideas of how the building may look and function; for example, will it be a round building with a hole in the center inspired by a donut, or a tall, skinny tower inspired by a supermodel? This stage is followed by **design development**, which is basically a further refinement of the agreed-on schematic design. It’s a time to get into the details and nitty-gritty.

**Construction documents** come next. These highly detailed drawings and specifications define exactly how the project is going to be built. The creation of the construction documents is the most intense phase for architects, as it’s the final stage before actual construction is set to start. These documents are used to assess the construction price of the building. Basically, you, the architect, give this set of drawings to a contractor, the person or company that does the physical construction; he or she looks at them and says, “Okay, I’ll build this sucker for X dollars, as long as there are no changes.” So there’s pressure to get the construction documents as tight as possible, because any changes later on are where you start to break the budget. And clients don’t like broken budgets. They can only be fixed with more money.

After that, the rest of the time is **construction administration**, which is supervising the physical building of the building. Usually you will visit job sites once a week to see how things are progressing, and to deal with any issues that arise.

When the project is finally completed, and you walk through the university and see the fully functioning building you birthed—a building filled with biologists hopefully furthering the health of humanity—it’s an incredible thrill. Something you dreamed up is now a physical presence. Pretty amazing.
Do I Do All That When I First Start?

Hell no! That’s too much responsibility to start; would you want to be in a building some snot-nosed kid fresh out of school designed and presided over? Yikes. Beginning architects spend a lot of time doing things like researching zoning and building codes, or drafting their bosses’ designs and helping build their models. You’ll be expected to be up to speed on all the latest design programs, especially AutoCAD for drafting. In addition, a program called BIM (Building Information Modeling) is a popular one for the bigger firms; it’s technical drawing in 3D. It’s being used to help build the Freedom Tower in New York City, and the industry seems to be embracing it and employing it more and more. Finally, there are several 3D visualization programs, including 3D Studio Max, Maya, and Form Z; you should be familiar with at least one of them.

As a new architect, you’ll be working your ass off and learning from mentors all the way. It can be pretty grueling. A number of people switch careers at this point if they aren’t loving it. Because guess what: they aren’t truly architects yet.

See, when you graduate from architecture school, even when you accept your first job at an architecture firm, you aren’t officially an architect yet. It’s a bit confusing, because you can work at an architecture firm in the role of an architect, but technically you aren’t one until you fulfill a series of requirements. Basically, these involve three elements: education (which you’ll already have gotten; more on that later), work experience, and passing the Architect Registration Examination (ARE). For the experience requirement, each architect-to-be needs to complete 700 training units across sixteen categories; each unit equals eight hours of experience working under the direct supervision of a licensed architect. This simply means you’ll need to be working for a few years.

The ARE isn’t a test to be sneezed at. It’s nine tests actually, administered by the National Council of Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB). As
you might imagine, it takes quite a bit of studying to pass. Once you have the
education and experience and have passed the exam, you will be a Registered
Architect (RA), which means you can practice on your own without being un-
der the wing of a firm. The reason people drop out early is that if they aren’t
loving the field, there’s no need to jump through all the requirement hoops.
Plus, there are loads of other fun jobs for people with architecture degrees, in-
cluding furniture design and interior design.

Senioritis

Architects say the most exciting part of their job is coming up with killer de-
signs and then seeing those designs come to life. Unfortunately, most of the
days aren’t spent on the designs alone, but on menial tasks in the service of
them. There’ll be tons of meetings, phone calls, and e-mails. Clients will
change their minds, and altered plans will need to be filed with the state. As
you become more senior, you’ll be doing more presenting and selling of ideas,
more hand holding and managing of clients. You’ll be in your client’s confer-
ence room in a meeting while other architects are back at the firm, designing.
The biggest complaint of successful architects is that they wish they could
spend more time designing instead of problem solving.

What Makes for a Good Architect?

Are you an utter and total control freak? Because that’s not a bad place to start.
Although architecture is a collaborative field, where you’ll work with all kinds
of vendors and clients, you are ultimately in charge of building something,
and that’s quite a responsibility. So you have to care deeply, nay, profoundly,
about every last detail. You have to be passionate about design, you have to be
passionate about space, and you have to be passionate about functionality.
That’s a lot of passion, friend. And this may sound strange, but you have to
care about people, because you’ll spend your days designing projects you’ll
never inhabit. Say you are designing a house for someone; you have to want it
to bring them some level of joy. And the same mindset goes into larger proj-
ects—for example, a public building where you’re trying to create a space that
should—here comes something corny—elevate people’s souls in some way.
Think about great public places you’ve been—Grand Central Station, the
Louvre; there’s something awe inspiring about them.

As an architect, you have to be imaginative, but you have to be disciplined.
Again, it’s a both-sides-of-the-brain profession. And you also need to be good
with people. You have to be able to present your ideas to clients, and defend
them—without seeming defensive. Salesmanship is part of the job, especially if you own your own firm. Finally, you need to be able to manage people. Everyone involved in building this project reports to you. It’s a skill you can learn, but it helps if you have had some experience doing it in any kind of previous or summer job. Babysitting quintuplets, perhaps?

The Offices Must Be Awesome, Right?

You’d be surprised. Most architects spend their time making their clients’ projects look good, and so their own offices can be in need of a tune-up. This is true of many architects’ homes as well. Their own domestic projects are the ones that always get pushed to the bottom of the “to-do” list. That said, some firms are gorgeous, airy places filled with light and custom furniture.

Architecture firms can be large corporations, medium to small companies, and even single-person proprietorships. Some architects are entrepreneurial and long to have their own firm with their name on the door; others really don’t want to deal with the headaches of business ownership.

Regardless of size, some offices are laid back, the kind where you can walk around in whatever you want and play music at your desk, while others are pretty corporate. It all depends on the principals and the type of clients they service. Generally you won’t have to wear a suit, though, except perhaps to certain client meetings. A lot of architects make bold choices in their eyeglass frames, for some reason. A little modern design right on the bridge of their nose, perhaps.

The stereotype of most architecture firms is that they are pressure-packed, hardworking places. It fits. The offices are never really “mellow” and the hours can be long, as you will read in a moment. But architects also like to have fun. These are people who are into design, and it’s hard to design with any whimsy if you are miserable. If you want to be a painter or a writer, however, misery can be a nice plus.

So, the Hours Are Long?

Yes, for the most part. Not ridiculous hours by any means (the definition of ridiculous hours keeps evolving in our modern world, mind you), but figure on average you’ll work a ten-hour day, and there will be some weekend work. Architecture is so detail oriented that there’s always more to do, more to refine. You care deeply how your projects turn out; you want to keep tweaking and improving them. It’s addictive.
Wallet-Sized, Rectangular Sheets of Green Paper?

For the amount of work they do, the years of training required, and the esteem in which society holds them, architects’ paychecks aren’t as large as you might expect. That said, if you start your own firm and it does well, you’ll certainly be able to afford that midcentury modern house of your dreams. The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports the mean salary as $68,560, with a range from $39,130 to $105,500. In urban areas, the numbers are considerably higher than that for senior-level architects. A great place to keep abreast of such information is the architectural Web site DesignIntelligence, di.net. Simply search on “salary” for the latest compensation news.

Stress-o-Meter: 8 (1 being a member of the fraternity AEPi, 10 being a member of the American FBI)

Being an architect is pretty stressful. Besides the long hours and deadlines that always breed stress, you’ll care deeply about the outcome of your projects. You’ll be juggling infinite details and managing many personalities along the way, and any mistake you make can cost thousands or even millions of dollars. And architecture is in the public eye; people will see your projects and critique them. A high-profile building can be vilified in the newspaper or on a blog, just like a bomb of a movie.

Pros
Seeing a finished project is an incredible high.
Creating spaces people will enjoy and find uplifting is a satisfying way to make money.
It’s a very well-respected profession.

Cons
There’s lots o’ stress.
There’s an incredible amount of liability; yes, it’s quite easy to get sued.
Some clients can be frustratingly difficult.


8:00 AM: You go into your kitchen and make yourself a coffee with your sleek Italian espresso machine.

9:30 AM: You arrive at the office, a medium-sized firm of about thirty people. You don’t have an actual office, but share an “area” with a colleague, which is an alcove with a couple of desks. You check your e-mail and see if there are any emergencies.

10:00 AM: You’ve been working with a more senior architect on the design of an advertising agency’s new office space. You’ve met with them several times, and are going to show them your initial design concepts later today. You print out some 3D renderings to see if they need any last-second tweaks.
11:00 AM: You take a call from a contractor on another project you’re helping out on. You were supposed to go to the job site tomorrow, but the contractor would like to push the visit back a few days. So far it’s been on schedule, so you say “Okay.”

12:00 PM: You run out and grab an early bite.

1:30 PM: Five folks from the ad agency arrive. You and the senior architect meet with them in the “nice” conference room, which has a Saarinen table and chairs.

1:45 PM: After some pleasantries, the senior architect talks about what you’ve created. She is a very good presenter, very articulate. She explains how you’ve taken the agency’s “holistic” approach and tried to create an office with no boundaries that still gives employees personal space.

2:00 PM: You unveil the models. You walk the clients through your thoughts, step by step. Although they are creative, clients often find it hard to envision what you intend. Plus, they are nervous. This won’t be cheap.

3:00 PM: They like one of the designs. But they have a million questions. How long will it take? How much will it cost? Can we incorporate the agency’s shade of blue into some of the conference rooms. Still, it’s all moving forward. You breathe a sigh of relief and escort them to the elevator.

3:30 PM: You deserve a candy bar. You get a candy bar.

4:00 PM: You have “the meeting after the meeting” with the senior architect. She’s pleased; she was worried they would be even more difficult. She wants to make the changes discussed ASAP so you can get the project rolling. She sends you back to your desk with a bunch of things to try.

7:30 PM: You’ve been pointing and clicking in AutoCAD for three hours, working on the tweaks. It’s time to call it a night. And so you do.

---

I Want to Design a Skyscraper.
How the Hell Do I Become an Architect?

You, sir or ma’am, need to go to architecture school. There are a couple of ways to do this. You can go to a regular college as an undergrad, and then go to graduate architecture school to get your master’s in architecture. You can also go to an architecture school as an undergrad and then continue on there, or go to a different graduate school, to get your master’s. Both of these are six years of education. Some architecture programs combine undergrad and grad and give you the whole ball of wax in five years, saving a year of school (and tuition). Instead of the master’s, these five-year programs give you a BArch, a bachelor’s degree in architecture. Plus, a few other programs not only educate you, but also provide the experience requirement so that you can take the ARE
exam without having to work first. Drexel University and Boston Architectural College are two that have this unique plan.

Architecture school, undergrad or grad, is a competitive atmosphere. You’ll quickly learn that in order to be an architect you need to verbalize your ideas, defend them, and accept criticism. A lot of criticism. Having your subjective ideas picked at and shot with arrows takes some getting used to, but you’ll soon see that there is validity in all the criticism.

Architecture graduate schools often have a mix of different-aged students. It’s one of those careers that seems an unattainable dream for young people, who later in life come back to it. For example, a successful designer or engineer may decide that he or she is ready for a new challenge and a career change.

You will leave grad school with a portfolio, a collection of architectural designs that you’ll be judged on when applying for a job. Some students make clever or fancy presentations, but many architects seem to think it’s best to keep it simple. Just let the work speak for itself, and avoid getting too wrapped up in fancy graphics. Your portfolio is the single most important thing that will help you land a job. Some firms will want you to send yours ahead of time; others don’t have a spare minute to look through portfolios and instead recommend that applicants send an e-mail with a PDF attachment containing a few images.

Although we live in the digital age and everything (including our sex lives) is becoming cyber, many firms still want to see a physical portfolio. Architects live in a very tangible world; they like to touch and feel and poke. Still, a Web site portfolio is a good idea, too, because although you should keep your physical portfolio fairly limited, you can put extra information online. And then you can say, “If you want to see more, just go to my Web site.” (You can also say that to someone you are flirting with in a bar; it’s a flexible line.)

Finally, to get a job, it always helps to know people. Many architects suggest contacting alumni from your school; lots of firms end up hiring people from the same universities the more senior staff attended. It makes sense, as they have common backgrounds, mentors, and professors.

Resources

DesignIntelligence has a great site: di.net. It also publishes America’s Best Architecture & Design Schools, which is a guide to, well, America’s best architecture and design schools.

The American Institute of Architects is a professional organization repre-
senting architects licensed in the United States. The site has loads of information, including a section on careers: aia.org.

The National Council of Architectural Registration Boards site has information about the ARE, as well as a wealth of other information, including a section on careers: ncarb.org.

The Society of American Registered Architects Web site is sara-national.org, and if you surf to psa-publishers.com, you can find profiles of architecture firms worldwide.

Finally, some insightful resources to help keep you up-to-date on all the latest news, trends, highlights, and gossip in the architecture world:

*Architect Magazine:* architectmagazine.com

*Architectural Record:* archrecord.construction.com

*Metropolis:* metropolismag.com
Author

My job? I make up stuff and put it down on paper. Putting it on paper is the hard part. It’s funny, but being an author is one of those careers you have to constantly convince friends is actually a job, since you don’t have an actual workplace or boss. It may not seem like it, but I work all the time—I can’t come over and watch your cats.

—Darin Strauss, author of Chang and Eng and The Real McCoy

Authors have one of the most revered professions in the world. Say you’re at your high school reunion, and someone asks, “So, what do you do for a living?” If you can answer, “I’m an author,” well, my friend, you’ve just trumped pretty much every other profession in the room. People will ask excitedly, “What have you written; do I know it?” If your published work is a novel, a circle will form around you. Ex-girlfriends will second-guess their sophomore-year decision to break up with you for that JV quarterback. However, if your tome was a small travel guide, or say, a book on careers—however riveting and genre-busting a career book it might be—it will garner you much less regard. Sigh.

An Honest Introduction

There are two basic genres of books: fiction and nonfiction. To make a living as an author of either, you must get published. If you don’t get published, then you don’t get paid. And if you don’t get paid, then writing is really a hobby, not a job. Not that there’s anything wrong with that, but being an author is many people’s dream. For most though, it only partially comes true; yes, they publish every few years, but they also support themselves by doing other things writing related, like teaching, freelance editing, or writing for magazines. Only a small percentage write books and do nothing else.

Why? Well, the audience for books continues to diminish. And not because people have suddenly stopped reading; there are simply more and more alternatives for society’s smaller and smaller amounts of free time. Books are up against films, TV shows, video games, iPods, the Internet, and porn. And the truth is, there are only so many publishing houses. Each of these houses puts out X number of books a year. And of these, they only put their publicity muscle behind a tiny percentage. There are just so many slots on the Today show to fill, only so many books they can get reviewed in The New York Times or People. Without that publicity muscle, the odds of a book becoming a huge seller, and a big moneymaker for the author, are slim. Thus, the need for additional income. Plus, writing a book takes a long time. Very few authors can pump a book out every year. Except Danielle Steel. Damn, girl!
But don’t be pessimistic. It’s never been as easy as getting a job as a shoe salesman. Despite the odds, you can be successful if you are committed. Why not you?

Writing Must Become Your Primary Job

So the odds are, especially before your first book is published, you will be toiling at a “real” job while also working on your writing. Writing is taxing and takes a lot of energy; it’s very difficult to give your all in two different areas and be successful at both.

If after a few years you don’t get published, well, then you have to be honest with yourself and see if it’s time to put more effort in or find another job you might like better. It can be a soul-searching moment.

On the plus side, it’s incredibly satisfying to quit your job because you just sold your book.

So Like, You Just Sit in a Room by Yourself and Write?

Writing is, as advertised, mostly a solitary sport. This is not a job that needs a whole lot of defining; authors sit down and write books. Each has his or her own process; some write longhand, some dictate, some use a fancy new Mac, and others use an old Smith Corona. Some labor at nonfiction books that require extensive research; some write novels that are completely made up. But at the end of the day, or at the end of several years, if they want to make money, they produce a work of words.

Many authors work at home. In major urban areas, community writing spaces, like the Writer’s Room and Paragraph in New York City, rent out small spaces to writers who don’t want to be alone all day. Other folks work in diners and coffee shops. Still, it’s not like you are talking to anyone. There’s no real “on-the-job” camaraderie. There are readings and get-togethers where authors socialize, but when you are writing, it’s just you, writing.

What Hours Are You Alone, Writing?

The hours authors work is a completely individual choice. Some are night owls, some are morning people, some are obsessive and write twelve hours a day, and others are regimented—they write only from noon until six, five days a week.

Most writers also believe you have to allow yourself breaks and be forgiv-
ing. It’s pretty much impossible to write for eight hours a day, five days a week. But once you make a schedule, it’s best to stick to it like any other job, and do the best you can during those hours to get quality writing done.

Authors are ruled by deadlines. Once sold, your book, finished, will be due on a specific date to the publisher. Publishers generally give you a healthy amount of time to write, so in the beginning, it might seem like you have forever. As much as you mean to work hard, you might slack. But when the deadline’s looming, it gets hectic. (Ed. note: Trust me. Hectic.) You might hole up in a motel room, drink coffee, and stay awake for five straight days trying to get the book done. Authors are often granted extensions, but the goal is always to make the deadline.

Your Team

The writing part of an author’s life may be solitary, but once you are in the process of being published, you become part of a team. On your team will be business folks and creative folks.

The business side is your agent, your lawyer, and the marketing and publicity department at the publisher. Although they often do more, technically agents facilitate your “getting a deal” with a publisher. They “shop” your manuscript to editors they know and think it will be a good fit. Many are great readers who’ll provide invaluable criticism that will improve your work. You pretty much need an agent in order to get published. And lawyers, briefly—well, they check your contracts and make sure you aren’t getting screwed.

The marketing department markets your book. They decide if there will be an advertising campaign or a book tour, how much money will be put behind the book, and how it will be spent. Publishing is a business, and your book is a product. It needs to be well marketed to sell. And if it doesn’t sell well, it might be your last book. That’s no joke: disappointing book sales will make it very difficult for you to get a publisher to put out your next tome, no matter how groundbreaking it might be. Your bad track record sticks with you.

On the creative side, you have the editor and art department. Editors work
with your book to improve it. They are the people who have literally “bought” your book and made your dreams come true. Your agent will have sent the manuscript to several editors. One read it, loved it, brought it to an editorial meeting, and said to the company, “We should publish this.” He or she will shepherd your book through all the steps, including guiding the cover design, pulling quotes to put on the back cover, and shielding it from bad opinions along the way. You will spend a lot of time working closely with your editor.

The art department designs the book, inside and out. Your opinion will be asked for, but generally the art department has the final word. Covers make a huge impact on book sales—plus, you just don’t want to hate your own cover.

**What Does It Take to Get Published?**

Skill and luck. Many people wonder, do you need to write the whole book to get published? Sometimes yes, sometimes no. Some books, like the one you hold in your hot little hands, are sold by writing a proposal. A proposal, in general, explains the concept of the book and provides some sample writing, perhaps several chapters. Generally, books sold on proposals are nonfiction. If you’re interested, many books instruct you on how to write nonfiction proposals.

Some fiction books are sold based on a premise and fifty or a hundred pages of writing. The bigger-name author you are, the less you need to have written. But more novels (especially first novels) are sold as complete pieces, the entire book crafted and finished.

Here’s how it often works: assuming you’re an author with an agent, you tell them what you’re working on, checking in with them (or vice versa) along the way. When the work is finished (or at a place where you both decide it’s time to show publishers), your agent will craft a letter and sales pitch and send your baby out into the world. If an editor is interested, he or she will make an offer. After some negotiating and hand wringing, you have a deal.

**Platform and Promotion**

Not as sexy as a Pulitzer, but important for sales, are platforms and promotion. An author’s platform is what, other than his writing, he brings to the party to help the book sell. Maybe he is a famous musician, and he has a fan base. Maybe he was a writer at a magazine, and he’s guaranteed coverage by his former colleagues. Publishers weigh these platforms in their dollars-and-cents publishing decisions; all things being equal, a good platform definitely helps tilt a decision toward your getting a deal.
Before the book launches, as well as after, you, the author, will have to promote your book. Although it is the publisher’s job to market it and publicize it, the individual author must get out there and hustle as well. Using your platform, building a Web site and a MySpace page, giving readings, telling friends, pulling PR stunts, you name it, authors will try it. Your own efforts at promotion are key to book sales, and sales are key in your getting to publish another book.

Book Money?

There’s no telling. You could be a starving artist or a bestseller.

You are paid as an author in two main ways: the advance and royalties. The advance is an advance payment, made to you by the publisher, before your book is actually published. You generally will be paid the bulk of it on signing the contract with the publisher, a bit more when the finished book is actually turned in, and the last of it on book publication. Advances could be six figures, they could be in the millions, but they could also be $5,000 or $10,000.

Royalties are payments you receive based on the sales of your book. However, you don’t start earning these royalties until you’ve “paid back” your advance. So if you get an advance of $75,000, you won’t see any royalties until the percentage of sales you’re entitled to tops $75,000. Let’s say your book is a paperback; a 7.5 percent royalty (pretty standard for paperbacks) on a sales price of $13 (again, standard) is $0.98. So you’ll have to sell almost 77,000 copies of your book to pay back your advance. After that, you’ll start seeing royalties on all the subsequent sales. However, if your book never sells enough copies to pay back the advance, well, you’ll never get any royalties, but you get to keep the advance.

Your book may be able to generate other income. A foreign sale, meaning the book has been purchased by a publisher in another country for distribution there, earns you an advance and royalties all over again. You can also possibly sell the film rights to your book. These can vary from a paltry $2,000 to millions if you have a bestselling story.

Stress-o-Meter: 6 (1 being an air conditioner repairer in December, 10 being an air conditioner repairer in August)

There are long stretches of peaceful writing, and the lifestyle, making your own hours, is wonderful. But earning a living being creative, on deadline, is stressful. You work for years on one thing—what if it doesn’t sell? And being critiqued in the public eye is scary. A bad review could be the end of a career.
Pros
Making your living doing what you’d do for free.
Flexible time.
Possible celebrity (if you consider that a pro).

Cons
It’s not the romantic life of living in castles and writing you’ve seen in movies.
Having your work critiqued by people who may be having a bad day, which can affect your entire career.
You are alone a lot. You might actually see your social skills decline.

Well Done! You Are an Author. You Wake Up And . . .

7:00 AM: You are very structured; when you are not writing you are not writing, and mornings, you don’t write. You get up and walk your dogs before you head to the gym.

12:00 PM: You begin to write. No phone, no IM, no e-mail, just writing. You work from 12:00 to 6:00 like this, each day.

6:00 PM: You hit Save one last time and then send a backup copy to your e-mail. You clock out and check messages. Then you walk the dog again.

7:00 PM: Since you spend the day alone, you make sure you get out at night. Tonight it’s dinner with your agent. She’d better be buying.

I Rather Like This Profession.
How the Hell Can I Become an Author?

If you want to be an author, start by thinking of yourself as a writer all the time. When you read, ask yourself, “Why does this seem to work so well?” Or, “Why doesn’t this work, and what would I do to fix it?” For every interesting thing you experience, ponder how you would tell it as a story on the written page.

Then, write something. Write something good. Then make it very good. Show it to friends and family, teachers and professors. Revise it. Revise it again. Repeat a dozen times. Then send it out to every agent and editor with whom you are friendly. Okay, odds are, you’re not friendly with any. Look at the books you love, look at the acknowledgments, and you’ll see who the editors and agents are. Write to them, send them your work, and tell them why it’s good.

And get out of your house, stop writing for a minute, and mingle and network at writing conferences, even just at bars and family events. You never know whom you might meet who is connected to publishing. Anything helps.

Leave your apartment sometimes. Someone’s brother’s stepsister’s roommate’s cousin might date an agent. Meet people at book readings and events; knowing people is invaluable.

—Nicola Kraus, co-author of The Nanny Diaries, Citizen Girl, and Dedication
To Get an MFA or Not to Get an MFA?

There are plenty of opinions among authors as to the value of an MFA in creative writing. It’s really not the most practical degree; it’s not as if there are creative-writing corporations out there looking to hire graduates. Many will say it’s an unnecessary expense if you already have connections, and it represents a large debt that will take you a long time to pay back. However, if you don’t know anyone in the publishing world, an MFA program will certainly help you meet other writers as well as agents and editors. And if you need structure, an MFA program will provide that. They’ll constantly improve your writing as well—but how much they do is debatable.

Many people choose MFA programs in New York City, as that’s where most publishing houses reside, so you’ll definitely have encounters with agents and editors. If you decide to get an MFA, try to go to one of the best schools, the ones agents are circling like hawks. There are books that rank the programs; do your research. Here are two you can check out: The Creative Writing MFA Handbook: A Guide for Prospective Graduate Students by Tom Kealey and An Insider’s Guide to Creative Writing Programs: Choosing the Right MFA or MA Program, Colony, Residency, Grant or Fellowship by Amy Holman. Another way to approach an MFA program is to find out who is teaching where, and try to study under an author you respect.

An enticing trend is just starting to develop in the MFA world: free programs. Yes, free. Each school has its own way of offering these; some are fellowships you must be awarded. Ohio State offers a free MFA, as does Stanford (through a difficult-to-get fellowship). As this trend grows in popularity, it’s certainly worth investigating which schools are offering it and what the requirements are.

Beyond the MFA, many writers find weekly workshops and writing groups helpful to provide feedback and deadlines. There are also weeklong and monthlong writers’ retreats.

Resources

To find agents (beyond the methods described earlier), check the publishing section of your local bookstore. There are reference books with names and addresses of literary agencies, such as Guide to Literary Agents by Joanna Master-son. Also worth checking out, and always a wealth of information on where to try to get published, is Writer’s Market by Robert Lee Brewer. Both of these are constantly updated; make sure you get the latest version. Another way to find literary journals to submit stories to (which may be read by agents and pub-
lishers) is to look inside the annual *Best American Short Stories* volumes, which always include a list of highly regarded journals.

Also, visit publisherslunch.com, and sign up for their free e-mail newsletter. It’s a good place to follow what agents are doing, what they are selling (and in general, what’s selling in the marketplace), and maybe which of them handles material similar to yours.

A sampling of some of the more notable books about writing:

*Writing Down the Bones: Freeing the Writer Within* by Natalie Goldberg

*The Art of Fiction: Notes on Craft for Young Writers* by John Gardner


*A Writing Life* by Annie Dillard

*Burning Down the House: Essays on Fiction* by Charles Baxter
Managing bands. It’s not all babysitting Jim Morrison types and keeping them from choking on their own vomit. Although sure, there’s a fair bit of that. Band managers guide and oversee the careers of musicians. Every aspect—tour dates, business dealings, coordinating schedules—falls under their supervision. They are the point person on everything the artist does.

Band managers get paid whenever the artists they represent get paid. So as one, you’re constantly trying to find streams of income and opportunities for the band to make money. Managers make a commission on every piece of income an artist gets: touring, merchandise, record sales, contracts, appearances, songs used in films or TV shows, music in video games, ringtones, you name it. But unfortunately, not every artist is Christina Aguilera or the Rolling Stones; it can be a hard road. You work with musical artists because you’re passionate about it, not to become rich. Sure, you’ll always hope your bands make it big and you can finally buy a castle and stock it with models, but you go into it knowing the odds are not in your favor. A decent wage and the chance to live a rock ’n’ roll (or hip-hop, or jazz, or country) lifestyle, however, is conceivable.

What Does Managing a Band Mean?

Think of a band like any business—its goal is to make money. Now, no band wants to sell out (well, maybe some do)—they are in the music world because they’re artists with something to say. Your job as manager is to keep the business side away from the art side, shield the artists from having to deal with the day-to-day dollars and cents, so they can create the kind of music that will make the dollars and cents.

Without getting too nitty-gritty, here are some of the duties you have as a manager. You will help your band get gigs by calling venues and sending out MP3s. Planning tours, finding the right used van to take them around, even making sure they all have working cell phones falls on your shoulders. For a tour, you’ll book the hotel rooms. You’ll help with the T-shirt designs, so they can sell the most merchandise. You will try to get them deals with equipment suppliers, so they pay less for amps and guitars and you all make more. And
as the tour generates buzz, you’ll help them land a record deal, the right record deal with the right label that will support them. You’ll sit with the accountants after a long tour and wrap up the final tallies. You’ll meet with music supervisors from TV shows and try to get your band’s song on the air. You’ll do everything you can to make your band the next big thing, without anyone feeling like they sold out. It’s a balancing act, and there’s no set way to go about it.

What Kind of Backgrounds Do Band Managers Have?

Varied, but pretty much everyone is a “music person.” Many started at record labels, as either talent scouts or disgruntled A&R executives (see the chapter on A&R executives). Some were fans or friends who were simply helping out their favorite local band, and then as the band grew, they organically became its manager. Some were club promoters and booked bands, some were bouncers who got to know everyone. It’s rock ’n’ roll, dude, and pretty much anything goes.

How Do You Even Find a Band to Manage?

Usually at first by seeing them at a local club and approaching them. Since you’re passionate about music, after a show you like, you go over to the band and talk. You’ll see if they need help getting gigs and so on. Do they even have a manager? It won’t all happen in that one conversation, of course, but you open a dialogue.

Now once you manage that first band, the word, at least at the local level, will be on the street. Other bands that play with your band might approach you. You’ll start to find unsolicited MP3s and CDs coming your way. You’ll research artists on the Web, especially (right now, anyway) on sites like garage band.com and myspace.com. Once you have one successful-ish band under your banner, it becomes far easier to find others: “Do for us what you did for them.”

Adjectives That Describe Good Band Managers

Instinctive, gutsy, crafty, and ambitious. This is a job where you have to hustle and try to make all the right moves as the opportunities present themselves.

Two other characteristics you should have are charm and a thick skin. You will be at your client’s beck and call, so you have to be the sort of person who can deal with that. Someone who realizes that even the small, stupid things (Madonna wants only candlelight in her hotel room) add up. You have to be
someone who likes helping people, and someone who can at times swallow his or her pride.

You’re the band’s partner in this whole crazy entertainment business they are trying to navigate. They need to be able to trust you, respect you, and frankly, like being with you.

Do You Work out of the Back of a Van?

Yup, sometimes, if you are on tour. You actually may spend up to 50 percent of your time on the road if your artists are successful, which, though allowing you to see the world in style, can put a crimp on long-term relationships.

Usually you will have a proper office, though, although this might be a home office. Most band management companies are small operations with one or two managers, maybe an assistant and an intern or two. Offices are laid-back affairs, as you’d imagine. This is the music industry, so really, anything goes. There are no dress codes or formalities, dude; let your freak flag fly. Of course, when you have big meetings at a label or with a music supervisor for a film, you probably shouldn’t walk in wearing your “I [heart] Meth” T-shirt. But you won’t exactly don the three-piece suit, either.

Hours?

You are on call 24/7. There’s no average day, and you’re dealing with artists who often tend to be night owls. Not to mention you may well be doing business with Europe and Asia during their work hours. You can’t really put up barriers or hang up “Out to Lunch” signs; these are your clients and they count on you. A good manager is always on, with cell phone and Blackberry charged, ready at a moment’s notice. A band could call in at any hour from the road, or they’re writing songs and they want to bounce them off you, or they want to talk about the “next step” for them, or even if they just want a sounding board . . . you are their professional sounding board.

That doesn’t mean you are working all day long, it just means that the day is never officially done, the phone can always ring. On the flip side, there are days when your phone won’t ring at all. That’s equally frustrating, though, because if your phone isn’t ringing, well, then the band probably isn’t out there making money.

A person who is somewhat fearless and really sociable is the best sort of personality to be a band manager. Someone who has a lot of backbone, a lot of social skills, is very diplomatic, and clearly can relate to those in the arts. You know, a person who doesn’t see everything in black and white, who can understand the nuances. It’s not a great job for people who need a map or a “how-to” list. You have to think on your feet.

—Nadine Gelineau, president and founder, the Musebox
Dumtrucks Filled with Money?

Not at first. The money is actually terrible when you begin. (This career isn’t covered by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, nor are any of its ilk.) Band managers typically make between 10 and 20 percent of the band’s net. So at first, as you will probably be starting out with unknown bands, you’re making a percentage of very little. But if your band hits it big and has a multiplatinum record followed by another followed by a sold-out world tour, you are going to be, dare we say, rich. You’ll start flying only in private jets, and you might even own a white suit. Yeah.

But those band managers are few and far between. This is a job you do for the love of it, and the lifestyle of being part of pop culture and the music business.

Stress-o-Meter: 7 (1 being an opera soprano, 10 being Tony Soprano)

Surprisingly stressful. Managing relationships always has its tense moments, and artists are notoriously difficult. You’re dealing with a lot of sensitive people with big egos, and when you manage several bands (one may be in the studio, another on tour), you’ll be juggling lots of different tasks. And of course, doing it all 24/7. Plus, it’s the music world, where no artist wants to be responsible (“We’re blowing off the show tomorrow, we’re tired”), and you have to be the one to get them to be (“No, you’re playing; I’m coming over right now.”) Add to that the fact that it’s not a steady paycheck and yeah, you’ve got yourself a decent amount of stress.

Pros

Working with what you love—bands and music.
Getting to see the world on tour.
Meeting and befriending incredibly talented people.
If your band blows up, you really will be living the dream.

Cons

No steady paycheck.
Occasionally dealing with tremendous jerks.
Being on the road constantly can be tiring and difficult.
Bands break up, albums flop, lots of heartbreak.
I think something people don’t realize is how important it is to be well liked. And I don’t mean that in the vapid way it sounds! But in order to command respect and get all of the many players on the team to do what you want, there are two paths. One is fear, and the other is to get people to like you, to be someone who it’s “great to work with.” It sounds silly, but in this business, being well liked is almost as important as being smart.

—Seth Friedman, manager of the Black Eyed Peas, and John Legend, DAS Communication

I’m Down. How the Hell Do I Become a Band Manager?

This is not the kind of job your uncle can get you. (Unless, of course, your uncle is Rick Rubin.) And there’s really no degree or formal training. Some music-business extension classes are offered at universities, but the jury is out on their value. A basic business background, whether a degree or not, will be helpful, since you’ll be doing all the marketing, sales, contracts, and so on, for the band, at least at first.

The first thing you should be doing is getting out of your house and out to wherever live bands play. It definitely helps if you live somewhere that’s a hotbed of music. Sure, you can manage bands in Peoria, but there are a lot more bands in Brooklyn, and better odds of one of them making it with record labels based in Manhattan. Most major cities have a scene.

Without music industry knowledge, you’ll be lost. As stated earlier, many managers come from having worked at labels. That’s one way to further your music industry knowledge. But probably the best way to break into this field is to work for an established manager. As is the case in so many fields, this probably means interning, or volunteering your services. Don’t know any band managers to approach? Open up the CDs of your favorite artists, and in the liner notes you’ll see who their management team is. Be ballsy, show your
moxie; call them and try to intern. But know that just like any internship in an exciting field, it’s really not going to be glamorous to start. You’ll have to swallow your pride and work really hard on silly crap. But work hard you must. If they want you to make photocopies, make the cleanest copies you can. If they ask you to make coffee, make goddamn delicious coffee. Sounds a little stupid, right? Well, managing a band is a client-service business. If you can prove yourself on those small tasks, then you’ll move on to bigger responsibilities.

Any experience you can get on your own will help land these internships. If you were a college DJ, or worked at a club, or were on your school’s entertainment board, let folks know. It’s not the be-all and end-all, but it shows some commitment to the music game.

Once you are inside, use your youth. You can still stay up until four and see the late-night bands your older bosses might blow off. Bring that cutting-edge knowledge to the table. You have to know the current music scene, and the Internet, in a way a member of the older generation might not. Most bosses will listen to “the kids” and the bands they think are hot. Become their go-to person.

Keep meeting people every time you go to shows. Networking is huge; it’s eventually how you will find a band or a job at a management firm. Get to know all the younger people like yourself trying to break into the music world—the ones coming up, the people who want to be the players in five or ten years. The industry is all about relationships—if not for today, then for tomorrow.

**Resources**

The best resource is just to get out there, see bands, and get involved.

Some industry trade magazines will help you keep track of the latest music world developments: *Billboard, Music Connection, CMJ*, plus all the ones you probably already read, such as *Blender, Fader, Rolling Stone,* and *Spin.*

Music conventions are great places to see new bands and to meet industry folks. Some of the hottest right now are South by Southwest in Austin, CMJ in New York, North by Northeast in Toronto, and Coachella in Palm Springs. There’s probably one in your region. Go with some friends; cram into a hotel room if it’s expensive. You can really network and learn your region too—make sure you’re an expert in your area before jumping into a bigger pond.

There are many books on the music game, but one that is recommended over and over again is *All You Need to Know about the Music Business* by Donald Passman.

---

There are Harvard MBAs who are managers, and there are managers who are high school dropouts who are extremely smart and aggressive and have good instincts. There’s no specific path of study for this at all.

—Peter Cohen, music and artist manager, Special Teams Music

It’s very important that you know the vernacular and the lay of the land in the music world. No one expects you to know contract specifics, but you need to know the difference between an agent and a lawyer, the basics of the business. Be on the concert committee of your school, keep meeting people, get that knowledge, and be tenacious about it.

Oh, and if you are going to intern, try to be an intern who’s available 24/7. Many places have no need for someone available only three days a week. That’s not the reality of the business.

—Seth Friedman, manager of the Black Eyed Peas, and John Legend, DAS Communication

---
Getting paid for journal entries. That’s the dream of the blogger. But to turn your blogging hobby into a blogging career, those journal entries are probably going to have to be a whole lot more interesting than “Brian looked at me in calculus today, I totally think he’s cute but he needs a mint.”

When blogs first appeared, they really were nothing more than online diaries and scrapbooks. Today, they could be described as pithy content that often links to separate sites where users can dig deeper into the subject matter. That short content could be anything from a technology blog detailing the latest gadgets coming our way to a gossip site following the lives of celebrities. The key to success for any of these is as simple and as difficult as the personality of the writer. If people love what you say and how you say it, they’ll come back to your site, and hopefully bring even more visitors. If not, you’re just another voice crying out in the darkness of the cyber world. Which is both bleak and nerdy.

How Do People Make Any Money from Their “Journals”?

Advertising, advertising, advertising. The way blogs make money is the same way TV stations and magazines do. The more people who view them, the more they can charge for the advertising on the site. (Ed. note: Blogging is a rapidly developing field; any minute now some genius may have cracked another way to monetize it.) Getting views and clicks is a complicated business, but if you can field a steady stream, you can make a decent living.

Not many can, though. While there are millions of bloggers out there, at this point only a small percentage blog full time. But as people turn away from the mainstream media to the Web for news, entertainment, and information, and as advertisers recognize that and pour more money into their online media buys, that number will continue to grow.

There Are Two Types of Bloggers

The first type is simply a writer. Writers don’t own, or publish, their blog; they work as a writer for it, the same way a reporter writes for Newsweek. Blog writ-
ers are paid a salary if they are officially on staff, or they may be freelance and get paid per submission. Both are low dollar figures.

The second type is a blog publisher. Here, you are the owner of the blog, which you probably also write. This doesn’t necessarily mean you make more money or are more successful, it just means you own the damn thing. And if it grows, so do your revenues.

**Blogs Are Kind of Like Online Magazines, Right?**
**So How Does This Differ from a Job as a Magazine Writer?**

Wow, good question. You are really paying attention. A lot of current bloggers do come from the magazine world. But other than the “writing” part, the jobs are quite different.

At a magazine, an established one anyway, there is a big office with a lot of different departments. Anything you write is generally an assignment that comes to you through an editor. And once written, your little piece will go through fact checking, copyediting, and the art department. (See the chapter on magazine writers, it’s a page-turner.)

Blogs are smaller, one- or two- (occasionally ten-) people operations. Because of the timeliness of the Internet, you don’t bother to go too deep with the copyediting and fact checking—you just get the post up damn fast. If you make a factual mistake, you correct it a few posts later. You get all the credit, but if something’s wrong, you get all the blame. Remember, the Internet invites conversation, and those who read blogs aren’t shy. As a magazine writer, you won’t often receive a letter chiding or lauding you personally. As a blogger, you’ll get comments on nearly every piece you post. And part of the job of continuing to build your audience is the skill with which you respond and react to comments and keep the dialogue open. There’s nothing like that in the magazine world. It can be like broadcasting live on a call-in radio show.

**So Like, You Just Blog All Day?**

Sorta. Meaning you research and write posts throughout the day on whatever subject the blog is about, to fill up the site. If you are the publisher, there are, of course, added responsibilities. There’s marketing the site (perhaps doing interviews with other blogs, buying small ads on other sites, etc.), dealing with ad sales, and the assorted accounting and legal issues that come with being an independent business.

Trust me, I’ve learned the hard way that if you don’t check your facts quickly, the blogosphere will quickly correct you with much finger pointing and laughing. The same goes for typos and spelling errors, all that stuff. It’s made me better because I am always on the lookout.

—Seth Abramovitch, associate editor, Defamer.com
What Makes for a Good Blogger?

Well, you should be able to write. What type of writing depends on what type of blog, but you need to be able to communicate. A charming, humorous tone, although not necessary everywhere, tends to go a long way online.

You need to be fast. People are waiting for content, and you need to get it to them. And on that note, you need to be committed. There are a lot of other sites people can go to, and if you don’t post for a while…they will. You could understand, then, that obsessiveness is a fairly common trait among bloggers.

Most important, you need to have a vast knowledge of your subject, because your readers will. If you write about pop culture, you need to be on top of all the breaking stories. If you write about gadgets, you need to know the technology. You have to have authority and credibility in the arena you are blogging about. Plus, you need to be okay with spending a lot of your day alone. Blogging is a very social job online, but it’s done by individuals chained to computers.

Other than that—you need basic computing skills. And of course, a computer.

Office?

Sometimes. But often your home computer is your office. This can be a pro or a con, depending on whether you like to stay home. If you live somewhere warm and your Wi-Fi reaches the backyard—definitely consider a laptop. Some people go to coffee shops to blog or find small spaces they can rent just to change their environments. The bottom line is if there is an office, it’s completely, totally casual. Unless you are an in-house blogger for a large corporation—jobs like this are just starting to surface, the newfangled company newsletter. In that case, well, it depends on your office’s specific corporate culture, natch.

What Hours Are You Blogging?

The hours just totally depend. You could be addicted to posting, pasty white from being indoors all the time, logging insane hours online—or you might post a few times a day and that’s it. If you’re a publisher you are probably a little more vested than if you are a hired writer, and are online more. Some sites are known for constant updating; others seem to be updated around certain hours. Viewers of the site will get used to a certain schedule, and you’ll be expected to stick to it.
Bread for Blogging?

Not much. It’s hard to quantify exactly what bloggers make, as the career is such a new one. Neither the Bureau of Labor Statistics, nor any of the other usual suspects, covers bloggers yet. But for the most part the salaries (if you are a salaried writer) are low, even at established sites—between $200 and $3,000 per month. And if you’re freelance, the pay is even lower.

If you are a publisher and your site is getting a lot of hits, you can definitely do pretty well. At this point in time, a million page views a month is worth, at minimum, $2,500 a month in small ad placements, and up to $20,000 if the ads are larger, multiplacement jobs. And hey, maybe you become so popular that some mainstream site, say Yahoo!, wants to buy you. It happens. You could blog from your Bentley.

Stress-o-Meter: 6 (1 being a paraglider, 10 being a paramedic)

There is a certain thrill in writing quickly, posting, and seeing the responses of your readers. But it does all have to happen at a quick pace. And it has to happen constantly, or your viewers (and your ad dollars) are off to another site.

Pros

You’re a writer building your own audience, and if you are a publisher too, there are no bosses or editors getting in the way.
You’ll be considered “press” and get all kinds of fun invites to events and parties.
Flexible hours, work from home.
Instant feedback on your writing.

Cons

Some days you don’t want to write.
Some days you don’t want to go online.
Money ain’t great.
Instant feedback on your writing.
Ctrl Alt Awesome. You Are a Blogger. You Wake Up And . . .

This assumes you are the publisher and it is a one-person operation.

9:30 AM: You roll out of bed and over to your computer. It’s a little late for you; usually you try to post before normal people get to work and go online, but you were writing until three last night and damn it, you needed the sleep. You start to read your personal e-mail as well as feedback e-mail from the site.

10:15 AM: You put up a quick post explaining why you’re off to a late start. Then you do some fast surfing to see what’s happening out there in the cyber world. You see a topic of interest and start writing a piece.

11:00 AM: You post it. You have the speed of a puma.

11:30 AM: With only a quick break for lunch, you spend the next few hours writing and posting two more stories. Then you take a walk around the block to keep your retinas from burning out from staring at the monitor.

3:30 PM: You are interviewed by a blog similar to yours. You agreed to this a few days ago. It’s good quid pro quo. They’ll write about you, and someday soon you’ll write about them, hopefully increasing both audiences.

4:30 PM: You spend an hour on the phone—the first half with your accountant going over how you’re doing, the second with an advertiser trying to up his ad buy to better how you’re doing.

5:30 PM: You get back to surfing and surfing, looking for more ideas. You find a few and start writing up posts.

7:30 PM: The new posts are up. You take a break and go out to meet some friends. But you can’t wait to get back to your computer later. It’s sick but true.

I Am Wired. How the Hell Do I Become a Blogger?

Start a blog. Bam, you’re a blogger. You’re not a blogger who makes money, but you’re a blogger all the same.

Seriously, the best way to get started is to start. You’ll learn a ton and also have your own portfolio of writing samples with which to impress larger blogs that might actually hire you. And their hiring you doesn’t mean you have to give up your own blog either, so it’s, as they say in boardrooms across our fine country, a “win-win.”

Let people know you are doing this blog. Blogs feed off blogs. Post comments on like-minded blogs, ask them if you may link to their site, if they’ll link to yours. And to the bigger blogs, do the same—just don’t be annoying. Give them tips, point them in directions, make it known you are out there without being a stalker. Perhaps they’ll want you to write, or perhaps they’ll point some of their readership toward you once you’ve proven yourself. It’s

Anybody who has gotten a job at Gawker has had their own blog first, a blog that garnered attention of its own accord.
—Seth Abramovitch, associate editor, Defamer.com
hard to get started, but once you build some momentum, readership can grow exponentially.

As far as your site design goes, it really pays to give it a distinct look and not use a template that comes from blogger.com, Movable Type, Mac, and so on. If you can’t do it yourself it’s worth tossing a friend a few bucks.

Resources

Thousands of sites give advice on how to become a blogger. But most successful bloggers don’t recommend these, since a distinctive voice is the most important thing. Therefore, none is recommended here. If you are interested, a Google search will find oodles, though. One thing you should definitely do is read all the help sections on sixapart.com; it’s a site from the owners of blogging software that will help you through all kinds of technical issues. Which blogging software should you go with? Recommending one program would be futile; every blogger has a favorite. A fairly complete list of services for you to choose from, with links, can be found at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weblog_software.

The other piece of advice bloggers give is not to identify yourself as a blogger. It's limiting. You’re a writer. You’re a journalist or an editorialist. This will help you get interviews with people who may not yet recognize blogging as an important part of the media tapestry. But they will. Soon.
Owning one’s own boutique—ah, it’s the dream of many a young shopper. Having customers squeal, “Oh my gawd I want it!” and then spend their hard-earned ducats on items you’ve discovered and marked way the hell up is pretty fun. Of course, there’s a tad more to it than that. But if you’re the type of person who loves finding something new and turning people on to it, and if you are pretty confident in your own exquisite taste, maybe owning a boutique will fit you. Get it, fit? Never mind.

A Quick Definition

A boutique is a small store (well, some are less small than others) that sells fashion. Fashion can be more than strictly clothes, of course; many boutiques sell a lifestyle—music, items for the home, even food. The wares for sale can be profoundly high end or they can be inexpensive vintage, but the thing that all boutiques have in common, what separates them from chain stores like the Gap, is that there is a personality who is buying the items for sale, who makes the store a seemingly one-of-a-kind, special place. Here it is then, the key to success for a small shoppe in rhyme form—unique, boutique.

Wait—What Exactly Makes a Boutique Unique?

Something better. Because if a boutique doesn’t have a differentiating quality, it won’t stay in business long. What makes a boutique special is the person or people running it. Their vision of fashion, their take on the latest trends, is paramount. Otherwise, why would customers visit them instead of, say, Urban Outfitters? You have to have something different, even if it’s not your wares, but just the vibe in the store. This can’t be said enough, and it should reverberate throughout this chapter: when it comes to successful boutiques—differentiate or die.

What Do Boutique Owners Do All Day?

More than sit by the register reading magazines. The first and most important task is buying—finding the items with which you want to stock your store.
This involves going to showrooms and fashion shows, and becoming friendly with the types of designers you love and will want to continually showcase. Of course, it’s more sophisticated than simply buying what you like. You can’t just have pants and no blouses, unless your boutique is called The Pants Emporium. Assuming that’s not your niche, the blouses and pants you buy will need to go together to create outfits, and the accessories you stock will need to work with these, and so on. This ritual of buying happens several times a year, in concert with the fashion seasons and shows.

Once the stock is bought, it needs to be priced—that is, marked up. How much do you think you can ask for it? And then, it needs to be put out on “the floor” in a way that is appealing. You can’t have any poorly dressed mannequins. There are window displays to make and change. There’s music to choose and crank up or down. There’s the general feel of the place, what you wear, and what your employees wear, to consider. Again, this is your boutique, right? How is it different, special, a place where customers want to come?

Then there is the part that almost all boutique owners, even the ones who were economics majors, call their least favorite: the accounting. Paying the bills, figuring out if you are up or down, knowing how to price things properly, what should be put “on sale” and for how much less, opening up accounts with Visa and AMEX, and so on. This money stuff can get complicated. Some seasons you’re up, others you’re down, and you have to plan ahead so you can pay the rent and be able to buy what you want. It doesn’t hurt to be decent at math. Especially when you’re buying items from Europe and the price is in euros, which you need to convert to dollars, and then factor in the shipping costs to figure out if the price you’re quoted is expensive or cheap. Fun, fun, snore. But if you’re not smart with the money, you don’t get to do any of the other enjoyable parts. Ain’t that America?

What Kind of Person Opens a Successful Boutique?

Lots of folks with lots of varied backgrounds. There are people who took business classes, as well as people who never went to college. But they share certain qualities that you’ll need.

First off, you must have an innate understanding of trends and fashion. Obnoxious as it sounds, taste is one of those things that can’t really be taught. If you don’t love, live, and breathe fashion, this job may not be for you. Can you put yourself together? Can you put someone else together? You have to be able to employ current trends and see the emerging ones.

You have to be a hard worker. You can’t be averse to rolling up your sleeves and cleaning fingerprints off the window. You have to persevere; there will be

It’s important to be honest with customers. I don’t want my employees selling a garment to someone who clearly does not look good in it, because you’ll lose a customer that way. We want our customers to walk out, see their friends, and hear, “You look incredible.” If someone comes out of the fitting room wearing things that don’t fit properly, I’ll say, “Don’t get that.” I’d rather be honest, have them trust us and come back next time, than make a sale for a few hundred dollars right then and there.

—Joseph Quartana, co-owner and buyer, Seven New York
Think about how many times you’ve walked by a store before you’ve actually gone inside. And how many more times, once you’ve finally entered, for it to become a “regular” store for you. Building up a clientele just takes a while, years. But you slowly gain more and more customers and more and more loyalty and all of a sudden you turn around and you’re sold out of some stuff. That’s how it seems to happen.

—Jill Bradshaw and Antonia Kojuharova, owners, I Heart NYC

And this is yet another job where you really need to be a people person. And not only a people person, but also a diplomat, because, hey, morons come into the store. You’ll get morons by the truckloads sometimes, and you’ll need to make even them feel welcome. And you’ll always have to walk the fine line between being a helpful salesperson and being pushy.

And What Is a Successful Boutique?

Good question. Most boutique owners aren’t out to get rich. They are happy to “do well.” Some do spectacularly and sell out to a major chain for big bucks. The main thing to realize if you are opening your own boutique is that success comes very, very slowly. You can’t expect to see a real profit for two to five years, and most have a five-year, basic business plan. A business plan is necessary; if you weren’t a business major and don’t really understand those, you’ll need to either buy some books or talk to some people who are in the know. Because without one, you’ll never really know where you stand. By the way, not turning a profit doesn’t mean you aren’t paying yourself a nice salary, along with the salaries of every one else in your employ. It just means there isn’t that additional big money. Yet.

You’ll need to figure out a plan. How long can you stay in business if you do X amount of sales? Are you going to pay yourself a salary and build that into your business expenses, or are you going to live on peanut butter and put everything into the store to start? It truly helps to have a nice little financial cushion when opening a boutique.

So What Kind of Money Are We Talking?

It depends. There are no official numbers or estimates, because it’s a total gamble: you could go out of business, or you could become a retail giant. There’s no way to know or assign a dollar figure to what you can expect to take home. And will you even pay yourself a salary to begin, or will you sink it all back into the boutique? It’s all individual choice.

How about the Hours?

Most boutiques are open six days a week, with hours like eleven to seven or noon to eight. A lot of the nonsales parts of the job can be done during the slow parts of the day. For example, if the store is slow, you can do some billing...
or research designers online; there’s no real reason to arrive too early or stay too late. Conceivably, you could lock up the store at eight and consider the day done. But for many, the boutique is their baby and they are working every waking hour. They’ll be online first thing in the morning e-mailing suppliers in Europe, and going out with magazine editors in the evenings, trying to get items from their stores placed in articles. The hours aren’t too bad, and when you do kill yourself, no one is forcing you but you.

![Pie chart showing the time spent on various tasks]

**Stress-o-Meter: 5 (1 being a trend hunter, 10 being a bounty hunter)**

The stress comes from owning your own business and being responsible for bills, employees, orders, unhappy customers, the music playing in the store—everything, really. But if you love your store, if it’s your special place, none of this will bother you.

**Pros**

- Owning your own business, answering to no one.
- Spending your days around cool people you’ve hired, and customers who like your taste.
- Hearing people say, “This is my favorite store!”
- Wholesale clothing for you!

**Cons**

- Dealing with accounting and bills and invoices and ugh.
- Anything that isn’t working, you have to fix.
- Money. You can make a killing in the fall, and nothing in the winter. You have to plan.
- Refolding clothes after others unfold them.

---

**Congratulations, You Own a Boutique. You Wake Up And . . .**

Of course, it all depends on what exactly you sell, and on the season, but basically . . .

**12:00 PM:** After breakfast at home followed by a Pilates class, you arrive to the store at noon on the nose and unlock the door. You put on some music and make sure everything looks just so. Then you sit at the desk and begin going through some receipts.
12:15 PM: Two of your employees arrive. You send them to the back to start unpacking boxes of new jeans, affixing the store’s price tags, and putting some on the floor.

12:30 PM: The store is officially open.

1:30 PM: As your employees help the first few shoppers, you surf online and look at some fashions from Japan. You’re starting to think about next season. You click on a travel site and book a hotel in Paris; you’re going to the shows this year to do a little buying. You can’t wait.

2:30 PM: You fold some clothes. You are quite an accomplished folder.

3:00 PM: Weekday afternoons are always slow. You leave the store in your employees’ hands and walk around the neighborhood, window shopping, looking at stylish people. It’s important to know what other people are doing, what looks good, what’s going on.

4:00 PM: One of your favorite customers arrives, a local celebrity. You personally help her out. She answers her cell phone: “I can’t talk, I’m in the best shop.” You beam.

5:00 PM: You take a call from your accountant. She bugs you to put more money into your IRA. You are once again reminded that there’s no pension or 401(k) (or health insurance) that comes with owning your own store.

6:00 PM: An old Cure song comes over the sound system: “Boys Don’t Cry.” Spontaneous dancing between you and your employees begins. A customer walks in and laughs. Business usually starts picking up after normal work hours are over, but still the store is pretty quiet.

7:00 PM: You start going through some more dreaded invoices and pay some bills. You can’t believe how expensive your electric is.

7:30 PM: It was a fairly slow day, but you made a few sales. You and the employees sweep and mop the store, refold clothing, and get the place into shape so you’re ready to open tomorrow without any hassles. They split at eight. You hang out and do a bit more research for your Paris trip.

I Wish to Birth a Unique Boutique. How the Hell Do I Do It?

There’s no real prerequisite; you can be from any background, any major, anywhere. But you will need some money. Money to get a lease, to stock items, to design and decorate; it takes quite a serious investment. So yes, anyone with these means can open a boutique. Not just anyone can open a successful boutique, however.

The first thing you should do to prepare is to get a job in a boutique as a salesperson. Try to be a salesperson in the kind of place that’s similar to the one you may one day want to open. If you want to get into the designer market, being a salesperson at Abercrombie and Fitch isn’t going to help you all that much, other than learning general sales stuff. The fashion world is
snobby, so if designer is your goal, know that you can’t really ever go from being a salesperson at the Gap to one at Dior; of course, you can go the opposite way.

But at places like Dior or Gucci (or Saks, Barney’s, and the like), you’re much more likely to be an intern first than to actually be a salesperson. And, yup, intern you should. Getting to know the fashion business, how it works, what sells and why, is crucial.

Another way to gain knowledge of the designer world is to intern (or work) at one of the magazines that cover the fashion world, such as Elle, Vogue, or V. From that side, you’ll learn the trends and how they ebb and flow, and you could take that experience and go to a sales job, or right to boutique ownership, if you like. The most common backgrounds are sales jobs at other boutiques, jobs in fashion, or jobs at the magazines.

It’s important to be realistic, though, in terms of the top magazines and designer boutiques. Believe it or not, a lot of people who score internships or entry-level positions come from Ivy League schools, and a lot of times these places want that, or a Duke, or a USC . . . but only with like a 4.0.

Lastly, you could get some practical business experience. Take accounting classes and learn about all the things that keep businesses afloat. If you have great natural taste and are a born fashionista, the business stuff is more important to learn.

Finally, when you do get interviews, don’t be arrogant. It’s a turnoff to the owners. If anyone gets to be arrogant it’s them, not you. And obviously, dress fashionably for your interview. Show that you have style and taste that is going to make the store an even better place to be. But don’t just wear the style of the store if it’s not for you; your look has to be “convincing.”

Resources

It’s important, obviously, to stay on top of the fashion world. Some fashion magazines (a small sampling, there are cubic tons) that will help are ID, V, V Man, Soma (New York), Surface (L.A.), Self Service (France), Kirkel (France), Crash (France), Ryuko Tsuihsin (Japan), Vogue, Elle, Bazaar, and Lucky Magazine.

There are also many fashion Web sites, of course, such as style.com and hintmag.com. You can keep track of different designers and their fashion shows at their individual sites. Plus, you can travel. If you don’t live in a fashion capital (such as New York, Milan, or Paris), try to visit one at least once, or a few times, a year. Walk around and see what the other boutiques are showing, and why.
Owning a boutique is an entrepreneurial venture. Perhaps it’s worth reading the chapter on entrepreneurs. Some resources that might be handy in opening a new business include the U.S. Small Business Administration, which has “programs and services to help you start, grow and succeed.” It’s at sba.gov.

The IRS has some helpful advice. Yes, *that* IRS; sheesh, don’t be so cynical. Surf over to irs.gov, click on the “businesses” tab, and you’ll see information on starting and operating a business.
The greatest pleasures in life, arguably, are sex and food. And sadly, as you get older, eating starts to trump sex. Well, it’s not that sad really, as most of us would take a perfectly cooked steak-frites over a lousy lay any day of the week.

So it’s no wonder that many people dream of becoming chefs, making their living creating dishes that will have diners licking their chops. Is it an easy career? No. Does it pay a lot? Not really. Might you pile on pounds being around food all day? It’s a definite possibility. And not everyone can pull off the puffy hat without looking like a Muppet. But to most chefs, there’s no other job in the world they’d rather have.

The most common venue where chefs work is, of course, in restaurants. However, there are other places where chefs roast, grill, and poach. There are catering companies that provide the food at all sorts of affairs; private chefs who work for wealthy individuals or at companies like Google that believe an expertly cooked lunch is a worthy employee pleaser; and even chefs who work exclusively on yachts, sailing around the world with the mega-rich and feeding them and the crew. With that in mind, however, this chapter will focus on chefs who work in restaurant kitchens. Even if you do choose to be a chef in a different setting, you’ll most likely work in a restaurant at some point; restaurant experience is invaluable.

What’s Up in the Kitchen?

If you’re a chef, you cook, right? Right, but it’s not like there’s one chef in the back of the restaurant cooking everyone’s meals. There is a hierarchy of chefs in the kitchen, the same way there is a management hierarchy in a marketing department. On the top of the food pyramid is the head chef, executive chef, or chef owner. This person is the lead dog, the CEO: he or she has designed the menu, decided on the ingredients, and basically created the blueprint that the other cooks will follow to help construct the meal. Just like a CEO, he or she may or may not be in on the daily action, and may not do a lot of the actual cooking. Right below the head chef is the chef du cuisine, who is in the kitchen pretty much five days a week, running the show. The chef du cuisine is second in command but the boss of the kitchen, making sure everything comes out

This is a job where you feel you can learn something new every day. I think that’s one of the main reasons I got into it; with food you can always learn more, a different way to cook, a different way to put something on the plate, ways to change the appearance of certain vegetables.

—Marc Johnson, line cook, Blue Hill, New York City
At 5:00, when customers come in and start ordering, the kitchen begins to become very, very intense. You’re just cooking and cooking. We’ll have nights with like seventy customers and you think it will be the easiest night, but it’s the most harrowing. And then we’ll have nights with one hundred forty people, we’re packed the whole night, but everything runs smoothly. You can’t predict it.

—Marc Johnson, line cook, Blue Hill, New York City

That’s what’s nice about working in kitchens. It’s all about teamwork, and everybody works together to accomplish the task of making the guests happy. You spend a lot of time in really small places and so people make more of an effort.

—Cristina Topham, private chef

just right. Next in line is the sous chef, who is the right hand of the chef du cuisine, sort of a vice president. The sous chef sometimes also plays the role of “expeditor,” meaning he or she is the liaison between the wait staff and the kitchen, helps make sure all dishes ordered by a table arrive simultaneously, and so on. (If you’ve ever traveled abroad, you know that some cultures don’t believe in the expeditor.) Under the sous chef comes the chef de partie, or line cook. These do most of the actual cooking. In a larger restaurant they specialize, so there will be a fish cook, a meat cook, a vegetable cook. Finally, there are cooks and assistants, who help out the line cooks and do slicing, chopping, and more grunt-type work.

There are two parts of the day in the kitchen: prep and service. Prep is the time before customers come in, when chefs get everything ready to go. They make stocks and sauces, do the butchering, get all their ducks in a row. Service is meal time, when people arrive and order, and the sautéing, roasting, and searing begins in earnest.

And What’s It Like in the Kitchen? Calm? Chaos?

It ranges. But there’s always pressure. Different days of the week have different vibes. Some nights the restaurant can be packed, yet everything is humming smoothly in the kitchen; another night it could be a mess. If the restaurant is fairly successful, the scene in the kitchen is constantly intense. No one wants to wait for a meal, and every meal has to come out perfect and delicious, plated beautifully.

While kitchens are infamous for having uptight chefs and cooks, there is also a great camaraderie. It’s like going into an impossible battle with a group of friends, and pulling off miracles night after night. It’s addictive, and a high.

What Ingredients Do You Need to Be a Good Chef?

It goes without saying that you need a passion for food and flavor, but what the heck, let’s just say it anyway: you need a passion for food and flavor. You have to be extremely flexible, because you never know if the head chef ordered something different, wants to try a new variation tonight, or just wants to change the menu. And you have to be a good multitasker; you’ll be cooking three, four, five things at once.

You also have to realize that being a chef is a physical job. You pretty much stand for hours on end, cutting and chopping in a small, hot environment. Every chef has an “and it kept bleeding and bleeding” finger-slicing story. It’s
dangerous in the kitchen sometimes. Every one is moving fast, and accidents—burns, cuts—happen.

Hours?

The hours are long, and often late. Most chefs work from noon to around midnight, five days a week. Sixty hours.

And the hours you work the hardest are the hours most everyone else has off. Forget having dinner with your friends and family, especially on weekends and holidays, which are the busiest times for restaurants. While everyone else is playing, you are working. That's just the job.

What Do You Get Paid for That Sixty-Hour Week?

Not much. And the better the restaurant, the more it’s considered an honor to work there, a résumé builder, and thus the pay is less. The average starting salary in a city like New York is around $400 a week, or about $21,000 a year. And most jobs aren’t staff jobs with benefits, except at larger, corporate restaurants. A chef du cuisine, second in command, might make only around $60,000. The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports a mean salary of $35,840, with a range from $18,890 to $57,420.

It takes a little while to move up the ladder, although if you work at a heralded restaurant you can jump levels by going to a less well-known one. If you want to stay in fine dining, you have to put in at least a few years as a line chef before getting the opportunity to become a sous chef, and so on. But just like any other job, moving up depends on who you know and your personality as much as on your cooking and dedication.
Stress-o-Meter: 9 (1 being a bikini inspector, 10 being an atomic weapons inspector)

As has been stated multiple times, it gets hairy in the kitchen. There can be screaming and crying, even the rare fight. You love every second; food gives you a thrill and is of huge importance in your life. But it’s rough. It’s one of the more stressful jobs in this book.

Pros
- You get paid for what you love to do: cook.
- Amazing camaraderie with colleagues.
- It’s gratifying when people enjoy what you’ve made for them.

Cons
- The money.
- The hours.
- Sometimes you’re just so tired and stressed it’s hard to cook.

Bon Appétit. You Are a Chef. You Wake Up And . . .

This assumes you are at the level of line cook, and your specialty is meat, marvelous meat.

10:00 AM: You do some sit-ups. You’re about to spend the rest of your day around food and don’t want to end up looking like Paul Prudhomme. Then you do your e-mailing for the day—there’s no computer in the kitchen, and you’ll take only the occasional cell phone break.

12:00 PM: You arrive at the restaurant in your kitchen whites. You begin by making some sauces, starting with beurre blanc.

1:00 PM: The meat arrives. And it arrives as almost-whole animals, not cuts of meat like in ShopRite. No, you cut the meat. With almost-whole animals, you get a lot of scrap meat, from which more sauces are prepared. While the sauces and stocks cook, you do some vacuum sealing. You put poultry into vacuum-seal bags with different aromatics and herbs, then seal those and cook them in a combination steamer.

2:00 PM: Now that things are bubbling, you get to the special projects of the day. There’s quail to wrap and pork bellies to trim. You’re fairly busy, but you remind yourself it’s the calm before the storm.

3:00 PM: You continue trimming other meats for the evening. You and the pastry chef step outside for a quick breath of air.

4:00 PM: You start preparing the “family meal,” the meal for all the staff, chefs, waiters, and bussers, about twenty people at your restaurant. You make macaroni and cheese with pork belly scraps.

5:00 PM: The restaurant opens. People place orders and you begin to cook the cuts of meat you’ve prepared.

6:00 PM: You cook . . .

7:00 PM: and cook . . .

8:00 PM: and cook . . .
9:00 PM:  Cooking, cooking, cooking.

10:00 PM:  The maitre d’ has “screwed up again” with reservations, and suddenly the kitchen is in a tizzy. You are cooking six different meals at once, and sweating. The kitchen has gone from a busy, whistle-while-you-work vibe to “Holy crap!” You hear a lot of cussing in French from the Parisian sous chef.

11:00 PM:  You survive. You clean up and have a glass of wine. You chat with a couple of line cooks outside while they smoke.

12:00 AM:  You bolt.

Food Completes Me. How the Hell Do I Become a Chef?

Well, if you can cook (however you’ve acquired the skill; information on culinary schools follows) and are hardworking, you can get a job in a kitchen. But it’s not that easy; you can’t just walk in the door of a hot French bistro and start roasting things up.

So here’s what you do: go to several restaurants you admire and tell them you’d like to trail. Trailing is the equivalent of an interview or a tryout for chefs. You’ll go in and spend the day in the kitchen doing stuff, mostly menial tasks like peeling shrimp and doing certain knife cuts. The chefs working there will watch how persistent you are, how you interact with others, and whether you listen and follow through.

Anyone can trail. And no one gets paid. It’s a nonpaying working interview. You will need to have basic kitchen gear, like one or two chef knives. All chefs own their own knives—pretty fancy, crazy-sharp ones. Good knives start at around $35; chefs usually own a range. For example, in a three-knife set they might own an $80, a $100, and a $200 knife.

But just because anyone can trail doesn’t mean any one gets to. While it’s true you don’t need to go to culinary school, you do need to know your way around a professional kitchen. Plus, just like any other job, who you know opens doors. Culinary school helps on both fronts, providing training and great networking opportunities. There are several different-length programs, from six months to two years. The two-year program is the equivalent of an associate degree, so you also have courses like mathematics; it’s probably not for you if you’ve already gone to college. The six- and nine-month degrees offer more of a basic foundation in culinary training. In the competitive world of cooking, especially in the larger cities, you realistically need to attend a culinary school to trail at the better restaurants, even if you’ve held jobs in lesser kitchens since you were fourteen.

When people come in and trail, we are judging, thinking, “Do they take direction, do they ask questions, do they seem interested in what the kitchen is doing?”
—Marc Johnson, line cook, Blue Hill, New York City

Every industry has its own language, and culinary school will give you an understanding of our language. I notice that chefs who haven’t gone to school don’t seem to have the verbiage down.
—Cristina Topham, private chef
Tips for the Budding Chef

Before you commit to this field just because you love your new crock pot, do yourself a favor. If you haven’t yet, work in a restaurant, even if it is in a nonkitchen position. Learn what it is like to be on your feet for long hours, serving others, and see if you can deal.

Also, be honest with yourself. Make sure you can swallow the fact that no matter how smart or gifted you might be in the kitchen, your first jobs will probably require your labor on the most menial tasks. As you develop and further your education, you’ll advance. But it doesn’t come quickly or easily. Becoming a successful chef in a major city takes years and years of commitment, hands-on experience, and training. Make sure you love it before you leap.

Resources

To stay current on what’s happening in the food world, read. *Food and Wine* is recommended, as is *Savoir*. The dining-out section of the *New York Times* on Wednesdays is insightful. Also keep up with local magazines, read restaurant reviews, and see which chefs are moving to different places and may need fresh blood, or what interesting new restaurants are opening. New food Web sites pop up every day, some aimed directly at chefs. A great New York–based one is chowhound.com.

There are culinary schools throughout the country. Some good ones are the Institute of Culinary Education on 23rd Street in New York, iceculinary.com, as well as the famed French Culinary Institute, frenchculinary.com, which has its own critically acclaimed “on-campus” restaurant, manned by students. See the American Culinary Federation Web site, acfchefs.org, for information about other accredited culinary schools, apprenticeships, certification, jobs, and related organizations. The Culinary Institute of America has similar information available on its site, ciachef.edu.

Two books that do a great job of detailing the life of a chef are *Kitchen Confidential* by Anthony Bourdain, and *Heat* by Bill Buford.
Although serving God and the community is far more than a mere job, it does pay the mortgage and the cable bill. With small differences based on denomination, professional clergy are responsible for spiritual guidance, education, and counseling of their congregations. And while the profession is a calling, most clergy go to college and get their BA before deciding to move on to graduate-level divinity schooling. In our capitalist society where you need fistfuls of green paper to survive, there’s nothing quite as fulfilling as a career that allows you to selflessly help humanity and be true to your spiritual side. And it’s probably the only job where you will always respect your boss.

The First Question

The first question to ponder when considering whether to become clergy is, “Whoa, how do I know I am qualified to be a spiritual mouthpiece?” The answer is, at some point, you just do. And that doesn’t mean you were born always thinking that you were meant to speak for God; that’s a myth. You don’t have to be “the golden child.” Many rabbis and pastors of different faiths come to the decision later in life; for some it’s a second career. Some former attorneys and doctors are now clergy. Of course, in the case of Catholic clergy with its strict celibacy rules, decisions need to happen earlier (in most cases). At the same time, it’s not as simple as, “Yeah, I like horses, I think I’ll quit my marketing job and do some jockeying.” One does it because one feels a profound pull toward it.

So, Do You, Like, Pray All Day?

Not really. If you are clergy, then you are one of the leaders of a religious congregation. For small congregations, there may be only one clergy member, a pastor or priest or rabbi or imam who runs the show. For larger ones there will be a staff, a senior clergy member with others beneath him or her. In other words, you are sort of like the president or CEO (or SVP or VP, depending on size) of the temple, church, mosque, and so on. Most religious organizations also have an elected board of officials made up of members of the congrega-

This is very hard to explain to other people, but as clergy, you get to talk about God all the time and you get to talk to God all the time. People want to know, “How does God allow war?” I get to talk about that, and I get to research that. And you get to tell people what you think God wants. Now that’s a very weird thing to say. But if you don’t like doing that, you shouldn’t have this job.

—the reverend Dr. Daniel Meeter, pastor, Old First Reformed Church

If you’re thinking about being a rabbi, you need to consider your motivation. You have to really want to serve other people and want to help out other people. You can’t just do it because you want to fulfill your own spiritual journey.

—Rabbi Dan Bronstein, Congregational scholar, Beth Elohim
If I were to wear my collar and sit in a café, by the end of the night I would have talked to at least four people. When they see the collar, they really want to talk. You constantly get invited into people’s lives. You have to be open to that.

—the reverend 
Dr. Daniel Meeter, 
pastor, Old First 
Reformed Church

You should always be prepared to think critically. You need to be able to challenge yourself to be self-critical and thoughtful and to work on yourself. Intellectually, morally, and psychologically. And last, but certainly not least, you should always have a sense of humor.

—Rabbi Dan Bronstein, 
Congregational scholar, Beth Elohim

And What Qualities Make for a Good Clergy Member?

Nearly all of your duties call for talking to people. Clergy is not a career for the introverted. Whether organizing a field trip for Sunday school students or counseling a couple on their marriage, clergy are called on to have the right words and to lead. Being a hard-line, iron-fist clergy member doesn’t work that well these days, although back during the Spanish Inquisition, you might have been a hit. Clergy tend to be nonthreatening and “safe” to talk to. Empathetic, sympathetic, caring, trustworthy: these are all good clergylike adjectives. You must be a good listener, someone who wants to hear others’ stories, because you will be the person your congregation longs to talk to, seek counsel from, connect with. And you have to accept that this job is all about helping other people, and very little about helping yourself.

To be a good clergy member you also have to love learning. You will constantly be reinterpreting texts and will be asked philosophical questions that you may need to research to answer. Since a lot of time is your own, you also must self-discipline. You have to make time for prayer, study, and self-reflection.

You will be going against some modern-day norms. You will be choosing a
field that few of your peers choose, most of whom may have lucrative, capital- istic jobs. You have to be okay knowing you will do fine financially, but that’s not your goal in life. And, well, you have to be willing to let people think you are just a bit strange. When you go to a gathering or party (yes, clergy attend parties—not Girls Gone Wild parties, mind you) and say you’re a pastor or a rabbi (you won’t wear the “uniform” all the time), the reactions will be different than if you said “accountant.” You’ll be respected, but outside the house of worship, in a restaurant or the supermarket, people will always look at you slightly differently. It’s not a bad thing at all. But it’s there.

Education and Getting Started

Clergy in almost all denominations first get a bachelor of arts degree and then continue on to divinity school for their religious training. The BA may be attained at a religious school or at a regular university. It need not be in theology; you can be an English or history major, anything really. Basically, you need to emerge from undergraduate education knowing how to think critically, read and decipher a text, and present and refute arguments. Of course, if you aim to be a rabbi, for example, you’ll need to know some Hebrew.

The next step, divinity school or seminary, isn’t cheap. It’s less expensive than, say, medical school, but it is in the ballpark of graduate school prices. How long the schooling takes varies by religion, but three to five years is the norm. Usually you will attempt to get a master’s degree in divinity, Hebrew letters, or whatever your faith requires. Schooling will include religious training, but also practical training, like how to counsel people and how to organize services and groups.

Once you finish school, how you get your first job is, again, based on what religion you are. Catholic, Methodist, and Episcopal priests get appointed by a bishop. Presbyterian, Baptist, and Reformed clergy “present” themselves. In a way, it’s similar to getting a teaching job. You send a résumé, you interview, a search committee from the house of worship debates your merits, and you may give a trial sermon. Then they make their decision. Your divinity school will be hugely helpful in your placement.

Hours?

If you are congregational clergy, the most common type, the hours are 24/7. That doesn’t mean you are pulling all-nighters, just that there’s really no line between your working life and your nonworking life. And if there is a line, it’s porous. When you are out shopping, perhaps looking for a ripe melon, you

One of the things my father told me (also a rabbi) a long time ago is yes, it’s very anxiety provoking at certain points, but you’re never bored. And I think that’s true. That’s been my experience.

—Rabbi Dan Bronstein, Congregational scholar, Beth Elohim
I usually try to look nice, but I wouldn’t say I wear business suits. This totally varies according to the culture of each community. This community is a pretty casual one in terms of clothing, but at the same time, I wouldn’t dress Goth.
—Rabbi Dan Bronstein, Congregational scholar, Beth Elohim

may see someone from your congregation who wants to talk, right then and there. You’ll get phone calls at night. Births and deaths aren’t scheduled. The job is a life choice, and once you choose it, it defines you. Of course, you will take vacation and sabbaticals. You will probably try to go away to a quiet place to think and reflect a few times a year. But when you are on, you are on, and there are no real boundaries. And you, and the congregation who count on you, wouldn’t have it any other way.

**Spiritual Space?**

Your working space will be the house of worship itself. Inside, or attached to it, will be some kind of office space and meeting rooms. A big church with a congregation of a thousand or more may have offices that look like, well, offices. There might be cubicles, even. Smaller houses of worship may have an administrative wing with a makeshift office or two, tops. The feeling inside is surprisingly friendly and congenial. There can be lots of joking; perhaps that’s because tasks like funerals and counseling can be so heavy. Outside services, dress codes tend to be relaxed. Most clergy don’t dress formally every day, although depending on the religion, traditional garb—collars, robes, and the like, may be worn. In general, business-casual tends to be the look.

Also, believe it or not, a lot of the business of clergy gets done electronically these days. Yes, many clergy carry Blackberries and the like, because a tremendous amount of e-mailing takes place. Scheduling weddings that you will officiate, or times for counseling, is just easier electronically. Still, these are no substitute for in-person meetings. But it is somewhat fascinating to think of spiritual counsel via text message: “u r ok.”

**Pennies from Heaven?**

You shouldn’t be in it for the money, but you won’t be broke. Depending on where you live in the country, you’ll either be middle class or upper middle class. But you will have to scrimp and save for retirement if your house of wor-
ship doesn’t provide for that. Different religions offer different benefits on top of salary, such as sending clergy on retreats, providing housing, or paying all or part of housing costs. These benefits, plus your pay, are figured out differently for different religions, and within each religion, different houses of worship do things their own way. Generally the lay leadership are involved in sorting out the compensation, since it will come from dues or donations.

The fine folks at the Bureau of Labor Statistics report the mean salary of clergy to be $41,700, ranging from $20,480 to $67,980.

**Stress-o-Meter: 8 (1 being an underground poet, 10 being an undercover policeman)**

**Being a clergy member is surprisingly stressful.** Although there are times of peaceful meditation, clergy are involved in the most stressful times in people’s lives. Divorce. Tragedy. Funerals. There can be a funeral for a 103-year-old man who has lived a good life, but there are also funerals for small children, and the community is looking to you for words of wisdom, to help answer the “why?” That’s no picnic, and it never gets easier. And as mentioned earlier, it is a 24/7 job. Plus, there are no personal boundaries. If you are a member of a congregation, the clergy’s private life is something you want to know about.

**Pros**

| There’s a huge sense of fulfillment from helping others. |
| If you like people, there’s no job that gives you as much intimate interaction. |
| You are serving God (this should appeal to you). |

**Cons**

| There’s a complete lack of privacy, which can be hard on you and your family. |
| It can be exhausting. |
| You’re never really “off stage.” |
| You tend to get a lot of criticism, but not that much positive feedback from the congregation. |

**Mazel Tov, You Are Clergy. You Wake Up And . . .**

Obviously it depends on your religion. This assumes you are a pastor at a Reformed church.

**6:30 AM:** You pray for an hour to start the day.

**8:45 AM:** You arrive at the church and do some religious reading and study that corresponds to the holy days on the horizon.

**10:00 AM:** You sit down in the conference room with some members of the church administration and discuss plans for building an addition on the church. It’s a lot of money, but the congregation continues to grow. You all agree it’s time to start meeting with architects.

**12:30 PM:** You go to lunch with a parishioner, a recent widower. You do more listening than talking.
2:00 PM: You meet with a few other local pastors to discuss a group service you are planning in honor of Martin Luther King.

3:30 PM: You spend the rest of the afternoon meeting with different parishioners, some who want your counsel, others who want to complain about goings-on at the church.

6:30 PM: You’ve been invited to dinner at a parishioner’s home. This happens often; the congregation wants to know you personally, and you want to know them.

9:45 PM: You head home, full but tired. You see your wife and children for a short time before it’s bedtime for all.

I Hear the Call. How the Heck Do I Get This Job?

No secrets here. Depending on your religion, after graduating from college you go on to divinity school or the equivalent. Then you take the appropriate steps from there. There really aren’t any shortcuts.

Once you get through divinity school, how you find an actual job differs by religion. If yours is the kind that has you take interviews, as you might guess, personality is key. You can be the world’s foremost scholar in your religion, but if you are a lousy people person, not too many houses of worship are going to be interested.

Resources

The appropriate resources naturally depend on your religion. And, of course, the basic texts of those religions—the Bible, Torah, Qur’an, and so on—are pretty much the top resources out there. Your best bet is to talk to clergy members of your faith whom you respect. They’re very open to being approached with questions; it’s part of the job. Each religion has its own organizations, such as the Rabbinical Council of America (rabbis.org) or the National Conference of Diocesan Vocation Directors (ncdvd.org). Google your faith (how modern!) to easily find your own. Beyond that, beliefnet.com is the largest spiritual Web site. It’s independent and not affiliated with any spiritual organization or movement. And some of the following periodicals and news organizations might be of interest: Lilith Magazine (which calls itself “independent, Jewish and frankly feminist”), Biblical Review, Cross Currents Magazine (“the best of major world religions”), the Jewish Telegraphic Agency (basically the UPI or AP for Jewish news), Tricycle (Buddhist), Theology Today (a journal from Princeton University), and Books and Religion, which is kind of like The New York Review of Books, but from a Christian point of view.
et’s start this chapter with some old-school parlance, shall we? In the world of composing, music can be separated into two types: “serious music” and “practical music.” These terms aren’t used very often today, but they’re helpful for our purposes. Serious music is music made for art’s sake, an opera, a symphony; even a Weird Al Yankovic album, although recorded essentially to make money, is serious music in that it is not a commissioned piece of work.

Practical music, on the other hand, is music for hire. It serves a purpose larger than the songs and melodies themselves. It’s the music in films, TV commercials, TV shows, and even theater productions. Here the soundtrack is simply one part of an overall piece, helping set the emotional tone of the greater whole. What would Rocky be without the theme song? Or The Godfather? Or the “Plop plop fizz fizz” Alka Seltzer commercials, for that matter? This chapter is about a career composing such practical music, which is better known these days as “commercial music” (but don’t be thrown, that doesn’t mean music just for advertisements, it means music that has been commissioned). Are you a good musician who never really thought of writing pop songs or fronting a band as a realistic career? Well, perhaps you’ll find this path a bit more, er, practical.

Composing 101

Here’s how it works: you, the composer, are commissioned by music supervisors for films, producers for TV shows, or advertising agencies for commercials to write original music. Generally, you’ve been chosen for the job based on work you’ve done in the past. Often there can be what’s called a round of demos, which is when a few different composers have been approached and asked to “mock up” a track, which means roughly compose and record a piece of music. It’s basically an audition, or shootout, for the job, and quite common in the commercial world. This “getting the gig” part shouldn’t be overlooked. Although the most important skill is composing, networking, making phone calls, and finding the next paying job or invitation to submit a demo are also an important part of what composers do.

By the time the composer is hired and joins the team, most of the visual...
work has been completed. It’s very rare that composers get involved before filming and editing. Once you’re officially on board and receive this edited film or video, you’ll view the footage and meet with the director or producer in charge to discuss what feeling they’re going for, what they want you to help them achieve. And then . . . you’ll actually start composing.

**It’s Time to Score**

Yes, it’s time to retreat to your studio. You may be trying to help scare the audience if it’s a horror film, or give them goose bumps in an emotional AT&T ad. Using various samplers, synthesizers, and computers, you will not only compose the music, but create a replica, a *synth track*, or mock-up of the music you think will best fit the film. The computer is a hugely important composing tool, because you need to be able to create something inexpensively so the rest of the team, be they the filmmakers or advertising agency, can listen to and comment on it. Also, you are trying to score exact moments in the film, and the computer helps you be incredibly accurate. So the surge of string instruments hits the precise moment when the ninja’s head is lopped off. (You need to be a bit of a nerdlinger to compose commercial music.) Every day these computer-generated instruments sound better and better, yet they’re still nowhere near the real thing. Hiring actual musicians, though (which is what happens next if the piece is liked and you move forward), is just too expensive for a piece that might get rejected.

For a thirty-second commercial, this process can happen over the course of a few days or a week. On a feature film, the time period is longer, and you will probably be sending in a few scenes you’ve scored each week. Comments will come in and be addressed along the way, until you’ve written music for the entire film.

**They Like It, They Really Like It! Now for Phase Two**

You’ve presented and made some adjustments. Now everyone agrees, they love the music. The next step is to take the computer score and make it real. This is where the composing part of the job ends, and the music production, done by a music producer, begins. A lot of composers are also music producers, although some strictly compose and then hand off the music they’ve written to others.

As a music producer, you make the music. You hire the musicians needed for the piece. For example, you may need two French horn players, a drummer, and an oboist. You bring them into a proper recording studio and record...
them. Of course, it’s far more complicated than that. Other specific people may get involved at this point, like mixers and arrangers and orchestrators.

It breaks down like this: a composer writes the song “Happy Birthday.” An arranger takes that song and says, let’s do a jazz version; they interpret the song and “rearrange” it in other styles. An orchestrator takes “Happy Birthday” and sets it up for a hundred-piece orchestra to play, writing melody lines for the violins and harmony for the violas. A mixer takes anything that’s recorded and “tweaks the levels” to perfect them; in other words, in a much more professional way, he or she adjusts the bass, treble, and so on, like one does on a home stereo equalizer. Once the music is finished, it’s given to the music supervisor or advertising agency, who “locks it to the picture,” or digitally puts the visual and audio together. And you are off to the next job.

So What Do I Need to Know to Be a Composer?

Naturally, you need to be a pretty accomplished musician. But it’s also imperative that you have computer skills. Knowledge of software like Logic, Pro Tools, Reaktor, Sibelius, and a host of other digital plug-ins is compulsory if you want to be a composer of practical music.

Beyond those, it’s important to note that just being good at writing songs is not enough. You have to be someone who can play well with others, who’s a good listener; this is a collaborative process. You have to be someone who wants to work with other people—and many songwriters really just want to work alone. Some are just sooooo moody. That may work for serious music, but not commercial.

Finally, a good composer has some of the same skills as a good psychologist. If it’s an action-adventure scene, how do people want to feel? Should they feel tension and then a little bit of relief and then boom, crazy tension again? What musical notes make people feel that way?

Where Does All This Composing Happen?

A studio, which is a room with a computer, some instruments, and usually four walls and a door so you don’t drive the neighbors bonkers. Most composers have a studio space, be it a separate one they work out of or a home studio. With all of the technological advancements these days, home studios have become pretty powerful. All you really need is a fast computer and a bunch of software, and off you go. These small studios are for composing and for mock- ing up the replica tracks. When it comes to actual recording, a proper studio with a recording booth, a mixing board, and space for a few (at least) musi-
cians to play is required. For some lucky composers, their day-to-day studio can also be a recording studio; most others rent the space only when they need it.

As you might guess, each composer’s studio reflects his or her own personal taste. There could be a coffee table with a built-in bong, life-size posters of Thelonious Monk, or an austere temple-like setting. They are laid-back, creative spaces, usually filled with cables of various lengths and pretty good speakers, where the business of writing and playing music can be accomplished.

What Do You Do in the Studio When You Are Not Composing?

Listen to music, hang out, drink tea. What you will really be doing, and what is the lifeblood of your career, is networking—making phone calls, sending out demos, trying to get meetings with music supervisors or advertising agency producers. You may do this on your own, or you may have a manager or agent who helps you; it all depends on your level of success.

On top of that, you’ll always be upgrading your studio and your abilities. You’ll be tweaking the sound of your equipment, working on your composing skills, listening to music you love and trying to figure out how they got it to sound a certain way—just constantly trying to improve your craft, every day in every way.

1, 2, 3, 4 . . . How Many Hours?

The hours are really all or nothing. Composing is a deadline-based business: you’ll work full tilt on a project until it’s done. So either you’re in some phase of composing or producing, racing toward making a deadline, or you’re in the noncomposing phase, e-mailing and making calls. It’s either long days and weekends, or an easy ten to four.
Golden Tones?

One of the most interesting, or perhaps better put, crazy parts of the job of selling music is figuring out what music is worth. Can you charge $1,000 for a track? Is scoring this film worth $100,000? Lots of times you’ll be offered an amount based on precedent, which means you’ll be making different amounts from different people for essentially the same job. There are market forces and going rates, but the range is as wide as a four-lane highway.

There are two ways composers get paid: front end and back end. Front end is the money you get paid up front for composing. Most employees get paid front end. In the world of advertising, almost all payment comes from this fee. Back-end payments are royalty money. Royalties are based on the number of times the music is played. It’s a fairly complicated system involving ASCAP and BMI that almost no one completely understands, but basically you get a percentage based on popularity and income derived from the project. In the world of TV and film, the front end and the back end are negotiated on every deal. The back end is where the potentially huge payday lies. Score the opening song on Law & Order that gets played every damn week in perpetuity, and if you have a good back-end deal, you’re going to have not only one good year, but many good years. Those royalty checks keep coming in.

With that in mind, in a solid year, a composer can make between $150,000 and $250,000—much more, of course, if you are the next John Williams (he scored Star Wars, among many other films.) The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports the mean salary for music composers in the motion picture and video industries to be $78,030.

---

Stress-o-Meter: 6.5 (1 being an aromatherapist, 10 being a prison therapist)

The stress level when you are looking for work is a bit higher (“I’ll never work again!”) and the stress level when actually composing is a bit lower (“Check this out, it sounds awesome”). Except when people hate a track you’ve written and a deadline’s looming. Then, of course, the stress rockets off the charts.
Pros

You get paid to make music, which is what you love to do.
You have complete control over which jobs you decide to take.
Since you work project to project, if you have a crappy boss, soon they will be gone.

Cons

There’s no real security, or guarantees that jobs will keep coming in.
You start from zero on every job. No one cares how great your last score was: what is there to listen to today?
Everybody and their brother has a comment to make on the music.

Thank You, Cleveland! You Are a Composer. You Wake Up And . . .

This assumes you are a composer on a film, and you are in the middle of the project, still far from the deadline.

9:00 AM: Your alarm clock radio is blaring “Thong Song” by Sisqo. Not an auspicious start to the day, you think, sleepily.

10:00 AM: You arrive at your studio, which you share with a partner. You check your e-mail to see if there are any comments from the filmmakers on cues you submitted yesterday. Nothing. No news is good news.

10:30 AM: You sit back in your chair, and watch, listen to, and review what you have scored so far, in a manner similar to an author rereading a chapter. It helps you get a good feel for what is needed next and overall.

12:30 PM: Like a lot of artists, you don’t chug along at a constant pace, but instead have one juicy creative moment in the day where you do a lot of writing. Then you spend the rest of the day tweaking that juiciness. This is such a moment for you. You don’t work linearly, and as you were scrolling through the film, making notes for a bit more cello over a sailboat sequence, you had an idea for the big emotional apex. You begin to score it.

5:00 PM: A solid day of composing will yield two to three minutes of music. You’ve done that and more. You’ve reaffirmed how the music was moving with the film and have set yourself up to go further tomorrow. You save all your work and back it up.

6:00 PM: You return a couple of calls that you ignored during your hours of power. A music supervisor left you a message about a new ninja film she’d like to talk to you about. You want in on it. You leave a voice mail saying so on her cell.

7:00 PM: You hit the lights and head toward the homestead.
I Plan to Write a Song about How Badly I Want This Job. So How the Hell Do I Get It?

First, you’ll need to know how to compose. There’s no entry-level position where that basic, all-important skill is taught. It will be nourished and sharpened by a mentor, sure, but you can’t walk in cold. That probably doesn’t need to be said, but just in case you were daydreaming of learning it all from scratch from some hippie guitarist shaman, consider this your reality check. So to begin, you’ll need to study music. You can do this privately, or you can go to a world-renowned music school; it doesn’t really matter as long as you learn. This isn’t the kind of field where you’ll ever be asked to show a degree or GPA. What your musical compositions sound like is what matters.

What you’re aiming to get with this musical education is an apprenticeship with a composer or a music production house (which is essentially a place where several composers have banded together to both write and produce tracks). As an apprentice, you’ll study underneath someone who’s actually doing the job. You’ll improve your computing skills, you’ll help write and tweak tracks, and you’ll be pushed pretty hard, but it will be worth it. Impress them, and you’ll start to be thrown a real job or two. And then all of a sudden, you’ll be composing for real.

How do you get the apprenticeship? First, find the kind of composers for whom you might want to apprentice. Research all the films, TV shows, and commercials that have scores you like, and find out who the composers, studios, and music producers on them were. If it’s film or TV, sites like imdb.com have the names (look at the project’s full credits). For commercials, creativity-online.com lets you view recent spots for free; but to see older ones you’ll need an expensive membership. However, with some creative Googling (the brand, the subject of the commercial, etc.), you should be able to track down who did what sans fee.

Okay, you’ve got some names, now you need to show these folks what you can do. Send them your music, whatever you’ve composed. If you’ve written some “music for picture” and have that, great, send it. If you just have a CD of tracks you’ve written, that’s totally fine, too. The whole thing needs to sound, and look, amazing. Of course the sound needs to be professional, as close to real as can be, you could’ve guessed that. But even the sheer packaging itself—the CD case and the envelope, needs to be slick. Composers get stacks and stacks of demo CDs, and they are way more likely to play the ones that look cool than some blank CD case from Staples with a name and phone number written in black marker. Spend the time, or get help from a designer friend, and then present. If you apprentice, be passionate about what you’re doing. Sheer composing skill isn’t enough. People who are internally motivated move up; you have to want to make it work. You have to fix and tweak things that need fixing and tweaking, without having to be told. Show that you are a perfectionist, obsessed with getting all the details right.

—Jack Livesey

There’s a famous quote, “Everybody knows their job . . . and music.” There will be a lot of comments on your work, so you need to have thick skin. Honestly, it’s not always bad, though. We collaborate with some really talented people, and we get notes that often improve the piece.

—Pete Nashel, composer, music producer, and principal, Duotone
and make your identity sharp. It will really help distinguish you before anyone’s heard a single note.

Resources

The first resource is films, TV shows, and commercials with great scores. Study them and see what makes them work so well. Rent all the Oscar and Emmy winners for soundtracks and see what you can learn, what you may want to try to emulate.

There are a few good books on the art of composing. Two recommended ones are *On the Track* by Fred Karlin, Rayburn Wright, and John Williams, which is a comprehensive guide to scoring for film and television; and *Knowing the Score: Film Composers Talk about the Art, Craft, Blood, Sweat, and Tears of Writing for Cinema* by David Morgan, which is a collection of insightful interviews with Hollywood composers.

Recommended magazines to help keep you on the cutting edge of composing today are *Mix Magazine* and *Electronic Musician*. Another Web site worth checking out is ampnow.com, which is the home of the Association of Music Producers. It has lots of great information on the world of commercial composing, as does the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers site: ascap.com.
Do you make your own birthday cards to give to friends? Do certain combinations of colors make you weak in the knees? Have you ever named a pet Sans Serif? You, sir or ma’am, are designy. The truth is, you probably already have an inkling that the job of designer might suit you. And if you’re looking at this page and thinking, “Hmm, I’d have tightened up the margins and gone for more negative space,” well, this may just be your chapter.

But first, a quick note. Designers can specialize. There are people who are solely book jacket designers, or magazine designers, or Web designers, or package designers, and so on. It’s a field where you can be employed at a general design agency and work on many different kinds of projects, or you can be a highly specialized designer and spend your career solely designing perfume bottles. This chapter aims to give you an overview of the general field.

Who Are Designers?

Designers are the people who take the essence of a product, essay, book, or what have you and visually tell the story through shape, color, photography, illustration, typefaces, and other graphic means. They use all of these tools to communicate what the item is about. Elegant type and a photo of the perfect beach on the cover of *Travel + Leisure*: the designer wanted us to know that the magazine is about upscale holidays. Intricate old-world design on the label of Classico marinara sauce: the designer wanted the product to say, “Hey, look at me, I come from Naples.” Whether book, magazine, or even prescription drug packaging, the first thing a consumer sees is the design. People say, “Don’t judge a book by its cover,” but let’s face it—we all do.

What Does a Designer Actually Do?

Here’s how it basically works. Somewhere, be it at a design agency or a record label, something needs to be designed. Designers go to a meeting where they are given a brief, or a description of the project from those requesting the design. Designers then go back to their offices and enter the first stage of a designer’s job, conceptualization. This is the most important part of designing,
Designers all have horror stories about the client who said, “I designed our rec room, I have a good eye,” and proceeded to make some awful suggestions.

—Noel Claro, design director/creative director

Lots of fingers will touch your work; that's just the way it is once you leave school and get paid to design. So the ability to hear people out, absorb what needs to be done, and then somehow, craftily, succeed in doing it without losing the integrity of the piece, is the recipe for success.

—Noel Claro, design director/creative director

where they brainstorm all the different ideas and ways to solve the design issue. They'll use pen and paper or the computer. They'll look anywhere and everywhere for inspiration—museums, old movies, foreign magazines, you name it.

Once they have three or so ideas they love, they’ll return to the people who briefed them and present their concepts. This can often be a sticky time because everyone fancies himself or herself as having good taste.

Once a concept is agreed on and given the green light to go from idea to reality, the designers take it to the next stage, preproduction. They’ll work out exact typefaces and look for photographers or illustrators to hire if necessary. When everything is lined up, they then go into actual production, staying with the project from the photo shoot to the printing press, ensuring that the piece comes out the way they envisioned it. A great idea can end up a crappy design if it isn’t watched carefully every step of the way.

You’ll Need More Than a Sense of Color

Being a designer requires a certain amount of true artistic skill. However, these days, you can fudge a lot. Computers, digital cameras, and scanners have allowed people with great taste and good eyes but no real illustration skills to become designers. Before such inventions, designers were truly artists; they could all draw quite well. It still helps to be able to draw, at least a little.

Beyond the artistic, designers need to be good communicators. There are a lot of people to interact with, and successful designers must convey their ideas to their clients and then to all the people involved in production. And during these interactions, good designers must be flexible; hell, they have to be like a yoga instructor, because there will be challenges at every turn. A competitor launches something using the typeface you planned to use. Someone decides they hate the color green. Suddenly the CEO demands you put a picture of a kitten on the package.

You must know, especially as a junior employee, the design computer programs, the mighty triumvirate of Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, and InDesign. When you begin as a designer, you will be doing less of your own conceptual work; more of your labor will be spent working your superiors’ ideas on the computer. They will expect your computer skills to be fast and accurate. As you move up, you’ll still need these skills, but the conceptual part and overall look will become more what you are paid to do.

Finally, you need to care about the details, and you need to be quite precise when projects go into production. You can’t be one decimal point off in your x- or y-axis or suddenly the piece will look funny. But not “ha-ha” funny.
The Designer Vibe

Design departments in any corporation are always the “cool” part of the company, set up to foster creativity. Even in the most cubicled office, the design area is usually an open space where people can talk freely and bounce ideas off each other. Everyone else at the company is a little jealous of it, or at least designers feel that way. For the most part, you can wear what you want to wear and be who you want to be, even when others are dressed up. As long as your designs look good, you can get away with a lot.

Design agencies are even more artsy and funky. Most tend to be small, and their owners’ or founders’ personal tastes dictate the space. There will be the occasional foosball table or PlayStation set up and music being played (or a lot of people wearing headphones). In either case, there will be plenty of tricked-out Apple computers (90 percent of the design world runs on Macs) and oversized flatscreen monitors.

How Many Hours Am I Clicking and Dragging?

Designers work hard. They’re perfectionists; they want their projects to be designed beautifully, right down to the legal type. A typical day for most is around ten to seven, but it is an industry of deadlines. And when you are up against one, all bets are off. Sixty-hour weeks are not out of the norm for many designers. On the other hand, as you are creative and goofy, slipping out to catch a midday movie on the rare occasion or stopping by a gallery for a few hours for inspiration is not unheard of, and often encouraged. Designers tend to be social; there are a lot of after-work activities, be they field trips or parties, that happen as well.

Dollars for Designing?

You’ve heard this song before: a lot of people want to be designers and the competition is fairly tough, so for entry-level positions, “the man” is able to
keep the pay low. As you reach the midlevels, though, the salary becomes much more fair, and for someone at a higher level, $150,000 to $200,000 is not impossible. But it all depends on the specific field. For example, magazine designers generally make more than book designers. Who knows why?

Here are some figures from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. For graphic designers (anything nonWeb), the median entry-level salary is $32,000, the median for senior designers is $56,000, and the median for design directors is $90,000.

Salary.com reports the salaries of Web designers to range from $30,846 to $99,814. Senior-level Web designers, who are in high demand at this point, tend to make even more than those figures, well over $100,000.

Stress-o-Meter: 6 (1 being a koi pond tender, 10 being an Alaskan king crab fisherman)

There are a lot of different personalities to deal with, and if you’re designing the cover of a book someone’s written, for example, it’s as if you are handling their baby. When deadlines come, and come in bunches (as they often do), things can get hairy, and the stress number can spike. At the same time, you’re not exactly handling nuclear waste. You’re just designing the “Hey, watch out, you’re handling nuclear waste!” logo.

Pros

You spend your day making things with art and type, which is something you love.

You work with great people and all kinds of artists.

You (and your friends and family) get to see your work out in the world.

Cons

Everyone thinks they know design and has suggestions, which can be frustrating.

Constant judging of your ideas, especially when people dislike them, is a bit of a bummer.

Staring intently at a computer screen all day can take its toll.

Okay, You’re a Designer. You Wake Up, Fix Your Stylish but Complicated Haircut, And . . .

10:00 AM: You arrive at work and check your e-mail. You generally have about four to six projects you’re juggling, all in different stages of completion. You put out a few fires and then do a quick eBay search, looking for vintage drinking glasses with the Ghostbusters on them. You like kitsch.

11:00 AM: You look through images from yesterday’s photo shoot to go into a magazine spread. You choose a few selects, and then create a rough layout in InDesign.

1:00 PM: You pick at a salad while sketching out ideas for a new project you’re starting: packaging for condoms.

2:00 PM: You run out to supervise a small shoot of some jewelry. You eat two handfuls of M&Ms while making sure the photographer’s lighting enhances the diamonds’ sparkle.
I Like Making Things Pretty. How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

There’s really just one way to get a job as a designer, and that’s by having a kick-ass portfolio (or portfolio Web site, the electronic version). Résumés and GPAs don’t help all that much; many people skip down to your computer skills at the bottom.

A portfolio (or book) is your visual identity; it’s a physical book or virtual site filled with examples of things you have designed, about fifteen to twenty different pieces that represent your sensibility and skills. Odds are you won’t get an interview until after your portfolio has been reviewed—first companies will have you drop it off so they can judge your design sense. Then, if they like it, they’ll have you come in person to make sure you’re not an ax murderer. Your portfolio should be filled with designs for the sort of field you want a job in, although it can have samples from other design areas as well. But if you want a job at Random House designing book covers, obviously you should have examples of book cover designs in your portfolio. And if you want a job as a Web designer, you’ll have a portfolio Web site that shows or links to all of your online designs: sites, banner ads, what have you.

And how do you go about creating a jobworthy portfolio? Well, any undergrad BFA program will help you design one; by the time you graduate you will probably have made and remade your book a few times. If you majored in something else, you can take classes at night at a local design school, like the Art Center in California, or SVA or Parsons in New York. You can even get an MFA in design. In the end, though, you are only as good as your book.

If you manage to get an interview, don’t explain your work if the interviewer flips through your book in front of you. It needs to stand on its own, and you can show your confidence by keeping quiet. Don’t dress self-consciously arty or grungy, even though the person who is interviewing you might; you need to be somewhat respectful. You haven’t earned the right to be a mess just yet. Don’t wear a suit; be yourself, but don’t roll up in a baseball hat, either. And as always, go to the firm’s Web site and know the work they’ve done. Even better, do a bit of research on the designers you’ll be meeting with. Have they won any awards? Do you like their designs? Start with Google.
Finally, design school is great for learning skills and the history of design and for building a book, but most projects there tend to be “dream assignments.” To see the real day-to-day, it’s highly recommended that you intern, and, luckily, internships are available at many firms (check your college’s career center or the AIGA; more info on that follows). These also allow you to network, and maybe even, like a tick, burrow your way into a full-time gig.

Resources

There are a lot of great design magazines for inspiration, such as *Communication Arts, Eye, Print, Blind Spot*, and *I.D*. Go to a good news agent and flip through all of those, plus the crazy foreign magazines.

There are many, many fabulous design books. Take a look at some from the masters, like Eames, Rand, Brodovitch, and Lustig, as well as some of the newer icons: Chip Kidd, Tibor Kalman, and Stefan Sagmeister. You’ll find titles by all of these on display in the design section of good bookstores.

Core77.com and coroflot.com are great design Web sites that have everything including creative showcases and job listings. They cover all kinds of design, such as graphic, Web, and industrial, and they even allow you to upload your portfolio to share with recruiters and other designers (if you want criticism).

The AIGA is an association of graphic artists (it is just AIGA—it used to stand for the American Institute of Graphic Arts, but no longer). The site, aiga.org, is filled with job opportunities, internships, discounts, and advice, as well as a link to an archive of award-winning designs. Make it your first stop.
Making babies. Sure, the conceiving part is good times, but the actual delivery and birthing can be traumatic, especially for first-time mothers. Delivery rooms can be filled with pain, confusion, and the mother-to-be’s hate-filled screams of “I can’t believe you did this to me!” That’s when a doula can be quite helpful.

Doulas are women (yes, this job is 99.9 percent female—sorry, gents) who provide physical, emotional, and informational support to women before, during, and sometimes after their births. They are usually privately hired, trained, experienced guides who help couples through one of life’s most intense moments. As doctors and nurses have become overburdened in hospitals, the demand for doulas has increased, and today the career is growing rapidly. The term *doula*, in case you are ever on *Jeopardy*, comes from the ancient Greek, and it means “woman’s servant.” Just remember to phrase your answer in the form of a question.

According to some research, a doula’s presence at birth can be more than a comforting presence. Studies show that working with a doula tends to result in shorter labors, reduces the patients’ need for pain medication, and helps new parents feel more secure and have less postpartum depression, among other statistics. Granted, these studies come courtesy of the Doulas of North America (dona.org). But they are a respected organization, and a great resource for all things doula.

So a Doula Takes the Place of a Doctor?

Nope. Doulas don’t replace doctors, nurses, or any medically trained staff. In fact, doulas are not medically trained, nor do they give medical advice. They are simply there for support. It sounds small when stated like that, but go into a delivery room sometime and you’ll see how much support is needed. It’s trippy in there. Doulas like to say they provide care, not pharmaceuticals. Training for doulas is far shorter and simpler than for medical practitioners. A midwife, on the other hand, though not a replacement for a doctor, is someone who actually delivers babies and is medically trained, generally as an RN.

So what do doulas actually do then? Pretty much anything and everything outside the medical to increase the mother-to-be’s comfort. This process be-
The most important part of being a doula is having a connection with the people that you’re working with. The birth is the most intimate of all life experiences, an incredible time when couples are connecting deeply with each other. It’s very important that the doula helps to facilitate this process, to support them and to allow the partner to be the primary birth support. And she can do this helping by taking the edge off and giving the couple confidence and a sense of security that everything is okay.

—Rachel Yellin, doula

gins long before the 3:00 AM ninety-mile-an-hour drive to the hospital for the actual birth, when the doula first meets with the mother- and father-to-be. This is generally a two-to-three-hour consultation where the doula answers any and all questions about childbirth, offers advice and information about what to expect, and helps the couple make their “birth plan.” The doula will also make herself available to the couple via call times, when they can call her with any questions, as well as update her with any new developments.

While the due date may be circled on the calendar with a big ol’ fat marker, part of being a doula is being available to answer that bat phone at any time, since very few women give birth on their actual due date. That means you’ll get calls in the middle of the night, with the “Am I going into labor?” question. If the answer is yes, you need to get up and hightail it over to the hospital to meet the mother-to-be. You can’t go to sleep without having an outfit picked out and ready to go and the car filled up with gas. You’re kind of like a firefighter. Sans pole.

Once in the delivery room, doulas explain every single thing that’s happening in plain English to the patient (assuming English is her native tongue), so she understands what the doctor is doing and why. If you’ve ever been in a hospital (or watched ER), you know there’s a lot of jargon tossed around by doctors and nurses, who occasionally don’t always have time to fully explain what they are about to do. Doulas are the patients’ advocate, someone who has been through the process before and looks out for them.

As the contractions intensify, the doula is there to help soothe the patient in any way she can. Doulas will use massage and breathing techniques to help the mother get through the labor as easily and comfortably as possible. The goal is to stay out of the way of the medical caregivers, but stay emotionally close to the mother-to-be. At the same time, they try not to take the husband’s place in the “Breathe! Breathe!” coaching role, but instead to make sure he is as involved as possible and isn’t fainting or otherwise freaking out.

Once the baby is born, the doula makes sure the recovery room is set up and the new mom gets there safely. The doula will usually visit and answer any newborn questions the mother might have. And then, like some sort of caped birth superhero, she is on to the next delivery. However, sometimes doulas continue on with their families in the role of postpartum doula, helping them transition to their role of new parents, a.k.a. the sleepless ones.

Doulas really are down with the whole business of babies. Some doulas work full time and that’s all they do, but many also dabble in other fields, like prenatal yoga, childbirth education classes, or pregnant massage therapy.
What Type of Person Makes for a Dyn-o-Mite Doula?

You can’t be a cold fish, that’s for sure. It takes someone who can be intimate, caring, compassionate, and kind. A sense of humor is helpful, as being able to get people to chuckle relaxes them. You must be able to communicate well, verbally and physically, to gain your patients’ confidence and help them get through the pushing process.

You'll need to have training in different techniques to help soothe the mother-to-be, such as massage and reflexology, and you’ll of course need to be fully informed about how the labor process works, and what the mother will be feeling physically and emotionally.

Speaking of emotion, you need to be a strong, confident person. You can’t be a shrieker or a crier; leave that to the family. You’ll be in the thick of some intense situations, and your job is to be calming and focused. It can get hairy in the delivery room at times, like if a doctor wants to perform a cesarean and the mother doesn’t want him to. Your job in these situations is to inform the mother, but not to advise her. She’ll make her own choice; you'll give her the information to be able to do so.

Where Do You Doula?

Most doulas don’t have an office per se. They field calls and answer e-mails from home, and then they work at their clients’ homes or in delivery rooms. And delivery rooms differ, markedly. Some are simply hospital rooms; others can be kind of swanky, like hotel rooms, or new agey even, like anything but a delivery room. It all depends on the hospital. And while on the job, doulas try to create a vibe of warmth, confidence, and professionalism. They don’t wear suits, but they don’t wear tie-dyes, either. A comfortable look, slightly more casual than business-casual, is the norm.

Doulas don’t really work with colleagues, so there is a bit of a sense of being a lone wolf. You connect emotionally with your clients, but after they have the child, you are usually off to the next family. You may befriend nurses and doctors if you frequent the same hospitals, but there’s not much, if any, water cooler chitchat or sending your officemates goofy JPGs. There’s no intraoffice dating. It’s not a social gig. Still, it is, of course, an extremely personality-driven job with clients. You just have to be okay with being on your own a lot.
It does get hard to make plans in advance or do anything that requires a reservation or deposit. If I get tickets to a show or a concert, there’s always a risk that I won’t be able to go and lose the money.

—Rachel Yellin, doula

It’s not a nine-to-five job. You’ll have anywhere from three to seven clients each month, and you’re pretty much on call 24/7 two weeks from the due date until baby time. Generally this means you’re spending around forty hours a week working, which means speaking to current, potential, and former clients on the phone; meeting with new clients and couples; attending births, and following up with new parents. Some weeks could be more; some weeks could be substantially less. It all depends on the stork. Attending births could be at any given time, day or night; labor lengths can be marathon or sprint.

Salary?

There are no set salaries or fees for doulas; they work freelance, and every doula charges differently. It’s not a profession you go into to get rich, but doulas can make a comfortable living if they are popular. A doula can usually command between $1,000 and $1,500 per laboring patient. That includes the interview prior to labor, being on call for questions, being in labor with them, recovery time (which can sometimes be a long time), and then a postpartum visit at their home. If you have three patients a month at $1,000 per, that’s $36,000 a year. If you have seven at $1,500, it’s $126,000. And a lot of babies—that’s eighty-four babies a year!

Stress-o-Meter: 7 (1 being a stamp collector, 10 being a rent collector)

Though magical, being in the delivery room can be stressful. Most of the time all is well, but something can go wrong, and if it does, it’s crushing. Occasionally there can be some tension between you and the doctors and nurses as well.
Pros

You are involved in the most magical time of a couple’s life.
Every birth is heartwarming.

Cons

It can be impossible to make plans.
There’s the occasional bitchy patient.
If something does go wrong, it’s heartbreaking.

Congratulations, You Are a Doula. You Wake Up And . . .

4:30 AM: You hear the ring ring ring of your phone. It’s one of your clients. Her water has broken and her husband is putting her in the car. You get into your doula gear and hit the road.

5:10 AM: You beat them to the hospital. As they arrive, you make sure everything is being set up for them.

6:30 AM: You are in the delivery room. Everything is fairly calm; the patient is not in pain. You put on a mellow jazz CD, then rub the patient’s arm and try to keep her relaxed. You explain to her and her husband what is going to happen next.

8:00 AM: It happens just like that. The husband is yelling, “Push, push!” and you’re working to keep the patient comfortable as the contractions become intense. The doctor thinks it can be any minute now.

8:47 AM: Well, forty-seven minutes, anyway, and then a healthy, bouncing baby boy arrives. You hug the mom and the husband. There are waterfalls of joyful tears.

9:30 AM: You make sure the new parents are all set up in the postpartum room. You talk to them about what to expect over the next days, until they leave the hospital, and answer any questions they may have.

10:30 AM: You plan a call tomorrow to check in, and make plans for a visit once they get home. Then you head to your own home for a nap, hoping the phone won’t ring again today!

I Was Born to Birth. How Do I Get This Job?

Becoming a doula is fairly straightforward. You take a course, generally twenty-five to forty hours of training, and you emerge a doula. It’s actually not very hard to become one. Your best bet is to go with the Doulas of North America (DONA) training, which you can learn more about at dona.org. They will point you to recommended training courses somewhere near where you live. The courses are taught by other doulas and midwives, and they’re pretty similar to the birthing classes couples take before having a baby, in that they teach all about the process and what to expect. Doula classes go a bit further, of course, instructing on topics such as how to comfort and soothe patients, assisting with their emotional needs, what to do during a cesarean,
beginning massage, acupressure, patterned breathing, and maternal positioning.

While becoming a doula is fairly easy, getting paying work as a new one isn’t. Most work comes through referrals, so getting the first gig is the hardest. If you are already part of the world of babies—perhaps you work in prenatal yoga or massage—it will make breaking in a little easier as you are among the pregnant. If not, you’ll need to get out there and do some networking. Go to childbirth education classes and seminars and meet people. Or help out a friend who is pregnant for free, and when you do a good job, she can refer you to others. You have to be a bit creative to start, and then success will feed off itself. May your clients be fruitful and multiply.

Resources

Dona.org has everything you need. It’s the hub of the doula world; explore it fully. Another great site is childbirth.org. Click around and you’ll see a variety of articles and information on doulas.
Maybe you sold T-shirts in college, or hell, were the dude selling handmade bongs. In your own small, possibly illegal way, you started a business, and were captain of your own destiny. Perhaps that’s the way you’d like to live your life from now on, as an entrepreneur, earning a living out of a business you conceive and build on your own. It’s the dream of many, but it’s a dream that requires a lot of blood, sweat, and tears. Maybe even saliva. It’s a massive undertaking, but the payoff, if successful, is total control of your life and the potential for lots of money.

In some ways, entrepreneurs are control freaks who don’t want to work for anyone but themselves. Which is not to say they don’t want to work with other people—they just don’t want to work for other people. There are all kinds of entrepreneurs, of course, from the person who opens her own specialty furniture store, to the gentlemen who founded YouTube (lucky bastards). With that in mind, this chapter will focus on the commonalities that run across the majority of different ways to be an entrepreneur and will attempt to help you understand what life’s actually like, should you choose to be one.

So What Do Entrepreneurs Do?

The more accurate question, as you’ll see, is what don’t they do? Well, first, of course, by definition, they start some kind of business venture and aim to build it from the ground up. In the beginning, regardless of the field, most of the time will be spent hustling for money. If you make a microbrew, your time will be spent brewing it and then trying to find bars to buy it. If you’ve started a design firm, you will be pitching prospective clients while staying up all night doing work for the current ones. It takes money to start a business. And that cushion lasts only so long. So the first order of business for any new business is: Get Cash Now. Cash equals survival.

In the beginning, you will be lean. Your office won’t be teeming with assistants; no, you’ll be wearing all the hats. You’ll do everything, even the things you don’t know how to do, or frankly, realize you aren’t very good at. You might be a baker, but you’ll also do the billing and empty the trash. Graphic designer who is, hooray, finally moving out of the home office and getting real office space? Guess who’s going out with the broker and negotiating the lease?
Think of it like this: working for someone else is like renting an apartment. If something breaks, no big deal; you call the super or the landlord, and they hire the right person to fix it. Running your own company is like owning a home: you care deeply about everything, and if it runs down, it’s up to you to make it right.

Live It. Love It.

Most entrepreneurs will tell you that until you “make it make it,” the hours are insane. Underline the word insane, and maybe add an exclamation point. This entity you’ve started is your baby, and no one can keep it alive but you, Mommy. The company is your life, and your life is the company. Let’s say you’re a baker again. If a restaurant stops ordering your pies, they didn’t just reject some delicious baked goods, they rejected you. You’ll take it personally. It’s a very emotional thing, and it takes thick skin to handle the inevitable lows.

Not working

1%

Working

99%

Sacrificial CEO

When you first try the entrepreneurial life, you’ll find you have to make sacrifices. When it’s your company and your dime, you might just find out, “Hey, I’m kind of a cheapskate.” Say you’re the graphic designer. If you were at a design agency and had to travel to cover a shoot in L.A., they’d probably put you up at a swanky hotel. (Ed. note: Go for the Sunset Marquis; there’s a hidden pool in the back, where you can often see celebrities—celebrities in bathing suits!) But when it’s your company, you might forgo the $300-a-night rooms for the $100 Comfort Inn near the airport. You’ll rent the cheapest cars and grimace when it’s time to expense a meal.

There are other sacrifices as well. You may watch as colleagues who work at large companies outearn you. You may not be able to take any vacation time the first few years. You may fail. Remember, it’s a risky, gutsy thing to start your own business.
Dinero?

It all depends. The goal, of course, and one of the reasons you do it, is to be successful and have enough money for private islands and personal fire trucks and a pet chimp named Mr. Cuddles D. Moneyman. When you start, though, you may well make nothing. Hell, you may, and probably will, lose money or owe the bank. It’s good to have some sort of cushion, a bit of money saved up for ramen noodles and peanut butter and jelly, or a significant other who can hold down the fort. Now, since you do own it, if it’s successful... well, you can make oodles of cash. A lot of people fail, some people do pretty well, and a very few make gobs. Gobs is good.

How Do I Even Know If I’m Entrepreneurial?

The short answer is, you just sort of know that you don’t want to be working for anyone else. Some people try lots of different jobs, but feel dissatisfied at all of them. There were no jobs they wanted—or the ones they wanted, they just couldn’t get. Others were experts in their fields and suddenly realized, “Hey, why the hell am I working with these schnooks—I can do this on my own.” And then there are those who just always dreamed of owning their own company, and have never, in their adult lives, worked for anyone else. But as you can hopefully tell by now, the level of commitment required to be successful is off the charts. So before you leap, make sure you love what you’re planning to do.

Well Then, What Kind of Person Makes for a Successful Entrepreneur?

Actually, the person most likely to be a success is someone really rich who has the money to start things off right. Short of that, well, it takes a person with an enormous amount of confidence. You’ll be selling yourself a lot, and that’s not easy for the shy or self-deprecating.

Patience is a trait you’ll need as well. You need to be the sort of person who won’t run at the first sign of trouble and realizes that empires are not built overnight. Yet at the same time it helps to be a little impatient—“Why aren’t empires built overnight? I can do it!” You have to be willing to do a lot by yourself, yes, but you also can’t be so pigheaded that you don’t know when it’s time to ask, or spend money, for help. Speaking of money, you also need to be willing to ask for it. It’s not always an easy thing to do, but clients must pay you the right amount and pay it on time. And finally, you need to be able to
“helicopter up” and take the long view, the “Where will we be in three years?” view, while at the same time being able to focus on one line item on a contract and see what’s right or wrong about it. Macro, micro, you need to have all kinds of vision. While multitasking, naturally.

**Stress-o-Meter: 11** (1 being captain of the spirit squad, 10 being captain of the search-and-rescue squad)

Even if what you’ve chosen to start is the most Zen job in the world—opening a yoga studio—the truth is you are putting your well-being on the line. There’s no stability at first, and you’ll constantly find yourself making huge decisions (which lawyer to use, which insurance company, is this too much per square foot?) outside your sweet spot (downward facing dog). And it never ends. There is no home and office separation, not for years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It’s all you.</td>
<td>It’s all you.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**You’ve Made the Leap. You’re an Entrepreneur. You Wake Up And . . .**

This is assuming the hardest, but most exciting time, the beginning, and that you are a software entrepreneur. So you’re the young, poor, nerdy Bill Gates. Not the modern, filthy rich, nerdy Bill Gates.

8:00 AM: You’re still in bed, but your bed is a sea of invoices. You’ve been up for a while, installing new tax software on your computer. It keeps beeping at you and you kind of want to punch it.

10:00 AM: You go to the bank. They’ve been charging weird fees on your account and you do not abide weird fees. You wait in line and use your Blackberry to answer some e-mails at the same time.

11:30 AM: You walk out of a different bank, where you just opened an account. Forget the first guys. You hustle back to the home office to print out a few things before a meeting.

12:30 PM: You meet your clients at their office. They don’t know that yours doesn’t exist yet. The plan is to have office space in a year. You always go to their offices or meet in hotel lobbies, whatever it takes. No one shall see your Garfield sheets.

2:00 PM: It was a great meeting. You landed a nice new chunk of business from them, so you look online at possible office spaces for a few minutes. To you, it’s like looking at porn.

3:00 PM: You’re a great programmer but a lousy businessperson, you’re discovering. You’ve decided to take on a partner, an old friend you used to work with who has an MBA. The idea is, she will be good at the things you’re bad at, and vice versa. You call your lawyer and ask him how the hell this is done and what it’s going to cost.

102 What’s That Job and How the Hell Do I Get It?
5:00 PM: Time to finally start doing actual work. You sit down at the kitchen table with your laptop and hit it.

11:00 PM: You’re back in bed, back trying to reinstall the tax software. You wonder where the day went. Tomorrow you will go to the lawyer and soon the partner will be on board. Then you will proceed to conquer the world.

I Want to Be an Entrepreneur.
How the Hell Do I Become One?

Start by answering the following questions: What’s your idea? Is it good? Has it been done? Is it marketable? Are you going to lose all your money, your spouse’s money, your parents’ money? The first advice successful entrepreneurs give: don’t just dive in. Do some research, make a business plan, and see what cards you hold.

Is this a business that exists? If you’re not an inventor, the answer is probably yes. Try to get all the practical experience you can working in the field. If you want to open a bakery, work for a baker for a while. If you want to start a Web site dedicated to video, work for another site to learn the daily ins and outs. Intern. Work cheap. Learn.

Next, remember, you are starting a business. This is important, let’s repeat it. You are starting a business. You’ll need to run it like one and do the things you’d never think you’d do. Time sheets are stupid, right? Wrong; you’ll need to do them if you want your company to succeed. You can’t run everything on gut; you need to formalize. So although anyone can be an entrepreneur, having business school training or an MBA that teaches you these formal business practices certainly helps. Outside an MBA, loads of college classes and continuing-education classes may be worth attending. Myriad sites online can also help you, or, if you can’t be bothered, you can outsource to get this knowledge—hire a consultant. And at the bookstore, you’ll find even more advice on starting your own business; there are tons of advice books on the subject. There’s no reason to fly by the seat of your pants.

Owning one’s own business is a dream for many. It’s your creation; it’s great for the ego, and when successful, great for cocktail party conversation. It’s a ton of work, but those who have done it could never, ever see themselves working for anyone else again.

If you want to be an entrepreneur, the first thing you should do is to write a business plan, do the research, look at what already exists in your field. You are going to know pretty quickly if your idea is out there, whether it’s oversaturated, whether there’s room in the marketplace. You can be the best designer, banker, whatever, but if the idea is out there and already done in a big way, it is really hard to trump that.

—Christiane Lemieux, founder and CEO, Dwell
Resources


The U.S. Small Business Administration has “programs and services to help you start, grow and succeed.” Check out the informative Web site at sba.gov.

The IRS has some helpful information. See, they’re not your enemy. Information and resources can be found at irs.gov—click on the “Businesses” tab. Finally, the Entrepreneurs’ Organization (EO) is a global community of business owners who share advice and experiences: eonetwork.org.
All you do is party. You live to go to different fun events; you love to plan your friends’ celebrations and make them outrageous and different. Like that Eddie Murphy song from the eighties, you want to “party all the time, party all the time, party all the time.” Well, you, my friend, might want to consider the career of event planner.

Event planning encompasses more than mere partying. Planners organize and coordinate all kinds of affairs: conferences, conventions, exhibitions, trade shows, celebrity brunches, and every kind of celebration under the sun and/or moon. Some event planners focus on corporate clients, some on individuals; some do a mixture of both. They are responsible for the whole enchilada: finding the location, coming up with creative themes, hiring caterers and floral designers, making sure there are enough bathrooms, you name it. There’s a lot of budgeting, hand holding, and cell phone calling, and it’s all in the service of creating a singular, killer gathering.

Event Planning in the House, Y’all

Event planners can work on their own or at event-planning companies. Some work in-house at organizations that hold so many events, like museums and magazines, that they have their own event-planning staff. There are lots of different opportunities to get into event planning nowadays; it’s amazing how important it’s become in the corporate world. And whether you work in events at a fashion label or at a two-person event-planning company, the basic job is pretty much the same. You help plan and put together an affair, from initial concept to final details.

Here’s how it works: Chanel (let’s assume they have no in-house event-planning department) calls you up. They are releasing a new perfume, Chanel Number 6, and they want to launch it with the party of the century, something that every celebrity will want to attend, that will be written about in every newspaper. They give you a budget, a date for the event (six months off, in the spring), and some parameters (it needs to be in New York City, no sushi, make it splashy).

You—and on an event this large, your staff—begin to conceptualize different themes for the party. You look everywhere for inspiration: spring in New
You need to be able to see every detail through from start to finish and imagine how they will all come together. You should be able to visualize things in their totality.

—Rachel Kash, founder, Icing

Every day and project are different. You have to enjoy change, or at least embrace it because with events it all changes, even on the day of. You also have to be able to get along with people, because you have to deal with people all day long.

—Mark Testa, owner, Mark Steven Enterprises

York, the number 6, even the history of Chanel. Once you come up with a few different directions, you’ll meet with Chanel again and present the concepts. Luckily, they “luuuuv!” your “6th Sense” idea, which involves creating a large maze on a pier in the Hudson, which partygoers will wind their way through. At every turn, they’ll experience one of the five senses, until they reach the end of the maze, which leads them aboard a yacht appropriately named The 6th Sense. There the new scent will be unveiled as the yacht takes them on an all-night party cruise around Manhattan.

Now you just need to execute the idea, that’s all. Every last detail is on your shoulders. You need to find a big yacht. And the people who can transform a gritty pier into a wonderland, and who can build a maze. (Are there “maze experts” in New York? You get an assistant on it.) Caterers and staff for food and drink, and security, must be found. As must transportation for when people get off the boat late at night and there are no cabs around. You even have to obtain some beautiful, gleaming portable toilets for the pier, so celebrities can relieve themselves stylishly. You’ll be coordinating all this and more, along with managing the guest lists and making sure, with all the staff and decorations, that you don’t break the budget. And then, when the night finally arrives, you will be there, on site, making sure everything runs smoothly. There will be snafus—the yacht bar might run out of vodka and you’ll need to improvise (you have some hustled out via rented speedboat), or a starlet will be given something with carbohydrates in it and you will need to find a way to calm the ensuing freakout (you give gentle hugs and tell her how thin she looks).

What Kind of Person Is an Event Person?

The social kind, for starters. This is a career where you’ll be a so-called point person, meaning everyone involved will be talking to you, and you’ll be talking to everyone involved. You’ll have to be confident interacting with all sorts of people: the pissed-off bathroom attendant and the pissed-off socialite, the drunk waiter and the drunk A-list celebrity. You need to be able to handle yourself in any situation.

A certain level of creativity is a must. Not every affair requires you to come up with some never-before-seen concept, but you still need to have a good eye and sense of design. It’s your job to make sure every disparate element from all the different vendors gels, and oh-so-tastefully.

You also have to understand the flip side of creativity—the business side. Because there’s a good chance many of the events you will be doing, à la the Chanel example, are corporate, it’s imperative that you comprehend their
marketing objectives. Chanel wants PR. Another event might be a fund-raiser, with a different goal. And so on.

It helps to be detail oriented, a good manager of people and processes, organized, and able to think on your feet. If you’re not inherently like that, you will become a list maker and checker-offer; it’s the only way to stay on top of it all. You should also be a leader, able to instill confidence in the people around you. They’re looking to you to solve problems and to be the calm, cool, and collected one amid the chaos.

Where Do You Do All This Planning?

If you’re on staff with an organization, you’ll have a cubicle or office in their office. The vibe of these offices depends on what kind of organization you’re at. A record label tends to be laid back; a museum tends to be professional but artsy. Event-planning firms’ offices, on the other hand, all tend to be casual and very creative; think of a nice loft with some bamboo. You won’t see any suits.

Occasionally, you’ll have to travel for events. If you work in New York but are planning an event in the tropics, you’ll need to get your butt to the tropics, at least a few times, before the event (when you will be there again). You can do only so much remotely.

Hours?

It depends what stage of planning you’re in, but event planners on the whole tend to work long hours and weekends. Why? Well, for starters, events often go late into the night, on weekends. There are definite event seasons, and the work can ebb and flow. But the job can eat up a lot of socializing time, since while your friends are out at their own smaller parties, you are running a separate big one. A rule of thumb is, the closer you get to the event, the longer and harder you’ll need to work. It’s the nature of the beast. You’ll probably work a standard forty-hour week until the date of the event nears. Then all bets are off. You could work twelve or fourteen hours on the days preceding.

People think event planners get to hang out at these great parties, but really you spend all of your time behind the scenes, working. So while yes, you’re at the party, you’re not “at the party.” You have to enjoy helping others have a good time, while you yourself are working hard.

—Lauren Kash Smetana, manager of special events, Whitney Museum
The most stressful moment of the job is the day of the event. That’s when all of the disparate elements must come together perfectly. You need to make sure all of the vendors you have hired are doing their jobs, and that the host is able to relax and enjoy their event. There are always hiccups and things that go wrong, and your job is not only to right them, but to make sure all the drama remains behind the scenes, unknown to the attendees.

—Rachel Kash, founder, Icing

Money

How much you make really depends on where you work. If you are in special events for a nonprofit, you aren’t going to make as much if you are in special events at a for-profit. If you have your own firm and you specialize in weddings and bar mitzvahs, you aren’t going to make as much as if you have your own firm and you handle corporate clients and celebrities.

Starting salaries, just like in all “fun fields,” tend to be low, between $20,000 and $30,000. Salary.com reports the median salary of an event planner to be $51,474. Assuming you have your own company, a lot of good clients, and repeat business, you can probably expect between $100,000 and $150,000. And if you are the SVP of special events at a big, privately held company like Donna Karan, you’ll make even more than that, $200,000 or more.

Stress-o-Meter: 7 (1 being a tour guide at a museum, 10 being a tour guide in the Sudan)

On the day of the event the stress is higher (especially if there are any “issues”), and on other days it’s lower. You have to be a person who can manage stress and stay calm even when it seems the sky is falling. You need a brave face and quick feet. A strong bladder doesn’t hurt either. Sometimes you are so busy at events it’s hard to run to the restroom.
Pros

Your job is different event to event; you never get bored.
Great sense of accomplishment when you pull off a large event.
You work with some really fun people.
Your workplace is the party.

Cons

Demanding clients who don’t understand the constraints of their own budgets.
Constant phone calling and e-mailing to stay on top of the details.
You miss out on social opportunities because of event times.
Money could be better for how much effort you put in.

Cheers. You’re an Event Planner. You Wake Up And . . .

This assumes it’s the day of the event, a sit-down dinner.

7:00 AM: It’s going to be a long day. You arrive at the event location and oversee the vendors who are beginning to load in tables, chairs, sound equipment, and other supplies. You make sure nothing’s missing and everything, at least to start, is going as planned.

9:00 AM: You check your e-mail, and the RSVP voice mail, to see if there are last-minute attendee additions or cancellations. You will check these constantly throughout the day, as table seating needs to be finalized.

11:00 AM: You meet with the co-chairs of the event and go through the table seating. You scramble to rearrange a few tables of dignitaries so there are no empty chairs. Then it’s back to supervising the setting up of the room. The table centerpieces look amazing, but they are a little tall. They can’t be fixed, though, you’re told, so you learn to love them.

2:00 PM: The caterers arrive. Mmm, food you won’t get to eat! You go through a checklist with them, and make sure everything is there. You then talk about the schedule of the evening, when food should be served, and when honorees will be speaking.

4:00 PM: Seating is finalized. You print out the seating cards and place them on a table near the entrance, then supervise final touches on the room’s decorations.

6:00 PM: Check one, two. Check one, two. It’s the sound check, and it’s working fine.

6:45 PM: Doors open. The staff is in place. Your adrenalin is pumping. Smiles, everyone, smiles!

7:00 PM: Guests begin to arrive. You greet the first fifty or so, and then for the rest of the event, you work behind the scenes to make sure everything is choreographed correctly, from the serving of appetizers to the speeches to the gift bags attendees get on departure.

12:00 AM: The party is over and you’re wiped. It was a huge success. You head home and dive under the covers.
What I’d recommend would be to have a creative college education. I have a graphics background. A knowledge of theater, sets, and architecture is also going to be helpful.

—Mark Testa, owner, Mark Steven Enterprises

The truth is the industry runs on word of mouth and referrals. The key thing is to be reliable and come through with what you’ve promised, or more than what you’ve promised. Once you’ve proven yourself to others, they will go to bat for you, be it for an entry-level job or even to refer a whole event to you.

—Rachel Kash, founder, Icing

I Will Fight for My Right to Party.
How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

The good news is there’s really no special education or experience necessary to become an event planner, although any large organization is going to want to see a bachelor’s degree. Along the way, if you took courses in business administration, marketing, hotel management, hospitality administration, or even tourism, it couldn’t hurt. Another area of schooling that some event planners look for in their candidates is design. Since the overall look and feel of an event is paramount, a trained eye for design is certainly a nice attribute to be able to trumpet in an interview.

Internships are available in event planning and special events, and you should definitely try to get them. Since so many different organizations have event planning, think about both the types of companies, and the kinds of events, you’d like to work on. A magazine doing tie-ins with advertisers, say a raunchy Maxim party sponsored by Red Bull? A museum fund-raiser held in a private collector’s townhouse? If you have the time, consider doing a few internships and trying different avenues.

And how do you get these internships? Research, my friends. Write the people working in event planning, or special events at magazines, museums, event companies, you name it, and ask. Go to bizbash.com, an event-planning site, and search for organizations as well as internships and entry-level jobs. The other thing to try is getting freelance work as an event production person. You could help string lights or be a bartender or part of a wait staff. Not only will you meet people and learn how things are run, but it will show that you have been to events and know what it takes to make them shine. Experience like that will help you stand out.

If you happen to throw any parties for friends, or maybe a special anniversary soirée for your folks, why not document the event? Take photographs of the table settings, any pieces that show the event theme. Be able to talk about how you put the whole thing together on a shoestring. Be careful; if it’s too amateur, don’t show it. But if it’s pretty cool . . . you can have it with you, and pull out the photos only if it seems like they might help. (But don’t just have a stack of photos. Put together a nice little presentation; remember, you are all about presentation.)

Beyond event planning, if you get a job in retail merchandising, say, helping design window displays, it will show your ability to take a space and make it interesting to a large group of people. And some graduate programs and additional training, like certificate courses, are available, but most event planners
are hesitant to recommend these as “necessary.” Your boss probably won’t have
done these, so keep ’em in mind as you measure their value.

Now, with your nice experience, it’s time to find that entry-level position.
Be prepared to be paid peanuts, and to learn. Since the pay is low, be picky
about where you are going to work. Try to get a job at the most reputable, fun,
or coolest place you can. In the interview, show your personality. You’re fun,
unflappable, and willing to do what it takes to make this job, and any event,
work. Party on.

Resources

Bizbash.com is your mecca. It’s a magazine as well as a Web site, and has every-
thing—everything—to do with event planning in and on it. Party rentals, ven-
ues, you name it, it’s there. There’s even a great job search area, which will
come in pretty handy. Other sites worth checking out: eventdesign.com,
ises.com.

Event Solutions is an industry magazine worth leafing through; you can also
visit it online at event-solutions.com. Another similar magazine is Special
Events; its home on the Web is specialevents.com.

Also, simply keep your eyes open. If you go to a Japanese restaurant and like
an appetizer, hmm, maybe that’s something you can re-create and serve at an
event. Or if you go to a gallery to look at art, you may also walk around and
think, “Wow, great space. Maybe they’ll rent it.” Inspiration can happen any-
where.
Fashion Designer

Did you like to play dress-up when you were little? Did you go through a phase in high school when you were making your own clothes, creating original outfits for your dog, generally just bedazzling the hell out of everything? Well, if you have the drive and the determination to, as Project Runway’s Tim Gunn says, “make it work,” perhaps you could do this for a living, as a fashion designer.

Fashion design is a highly competitive field. It’s hot, it’s now, it’s sexy, it’s awesome, and therefore, a lot of people want to be part of it. And once in, designers are under constant pressure to make clothing that excites the public. In fact, part of a designer’s job is to help evolve consumers’ tastes with new and tempting looks, each season. It’s more than just making fabulous frocks, though; it’s making fabulous frocks that sell, consistently.

What Do Fashion Designers Do All Day?

They design clothes, accessories, shoes, anything that falls under the mantle of “fashion.” It’s one of those job titles that’s also a definition.

What steps does this involve? The design process starts with a designer sketching and daydreaming up different kinds of garments. Let’s say he works for a small company that makes men’s suits. He’ll sketch out different cuts and fits, maybe a three-button blazer that fits snugly, and maybe a four-button suit. For each design, he’ll search for fabric patterns and swatches that show the material he’d like to use. He’ll show his design and materials to others at the company, and if they like it, they’ll take it to the next step, production of the actual garment. Very few fashion designers fabricate their own clothes. It gets complicated here and depending on where one works, either out-of-house vendors are contracted or in-house pattern making and preproduction departments communicate with factories and help get clothes made, sewn, and shipped.

Fashion designers can work in-house, at large, corporate labels like Banana Republic, or for higher-end designers like Gucci. They can even start their own labels, although this really is a different job with different responsibilities. A designer with his or her own label is also an entrepreneur (see the chapter on entrepreneurs), and running one’s own business adds new elements of
work, stress, and possible reward. It is the dream of many young designers, but rarely a first job.

Where Do You Design?

At a fashion company. Some are giant conglomerates; some are sole proprietorships operating out of the back of a boutique. In a big company, like J. Crew or Abercrombie & Fitch, you might start off as an intern or design assistant, helping one or a group of designers with small tasks and learning along the way. After a while, if you prove yourself, you’ll be promoted to associate designer; you’ll begin to actually design. From there you progress to designer, then senior designer, then director, then senior director. You could one day become VP of a certain division, like women’s, where you’ll approve and influence the creative direction of all the label’s women’s garments.

At smaller companies, the career path is much less formal. You can be hired as an assistant and in one promotion become a full-fledged designer. There sometimes isn’t a next step after that, because the owner of the company is the name on the label, the designer of the company. Larger companies offer more structure; smaller ones often offer more opportunities, just because of sheer need. And of course, smaller companies tend to be more creative, so if you start out at one, it’s usually easier to later jump to a larger house.

What’s It Like Inside a Fashion House?

The vibe at most houses, whether large or small, is pretty loose and casual. It’s fashion, after all, and everyone there loves it. There’s lots of laughing and hanging out; it’s quite social. And of course, on occasion, it can get catty. But don’t make the mistake of thinking there’s a bunch of folks sitting at sewing machines, being artsy. Designers work long and hard.

As far as dress code is concerned, designers do dress stylishly, but few come to work in over-the-top couture. It’s way more casual than that. How relaxed, of course, is a firm-to-firm thing.

As a designer, you won’t always be in the office. You may travel to fashion shows, and you’ll even visit the factories that make your clothes, to ensure they’re coming out as you envisioned. This might mean trips to India, China, Hong Kong, Bahrain, all over the globe. Unfortunately, in those exotic lands, the factories aren’t exactly located in the most wonderful spots.
What Skills Do I Need? What Does It Take to Be Good at It?

First, of course, you’ll need to be artistically creative. A sensibility for colors, styles, and shapes can be sharpened in school, an entry-level job, or an internship. But if you don’t have it to begin with, it can’t really be taught.

You’ll need to know the basics of design, including computer design programs. Sketching well and being able to sketch flats (which are very technical drawings) are important skills to hone. You’ll need to understand how garments are constructed, which includes the basics of pattern making and sewing. And if you want to be a fashion designer, c’mon, you really must know how to sew. You don’t have to be a savant, as you’ll work with technical experts. But you must at least comprehend how things get made, so you’ll have the knowledge and vocabulary to explain to colleagues how you want your garment produced.

An understanding of the fashion world, of textiles, and of different fabrics is going to be necessary. Much of this can be learned in undergraduate or graduate fashion programs, as will be explained shortly.

Beyond these fashion skills, you’ll need to be motivated and hardworking. A career in fashion design is highly sought after; you need more than good taste to “make it.” And even though this is a fun job full of quirky individuals, it’s crucial that you act professionally, recognize deadlines and budgets, and respect them. Finally, a friendly outgoing personality is always a plus, because you’re constantly presenting ideas and designs. Under the catch-more-flies-with-honey rationale, it’s far better to be likeable than “a bitch” when trying to sell a design.

Finally, to get a job as a fashion designer, you’ll need a killer portfolio. A portfolio is a book filled with pages of your ideas, a compilation of sketches and photos of garments you’ve designed. Beyond the standard résumé, it’s what you show potential employers in order for them to consider you. You’ll need one to get your first job, and you’ll have to continually improve it to get the job after that, and the one after that.

What Are the Hours? Will I Be a Slave to Fashion?

You’ll work hard, that’s for sure. Especially at first, when you’re trying to prove yourself and build your portfolio. There are always deadlines, be they upcoming fashion shows or seasonal clothing that needs to get out the door. Ten-to-twelve-hour days are not out of the norm during busy seasons, and as deadlines approach, all bets are off. Since smaller companies have less infrastructure than larger ones, that often translates into more to do for everyone.
More opportunities, yes, but also increased work hours. And if you own or are starting your very own line, well, you’ll need two watches to count all the hours you will be working, at least until you become the next Karl Lagerfeld. Sans little fan, hopefully.

**Couture Money?**

This is a sought-after job, so just like other sought-after jobs, in the beginning, there isn’t much. Starting salaries average around $25,000, more at larger corporate firms, less at smaller ones. You have to weigh the experience you’ll get at one versus the money you’ll get at the other, especially early on when you’re building the foundation of your career.

How high can salaries go? Very, very high. If you have your own label and it sells well, you’ll have a villa in Italy. Or you could be a very successful designer at a large corporation and become so valued that you’re given shares in the company. Most people in mid-to-high-salary positions end up between $100,000 and $125,000.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports the mean salary for fashion designers as $67,370. Salaries range from $30,600 to $112,930.

---

When I first began working I was with a small but well-known designer. I really was very excited about it and pulled long hours; we started around 8:30 in the morning and worked to until 9:00 at night on a pretty regular basis. There were times we would literally work all night preparing for a fashion show.

—Sarah Herr, fashion designer

---

**Stress-o-Meter: 6 (1 being Vanilla Ice’s bodyguard, 10 being 50 Cent’s bodyguard)**

You’re just designing clothes, but deadlines are deadlines, and long hours are always stressful. And your clothes had better sell, or after a few bad seasons you just might get the boot. If you have your own label, the stress is exponentially higher.
Pros

Working with creative people who, like you, love fashion.
A fun, flexible atmosphere.
Getting paid for your artistic outlet.
Being part of a field everyone talks about.

Cons

Long hours and crazy schedules.
Stores or consumers sometimes don’t like your designs.
It takes a lot of work to break in.

Air Kisses! You Are a Fashion Designer. You Wake Up And . . .

9:00 AM: You arrive at your desk, turn on your computer, and do a cursory check of your e-mail.

10:00 AM: You are currently dreaming up next fall’s collection. You look at some of your sketches from the past few days. You take one you love and “ink it up.”

11:00 AM: You have a meeting with your boss where you show, for the first time, a few of your preliminary designs. She talks about what she does—and doesn’t—like. Overall it goes well, and you leave her office with a grin.

12:00 PM: You attend a meeting with the preproduction team, the folks in charge of getting the clothing actually made and dealing with any factory issues that arise during the process.

1:00 PM: You grab a salad from a place around the corner and eat it at a colleague’s desk, where you catch up on his love life. Sadly for him, it’s a short conversation.

2:00 PM: You put on your headphones and hole up at your desk. You have a lot of brainstorming and sketching left to do for the fall line. You hunker down and don’t look up for a while.

7:00 PM: That was a while! But you got tons done. You don’t review it, though; you put the new thoughts and sketches on your desk, so you can look at them fresh first thing in the morning. Then you grab your fashionable coat and beat it.

I Am Fashion, Hear Me Roar. How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

To get an entry-level job in fashion design, you’ll need the knowledge and skills outlined earlier, and a great portfolio. Most people go to fashion school to gain these, but it’s not entirely necessary. You may have been sewing since you were thirteen, or maybe you had a job in a different part of the fashion industry, where you learned the ins and outs on your own.

That said, most designers did go to fashion school, and this is probably the first step for you. You can get an undergraduate fashion education, or, if it’s too late for that, you can also get an MFA in fashion. Either way, while you are
in school, one of the most important things to do is to intern. Many fashion companies have internships, and guess what? Most don’t pay. Still, they are invaluable. They sharpen your fashion skills, add to your résumé, and get you started on the golden path of networking your way into the fashion world. Let’s put it this way: you won’t meet a designer who doesn’t recommend internships.

You can do some other things to help sharpen your eye, skills, and résumé before going for a fashion design job. You could work at a fashion boutique and surround yourself with some of the best designs. See what sells, and what doesn’t, and why. Or you could work at a fashion magazine; these magazines are arguably the tastemakers of the popular fashion world; they can literally make or break designers by what they decide to feature on their glossy pages. While working there, you’ll see what the fashion editors like and don’t like, which pitches succeed in getting designers covered and which ones don’t, and why. This is amazing inside knowledge, because soon, if you are a designer, you’ll be pitching these very same magazines.

The All-Important Portfolio

Okay, so you’re in school, you’re interning, you’re doing all the right things. Now what you need is an amazing portfolio, filled with photographs and sketches of garments and accessories you’ve designed. (You may even need to show said portfolio to get certain internships.) These pieces may have come from fashion school assignments, or they could be things you designed on your own, but either way, they need to look sharp. Do not show anything that isn’t your best work; it’s better to show fewer good pieces than throw a few questionable ones in there. Remember, you are being judged on your taste and sensibility.

It depends on the company, but many times your portfolio gets examined before you do. Which means only after the company has flipped through your portfolio and liked your work will they bother to call you in for an interview. It goes to show you how all-important the book is.

Huzzah! Your book is good enough to get you an interview. What should you say? What should you wear? Well, as mentioned earlier, be friendly. Don’t be all, “Well, what can you guys do for me?” And please, learn about the company where you’re trying to get a job. You don’t have to be able to write a thesis; just get on the computer, see their designs, their philosophy, and understand it. There’s no excuse for walking into any interview unprepared.

And if you are prepared, you’ll know what to wear. The interview outfit definitely counts for a fashion designer. You don’t want to fake it, but it helps if
I think that people get the impression that if I go on an interview I should wear an interview suit. They come in all suited up, and I think, “Oh no.” I’m looking for someone with a sensibility that hopefully mirrors ours. A suit, at least for what we do, wouldn’t make sense. Your clothes on an interview should show your taste and personality, because that’s a lot of what you’re being hired on.

—Kate Spade, designer

A lot of times people show us their portfolio, and they’re like “This is what I’ve done, I feel bad it’s nothing like what you guys do.” But you know what? Feel free to take a stab at what you think you could do for us, or what would be good for us. Give somebody an insight into how your mind works, and if you’ve had an “eh” job because it’s your first job out of school and it was the job that was available, that’s understandable. But now show us what you can do in your book.

—Kate Spade, designer

you are dressed in the same sensibility as the fashion house where you are trying to get hired.

If your book is good enough—yee-ha!—you’ll get an entry-level job, most likely at a large fashion house. (Hey, that’s where most of the jobs are, not at the smaller, hipper labels.) But whatever you do, don’t stop working on your portfolio. If you get a job designing boxer shorts for Hanes, in a couple of years the only “real” designs in your book are going to be boxers. That’s fine if designing underwear is your dream job, but if you hope to someday be at a cooler label, say, designing cocktail dresses, you’ll need to keep creating spec pieces and evolving your portfolio.

Resources

In the world of fashion magazines, Women’s Wear Daily (WWD) is the bible. You should get a subscription, although if you go to fashion school a lot of free copies are often lying around. The online version is limited without a subscription but is still worth checking out: wwd.com. And flip through all the other major, glossy fashion magazines—Vogue, Bazaar, and so on—to keep up with the latest fashions.

Style.com follows all the major fashion trends, players, and runway shows. Almost every label has its own Web site where you can see its new lines. Many of these sites are getting pretty sophisticated, even showing videos of their runway shows, so go to the Web sites of all your favorite designers and see what they’re currently doing. There’s also an online service that showcases upcoming trends: wgsn.com. Unfortunately, it’s a fairly pricey subscription, but some fashion schools subscribe, and anywhere you intern may as well. You can also go to the “lite” version, wgsn-edu.com, which is specifically for students. It has much of the same info as wgsn.com, but it’s not quite as up to date, or as deep. Fashion Group International’s site, fgi.org, is filled with all kinds of industry information and has a dedicated student section as well. No subscription needed, either.

Many major universities have fashion programs, and some schools are strictly for fashion design. Two of the most famous are FIT, the Fashion Institute of Technology, and Parsons the New School of Design (the Project Runway place.)
If you daydream of becoming a Hollywood film director, you might picture yourself doing things like sitting in a director’s chair with your name embroidered on the back, or eating Cobb salad at the Ivy with scantily clad international superstars, or talking about stunts and thematic threads via your Bluetooth-enabled earpiece while driving your eco-friendly hybrid back to your Malibu mansion. Sure, those stereotypes hold true, if you hit the big time, but they are just the sprinkles on the large ice cream sundae of hard work and sacrifice that is the life of the film director. Helming films is not as glamorous as it seems; moviemaking is a slow, tedious practice that works in painstaking detail. But when it all comes together and your film is everything you hoped and fought for . . . goose bumps.

Directors helm movies, TV shows, commercials, music videos, corporate videos, and Web films. (“Films” can actually be shot on video these days, of course.) Regardless of type, the job of a director is to read a script and then have “the vision” of how that script should come to life and become an even larger and stronger story as a moving image. This chapter is going to focus on the brass ring: directing feature films. But it should be noted that work in music videos, Web videos, and commercials is often the entrée into features. Imagine these as smaller productions on smaller budgets; they are the same game, but in a sense, the minor leagues, or training camp. Independent films, while offering greater creative freedom, can also in a sense be seen as the minors, leading up to the bigger budgets, paydays, and popularity of studio films.

Most films are made, or at least bought and financed, in Los Angeles (primarily) or New York City (a distant second). If you are aiming to make features, you probably should consider living in L.A. or NYC. Or at least plan on flying out to L.A. pretty often.

What Does the Director Really Do?

The work it takes to put any kind of filmed production together is surprisingly enormous to anyone unacquainted with the film game. Directors work their bottoms off. (Look at Spielberg, Scorsese, Wes Anderson, John Waters, or Quentin Tarentino; each of them has a pretty small behind. Coincidence?) Di-
directors are responsible for the images audiences see flickering before them, and about a million details are involved in making those images.

Nearly all filmed productions start with a script, which the director reads and begins to translate how the story could best come off the paper and onto the screen. The director really takes over where the writer left off. Which actors will play these different roles; should some of the scenes be changed; what is the overall vision; how should the whole thing look, sound, and feel?

Making this vision real can’t be done alone. Filmmaking is a collaborative sport, and directors will bring in many, many creative minds to help them. Think about it this way: when a feature film is “green-lit,” it’s like the opening of a multimillion-dollar company. Hundreds of people will be employed to make the company a success. And directors have (or should have; sometimes the studios do) the final say on all the members of the cast and crew who are hired. They will need a DP, or director of photography (or cinematographer), the person who actually works the camera and shoots the film; a production designer, who supervises the building of sets and gives the film an overall style; a costume designer and a wardrobe stylist (see the chapter on wardrobe stylists); hair and makeup people; stunt people; animal trainers; you name it. The importance of this team cannot be overemphasized. The director declares what he or she wants; these people figure out how to physically execute his or her ideas so they end up on film.

In addition, directors choose the cast in their films. Yes, studios can demand use of a certain actor, or sometimes actors are attached to the project before a director comes on board, but for the most part, directors pick ‘em. The process happens through a series of auditions and callbacks, and with the help of a casting director, another member of the team whose specialty is matching actors to roles.

Let’s Shoot

Once the team is in place and you’ve figured out what you want to achieve and how, it’s shooting time, and you’ll go to work on a set. If you are on a big studio back lot, there will be a trailer on the set that has an office just for you, not to mention your very own toilet. Sets are crazy places. They are like little cities that move from location to location. They bring everything—power, delicious food (there will be a cook for the 50 to 500 or more members of the cast and crew), you name it. Sets are hectic places where time and money are constantly butting up against each other. Every minute is worth hundreds or thousands of dollars, and you’ll spend the entire day making rapid-fire decisions. Wardrobe asks, “Should we use the red shirt or the blue shirt?” Props and
stunts want to know, “Are we going dagger to the throat or ice pick to the groin?” The DP wonders, “Dolly shot or Steadicam on this one?” Directors are the generals on set, and their crews are the army, waiting for marching orders.

With all the cast and crew, you must deal with a lot of personalities, politics, and opinions. To get your team to perform, you have to inspire them. Or you have to instill fear. You have two tools: one’s the carrot, and the other’s the stick. You’ll probably use both.

This is especially true when directing the talent. The actors are the faces of your story, and more than anyone, they need to understand your vision. Directors do this in many ways, but being a good communicator and a bit of a psychologist are key. Some actors can be divalike and flighty, others grounded and professional. You’ll work with all types.

**Time and Money**

Managing people is one big part of your day. The other is managing time. The studio has financed your picture, and they don’t want to spend a dime more than they have budgeted. When a film is green-lit and set to shoot, a plan is put in place. For example, the budget may be $10,000,000 and you will shoot the film in twenty-one days. Everyone will know exactly what shots are planned for each day; it will be all laid out and scheduled. The trick is, you have to “make your days.” In other words, each day, you have to get everything you scheduled/promised you’d get done, done. As much as you can try to micromanage, a lot is out of your control. The plan is to shoot at the beach, and it rains all week. An actor gets drunk the night before a tender love scene, gets in a fight, and has his nose broken. Anything can, and will, happen. All you can do is adapt on the fly. There’s not much room for excuses. If you fall behind, the studio will be nervous that you are going to break the budget. They’ll be up your butt. Have you ever had anything as large as a studio up your bottom? It’s disconcerting. Seriously, though, you can even be fired if you’re way off schedule. It happens.

Directors are known to complain about studios interfering with their work. Films are expensive to make, and as much as they are art, they are for-profit art pieces. You have to be a grown-up and realize that this is a business, and the studios are going to treat it as such. At the end of each day, directors look at the “dailies” from the previous day. You want to make sure you’ve gotten everything you need, and that there weren’t any technical glitches that will require a reshoot. And at the same time you’re looking, the studio also has a set of dailies. Nothing has been edited; you haven’t yet tossed all the crappy takes and kept that one jewel that worked. They see all your dirty laundry. And in

---

Some of the best training I got was when I was a counselor at Meadowbrook Day Camp, supervising thirty-five ten-year-olds. Those skills of babysitting and problem-solving are far more important on set than framing a shot. Everyone has an ego, and actors can be so temperamental.

—Eli Roth, director, *Cabin Fever, Hostel, Hostel: Part II*
If you make your day, you’re 90 percent there. But the other kind of horrifying thing you’ll find out when you make your first feature is that your dailies circulate into places you never even knew existed. It’s not just the high-level executives who look at them; it’s all kinds of lower-level folks and agents that you wouldn’t think have any reason to see your stuff.

—Jonathan Dayton and Valerie Faris, directors, *Little Miss Sunshine*

some cases, you have to get on the phone and defend your dirty laundry, midwash.

**After the Shoot**

After the craziness of the set, there is a methodical calm in the edit room. These generally feel like living rooms; you’ll be sitting on a couch watching as an editor and an assistant splice your story together on a computer. Many days the editor will work alone, but many you will be sitting with him or her, putting together scenes. These are long, eye-melting hours spent staring at footage. The edit is where you can hide or fix any mistakes you might have made while filming, and it’s the place where the story truly comes together. After the edit comes a sequence of other postproduction stops, such as audio mixes and special effects, until the film is finished.

Then the studios will want to test-screen your movie. They’ll show it to focus groups and make sure it’s not a *bomb* or a *dud*, terms which, although usually antonyms, stand for failure in the film world. While this process can be valuable, it can also be soul crushing. The fate of your film is in the hands of a group of strangers who, had they seen the trailer, might not be the type of people who would’ve bought a ticket in the first place. They’re viewing it while there’s still time to re-edit and tweak it before release, and you may be forced to make changes you loathe.

**Still, These Are Exciting Times**

Despite the hard work and frustration that come with the business, the most fun you’ll have as a director is when you are actually making a movie. Because film directors aren’t constantly directing, or even in preproduction, preparing to go shoot. On average, feature directors shoot only around forty days, every three years. Most often they are reading scripts, looking for projects, or pitching ideas to studios and hoping for financing. Although they’re technically “working,” these tasks are unpaid. And not as much fun as filming a car crash. It’s hard to get a big-budget, or small-budget, movie made. In fact, it’s considered one of the hardest things to accomplish in the totality of the commercial art world. Which is why you may notice that many feature directors these days are taking a crack at commercials, episodes of TV shows, and music videos; they love to direct and don’t want to wait until they can get back out on the feature set again.
What Makes for a Good Director?

Well, naturally, you have to have artistic storytelling skills. These can be enhanced and sharpened in film school and by practice, but either you are a good storyteller or you aren’t. And you have to be a visual person; the script exists, and you have to take it to the next level.

Personality is a key in the film business. You need to have chutzpah, be able to put yourself out there and pursue work. And you must be confident that you can pull it all off. Imagine yourself leading a team of a hundred people: you have to know, or at least bluff, that you can do it. If you are really, really talented, you can get away with being a butthead and still work. If you are marginally talented but “user-friendly,” easy for the studios to deal with (this doesn’t mean bending over necessarily), you can also work and do quite well. Remember, for every Citizen Kane there are a thousand Giglis.

Hours?

Ever notice that many male directors have beards? When you work eighteen hours a day, shaving becomes less of a priority. Most shooting days for the cast and crew, because of many union rules, are capped between ten and fourteen hours (they can go longer, but overtime can be exorbitant and most studios try to stay away from it). But for the director, all waking hours become work time. There’s always something to fix, tweak, or work out, if not for that day’s shoot, then for the big stunt next week.

Look at making a film as having four phases: the writing time (when you are reinterpreting the script), the prepping time (hiring and creating with your team), the shoot, and postproduction. During all four, something will keep your mind racing at all hours. Before you shoot, you will be carrying around your ideas with you everywhere you go, just adding and adding to them until you are armed and ready to make the film.

There’s a fifth phase as well: promoting your film—going on the morning shows, flying around, shaking hands, doing whatever is on the promotional calendar. These can be some grueling weeks of forcing yourself to smile. But, c’mon, no complaining. It’s cool.

—Jonathan Dayton and Valerie Faris, directors, Little Miss Sunshine
Money?

Directors can go hungry, or they can make a killing. It all depends what sort of projects you’re working on, or if you’re working at all. Independent short films really don’t pay; in fact, you may be financing them yourself. Big-budget blockbusters send dump trucks filled with money to your house, literally millions. Commercials pay better than music videos. You’ll make anywhere from $2,000 to $20,000 a day for commercials (and that’s not just shoot days; you’ll get paid for a day or two of “prep” as well), whereas music videos, unless you are a big-time director, are more like $500 to $8,000 total.

In the feature world, a union called the Directors Guild of America (DGA) regulates industry minimums. It would take pages to detail all the possible pay permutations; it’s fairly complex and changes year to year and contract to contract; you can see the current DGA minimums for both film and TV by going to dga.org and clicking on the “Rate Card” tab. To give you an idea, on a high-budget (over $7,000,000) full-length feature, the minimum weekly salary is $14,597. You are guaranteed a minimum of thirteen weeks of that pay (two for prep, ten for shooting, one for editing). That’s almost $190,000. Not bad for a minimum. And of course there are “back-end” deals and all sorts of negotiations that will raise your compensation.

Stress-o-Meter: 7.5 (1 being a Girl Scout, 10 being a Green Beret)

Like many jobs, the stress ebbs and flows, but it generally stays on the high side. When you first start out, so much is riding on the success of your production (like, if you’ll ever get to do another one) that it’s a 10. Some features begin to shoot before a film is completely figured out (because of an actor’s availability, for example), so you’ll be shooting during the day and writing scenes for a few days down the line at night. Oh yeah, that’s a 10 on the ol’ stress-o-meter. And then there are the bright sunny days when you’re filming and everything is coming together just how you dreamed it, plus you are making fistfuls of cash. Although you’ll be busy, that’s not an overwhelmingly stressful day. The truth is, you are really aiming to please yourself.
Pros

You are being paid to do something you love, something people dream of being able to do.

Working with other artists on the set, collaboratively, is very rewarding.

Seeing an idea you had in your head actually come to fruition.

Cons

You’ll have to deal with some difficult personalities.

Trying to make art that makes money can make you frustrated.

When you’re not working, you wonder if you ever will again.

And ... Action. You Are a Director. You Wake Up And ...

This assumes it’s a shoot day.

6:00 AM: You arrive on set and sit down with your DP, who’s been there since 5:30. The first scene you are shooting today is of a man and his teenage daughter fishing in the early morning hours. Your DP points to the sky, which looks cloudy. You talk about solutions if the sun doesn’t break through. Sunrise is at 7:03.

6:20 AM: You talk with both actors, briefly. You don’t want to overprepare them. You just want them to act natural. “Hey, try to actually catch a fish, why not!”

7:00 AM: Everyone is in place by the side of the lake. The sun is burning through the cloud cover. You let the assistant director yell “Action,” and you shoot the first take. Then you do three more, until you get it right.

8:00 AM: You head to craft services, where you are served a delicious breakfast burrito. While cramming it in your mouth, you have to pick a prop for the next scene, a rake. The prop department has four different ones to choose from.

9:00 AM: You start to shoot the rake scene when a car alarm goes off. It takes a good fifteen minutes to locate the owner and shut the damn thing off—fifteen minutes you know you’re going to want later.

10:00 AM: You “push in” for close-ups of the actors in the same scene.

11:00 AM: You break for lunch. Most of the crew has been working since 5 AM. Union rules. While everyone eats, you and the producer have a conference call with the studio. Everyone loved the dailies from yesterday. You mime “Phew!” as the conference call continues.

12:00 PM: For the rest of the day you’ll be shooting a dialogue scene between father and daughter in a moving pickup truck. This takes very careful rigging of the camera on the truck, which will be towed behind another vehicle. The rigging takes a while.

2:20 PM: Holy crap, that took a while! You need to finish this scene by 5 PM to make your day. You discuss it with your DP. He decides to use a zoom lens so he can shoot a wide and zoom in for a tight without changing lenses. It will save a good ten minutes with the complicated rig.

5:00 PM: You hustled but you made it. The day is wrapped.
6:00 PM: You, the DP, and the producers go over the plan for mañana. You’ll be shooting in the lake, using an underwater camera. It’s a complicated sequence, and you try to troubleshoot.

8:00 PM: You are exhausted. You’re like a zombie but with a better tan. Still, your producers want to talk about the day after tomorrow, since you may not get a chance to tomorrow. You groan and pull out your script.

10:00 PM: You’re home, in bed with your new best friends, two slices of pizza. You set your alarm for 5 AM again, eat your friends, and then go to sleep.

Becoming a feature director requires taking a lot of baby steps. You have to be willing to work incredibly hard. While I was a film school student, I also interned full time on real films. You do what you have to do.
—Eli Roth, director, Cabin Fever, Hostel, Hostel: Part II

A lot of people say, “Oh, but Quentin Tarentino never went to film school, he just worked in a video store and than made Reservoir Dogs.” What they don’t know is Quentin spent two years making a movie before that which he never finished, because he knew he had made a lot of mistakes. That was basically his version of film school, his student film. Reservoir Dogs came after that.
—Eli Roth, director, Cabin Fever, Hostel, Hostel: Part II

Brilliant! How the Hell Do I Become a Director?


You can take a few paths, and as you can probably guess, none of them is primrose. You may well want to try all of them. The first path is to go to film school. There are many great schools; for example, on the East Coast there’s NYU, and out west there’s UCLA. Film school not only teaches you technique and surrounds you with students who will help you make your film if you help them make theirs, but it gives you a place to experiment. No one has to see your bad student film, except maybe your parents. There is a lot of talk these days about taking the money you would’ve spent on film school and using it to shoot your first movie, but most directors advise against it. Film school is a safe place to learn and, if you make a good student film, a place that will help you get Hollywood to notice. They have connections to studios, agents, and festivals. Connections are, of course, everything.

Okay, let’s say you do go to film school and graduate, and no one wants you. Or maybe you never went at all. But you have a great script. Well, with production costs dropping, you might consider maxing out credit cards, holding bake sales, and financing it yourself. This is around a 15 on the stress-o-meter, by the way, and a gamble, but it certainly has paid off for some people. Make your film, enter it in festivals, cross your fingers, and remember, you can always declare bankruptcy. That’s not a joke, sadly.

Next, this is the age of the Internet. Perhaps you may have heard of it, it’s like the whole world is in your computer? The Internet is a democracy, meaning any film you make you can post on sites like youtube.com and all of humankind can see it. Though it’s no substitute for film school or festivals, it is a place where if you make something people like, it can get noticed. More and more agents and studios are looking for talent on the Web. If your online short
blows up, will you get noticed? Maybe. It’s a long shot. Better to think of it as saltp and pepper on a meatier plan of film school or festivals.

Another thing to do is work on movie sets. First, it simply gives you a sense of how features are made and whether you really love it or were just in love with the idea of it. Plus, you’ll meet people who might help you get a gig some day, or maybe will help you on a student film. Maybe you’ll slip a script to an actor you befriend, who agrees to a cameo in your film. It happens. Get the Hollywood Reporter magazine, or go to hollywoodreporter.com; it lists what is being made and where, as well as, often, who to contact. Offer to work for free if you have to. Consider it an internship. You’ll be a PA, a production assistant, and will do all kinds of grunt work. You’ll learn a ton.

Finally, find a director you can identify with, and follow her path. Research her online; what did she do, what were the steps she took to break in? Every one has a different story; learn from hers.

Resources

There are film schools nationwide, but the best ones, arguably, are in New York and California. Some of the more notable ones are University of California—Los Angeles (UCLA), www.tft.ucla.edu; University of Southern California (USC), www-cntv.usc.edu; California Institute of Technology (Caltech), caltech.edu; New York University (NYU), filmtv.tisch.nyu.edu; and American Film Institute (AFI), afi.com.

Variety.com, hollywoodreporter.com, and imdb.com report on the day-to-day Hollywood scene. They also talk about what is being shot where, if you are looking to get a job on the set.

Many sites support filmmakers. Here are a few of the most popular: filmmaker.com, filmmakermagazine.com, indiewire.com, filmmakersalliance.com.

These filmmaking organizations offer advice and information: American Film Institute (yes, same as before), afi.com; Motion Picture Association of America, mpaa.org; and Directors Guild of America, dga.org.

You should read original screenplays and think about how you would interpret them. Download them gratis at script-o-rama.com. Then watch the films and see what the director did, and why. Rent DVDs—the better films, not Porky’s—and watch them while listening to the director’s commentary; you’d be surprised how educational they are.

Finally, check out the DVDs of the shows Project Greenlight and Film School, two shows that depict the highs and lows of the filmmaking process.
Flash Developer/
Multimedia Designer

What’s Flash, you ask? Well, if you were down with the computer science crew, you’d know Flash is the dope new technology used in most funky fresh Web design today. All the phat coders think it’s the bomb.

Okay, no more passé hip-hop-speak. Sorry. Let’s get more technical.

Flash is a multimedia program created specifically for Web design. What makes Flash so popular is that it allows developers to work with video, audio, animation, text, stills, editing, you name it. In effect, a Flash developer (also known as Flash designers or multimedia designers, as they often work in other programs besides Flash) is to multimedia what a film director is to film. Whether they write their own “screenplay” or work off others’ ideas, Flash designers bring two-dimensional concepts into animated, moving life online. As the Internet continues to grow and dominate our lives, Flash developers are a hot commodity. And just like there are well-known directors, famous for certain styles and genres, so too are there a growing number of respected Flash developers. It’s a field growing by leaps and bounds. That said, if you are considering this job, you probably have (or will need to have) a strong grasp of the ways of the Web, how sites basically work, and maybe even some HTML skills before getting started.

Keep Explaining, Please

As you well know, there are all kinds of Web sites, from the cruddy ones built at home by novices to the slickest, most sophisticated million-dollar ones. Teams of people build the professional sites. The overall site concept is dreamed up by designers (or art directors) and writers. These work with an information architect (see the chapter on information architects) who figures out the blueprint of the site’s structure, how it flows, and where the navigation takes you. Once the big idea is cracked and the structure sorted, a production team is needed to bring the site to life. The more complicated the site, the bigger the team. The Flash developer is brought on board to help design and program all the moving pieces.

I mostly do the animation, the building and the user interface design. I generally get another person, a strict designer, to do the site look and feel for me, because it takes too much time to do that and try to program at the same time.

—Ming Thompson, owner, Ming Media
What’s that mean? Well, as a Flash developer, you will create interactive “movies” on the Web. Sometimes these are literally short films with music and video. Other times they are neat effects, or transitions, like when you click on a Web page and it changes via a cool (or subtle) animation—that’s Flash. But you won’t be so compartmentalized that you work only on things that “move.” Everything is connected, so your Flash skills will also affect the user interface, or how users interact with the site, and basic usability.

Flash is a program. Meaning, if you use it, you will be programming, or coding. This is different from other designer programs, like Photoshop or Illustrator (or if you are not familiar with those, Microsoft Word), where you are simply working within the program, not creating wholly new scripts. Although everything you work on is visual and needs to be well designed, you also need to be able to do the technical part. They go hand in hand.

Coding can be time consuming. You may love a design idea, but to get it to work the way you want, you may have to overcome programming bugs or glitches. These can become nerve racking, because Web sites are generally built on deadlines. They need to be up and running by a certain date, and as that date approacheth, the pressure riseth. And the pressure on the Flash developer with a programming bug can be pretty intenseth.

What Kind of Person Is a Flash Person?

Since this is a relatively new field, the answer is still evolving. Obviously, though, creative skills are a must. You must be passionate about art and design, but at the same time, you can’t just be a flaky creative type. Flash is not just painting, it is coding, and so you have to be very organized, detail oriented, and meticulous.

This may sound silly, but you can’t be a Flash developer until you know the program Flash. But beyond that, you need to have mastery of the other common design programs, like Photoshop and Illustrator, as well as digital video programs, like Final Cut Pro. And you’ll need to be familiar with other common programming languages, like HTML.

There is no formal educational requirement to get the job. Most places don’t care where you went to school or if you have a master’s, a bachelor’s, or a high school equivalency diploma. But as you can see from the preceding quote, you’ll need to have a lot of knowledge under your belt, so however you decide to get it—get it. The bottom line is, you are hired based on the quality of your portfolio. A Flash portfolio is a compilation of sites you’ve created that shows your best work.

You have to be able to see the big picture, the goal of the overall site, and not get lost in the details. You need to persevere, because when there are lots of bugs you will be working late into the night. You need to be able to perform under pressure and be able to meet deadlines. You’ll also collaborate with a lot of different people to create the site, so you need the ability to work well with others.

—Alfredo Tadiar, creative director, Nurun

I would say people need to know all the design elements: Photoshop, Illustrator, Dreamweaver helps a lot if you don’t know HTML, and you also need to know the back end, how to do a database and how to pass variables. JavaScript will take you everywhere. Once you learn JavaScript or any programming language, everything is the same and you can pick up other languages easily.

—Ming Thompson, owner, Ming Media
Where Do You Flash?

Wherever a Web site cries out for animation, a Flash developer is there. They’re employed at advertising and interactive agencies who build sites, at corporations that have their own sites, and of course at dot-coms, which are themselves sites. In all of these places, the vibe of the interactive department is almost always casual and laid back. Video games will be played, music will be heard, and jeans will be worn. Flash designers are half in the art world, half in the technology world. That allows them to wear black Converse as well as Star Trek shirts (original ones, not Next Generation), if that is their wont.

Flash developers are in high demand. Their skills are needed for the most cutting-edge sites, and who wants to have a site with a noncutting edge? Certainly not any large company, music artist, Hollywood film promotion site, you name it. Flash designers have been able to go freelance, to become animation mercenaries. They work on the premises sometimes, bouncing from office to office, but often they can work remotely. All it takes is an Internet connection and a dream.

Cyber Hours?

Flash developers work on deadlines, and as anyone who has ever written a college paper knows, an approaching deadline means longer hours. One strange bug that you can’t seem to fix can turn into an all-nighter. Interactive departments as a whole tend to work fairly long hours. You are definitely looking at solid forty- to sixty-hour weeks, toward the lower end if you are in a large company where there is more help, toward the higher end if you work someplace small and the load is on your shoulders. The good news is, you can’t really be working when you aren’t in front of a computer. The bad news is you have a computer at home.
Flashy Salary?

Fairly flashy, yes. This is a relatively new field, so salary levels are still adjusting; in fact, salary reference sites like the BLS and even salary.com currently lump this in under Web designer. (For reference though, salary.com says that salaries for senior Web designers in New York City range from $88,855 to $121,045.)

Currently there is a dearth of good Flash people, so starting salaries seem to be quite high, sometimes even in the $50,000 range. As you become more senior, you will definitely break the $100,000 range, and quite easily too. And if you become a star, you’ll go well beyond that.

Stress-o-Meter: 6 (1 being a candle maker, 10 being a firefighter)

But at first, until you get used to the fast pace and deadlines, it might be a 9.

Pros

Creative and interesting projects.
You’ll work with a lot of like-minded people who are interested in things you are: movies, animation, art, and music.
The salary is nice and the technology is cool.
You can garner a little bit of fame in the Flash community.

Cons

You’re often asked to work extra hours for no extra money.
Deadlines add a lot of pressure.
Any kind of coding means there will be software bugs; these can be mind-numbing to fix.
Staring at a computer screen twelve hours a day can give you a headache.

Ta-Da—You’re a Flash Designer. You Wake Up And . . .

This assumes you work at a company and are not a remote freelancer.

9:15 AM: You arrive at work and shake off the cobwebs with some coffee. You check your e-mail and the status of your projects.

10:00 AM: You attend a kickoff meeting for a new project with the entire team: a writer, art director, information architect, and businessperson. The project is for an e-commerce site selling jewelry. Even though your part won’t come until the site idea is ready for production, it’s good for you, when possible, to understand the goals of the project.

10:45 AM: You have an IM freakout with a friend who just dumped her boyfriend.

11:00 AM: You quit out of IM so you can get to work, designing/coding a Web site that is in its fourth week of production. It’s a pretty deep site and an intense project.
1:45 PM: Another meeting. This is an internal review of a site you’ve been working on for a fishing rod company. You all sit in a conference room and look at the site projected on a large screen. As a team, you scroll around and brainstorm ways for it to be even more creative.

3:00 PM: One idea that comes out of the meeting is to change some of the transition animations, the way one click brings you to a new part of the site. The initial animations were slow fades of fish in a pond. The new ones will be assorted: fish will jump from the water and wipe the screen, schools will swim by. All sorts of fish things will happen. It’s a lot to do, but it might just be awesome.

4:45 PM: You finish up the transitions and then go back and do some work on the initial project from the morning. It’s nice to be able to switch gears.

7:00 PM: Your retinas are starting to glow. You work for another fifteen minutes, shoot out a few e-mails, and then start to pedal home.

I Dig Art and Technology.
How the Hell Do I Become a Flash Developer?

This is one of those new jobs where you can pretty much carve your own path. The only thing needed to get hired, as mentioned earlier, is a portfolio. A portfolio is simply (or maybe not so simply) a compilation of sites you’ve made using Flash and any other designing or programming skills you want to show off. Generally it lives as a portfolio Web site, a link you can send around that houses all of the different animations, designs, and sites you’ve built. You can also burn a bunch of DVDs.

How do you build a portfolio? Well, most Flash developers will tell you that they are self-taught. But they obviously had creative skills of some sort to start. They purchased the Flash program, took tutorials, bought books, did research online, and started to make stuff. If you’re considering this as a career, there’s probably a good chance you’ve been fiddling around and have tried a few experiments of your own. Take those and sharpen them. Offer to help friends and family with their own sites, and use them as guinea pigs for designs and codes you want to try. Schools are out there as well, for both continuing education and full-blown graduate degrees. But most Flash designers dismiss those as unnecessary and costly.

That said, school works for some people who may not be as self-motivated as others. See what’s available locally and try taking a class or two before committing to any sort of graduate degree. Like filmmaking, this is a skill you really need to come to on your own and learn your own style and way of do-
ing things. Now if you happen to still be an undergraduate, definitely see what classes are available in the art school and/or the computer science department.

Finally, as always, never put anything you aren’t absolutely proud of in your portfolio. Part of this job is taste, and it’s better to have fewer great things than more questionable things. You’ll send your portfolio in to companies before they grant you an interview, which they’ll grant only if they like your stuff. So if you get asked in, your skills have already passed judgment. The interview now is really just for them to meet you and see if your personality will fit in with the current team. Be confident about what you’ve created, and be able to talk about the programming you did and why you did it. And even though it’s a creative environment, look professional. Don’t show up in a suit—you won’t fit in—but you might want to wear something a tad (just a tad, though) nicer than jeans. It’s just respectful and shows you are serious.

Resources

Check out actionscripts.org. It’s a learning resource and a highly recommended user group forum; plus, it also has job postings. Macromedia was the original maker of Flash; now it’s owned by Adobe, whose site, adobe.com, is an excellent resource as well. A good place to network with other professionals is at the annual Flash Forward Conference. Their site, flashforwardconference.com, is filled with loads of information. Flashmagazine.com is a great way to keep up on all the latest and greatest tricks of the trade. And finally, Flash Kit, a Flash developer’s resource guide, is available at flashkit.com. Another group forum, tutorials, tools, and even galleries of others’ work also are housed on the site.

For inspiration, look at interactive awards annuals and Web sites. Some of the good ones include the Communication Arts Interactive Annual, ID Magazine, and the Webby awards, webbyawards.com. New interactive awards sprout up each year, so do a search for them and check out the winners.

I suggest you build your own Web site that showcases everything you can do; it’s the first thing that potential employers will look at. It should showcase your ability to design and to create a good user interface, your animation skills, and any knowledge you have of audio and video.

—Alfredo Tadiar, creative director, Nurun
S
o you like art, huh? You’ve read that Jansen book cover to cover, and whenever you go with your friends to a museum, they always end up waiting for you in the café because “You’re like, so friggin’ slow.” Well then, a job in art could be in your future.

A gallerist is a person who works in an art gallery and helps the artists handled by that gallery sell their works to collectors. Collectors count on the galleries, and the gallerists who work there, to show them the most exciting artists. Galleries aren’t museums; they’re businesses. Hence, though you’re no auctioneer, a big part of being a gallerist is being a salesperson.

A quick word on the word *gallerist*. The art world, as you might expect, defies easy categorization. So more than one title defines the people who work at galleries, or who own them. *Gallery director, gallerist, gallery manager*—each of these titles basically stands for the same gig.

**Galleries, in General**

Although there are many well-known, large art galleries, most are small, employing anywhere from two to twenty people. Galleries typically have eight new art shows a year, and it is important that each is successful—galleries, unlike museums, are funded solely by the art sales. Four or five unsuccessful shows in a row, and a gallery might be gone.

Galleries are spaces that are open to the public. Given this, a lot of the job of gallerist will be making this space a nice place for people to come look at art and, hopefully, buy some.

**What Do Gallerists Do?**

Assuming the job is at a small gallery, gallerists have several responsibilities. (Large galleries often have administrative staff, as well as staff who are on the gallery floor selling and informing; responsibilities are doled out a bit more rigidly.) Boring as it seems, one of the main tasks is keeping the business moving. A good chunk of the day will be spent invoicing, following up on sales, making sure art is hung correctly, adjusting lights so they are hitting the work properly, working with a designer to make invitations to the next show, updat-
ing the Web site, talking to the gallery’s publicist, and so on. The rest of the
day will be spent actually curating, meeting with collectors and trying to make
sales. Most of the time will be spent at the gallery itself, but there are studio
visits and art fairs when you will travel. And yes, even assistants travel to art
fairs and local artists’ studios.

The more senior you become as a gallerist, the less time you’ll spend in the
gallery. More of your time will be spent networking; it’s a very social job as you
ascend.

Art Dealing with Art People

So who are these people you’ll be networking with? Artists and buyers, and it
is your job to merge their very different worlds.

First, the artists. Galleries actually represent artists, whom they promote via
shows at their gallery space or shows they may set up in other spaces. Gal-
lernerists are like agents; they work to build up the artist—the bigger the artist
gets, the more expensive the work, the more money for the gallery. Yet note
that there are no clear rules in the art world. There are often no contracts, so
you could lose an artist to a bigger, more powerful gallery at any time. People
are cutthroat. The art world can be a little shady that way. Check out the film
Basquiat.

The flip side is, artists rely on you financially. Galleries represent anywhere
from fifteen to fifty artists who generally have their own show once every two
years. It’s your job to help them get their art ready for that show. Some artists
will want you to be a coach and a therapist, others need a mother, and still
others are incredibly savvy and will pepper you with ideas on how to “market”
them. Some really will value your opinion. Some just want you to act as their
personal assistant. But no matter what, the art must be exciting, it must go up
in time for the show, and it must sell. Otherwise it’s bad for them, bad for you,
and bad for the gallery.

Now to the client, or collectors, who in some ways are even trickier to deal
with than the artists. Because of the expense, and the fact that art is a luxury
item, buying art really has to be a pleasant experience for collectors in every
single way; it can’t be a hassle. That is why many gallerists will not hand off
even small pieces of their sales to assistants or interns; from framing to ship-
ing, they want everything to go extra smoothly.

Last point on art people: it’s a small world, and it’s a who-you-know world.
That’s why it’s important to meet everyone you can, and go out as often as you
can to events and network.
What Skills Do You Need?

Gallerists should be detail-oriented perfectionists. The space and exhibitions can’t ever look sloppy. You must be demanding but also diplomatic with artists, and smooth as silk with rich clients. Gallerists must be sort of intellectual—this is the art world, and there will be conversations about classic art, references to cinema and literature, and you need to be able to feel at least somewhat comfortable in the give and take of such cultured talk. And you must feel comfortable initiating conversations and approaching people, as well as following up. This is yet another job that isn’t particularly good for the shy.

Last but not least, you have to understand art. Yes, the history and the current scene both, which you can learn and keep up on, but you must also have an eye for art. It’s hard to describe, but as gallerist, you are a tastemaker. You decide what is “good” in a world that is completely subjective, and then you hang that “good” art on your walls and try to sell it to others who have their own opinions. It is a quality that can be sharpened, but not really taught.

Art Hours?

Galleries are open, for the most part, from ten to six, Tuesday to Saturday. Working in a gallery is more of an afternoon job than a morning job; even though the gallery may be open, most don’t get crowded until later in the day. There isn’t a lot of the “I’m working late” or “I had to come in on Sunday” of other jobs, but of course, these things do happen occasionally. At the same time, the day isn’t quite over when the gallery closes. This is America and even in the art world, we find new and exciting ways to work. To stay up-to-date with the art scene, it’s imperative to go to the myriad benefits, openings, and other events that happen in the evenings. This is when you get to see many different artists’ work and people’s reactions to it. And you’ll network, which, besides the “good cause” aspect, is why benefits exist.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meeting clients</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curating</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunching/supping/networking</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The business of the gallery</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Your Office Is Nicer Than Your Apartment

One of the great things about working in a gallery is the physical space itself. Almost all galleries are large, airy, loftlike spaces, with yes, nice art on the walls. Since there are so many shows a year, the art is constantly changing and there’s always something new and, hopefully, brilliant, with which to spend your day. You’ll meet lots of nice people who come in and want to talk about your favorite subject, art. There just aren’t much more pleasant places to be employed.

Galleries are also very personal spaces, which is why most are named after their owners. When you work at one, you need to understand the taste of the owner, because it will be the taste of the gallery. It will inform the art on the walls and the clothes on your back. Some galleries are very funky, and pink hair and T-shirts with Smurfette flipping the bird go over well. Others are a little more “corporate,” and a smarter, artsy look is required, more of a Prada all-black thing. Bottom line, your look counts. There is an aesthetic to each gallery and to the people who work within them.

I Start as What for How Much?

You’ll probably start as a . . . wait for it . . . intern. The unpaid kind. Soon after, hopefully, you’ll move up to a paid position, something called Front Desk. Then, depending on the exact titles, which, as mentioned, differ at different galleries, you’ll become an assistant director, and then a director.

No official salary statistics are available for gallerists. Anecdotally, salaries for starting jobs, like Front Desk, are low, around $25,000. Up until recently, working in a gallery was sort of considered a “rich kid” job, a trust fund job, meaning a gig for people for whom salaries didn’t mean much. This has changed in recent years. Now it’s truly a job for art lovers, but still, the salaries haven’t exactly started soaring. At some galleries, you may make a small commission, about 3 to 5 percent of the sales price of the piece. However small that sounds, the sky is the limit on what you could earn. If you happen to own your own gallery and it’s mildly successful, you could be earning in excess of $100,000 a year.

Although salaries may not be sky high, gallery jobs offer some nice perks. Like time off. Almost all galleries are closed the entire month of August, for the two weeks around Christmas, and offer regular vacation packages in between. Perhaps you’ll visit some museums?
Hey, it’s art. Still, dealing with artists and clients can get frustrating at times. And the art market is fickle (this week everyone loves “sweet” portraits painted with maple syrup; next week sugar is out, gravy portraiture is in). Still, this stress isn’t the kind that makes you tear your hair out.

**Pros**

- You work with interesting people, both artists and clients.
- Your office is beautiful.
- It’s a very special, laid-back lifestyle.
- You sell a product you strongly believe in.

**Cons**

- You’re dealing with people all day. People can be annoying.
- The late nights of networking and drinking can get tiring after a while.
- Working on the weekend makes going away with friends and family difficult.

---

**Magnifico! You’re a Gallerist. You Wake Up And . . .**

**9:00 AM:** You take an extra-long shower. You were at an opening last night and are still woozy from all the champagne you shared with an influential collector you’re courting.

**10:00 AM:** You arrive at the gallery. You turn on the lights, make sure the art is hung straight, get the espresso machine working, and check your messages.

**11:00 AM:** The gallery opens at eleven to the public. A few early birds walk around, and you answer questions from a German tourist. You never know who is a big collector; you are polite to everyone. An art advisor (a person who helps wealthy people choose artwork) and her client arrive. You take a meeting with them, explaining why one of your artists would be great to add to their collection.

**1:00 PM:** You go to lunch with one of your artists and talk about all that he’s been working on.

**3:00 PM:** Another one of your artists arrives at the gallery, and she shows you new work. You really like it; her work has really evolved. You discuss how it could be a cornerstone of a new show and encourage her to “do more.”

**5:00 PM:** A framer delivers some pieces you sold. You inspect them and then package them and ship them out to the buyer. Then you fix yourself, and a few people browsing, some late-afternoon espressos.

**6:00 PM:** You close. There’s an opening at a nearby gallery, so even though you’re tired, you suck it up and go. You see a few of your artists there, and you keep your eye on them as they talk to the gallery owner.

**8:30 PM:** You’re invited to the post-opening dinner. You go, meet a few new young collectors, and network.
I Am One with Art. How the Hell Do I Get into the Gallery Game?

To get in, first you have to know the art scene and learn the lingo. There are lots of different ways to do that, but that is what needs to be done.

Schools like FIT and NYU have graduate programs for gallerists. The biggest benefit of the graduate school experience, according to gallerists, is the opportunity to “meet the right people.” But it’s possible to accomplish this without spending the tuition. Try getting into the art world as early as you can, through the previously mentioned internships. The experience you’ll acquire is key, not to mention the networking opportunities. Of course, this assumes you already have a deep understanding of art. If not, or if you don’t live in a big art city where you can intern, then grad school may make a good deal of sense.

Gallerists can come from many different backgrounds, and other than art, a general wealth of knowledge and strong cultural background is important. So although being an art history major is helpful, it’s not mandatory, as long as somewhere along the way you learned about art. For example, many gallerists come from families that are collectors, which is where they developed their arts background. Some are artists who also work in galleries as their “day job” to support themselves.

The Art of the Interview

Since being a gallerist is such a people job, it’s important to have a good overall presentation when trying to get into a gallery as an intern or for an entry-level job. Dress in a style that fits the gallery, showing them just by how you look that you know their vibe. Also, your résumé should be well designed; it needn’t be an art piece in itself, but a bit of flair beyond the regular goldenrod paper and Helvetica is probably a good move.

You should absolutely learn about the artists of any gallery where you’ll be interviewing. As is true with breaking into any field, it’s important to do your homework, and it’s amazing how many people don’t. Also, be familiar with all the art world terminology; you really don’t want to sound like a phony. Try to see shows in nearby galleries before you interview, so you can also be knowledgeable on what is happening locally. You should be able to answer this question: what artists would you choose to be in your dream gallery, and why? It’s silly, but it’s a question that comes up—so don’t be stumped. And finally, know your magazines. Know the difference between Frieze and Art in America—and what’s in each this month.
Resources

If you’re considering the field, reading and monitoring the following Web sites and periodicals will keep you up to date on the art world.

Sites:

Artnet.com—An online art magazine and auction, a good place to find out what’s hot.

Nyfa.org—This site often has job and internship listings.

Artforum.com—Read the gossip column; it’s a good way to follow the movers and shakers in the art world.

Periodicals:
(In all the following, make sure you pay attention to the ads—these will inform you on the artists who are showing currently.)

*The New York Times* Friday Arts and Leisure section—It contains the recent “important” openings and their reviews.

*Art in America, Art News*—These two art magazines are both classic and American in style.

*The Art Newspaper*—A British monthly that follows the art world.
Headhunters hunt heads. Often corporate heads, perhaps the most dangerous of all prey. Headhunters thrive in urban centers and use telephones and computers in lieu of witchcraft and blow darts.

Headhunters help people find jobs—or, more accurately, they help their clients, companies and corporations, fill job openings with people, or candidates. It is truly part “hunting heads,” or poaching—finding a likely candidate who may be at a client’s competitor and wooing her away. But more so, it’s matchmaking—finding the right person with the right skill set and personality to fit seamlessly into a client’s culture. It’s like setting two people up on a date (the interview) and hoping for a love match (a job offer). Sans good-night kiss, naturally.

Tell Me More, Por Favor

Headhunters are sometimes known as recruiters, although at larger headhunting firms there is a difference between a recruiter and a sales manager. Briefly, at these, recruiters are the ones who screen the people looking for new employment to see if they are strong candidates. The recruiters rarely talk to the clients, the companies with jobs to fill. The sales managers do that, “managing” the accounts. This division of labor does not exist at every firm, and certainly not at smaller ones, where as a headhunter you’ll both recruit and manage. And we will not focus on it in this chapter. But it’s worth pointing out early on, since the role or duties of recruiter are entry-level ones at larger companies.

The Business of Relationships

Headhunters tend to specialize. Some firms work solely in the legal field, or medical, or advertising, or technology. Larger headhunters might have a different division for each one of these. Other firms, or divisions within firms, work primarily in the “temp” world, or unskilled world, meaning receptionists, assistants, and the like.

Whatever niche you might be in, the basics are the same. It’s a business of relationships. You will have clients who have open jobs. You find the right can-
Maybe 40 percent of a successful placement comes from the chemistry between client and candidate. You can have a great person on paper, but if it’s like oil and water with the manager they’ll be working with, you don’t have a shot of placing them. So you’ve really got to know who the clients are, their environments, and what types will thrive in their environments. Otherwise you’re out of it.

—Michael Goldstein, manager, Quantum Management Services

didates to fill these jobs and send them to clients to be interviewed. If they get along and the candidate is hired, your company gets a commission, anywhere from 15 to 25 percent. And on top of a base salary, you get a percentage of that commission, generally 40 percent. You make a match and you make some money. Cha-ching. Of course, the employee needs to stay at the job (not quit or be fired) for a certain minimum amount of time (a few months or so) before you see that commission.

So what’s the key to making the magic happen? Knowing both clients and candidates, really, really well. First there are the clients; your contacts at these may be in the human resources department of a larger company, or you might be speaking directly with the president of a midsized firm. You will learn their vibe; are they buttoned down and corporate, or fun loving? Do they like risk takers as employees, or more conservative types? Do they expect seventy-five-hour weeks, or are they nine to five? You’ll have visited them many times, gone out to lunch, and spent hours on the phone. Because of this, you won’t waste their time with the wrong candidate.

And to find them the right candidate, you will have to know those people well too. Whether they have come on their own to your firm, or whether you have sought them out, you’ll meet each and every one. You’ll join them for a coffee near their offices, or they’ll swing by your place surreptitiously, before or after work. You’ll know what they want out of life—whether they hope to take over the world and are willing to make sacrifices to do it, or whether they just had a second child and are looking for a more balanced existence. It can’t be stressed enough: the only way to be successful as a headhunter is to know whom you are setting up with whom. Because if you recommend a candidate who ends up getting hired, and then leaves or is canned in a short amount of time, you and your company don’t get any commission. And sometimes a bad recommendation may lose you a client as well.

So at the end of the day, the career is all about how well you know your clients and candidates. When you have solid relationships, you have repeat business and referrals. And repeat business and referrals make more money. And with more money comes better toys. And toys are fun.

OK. But What Exactly Do You Do All Day?

Build those relationships. Do you like making phone calls? As a headhunter, you will spend an inordinate amount of time on the phone. You will make teenage girls seem phone phobic with all the chitchat you’ll be chitchatting. You’ll be on one call explaining to Candidate A why a position’s right for them with Client B, and then be on the next call telling Client B why Candidate A is
perfect for their organization. You'll help schedule the interview. If it goes well between the two, you'll negotiate the money, benefits, and titles upon the job offer. And you'll be at one stage or another of this process on several projects at once, constantly multitasking.

How do you find the right candidate? Sometimes you'll find a likely one working at another firm. Other times you just “know the right person.” Plus, every headhunting firm keeps an easily searchable database of candidates, with notes on their skills, job history, and so on.

Before and after office hours, you'll spend time interviewing new candidates who are currently working at other jobs. And once or twice a week you'll go to lunch with a client, trying to solidify or expand your relationship. You're constantly building relationships and closing deals. It's a commission business, and you are always hustling.

Know the Game

It's paramount that you understand the dynamics of the specific field in which you headhunt. You'll need to learn what the companies in it do, how they make money, and what makes them successful. So it really helps to have a background in the field in which you are headhunting. To stay up to date, you'll read the same newspaper columns, trade magazines, and Web sites as your candidates and clients. You'll know about the big deals and the layoffs. Because in truth, you too are in the industry, and as it fares, so too do you fare.

What Kind of Person Is Good at This Job?

A self-starter. This isn’t the kind of business where you’re “an employee,” waiting for a task from your boss. No, this is a game that rewards motivated individuals who carve their own path. The bulk of your salary is based on commission; you have to perform in order to earn. You have to be motivated by money—well, at least to some extent. It’s sales. Human sales. You’re sort of a pimp, really.

What else? Well, you need to be gregarious. A people person. A good talker. You can't ever be afraid to pick up the phone and make a call. “I know you are happy at your current job, but would you consider . . .” And some of the calls are going to go badly. And some candidates are not going to work out. But you must persevere.

And when you do talk to these people, you need to be genuine; this is someone's career. You have to counsel people not to take a certain job when the match is going to be a train wreck. So although you may be a pimp, it’s impor-
You expect candidates to come in dressed like they’re going on an interview, so why shouldn’t you? There’s a very intimate level to this job; you know all about someone’s life, what motivates them, what they want, and you have to take it seriously.

—Michael Goldstein, manager, Quantum Management Services

Fridays are always especially busy, which is funny because everyone thinks Fridays are easy days. In our business it’s actually one of the more stressful days, because especially on the temp side, everyone wants somebody in on Monday morning.

—Michael Goldstein, manager, Quantum Management Services

You have to be ethical and not just go for the score. If you screw people, they won’t come back. And if they do, they may be carrying a hammer.

Finally, you must be discreet. You’re going to know secrets. Candidates will come in who have jobs, but hate them and want to leave. Employers may be about to fire someone and want to fill the position. Hell, you could have a client on the line looking to hire a counterpart for one of his employees, and a second later that employee could call saying she wants to move on. You have to keep it all on the inside. Loose lips sink careers.

What’s the Office Like?

There are huge firms and two-person boutique firms, and naturally the offices differ. Beyond that, they’re similar: fast-paced environments, with phones ringing and constant chatter. The smell of money is in the air. Ahh, that motivating money smell, equal parts fear and lobster. Breathe it in.

Whether the vibe of these offices is casual or formal depends on whether the firm headhunts for a casual or professional field. If you’re a headhunter who works in the design field, you’ll probably dress like a designer and your firm’s walls will be adorned with interesting artwork. If you hunt heads for the legal profession, you will wear a suit and the place will feel not unlike a law firm.

But even when the vibe is casual, you will still be somewhat professional. Candidates are coming to you for career help, and corporations are coming to you to fill their ranks with top-quality employees. You can’t wear short-shorts and a muscle shirt.

You can also leave the office and still be working. Ninety percent of this job happens on the phone or over e-mail, so you can be anywhere and still be working, thanks to our good pal technology. That flexibility is a nice bonus.

Hours?

How hard you work each day is based on how motivated you are. Obviously, though, you have to perform up to some basic numbers or you’ll be replaced. Some headhunters work sixty-hour weeks, some work forty. For the most part, you can’t do much work when your clients aren’t open, and there’s hardly ever any weekend work. So for even the most aggressive headhunter, the hours aren’t overwhelming.
Salary?

It’s good. As a headhunter you get a small base salary, plus commission on your placements. The company gets paid anywhere from 15 to 25 percent of the candidate’s salary by the client, and you get about 40 percent of that 15 to 25 percent. So let’s say you place a candidate for $100,000 at a pharmaceutical company. Your company gets 20 percent, or $20,000. And you get a commission of $8,000.

In your first year as a headhunter, you can expect to make around $30,000 in base salary, and another $20,000 to $30,000 in commission. In the second year, that commission total can often double. And the third year, it may well double again. This doesn’t go on forever, but damn . . . Salary.com lists the national average salary of recruiters with five to eight years’ experience as being between $30,527 and $93,074. The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports the mean salary as $48,470. These figures are for all recruiters; in the world of executive recruiting, the numbers are much higher.

Keep in mind, in any commission-based job—especially recruiting, which is strongly tied to the economy—there will inevitably be some down years.

Stress-o-Meter: 5 (1 being a windsurfer, 10 being a storm chaser)

The days are fairly hectic; you could have six positions you are trying to fill and be juggling all sorts of details and candidates for each. If you aren’t very good at the multitasking, you could become flustered. But assuming you have skills, you’ll be more energized than overwhelmed; hey, you’re looking at six possible commissions. And you’re not a surgeon; you don’t have anyone’s life in your hands. Although you do have their careers.
Pros

Good money, honey.
It’s a social job; you’ll be talking to people all day.
It’s gratifying to help people get a new job.

Cons

You’re on the phone, all damn day.
The nagging feeling you could always be doing more,
making one more placement.
If the industry you specialize in is doing badly, you’re
doing badly. It’s out of your hands.

---

Boom, You’re a Headhunter. You Wake Up And . . .

This assumes you’re a headhunter in the legal field.

9:15 AM: You arrive at the office and sit at your desk. You delight in the sugary goodness of a donut as you check your e-mail and try to organize the day.

9:30 AM: Well, there’s no organizing the day today. You’ve already gotten two calls in a row from clients looking for senior-level paralegals. You go through your database of candidates and create a list of people you think might fit. And then call them.

12:00 PM: You’ve found two people so far who might be interested and left a few messages. In the meantime, you got a call from a civil lawyer candidate of yours who is sick of his firm and wants out.

12:30 PM: You have lunch with an environmental lawyer who is looking to leave his firm. This is the first time you’ve met, and frankly, you’re quite impressed.

1:45 PM: When you get back to your office, what the heck, you call a firm you work with that does environmental law. “I know you aren’t looking,” you tell them, “but I have a great candidate you might just want to meet.” Just like that, they want to meet him. You send an e-mail to the lawyer’s personal account and tell him the news. If that dude isn’t blown away by that . . .

3:00 PM: You schedule interviews for a couple of paralegals at both of the firms from the morning. You have some other people who have called in, but these are the best fits, and you don’t want to overwhelm or waste anyone’s time.

5:00 PM: You get a call from a client where your candidate had a second interview earlier in the week. They want to hire her! You call her cell phone and catch her as she’s leaving her office.

6:00 PM: You pack up and head out. It’s been a good day.

---

I Want to Hunt Heads. How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

There are a few ways folks get into the business. First, you can graduate from college, go to a large headhunting firm, and interview for an entry-level job. If
hired, you’ll become a recruiter, someone who is on the phone all day talking
to possible candidates. You’ll slowly learn the ropes, and learn about the in-
dustry the firm (or the division you’re in) specializes in, and then move up the
ladder. But be aware, you are not going to start off advising candidates or
clients on career moves or good potential matches. No one is going to take ca-
reer advice from a twenty-two-year-old with no experience or working knowl-
edge of the field.

Another way, and generally the recommended one, is to get some real ex-
perience in a field, and then move over into the headhunting world and help
staff it. You start already knowing the industry, and, more important, people
in the industry. And knowing people is what it’s all about. Let’s say you were
an engineering major, and when you left school you worked as an engineer.
After a few years, you might realize that although you like engineering, well,
you don’t really love working as an engineer. But you can stay in the field and
leverage your experience as an engineering headhunter.

When you get an interview for a position at a headhunting firm, you want
to be seen as someone who is incredibly motivated to be successful. Not just
by the cold hard cash, but by filling positions with the right people. Which of
course leads to cold hard cash, but there’s an important distinction. You’re not
working just in your own interest, but in your clients’ and candidates’ inter-
ests as well. Many headhunting firms have a mission statement that says some-
thing ethical to that effect, and they take it seriously. Be careful you don’t come
off as someone in it just for the Benjamins. No one wants to hire a used-car
salesman. Except a used-car dealer, of course.

Resources

Whatever field you may wish to become a recruiter for, you should read all of
the industry magazines and sites associated with it. In terms of recruitment,
itzbiblog.com is an amazing resource. It bills itself as a blog “serving the un-
served, recruiters, job-seekers and quiet working professionals.” There you’ll
find posts, articles, and a ton of links about all things headhunter. Another site
to check out is A Recruiter’s View, recruitersview.blogspot.com. More of a tra-
ditional blog than itzbiblog, it still offers some vital information and another
great list of recruitment links.
Information Architect

Ahh, the Internet. Friend, confidant, secret lover. And who makes sure all your favorite Internet sites are organized and built so that they are intuitive to you, the user, as you go through them? Information architects. And just like their name says, they are the architects of Web sites, the ones who make sense of the site’s cyberspace to visitors, much the same way a traditional architect (see the chapter on architects) makes sense of physical space in a building. A bathroom here, a kitchen there for architects; a navigation bar here, a Back button there for those in IA. Information architects, however, don’t wear hard hats while constructing a site. Although they do sometimes wear those carpal tunnel wrist supports.

That Sounds Like a Lot

It is a lot. The best way to understand what IAs do is to consider them the people in charge of a Web site’s “usability.” They don’t design the site’s look; they don’t write the words on the site; they don’t create interesting animations that might transport you from one place to the next. Think back to the building metaphor. An architect doesn’t pick the couch, but she does decide what part of the space is the living room and that you enter the living room from the hallway.

IAs’ jobs are much the same, but in cyberspace. They are responsible for planning out every page of the Web site they are helping create—what the navigation is between pages (click on a button? rollover?), how the navigation will be structured (from where to where makes sense), what are all the things the user can do and what’s the result of those actions, how much information there will be on each page, how users know where they are, and so on.

IAs spend a lot of time working with other key members of the team responsible for building a site—technologists who program; designers who shape the look and feel; and writers who, um, write the words. There are lots of meetings and brainstorming sessions that happen before and during the planning process; it’s not an isolated field.
Where Do IAs Work?

Wherever a professional-level Web site is needed and is being built, an IA person is there. So IAs can work on staff at advertising agencies helping build marketing sites for clients, or at all kinds of corporations—from record labels and movie studios to pharmaceutical companies and big retailers.

IAs can also be freelancers. They may hop from project to project; they may even do consulting from home. At the time of writing, IA is a highly sought position for many firms; there are simply not enough trained people around. Right now, freelancers are making a killing.

Wherever IAs do work, though, for the most part, the office setting is casual. It’s a holdover from the Internet boom of the nineties, but even in the most conservative of firms, usually the interactive division is allowed some dress code and behavioral leeway. They’re “the wacky Internet guys.” You won’t need to really own any suits, although you will occasionally need to wear some khakis or a skirt.

What Attributes Make for a Good IA?

First off, you have to love the Web, surfing around, and dissecting how sites are built. New user experiences should make you feel warm and tingly. IAs are often the “pretty creative, but also pretty analytical” types. They must be organized, able to break complex problems down and see many steps ahead, as a single click on a site can set off twenty-five different reactions on the back end.

But IAs needn’t be completely logical, like Spock. They are analytical people who use systematic thinking to evaluate different situations, but they can also develop creative solutions that make sense to regular folks. As with any job where you understand the subject matter more than the person who is paying you to do the job, it’s important to be a good communicator. Once you have ideas, they’re no good if you can’t convince other people.

Hours?

As an IA, you’ll work fairly hard. Fifty-hour weeks and the occasional weekend tend to be the norm, but these amounts differ with each firm. Unfortunately, you’ll find that sweatshops abound in the Internet field. Many times you’ll be working toward a deadline (most sites need to be up and operational by a certain date), and as the time ticks down, the long nights begin. You’ll also spend a lot, a lot of time on e-mail and IM, plus you’ll have some sort of wire-
less device so that you can be found whenever and wherever to deal with site issues and problems.

Salary?

This is a relatively new field, and thus there are no statistics from the Bureau of Labor Statistics or the like yet. But there have been some surveys: according to a 2005 salary survey by the Information Architecture Institute (iainstitute.org), the average salary for IAs is around $80,000. Starting salaries are usually in the high $40,000s, while 25 percent of respondents made more than $100,000.

And if you are a freelancer who’s proven himself or herself and works constantly, you could even make in the neighborhood of $250,000. That’s a nice neighborhood; very few rusty cars on front lawns.

Stress-o-Meter: 6.5 (1 being a shepherd, 10 being a sheriff)

In general, the stress of the job comes from working on too many projects at once. That comes from the lack of qualified IAs around at this time, as well as the “thriftiness” of Internet firms still figuring out how to monetize certain services. Couple that with deadlines on each project, and there can be a fair bit of stress as the clock winds down.

Pros

Great opportunity to be creative.
Exposes you to lots of businesses and types of people, both internally and externally.
It’s always changing; you are helping pioneer a new field.

Cons:

It’s always changing, which can make it hard to keep up.
Clients may not respect what it takes to come up with a good Web site or a good interactive product.
Sitting in front of a computer for so many hours mushes the mind.
Ta-Da! You Are an Information Architect. You Wake Up And . . .

10:00 AM: You arrive at work. As you suck down some OJ, you check your e-mail and surf some new sites you heard were cool.

10:30 AM: You meet with a designer and a writer to talk about a site you are creating for a retail company. They want it to be fun, but also easy for people to buy stuff. You brainstorm simple ways to accomplish both, as they have a small budget.

12:00 PM: Back in your office, you begin to map out a different project. This one is a video-sharing site. You plan how people will be able to search out videos, and then save them to a favorites page in the fewest clicks.

3:00 PM: The designer on the retail project IMs you to check out a few sites he likes the look of, for reference. You surf to them and discuss the pros and cons of each.

3:50 PM: You chain-chew some gum and head to a 4:00 meeting to present your ideas on the video-sharing site to your boss.

4:30 PM: After waiting for your boss, who is always late, you receive some good constructive criticism. She offers a few additional insights. You head back to your desk and incorporate them into your schematic.

6:00 PM: You have a bit more thinking to do, but you head home. You’ll do it on your laptop from your couch.

This Seems Architecturally Sound.
How the Hell Do I Become an IA?

The first thing you need to understand is that the current crop of IAs never intended to become IAs. It just sort of happened during the Internet boom. They come from all kinds of backgrounds, including industrial design, architecture, and, most commonly, liberal arts. Each employer, then, has slightly different criteria as to what they are looking for in an entry-level candidate. But they are looking for candidates; this is not the most difficult field to get into if you fit the basic profile.

One thing everyone wants is a love of the Web. Perhaps you’ve built some Web sites—for yourself, or for friends or family. Great. Show those sites and the thinking and schematics that led to the completed project. Demonstrate that you have those abilities. Some IA departments don’t hire entry-level positions. In that case, get into the interactive department where you can, and then befriend some IAs.

Seek out headhunters. Headhunters place a lot of IA jobs and will know IAs personally and what they may be looking for in a candidate. Many times IA jobs get split to two different types of headhunters: “creative” ones and “tech-

When I hire an information architect, I look for design training, whether it’s a design degree or classes, that shows that you’ve made an effort to know design, especially functional design.

—Jeremy Bernstein, vice president, director of information architecture, Deutsch, New York
The most important thing is to get your foot in the door. Make sure you understand pretty basic definitions of what the job entails. Definitely go online; things always change, so just Google “information architect” to keep up-to-date. Remember, enthusiasm and willingness to learn is probably 80 percent of it; you can always be trained. If you have a rational, logical mind, it’s an easy field to get into. Intern, assist, just put in the time until you can establish yourself.

—Ronni Kimm, freelance information architect

“information architect” ones. Creative ones tend to have IA jobs in the advertising and design worlds, whereas the tech ones tend to have jobs building internal training systems for JPMorgan and the like. You can find these headhunters on job sites like monster.com or even craigslist.com.

Once you do get an interview, if asked, be able to make a strong argument about why you built a site a certain way. It’s not just that they want to see the strength of your convictions, but more that you’ve considered alternatives and then picked the best route to accomplish something for a reason.

Finally, when you start your search, remember that this is an industry in transition, and new, different-sounding job titles are being introduced and redefined. At their core, though, these still are information architect gigs. Some new titles are interaction designer, user interface designer, usability specialist/engineer, experience designer, experience lead, and business analyst, to name a few. Don’t let ’em throw you.

Resources

Some schools are starting to offer IA training, and these will continue to grow in number. It’s not required; most working IAs don’t have this schooling (nor did it exist when they started), but it could give you a leg up. If you’re interested in formal training, try these for starters: the ITP program at NYU, Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago, the Carnegie Mellon Interaction Program, and the UCLA Media and Design Program.

To stay on top of Web trends, well-built sites, and technology, check out the following sites, magazines, and hey, a book too:

Slashdot.com
Newstoday.com
Iaslash.org
Boxesandarrows.com
Goodexperience.com (also has job postings)
Information Architecture Institute: iainstitute.org

Communication Arts magazine

Information Architecture for the World Wide Web by Peter Morville and Louis Rosenfeld
When you need money, say, for college tuition or to buy a home, you probably borrow it from a bank. But when large corporations need to borrow a half billion dollars or so, they can’t go down to the corner Chase. For vast amounts of capital, investment banks, and the investment bankers who work at them, are the answer. Investment bankers specialize in helping corporations, or even governments, raise hundreds of millions, even billions of dollars, through a variety of financial markets and instruments. Just a bit more dough than you need for tuition, even if you’re attending private school.

Investment banking is a storied career, probably because of the large amounts of money one can make doing it, and the occasional Wall Street scandal where the term investment banker is bandied about. It’s an incredibly competitive field to try to enter; in fact, let’s start with a rough little fact: if you are a senior in college, it’s almost too late for you to begin thinking about an entry-level job in investment banking. Top-tier candidates begin seeking internships as sophomores and juniors. Fear not, though; you can still get into the game a different way, as a post-MBA associate.

One other note: with all of the SEC regulations, corporate policies, and simply the sheer amount of money being handled discreetly, all investment bankers interviewed for this chapter asked to be anonymous.

So What Do You Do at the Bank?

Investment bankers are the “front end,” meaning they’re the ones at the firm who interact with the bank’s clients and help them strategically figure out their banking needs. Once they help clients sort out their goals, bankers then turn to others in the firm—capital markets people who specialize in different financial instruments, like bonds, for example—to help best execute and implement them. These goals can be things other than raising capital. Investment bankers also deal with other strategic-planning decisions, like mergers and acquisitions. For example, let’s say you have a client that is a smaller company looking to be acquired for a ton of cash by a larger one. Or maybe they don’t want to be bought outright, but instead want to merge with a competitor and become stronger. Investment bankers act as advisors or “go-betweens”
to bring the two sides together. And investment bankers don’t just sit around and wait passively for the call. They actively “call on” their clients and offer strategic advice, with the goal of becoming their close and trusted advisors for the long haul.

*Investment banking* is a broadly used term these days, but can pretty much be divided into three main areas: corporate finance, sales and trading, and research analysis. Corporate finance basically means raising money for corporate clients, which is the bread and butter of traditional investment banking. Sales and trading is where salespeople and traders buy and sell securities and commodities. And research analysts (different from the entry-level *analyst* title) are bankers who publish research pieces that recommend buys, sells, and holds of various fixed-income and equity instruments. Many traders and clients of the firm rely on their judgments; if their recommendations perform well, theirs can be one of the higher compensated positions. Within each of these groups are different industry focuses. So you could be solely covering a field like technology, healthcare, or retail.

When you first start, of course, you aren’t exactly golfing with the client, discussing billion-dollar moves. The entry-level, straight-out-of-undergrad investment banker position is called *analyst*. It’s a 24/7 job, and that is not much of an exaggeration. You are on call, like a medical resident or fraternity pledge, and there are no real excuses. Analysts are often told to purchase travel insurance for vacations, because they may have to reschedule them if they get staffed last minute on a deal. You’ll work in a group, led by a managing director; underneath him or her are directors, then vice presidents, then associates, and then finally you. The higher-level bankers will be working closely with the client, as well as trying to land prospective clients. No matter what is needed, it’s up to the group to pull off. So at the lowest levels, this means a lot of research and analysis. You could be asked to find industry reports, fill in complicated and tedious forms, work on financial models, prepare and proofread presentation materials, even simply make printouts—whatever is requested of you. And lots will be asked.

The next level up, *associate*, is generally a post-MBA position. Perhaps 10 to 15 percent of associates don’t hold an MBA degree, but were promoted after three years’ service as an analyst. Some associates worked as analysts and then went back to school for their MBAs before returning to the field. For others, the associate position is their first toehold in the investment banking world. Since getting the analyst job, as you’ll see, is incredibly competitive, this post-MBA associate position is a good possible entryway to consider.
What Makes for a Good Investment Banker?

Being a masochist, for starters. To be an investment banker, you have to be a profoundly hardworking individual. You need to have thick skin, as the office is a high-stress area. A lot will be thrown at you, not always softly, and sometimes when you’re not looking. You’ll need to be, or quickly become, highly proficient at Excel and PowerPoint. And when working in these, or on anything, you have to have an eye for minute and mundane detail, like whether the font on a footnote is the same font that is used throughout a presentation. Even though that’s not what makes or breaks a deal, when incorrect, it is what drives senior management crazy. Seriously, you will get a talking to for something as seemingly small as the wrong use of quotation marks. It takes a high level of discipline to proofread an analysis when it’s three in the morning, and you know you have to be back at your desk, fresh as a daisy, in just six hours. The person who takes that extra hour to double check his or her work is the kind of person who succeeds in investment banking. Finally, you have to be willing to put aside short-term pleasures, like getting a beer with friends, for long-term gain, like being able to afford to fly to Germany first class on a whim for Heffenweiser.

A Busy Office Filled with Power Suits?

Investment banks are hectic places. So although there is a collegial, almost fraternity-like atmosphere with plenty of overworked gallows humor, it’s not a place where gadflies and office clowns are really admired.

Most major investment banks are professional, suit-and-tie establishments. The technology division, which deals with the most laid-back clients, the dot-coms, might be slightly—and only slightly—more laid back. But for the most part, you’ll be dressed up.

How Many Hours Must You Invest?

To start, it’s insanity. Eighteen-hour days plus weekends are not considered unreasonable. Of course there will be lighter times, but those are few and far between. As you get higher up in the bank, time does become more manageable; it’s still a lot of hours, you just have more control over when you work them. You really have to love the investment game, and get sucked into and enjoy the grind; otherwise you won’t want to keep at it, even with the great compensation.

This assumes you are an analyst:
I’m the staffer for my group, which means I’m in charge of allocating analysts and associates to help pull together whatever is required. Last night I got an e-mail from a first-year analyst giving me an update of what she was expecting her week to look like, and she reported that last week she had worked 110 hours, and that this week looked like it would be 115. So the long hours you hear about are not hyperbole.

—Mr. Other Anonymous I-Banker

You’re Going to Need a Bigger Wallet

Investment bankers make bank. Their actual salaries aren’t really that outrageously high; it’s the bonuses that bring in the Lamborghini money. Take a managing director. He could easily make $1,000,000, $2,000,000, or $3,000,000 a year, but his actual salary is probably around $200,000. The rest is bonus.

Coming in as a first-year analyst, you can expect to make around $60,000, with close to a 100 percent bonus, meaning you’ll make more than $100,000 as a twenty-three-year-old. Not bad. You’ll have no time to spend it, of course. Associates can make between $300,000 and $500,000, and vice presidents between $500,000 and $1,000,000! Payscale.com reports a New York associate-level investment banker’s median wage to be $82,007, with a median bonus of $61,804.

Stress-o-Meter: 9.5 (1 being a blimp pilot, 10 being an air force bombardier)

It’s pretty stressful, especially at first. There’s a lot on the line and you are just working, working, working. Some people leave after being an analyst and don’t come back. High compensation for high stress.

Pros

You’ll make a lot of money.
You are working with smart, quick-witted people.
If you like the business world, you’re working in the engine room.

Cons

All you do is work. Your social life is kaput for a while.
It’s a rough business; there’s no room for error.

This assumes you are an analyst.

8:15 AM: You arrive at the office. You (and the rest of the analysts) always aim to get in before your superiors; they like it that way. You check your voice mail and your e-mail immediately. You don’t expect anything pressing, as you checked before you went to sleep last night at 3 AM.

8:30 AM: The rest of the office starts trickling in. Before any new work lands on your desk, you try to finish up the research project you’ve been slaving away on all week.

9:00 AM: You get an e-mail from one of the VPs. Looks like you’ll definitely be finishing it, as she’d like to see that research project by lunch. Your adrenalin kicks in, and your fingers fly.

11:00 AM: You e-mail it to her, then attend a status meeting with the rest of the team.

1:00 PM: You eat a ham sandwich in front of your computer while you get started on your next project, creating a financial model. You also have a stack of pitch books to work on. It’s going to be another late one.

2:00 PM: When you are an analyst, anyone can walk up to you anytime and give you more work to do. It happens right now. An associate wants you to do some research, and he needs the research tomorrow first thing. You try not to hyperventilate as he takes you through what he’d like done.

6:30 PM: You order dinner, for which you can put in a receipt. The company is happy to buy you dinner, knowing that you will be working for many more hours. You eat with two other analysts and talk about sports. It’s a nice reprieve.

7:30 PM: You are jamming on the research when you get a call about more work coming your way. Weekend work. Work your firm has promised to a client by Monday. You cancel plans for brunch with your folks.

12:00 AM: You print out your first pass on the research report due in the morning and discover tons of grammatical errors. You begin to fix them.

3:00 AM: You think you’re done, but to be honest, you’re so tired you can hardly read. You plan to get in extra early tomorrow and double-check it before turning it in.

I Love the Smell of Money in the Morning.

How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

There are really two ways to break in. One is as an analyst. On-campus interviews can start as early as first semester of your sophomore or junior year, for a very difficult-to-score summer internship. If you get one, assuming you don’t do something ridiculous during your internship like photocopy your bottom or spill a Diet Coke into the company server, you are in the fabled catbird seat in terms of landing the actual analyst position come graduation.

If you don’t get an internship, it’s not impossible to get an analyst position,
We may be looking to interview thirty people for four positions at a given school, and we’ll get more than 200 résumés. It’s probably the highest-paying job you can get out of college, and that alone makes the competition intense.

—Mr. Other Anonymous I-Banker

But it’s a little harder. Most banks recruit only on the top campuses, so you’re competing against kids who are studying finance at Wharton, Columbia, and the University of Michigan business school, for example. The ideal background is a finance major, followed by accounting and economics, but non-business majors with very high GPAs and some economics education are always hired each year. Remember, the higher you go in investment banking, the more client relationship work, and thus the more personable you need to be. And sometimes the most interesting people don’t major in business. Usually, investment banks will interview at campuses near them; banks out of Chicago will recruit in the Midwest, for example.

The second way into a career in investment banking is to get an MBA and then start as an associate. As an MBA candidate you will primarily get a job through an on-campus interview with visiting recruiters from the firm, followed by interviews on site at the investment bank. Pretty straightforward and—assuming you had a business job before attending graduate school and the program you are in is one of the better ones—easier to get than an analyst position. Not a piece of cake, mind you, but comparatively easier. So it’s not the end of the world if you don’t get past the hurdles to an analyst job. One thing that will help you, though, is if the business job you had before the MBA program was at a large, well-respected corporation, an IBM or a Verizon, for example.

So if you do get the analyst interview, what will you be asked? Well, you’ll be quizzed on your background; if you were an accounting major, expect accounting questions. And if you are a non-business major, you will be asked some basic finance questions, just to make sure you at least have an idea of the field. A routine one is, “How much would you value Company X at?” The interviewers aren’t looking for an accurate dollar figure, they just want to know if you understand how to figure valuations. You should be able to discuss all three basic ways: comparables, precedent transactions, and discounted cash flow analysis.

What investment banks really want to confirm, on top of all this, is that prospective candidates know what they are getting themselves into. That the stress and long hours will not be a surprise, that they will not be unhappy and quit. Show them that you understand and are ready, willing, and able to make the commitment.
Resources

Keep up to date on the Wall Street world with *The Wall Street Journal* (wsj.com), *Barron’s* (barrons.com), the *Financial Times* (ft.com), *The Economist* (economist.com), and *Institutional Investor* (institutionalinvestor.com). Watch CNBC and visit cnbc.com. These are really the staples. Investment bankers are too busy to read much else.
Jewelry Designer

Who among us doesn’t love bling? Jewelry has always been an important part of fashion, and today jewelry designers, or jewelers, are out from behind the scenes and sometimes celebrities in their own right. Do you have a good eye for detail? Were you the kind of kid who went crazy with the beads and lanyard in arts and crafts? Is “Rhinestone Cowboy” the ringtone on your cell phone? Do read on, dear reader.

What Do Jewelry Designers Actually Do?

First and foremost, they design jewelry, sometimes completely original pieces, other times reproductions. Rings, earrings, necklaces, brooches, assorted pieces for new and exotic piercings, you name it. Some manufacture their own jewelry from their designs; they have an anvil, hammers, and other tools that look like they might belong in an S&M dungeon. Most others, especially at the mass-market level, outsource the production to commercial vendors who do that work—some as far away as China.

Jewelry designers may sell their creations in their own store or on their own Web site. Or they may not even have a store; they might sell their wares to buyers from large stores, like Kay or Macy’s or Barney’s. Some do all of the above. Or they may design a line of jewelry that doesn’t have their name on it at all. For example, a company like Banana Republic might contract them to design their spring line of jewelry. Or they can even take a full-time job at Banana Republic and work in the accessories department.

If a jeweler does sell to the larger stores, a lot of that selling happens at trade shows.

What Kind of Person Is Good at This Job?

First, naturally, you have to be fashionable and have a good sense of aesthetics—jewelry is, after all, fashion. You have to be someone who can design, someone who could easily be designing something else if it weren’t jewelry. Also, you must be meticulous.

You have to be artful, but you can’t be a flaky artist. You’ll be working with valuable materials; you can’t exactly lose any, let alone over- or under-order.
gold or diamonds. And like in any business, it also helps to be extroverted. A little bit of a sales personality, especially if you are representing your own work and trying to get boutiques and individuals to pay you for it, is indispensable.

Fashion is an oversaturated, competitive business, and jewelry design is no exception. With a few designs and a Web site, there really isn’t that much of a barrier to saying you’re a jewelry designer. Thus, loads of failed ones are scattered around the fashion world. Know going in that you will have to work hard and be persistent and, frankly, a little lucky to be successful.

So Where Do You Work Every Day?

It depends. Some jewelers are part of a large company, some work in the back of large stores, some do everything in their single-employee boutiques/workshops, and some have their own studios with no retail space at all. Almost all of the working situations are laid back and artsy. Jewelry is supposed to be beautiful, but also, well, spiritual in a way—these are pieces designed to have meaning. The workspaces, although filled with design equipment and possibly cluttered, reflect that. It is still a “trade.” Large jewelers’ offices are divided between the industrial and the “office” office.

Even if you are a single-person entity, you’ll still work with others, such as suppliers of gold and precious metals, and specialists like stone setters (so that the diamond doesn’t fall out of the ring you designed). You might buy crystal from the Czech Republic and resin from Europe, and you’ll deal with the vendors of these items. Plus, if you outsource the actual production (you design one set of earrings, someone else produces a thousand more), you’ll be coordinating all of that manufacturing. And hopefully, you’ll be talking with the fashion media—magazines and Web sites—that want to use your jewelry for shoots and fashion stories, maybe even on a celebrity.

Hours?

If you are one of ten jewelry designers at a large place, you may work traditional nine-to-five or ten-to-six type hours. If you own your own store and design in a studio in the back, you might work the store’s hours, say twelve to seven, plus some extra hours for design, six days a week. You also may spend some time traveling to trade shows and the like. If you own a larger business, then you will be managing others, traveling, and working the longer hours of anyone who owns a bigger business. You’ll probably have a smartphone and be on your wireless carrier’s unlimited data plan. On the other hand, you’ll probably be making more money and buying fancier sneakers.
Magazine editors will come to us and say that they are doing a fall story, and it's on the beach and the theme is salsa, can they borrow some jewelry for that photo shoot? It's a symbiotic relationship, because we get our name in the magazine with our jewelry, and they get to pick from whatever they want to style a great editorial piece.

—Tracy Kahn, jewelry designer and president, Paste by Tracy Kahn

## Salary?

Jewelry designers say, “This is the type of career you get into because you love it.” That sentiment is usually code for, “It’s not easy to make a lot of money.” There’s a huge range of salaries, from people who struggle to pay the rent (the majority) to those who sell their designs on the Home Shopping Network and, yes, make a killing.

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the mean annual wage for those who work with jewelry and precious stones is $32,830, with a range from $17,590 to $53,240. These numbers may be a bit low, because included are lower-paying jobs in the field, such as stone setters and diamond polishers.

### Stress-o-Meter: 5 (1 being a secret Santa, 10 being a Secret Service member)

**It’s not too bad.** But for many jewelry designers, it’s their name on the door, their reputation on the line, their own (and possibly) their employees’ salaries to pay, and with that comes a fair amount of stress. Jewelry designing itself is a treat. It’s the business part that adds the stress.

### Pros

- Getting paid for creative self-expression.
- Having people love what you make, and pay money for it.
- Seeing your designs in magazines.
- Being an important part of the fashion world.

### Cons

- Fashion is a tough business; it’s extremely competitive.
- A lot of luck is involved.
- You always have to come up with something new, even if you don’t feel like it.
- If it’s your small business, tasks like bookkeeping and sweeping up take time away from designing.
Congratulations, You’re a Jewelry Designer. You Wake Up And . . .

This assumes you own your own jewelry store and work in the back.

8:00 AM: You drink coffee and flip through a few fashion magazines that arrived yesterday, checking out the accessory trends.

10:00 AM: Freshly showered, you arrive at the store two hours before you officially open. You do some bookkeeping and answer e-mails in a fury. You order some 18K gold for an engagement ring you are custom-making for a client.

12:00 PM: You open the store. Your lone employee arrives and runs the sales area, while you go to the back and sketch some designs. After a while, you drop the pen and pick up some wax, working on sculpting the engagement ring prototype.

2:00 PM: A retail buyer comes in, and together you eat the light takeout lunch you’ve brought in. You show her some of your latest designs, and she places a juicy order on one particular set of earrings.

4:00 PM: You join the salesperson in the sales area. You like to see people as they look at, and hopefully purchase, your stuff. You answer some questions about one particular necklace. And then the customer buys it!

5:00 PM: More designing. There’s a trade show coming up and you’d like to have one or two more pieces to bring to it.

7:30 PM: You close the store, say good-bye to your salesperson, and head out to a dinner that you are having with an editor of a fashion magazine. You bring some photos of your latest designs, and make sure to wear a few nice pieces.

I Want People Dripping in My Jewels. How the Hell Do I Get Started?

First, and maybe this goes without saying, you need to be able to make jewelry. Not just design it, but also physically make it. At least the basics. There are a lot of paths to becoming a jewelry designer, but somewhere along the way you’ll want to pick up these skills. Yes, there are jewelers who never learn how to make actual jewelry, who simply design on a computer and then send the designs overseas and have them made. But many jewelry designers frown at this approach, because some design ideas may not work when made tangible.

Where do you learn both design and manufacturing? Some art schools have jewelry programs, but sadly, a lot have done away with them and offer only a class or two. Both Parsons and FIT in New York City, near the fashion and jewelry districts, have such classes. And even if the classes are limited, they

I can’t say that you can expect to make a lot of money, but there’s potential. Sky’s the limit, really, I mean it’s jewelry. There’s a huge range. You could struggle. You could end up making a setting for the Hope Diamond. You never know.

—Hannah Clark, jewelry designer and owner, Hannah Clark
The best thing to do is if you see a jewelry shop and you like the vibe, you go in and politely say that you want to learn how to make jewelry; can you possibly help clean castings or apprentice? Then after helping with the grunt work, you can look over the jeweler’s shoulders and absorb.

—Hannah Clark, jewelry designer and owner, Hannah Clark

may be worth taking just to meet the teacher and to possibly make connections toward internships (discussed shortly). Craft schools also teach how to make jewelry, but there, a lot of people are doing it as more of a hobby. Some jewelry designers went to art school and majored in product design or industrial design, which is pretty closely related and teaches you a lot of skills that will help in creating jewelry.

Even if you do take classes, most jewelry designers will tell you that although such experiences may help with design, they leave out important things like how to create a production line and get it sold, how to get into a store, and how to get insurance. The truth is, it’s not the easiest path to find and follow in school. In this old field, most knowledge has been handed down within it, rather than taught. (This is not to say you shouldn’t get a university education or a general art education that will inform your every design.) One highly recommended way to learn is to work for a jeweler, to apprentice. Or intern. (As it is a trade, the word *apprentice* often trumps *intern.*) It’s totally old world; you’ll be learning from the person you want to become.

The other place you can intern is at a *label*—a fashion house that also does jewelry, in its accessories department. There you’ll see jewelry designers at work as well. It’s a whole different world from an apprenticeship at a jeweler’s; if you can do both, though, you’ll walk away with more understanding than you could ever get in class.

Finally, as much fun as it is to express yourself creatively, this is a business, not just an outlet for you to make pretty, sparkly things. It comes down to how much does it cost to make the piece, and how much can you sell it for. Reality. What a bummer.

**Resources**

To keep current on jewelry trends, you should read all the fashion magazines and see what they’re showcasing. The most important of these is the bible, *Women’s Wear Daily*. These are some more crafty magazines that are also helpful: *Beadwork, Ornament, Metalsmith, Crafts Report,* and *Art Jeweler.* Plus, a myriad of craft books are out there. And keep your eyes open in used bookstores for vintage jewelry-making books; these contain how-to techniques that have since lost popularity with publishers but many jewelers still know and love.

Online, for inspiration, check in daily at style.com. Jewelrdesignersguild.com is an online community for those working in the “jewelry arts.” Ganoksin.com has forums where you can ask burning questions like, “Does anyone know a great opal supplier?” and get answers from other wired jewelers.
The saying “Get a life,” seems to have been replaced these days by the kinder, gentler “Get a life coach.” Life coaches help people gain perspective, solve problems, achieve goals, and overcome obstacles, mostly in their professional lives, but also sometimes in their personal lives. However, they don’t do any psychoanalyzing; there’s no delving into the past about issues one might have had with his or her mother. If you’re not sure what you want to do, or have tried several different careers but haven’t yet found one you love, congratulations! You already have one of the most common backgrounds of life coaches.

Sometimes there are just too many choices and not enough guidance. When it comes to careers, things are changing so fast and there’s so much information that it can get overwhelming. People in search of life goals can get caught up in all this information and lose sight of the right path to take. That’s where coaches come in.

Coaching involves facets of psychology, sociology, and career counseling and mentoring. The type and level of help is different from coach to coach and according to client need. A writing coach may help one client tangibly understand and take all the steps toward getting published: getting an agent, weighing the pros and cons of a publicist, and so on. He might help another simply become more organized in her life, so she can get to writing. It varies.

Coaches are perhaps best known for their career and business advice, but you could look at Dr. Phil as an example of a life coach who helps people with all different aspects of their lives. Yes, Dr. Phil is a life coach. You see, you do learn something new every day. The career is becoming more and more popular, and with that popularity has come a little bit of controversy.

Use Your Life Experience. Carve a Niche.

Coaches often specialize. There are coaches for teachers and coaches for artists. People in the field often find niches where they are uniquely qualified to assist; for example, a former professor would make an excellent coach for anyone in academia.

There are all kinds of niches. Pick a field—retail, entertainment, academic;
there’s even a life coaching niche, coaches who help other coaches. Yep. The key is to use your own life lessons to help others. Once you are doing well in one area, it becomes easier to expand to related areas. Specialists also tend to make more money than generalists, and the networking to find new clients becomes easier as well.

Let Me Get This Straight.
There’s No Entry-Level Position in Coaching?

No, there’s pretty much not. You can’t really get a junior-level gig in this job. Most coaches were already part of the workforce for a few years when they decided, “To hell with this,” and got into coaching. It makes sense that many of these people have had several unfulfilling jobs and have become experts in dissatisfaction with many different career paths. Their goal as coaches is to help others not go down those roads. In fact, many life coaches got into the field themselves by having visited a life coach. Also, most coaches work on their own. There aren’t really any life-coaching firms, although you could perhaps become a busy coach’s administrative assistant.

So coaching is probably not going to be your first job out of college. A forty-year-old man with two kids contemplating a career change is going to have a hard time taking life advice from a twenty-two-year-old. But, this doesn’t mean that just a few years down the road it wouldn’t make sense. Or, if you were life coaching kids on attending certain schools, what to major in, or about joining certain clubs or frats, sort of like a peer-level guidance counselor, there might just be a niche for you. Hey, that’s a pretty good job idea, actually. Hmmm.

Whose Lives Are You Coaching?

A typical client is someone who has been wrestling with a problem. He or she wants to make a change or accomplish a goal, but can’t figure out the best way to go about it, or, sometimes, how to just get up and do it. A coach should give an objective perspective on choices that face the client, not delve into family relations or childhood traumas. These aren’t people in need of intensive therapy. (If they are, you need to print them out Mapquest directions and get them to a therapist.) These are people with dreams and desires who need guidance to achieve them.
What Makes for a Good Coach?

Well, if you find people annoying, it’s probably not for you. You have to be interested in helping people change and in expanding their thinking. You need to be insightful, so you can help clearly articulate what may seem foggy.

As far as educational background goes, a degree in psychology or social work is helpful, but really, you could have studied anything. There are no prerequisites. But as stated earlier, most life coaches have had some kind of professional experience that they use as a “platform.”

Where Do Coaches Work?

A lot of coaches work from home. They often work alone; maybe they have a part-time assistant or, on occasion, a partner. The look of these offices is almost always business-casual, comfortable but not messy or shabby. And when seeing clients, coaches dress professionally, not in jeans and flip-flops.

A lot of coaching happens over the phone—a surprising amount, almost 70 percent of some coaches’ workload. Many coaches even have “call-in classes,” which are group sessions via conference call. And some of the life coach training programs, as you’ll see shortly, are phone courses. It pays to invest in a serious speakerphone or headset. Coaches also have Web sites where they promote themselves and may sell informational DVDs, books, and recordings.

Hours?

They’re not too hairy. Like any sort of professional who takes appointments, as a life coach you’ll have fairly structured days and a schedule to abide by. As in the case of personal trainers, many appointments take place before work or after work. It’s a flexible day, though, and you’ll make your own calendar. Odds are you’ll max out at forty hours a week, rather than start there as in some professions.

Because of the need to network to find clients, many life coaches find that they are even more social than they would normally be. And since the boundaries of coach/client relationships are not as strict as those of therapist/patient, you may actually become friends and socialize with your clients.

I was a coach before I even knew that “coaching” could be an actual career. [As a magazine writer] I had done an interview years before, and at the end of the interview, the person said to me, “Wow, that felt amazing. I feel like I should have paid you for that.” And more than one person had said that to me and I never understood what that meant. But as I started learning about coaching, it was all crystal clear. I knew this was what I was going to do, and that I was going to be good at it.

—Sophfronia Scott, author and owner, Creative Coaching Plans
Cash for Coaching?

You’re basically opening up your own business, so you can expect to make very little your first year; we’re talking $20,000 or less. In fact, it’s really a part-time job at this point. Thus, a lot of coaches don’t recommend that you leap right into it and quit your job; it’s better to ease in and go full time only once you start to build a client base. Also, you can do only so many one-on-one sessions in a day; you’ll need to eventually branch out into Web sites, DVDs, and so on to continue to build your income. It takes some marketing know-how, but if you can make yourself a coaching commodity, you can be making six figures and up. On the flip side, how many Dr. Phils are out there?

There aren’t many hard statistics on life coach salaries. Entrepreneur Magazine reported in 2002 that life coaches generally charge $300 to $500 per month for a weekly thirty-minute conversation (entrepreneur.com/magazine/homeofficemagcom/2002/january/47770-11.html). So if you made the top end of that, you’d need sixteen solid clients to make six figures.

Stress-o-Meter: 4 (1 being a cat-sitter, 10 being a lion tamer)

It’s not very stressful at all. You are helping solve others’ problems, and they are not problems like anorexia or anything life-threatening, usually. What is a bit stressful is running your own business, finding new clients and income.

Pros

- It’s fun to help people get more out of their lives and see the results of your work.
- Hours and days are flexible.
- Opportunity to be creative and specialize and establish yourself as an expert.
- It’s all you.

Cons

- Some people don’t “get it” and associate you with an infomercial quack.
- The money can be inconsistent.
- Sometimes you have unlikable clients.
- It’s all you.
Okay, You Are a Life Coach. You Wake Up And . . .

8:00 AM: You spend about fifteen minutes practicing what you preach. You write out three goals for the day, three things you are grateful for, and three successes from the day before. These help put you in the right frame of mind.

8:30 AM: Your first client session, on the phone, lasts about forty-five minutes. This gentleman wants to open his own B&B, but has a lot of hurdles he needs to overcome. He’s currently a lawyer with a successful practice; it’s a big leap. Today you discuss some of the very first steps he needs to make. Afterward, you take fifteen minutes to write some additional notes.

9:30 AM: Your second session of the day, again on the phone. You have two more consecutively, until it’s . . .

1:00 PM: Lunchtime. You wolf down a tuna sandwich you make in your kitchen. Homemade deliciousness.

1:50 PM: Your first appointment of the afternoon is in person. You sit in the living room together and discuss your client’s plans to fulfill his lifelong dream to move his family to the South Pacific. He’s nervous but becoming more and more confident as you help him realize he’s doing all the right things.

5:30 PM: You work on your newsletter, which you want to send out early next week, for a half hour. Then you send out a few e-mails and call it a day.

Um, What Was That You Mentioned Earlier About “Controversy”?

It’s a touchy subject, but there have been some quacks and gurus who have cast a shadow over the life-coaching industry. Some complain that life coaches are acting as therapists without being licensed. Life coaches can get certified and credentialed, but they don’t actually need to in order to practice. However, self-policing governing bodies, like the International Association for Coaches and the International Coach Federation (ICF), try to keep the industry on the up-and-up. Bottom line, some people question coaching, which is not uncommon for new fields. If you go into it, know that there are some doubters.

Coach Me on Becoming a Coach.
How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

You really, really want to be a life coach? Okay, boom, you’re a life coach. That’s the odd (and as already stated, somewhat controversial) thing about this field; anybody can be a coach. That doesn’t mean you’ll have any clients, be of any help, or make any money, of course.

To become a coach, the first thing you should do is get some coaching your-
self. Find a coach you can trust who can be a mentor, and let him or her help you. This will offer you invaluable experience, both as someone being coached and as someone learning what coaches do. Most will also tell you it’s imperative that you have real-life and workplace experience to tap into, so if you’re not already out there in the working world, get out there.

There are lots of training courses you can take and certificates and credentials you can earn. For example, NYU has a coaching certificate program; check it out at scps.nyu.edu/areas-of-study/human-resource-management/professional-certificates/personal-and-life-coaching.html. Three great sites that will lead you in the right direction are coachville.com (run by Thomas Leonard, one of the first to realize that coaching had become its own industry); coachinc.com, which offers tools and training; and the site of the International Coach Federation, coachfederation.org. The ICF site will also inform you of some pure coaching schools it has accredited, which aren’t affiliated with any universities.

There’s not much more to offer than that. First, get a life. Second, find a niche in that life. Third, be a life coach.

Resources

These sites all offer loads of information and advice:

- Coachville.com
- Coaching.com
- Coachfederation.org

Two books on coaching:

*Take Yourself to the Top: The Secrets of America’s #1 Career Coach* by Laura Berman Fortgang

*Co-active Coaching* by Laura Whitworth
Magazine Writer/Magazine Editor

Magazines. Even the Internet can’t kill them. There’s just nothing like the tactile and often guilty pleasure of flipping through your favorite magazine. Plus, it’s not easy to bring even the most lightweight laptop into the bathroom. There are a million different flavors of magazines, from tabloid celebrity rags to monthlies that focus on all things bow hunting, from bitchy fashion glossies to niche trade papers like Convenience Store Daily. The stories that fill these pages are written by people who in some cases can be classified as journalists or reporters, but most are really their own breed: magazine writers.

Magazine writing is often not the hard-core, researched stories one identifies as “news.” For example, see Cat Fancy’s latest cover story, “How to Make Fluffy Pretty!” Of course, many articles involve reporting, researching, and interviewing, and there are more than a few strict newsmagazines like Time and U.S. News & World Report. Still, the job of magazine writer is broader and separate from the factual, unbiased world of “the news,” which also exists in other media like newspapers, radio, TV, and the Web. This chapter will focus on that broader job, the one that defines most stories and writers at magazines like Cosmo, Details, GQ, and Us Weekly. (If you want to learn about the news business, investigate the chapter on news reporters.)

Some magazine writers are on staff and go in to the office every day; many others are freelance and e-mail their pieces in from home. Either way, writing for magazines is a cool job, the kind of career the hip characters have on TV shows. And that stereotype holds true: if you are at a fun, sexy magazine, it can be a fun, sexy job. And therefore, it can be a challenging one to procure.

Writers and Editors

First off, under the “magazine writer” career heading, there are writers and there are editors. This can be a tad confusing. Some folks with editor in their title never really edit; they are strictly writers, and the title is in a way an honorific to show that they are experienced. This applies to a lot of people with the contributing editor title. Editors who are in fact editors have a lot of additional responsibilities; some may write all the time, some only occasionally, and some very, very rarely or even not at all.

It’s a fun job, especially if you’re writing for a glossy magazine. You get to travel around a lot and interview interesting people, you meet celebrities or people who are excelling in their field, or maybe you’re parachuting into worlds that you would otherwise never see. A lot of people want these jobs, and unfortunately there aren’t that many of them.

—Mark Binelli, contributing editor, Rolling Stone
Last year I did this article on teenage pot smugglers in Idaho who were crossing the border into Canada, buying a bunch of weed, and then sneaking it back into the States. I was looking online and found articles from the local newspapers in Idaho and Washington State about it, and pitched it as a larger piece.

—Mark Binelli, contributing editor, Rolling Stone

You start as an editorial assistant, which is basically a secretarial position. And then, one day, you work your way up through the ranks of fact checking and copyediting to become an assistant editor. So on and so forth. There really is no feeling like the first time you get business cards that say “editor.”

—Katy McColl, lifestyle editor, Jane Magazine

Here’s sort of how it works: before anything can be written, writers need to know what to write about. A big part of editors’ jobs is assigning stories. They can go to people on staff—“Hey, Joey, go write an article on Scientology”—as well as to freelance writers whom they pay per assignment or by the word. How do editors know what stories to assign? Sometimes it’s easy: the White Stripes have a new album coming out, and the magazine has arranged with their publicist for someone to sit in the studio with them as they do the final mix. Or an obvious story needs covering, say the Winter Olympics. Regardless of magazine type, there’s some sort of angle there, whether it’s about the Games themselves or the sex lives of athletes in the Olympic village. Other times, editors will be given a tip by a publicist, or simply have an idea themselves that they think will make a great piece.

There’s one other way stories get chosen. Writers may pitch their own story ideas to an editor. In other words, writers might find small news or culture items they think could be dug into more deeply, or they may have completely original ideas they believe readers will be interested in, and they present these to their superiors.

So although having ideas for articles is one big responsibility of an editor, really what they do is coordinate all the articles under their purview. They troubleshoot and shepherd the stories until they are safely printed and in the magazine, from assigning the article through proofreading. Larger magazines have all kinds of editing positions: music editors, lifestyle editors, sports editors, and so on. Editors edit the stories their writers submit, shortening them or punching them up, as well as suggesting changes to the writers who then rework them. These are bigger-picture revisions; the copyediting, which includes checking facts, details, spelling, and grammar, is done by copyeditors and fact checkers. Editors also very often write the articles’ headlines.

Editors at smaller magazines do all of the above, plus they may take on additional chores. They may even supervise photo shoots—usually the job of a photo editor, which a small magazine may not have. Working at these smaller magazines can be great experience because you will learn how the entire business works.

And what about the pure writers, what do they do? Take a guess, just give it a wild shot. Yes, they write! What they write exactly depends on the assignments they are working on, and for which magazine. For Entertainment Weekly, they might be interviewing Johnny Depp in Paris, on the set of his new film. For Parenting, they might be writing an article about the pros and cons of teaching infants sign language, interviewing young mothers both in their homes and on the phone. For Elle, they could be typing up a fashion piece: “Burnt Orange, It’s The New, New Black.” Sometimes there’s research and in-
terviewing to be done; sometimes it’s completely from the mind of the writer. Either way, when they finish their pieces, they submit them to their editors. There may be radical changes to make after that, or possibly just small tweaks. Then it’s on to the next assignment.

What Kind of Person Is Good at This?

Well, for starters, you probably don’t use the word ain’t a lot. Obviously, you must have a facility for words and writing. This doesn’t necessarily mean you have to go to journalism school or even be an English major; there are good writers from many different backgrounds. But you do need to be curious and have great observational skills. It’s not hard to sit down and do an interview, but what makes for great stories are the little details that writers find in a scene. You need a sharp eye or ear to pick out weird, funny, unexpected moments that will delight the reader.

It helps to have wide-ranging interests; the more you know, the more you can write about, and the more opportunities for jobs. Unless for you, it’s writing about rock ’n’ roll or nothing. If you want to be that specific, then you have to know your subject like a crazy professor.

You also need to be able to present yourself well. For example, as a freelance writer, sometimes you get assignments, but other times you pitch your ideas for stories to editors. When you do that, you need to be able, whether in an e-mail, in person or on the phone, to be an exciting and enticing salesperson. You have to sell that story, kid.

Editors (the “write less, edit more” types) also need to be adept with language, as they cut away the fat in writers’ drafts to get to the heart of a story. A large part of the job of editing, though, is problem solving. For example, let’s say you’ve assigned a writer and a photographer to cover a story in Africa. And while they are there, the writer gets food poisoning. Now what? How will the story get written? Guess who has to figure it out?

As many editors rise through the ranks to their positions, it’s important, especially in the beginning, to be eager and efficient. A can-do attitude is prized at magazines. And especially at the more competitive ones, it’s really important to be confident in your own abilities. Some people in the business can have egos so huge they need four assistants to carry them. You can’t let these types bring you down.
Where Do You Write?

Freelance writers work wherever they please; at their homes, a coffee shop, you name it. Sometimes they come in to the magazine office, but many times they work via phone and e-mail, remotely. Staff writers work at the magazines’ offices, which are generally laid back. How laid back naturally depends on the kind of magazine—*Fortune* is probably more uptight than *High Times*. Smaller independent magazines tend to have funkier environs, while larger magazines’ offices are often traditional offices with cubicles, photocopiers, and ferns. Usually a bit nicer than an accounting firm, but still. Remember, there are more than just writers at magazines.

Some magazine offices are famously catty. À la *The Devil Wears Prada*, glossy fashion magazines can be filled with young women in never-repeating couture outfits. There may be no attitude involved like in the book and film, but depending on the magazine, you may feel some pressure to look “hot.”

Editors generally stay in the office, but as a staff writer you may get out of the office to cover stories and do interviews. Sure, some pieces you can research at your desk, and some interviews can be done on the phone, but many are best handled face to face. Hopefully the other face is in Fiji. A lot depends on where you work and what kind of articles you write. If you’re at *Rolling Stone*, you’ll go to wherever the celebrities are and interview them. If you write for *Advertising Age*, you may visit some ad agencies for interviews, but mostly you’ll use the phone.

Hours?

It varies. If you’re a staff writer, at a minimum you’ll work office hours, more when you’re busy or meeting a deadline. The same is true of an editor. There could be a week of late nights followed by a week when you are out the door every night at six. It’s not a nine-to-five job, although some weeks it can be close. Others, you’ll be eating late dinners of takeout Chinese in the conference room, night after night.

The busy times ebb and flow for freelance writers. You could get a last-minute call to write a last-minute story and have to jam through two coffee-filled days and nights. You could be completely slow for a week, not working or making money, and then all of a sudden get a ton of assignments. These are the pros and cons of freelancing. The key is to be able to enjoy the slow times, without stressing that you will never work again.
Ducats?

It’s not hedge fund money, but if you are writing for a big magazine, you could do pretty well. To start out, though, the money is very low. Especially when you’re an unknown freelance writer, it’s hard enough just to find paying jobs.

Editorial assistants at large publications start at around $25,000, and years later when they become seasoned editors they can break $100,000. Not many people go above $150,000, though, without being one of the top names on the masthead.

A great site to keep tabs on what people are actually making as magazine writers and editors is ed2010.com. People anonymously submit actual salaries and the companies and positions that pay them.

---

**Stress-o-Meter: 5 (1 being a circus clown, 10 being a rodeo clown)**

Sure, working on a deadline is always stressful. But if you put your stress into perspective, you’ll realize that at the end of the day, as important as it is to you, it’s a magazine. That’s not to say that some days don’t feel like a 10. But stepping back, it’s not open-heart surgery. It’s supposed to be a little fun.

**Pros**
- You get to write, which you love.
- Possible travel and staying in nice hotels.
- The chance to meet and hang out with famous people.
- The instant gratification of seeing your story in print.

**Cons**
- Working hard with the written word can lead to burnout.
- When you’re an editor, sometimes writers disappoint you.
- Some interviewees and publicists make you jump through hoops to get your story.
You Made It. You’re a Magazine Writer. You Wake Up And . . .

This assumes you are a freelance writer.

8:30 AM: After cleaning your body and teeth, you check and return e-mail for an hour and see if any assignments might be pending. You read the Times and do a little Internet surfing for inspiration.

10:00 AM: You are working on a story about out-of-work actors and will be interviewing one in an hour. You take your laptop to a café and chip away at the article.

11:00 AM: The out-of-work actor arrives. You engage him in conversation, trying to learn what keeps him going despite the odds.

12:30 PM: After the interview, you leave and go for a walk past the park. You see a couple in the dog park flirting. You wonder how many marriages began with flirting in the dog park and make a note of it as a possible story idea.

1:30 PM: You meet an editor friend for lunch. He says he may have some assignments for you coming up.

3:30 PM: Back home now, you take a break, and catch up on some quality soap operas.

5:00 PM: You start to do a little work on your novel. Your cell phone rings; it’s the editor from earlier today. He has an assignment, a different one from those he mentioned at lunch; this is a last-minute one, due tomorrow by five. Can you bust it out in twenty-four hours? Sure you can; all you need is a babbling brook of coffee and the right amount of money. You get a pen and take down the details.

If you can swing it, do an internship while you’re in college. It’s a good way to get to know people. At Rolling Stone several interns have gone on to get staff jobs. You just have to stand out because there are a lot of interns every year, and they can become very faceless. It can be a thankless job where you photocopy articles for writers like me and do a lot of grunt work. But it can be worth it.

—Mark Binelli, contributing editor, Rolling Stone

I Ache to Write. How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

First, a dose or two of reality. Most of these jobs are in New York. Obviously local magazines are scattered all over the country, and certain national magazines are based elsewhere, but for the most part the magazine publishing industry is based in New York City. You may need to move there, at least to start. And, as already mentioned, it is very competitive to break in. A job writing for any magazine, especially a glossy pop culture one, has those buzzwords—Travel! Celebrities!—that get people drooling.

So what do you need to do to get started? Intern. And then intern some more. Start early, your first year of college. If you do, and demonstrate a steadfast commitment to the field, it will make it easier for you to get in the door. Internships lead to jobs—if not at the magazine you’re at, than at another where you might be referred. The industry is small like that. But even getting internships is competitive, plus most are unpaid. So if you are coming from outside New York and you are not independently wealthy, it can be hard to get by in the most expensive city in the country.

If you can’t get an internship or are unable to come to New York to intern,
don’t fret. The other thing to do is to start to put clips together. Clips are published articles you’ve written, a.k.a. press clippings. Write for publications like your college newspaper or magazine, a local alternative weekly, or one of the million sites online that need content. Approach the ones that interest you most and start amassing a file of clips. These will show editors that you can write, you can get the job done, and others have trusted you to do so. Editors have a million things to do; the last thing they want is to assign stories to a totally unknown quantity. Clips that are really solid will help them feel that they can count on you. Even if you do intern, by the way, you should start amassing clips. You want to look like someone who has been dying to be a magazine writer his or her entire life. To that end, you should try to pump up the old résumé by working as an editor on your yearbook, or local literary magazine. Those extracurricular activities show your passion.

Some people go to graduate journalism school before working as magazine writers, but typically journalism school is more for reporters and correspondents. Some schools have magazine programs, like the University of Missouri. If you think you might be interested in the news as well as magazines, it might be worth investigating. If you know you want to write for *Cosmo*, probably not.

When contacting magazines, remember that if you want to work with language professionally, you really shouldn’t send lame, boilerplate cover letters and e-mails. You aren’t going for a job in accounting; strut your stuff a bit. And when you get an interview, know that you’ll be starting at the bottom, and show them that you are willing to kick butt there. Because it is an administrative job in the beginning, magazines are examining you in the interview to make sure you aren’t going to quit. Again, you have to show them this is something you’ve wanted to do forever, even if it really isn’t. Finally, at any magazine where you’re trying to get a job, make sure you’ve studied the last ten to twenty issues and can refer to articles in them. (Go online to their sites and check the archives.) Have a bunch of story ideas that will uniquely fit that magazine on the tip of your tongue.

For All the Freelancers in the House

It’s a lot easier to find work in the freelance world if you are coming from a staff job. Still, freelancing novice writers also provide a way for magazines to test novices out. But to get work as one, you’ll need to be able to pitch stories well. Editors won’t just assign you a story until you are a known entity, so for now you have to have such a great idea that they’ll want to bring you on.

Here’s what to do: first, send an editor (or many editors) a bunch of really
Hit them up front with your qualifications, any publications you’ve made it into at that point, and keep your story idea short and punchy. Try to pitch ideas that will blow their minds. Don’t pitch *Rolling Stone* on a profile of whatever the hot band is, because obviously they’ll have already thought of that.

—Mark Binelli, contributing editor, *Rolling Stone*

strong clips, along with an e-mail explaining who you are, what you can do, and your story idea. Keep this salvo relatively brief and to the point. And you’ll need to be persistent without being overbearing, because editors are busy and most won’t respond right away.

If your idea is tempting enough, your clips good enough, and you seem capable, someone will take a bite. And off you go.

**Resources**

These two Web sites have loads more information on the career, plus internship and job listings, so be sure to check them out: mediabistro.com and ed2010.com, which bills itself as “a group of young editors looking to reach their dream magazine jobs by the year 2010.” It’s also worth checking out the site of the Magazine Publishers of America, magazine.org. Much of the info on it is “for members only”, however, it has a careers section where jobs and internships are listed.

Management Consultant

If you had a bear on your front lawn, you’d probably call animal control instead of trying to tame it with a broomstick. If you were stricken with appendicitis, you’d never perform emergency surgery on yourself. And in much the same way, if you are a large corporation suffering from any number of pressing issues that aren’t in your skill set, it’s probably best not to try to solve them on your own. Instead you might, like many companies, look for an expert outside opinion from a management consultant.

Management consulting firms are hired by companies to help identify corporate ailments and then prescribe and implement solutions. They provide an objective point of view that makes it easier to pinpoint the problems companies can’t seem to see for themselves. Sometimes consultants are brought in for a very specific reason, like “We are having problems with the growth of our computer network.” Sometimes it’s more general: “How can we improve our presence in the global market?”

Management consultants are born problem solvers. To be one, you need to be willing to work long and hard—and when looking at an issue, you have to be able to see both the forest and the trees. Not to mention the leaves on the ground and the clouds in the sky. The whole darn picture.

What Do Consultants Actually Do?

Management consultants don’t perform any one particular skill, like accounting, statistics, or magic. The problems they tend to be handed are new and individual, and so are the solutions they tailor. To arrive at these, consultants research and analyze data (sometimes from interviewing people, sometimes from charts and tables) and then strategize based on their findings.

Consultants work in teams. These differ from firm to firm, but generally there will be a very senior staff member who is the team leader, followed by a couple of midlevel consultants and a few lower- to entry-level ones, who usually hold the title business analyst. Teams are not permanent, and as a business analyst you will likely work on everything. So if you’re a business analyst on one team, when your project ends you will be assigned to another team whose makeup will probably be completely different. One project might be marketing based, the next financial. You really don’t begin to specialize on any one

The analysis in the work you do every day is pretty granular, but it would never be just looking at something as small as this week’s advertisement or promotion. It would be a much larger-scale look at the client’s business: which direction is the boat headed and why, and what does that mean for the bottom line, the constituents the client serves, and how do we quantify that and support that organizationally?

—Susan Munoz, senior project leader, Boston Consulting Group
At the start of every project, there will be an internal kickoff meeting where the manager or partner will present the key issues and major objectives, and the expectations, roles, and responsibilities. And in general, there’ll be a bit of “rah-rah, let’s get excited” cheerleading, because as you change teams from project to project, there has to be a constant recreation of team spirit. There very well might be a team event where everyone goes out to a restaurant, or some other team-building activity.

—Agathe Blanchon Ehrsam, director, Vivaldi Partners

thing until later in your career. Instead, you’ll learn skills that can be applied to almost every corporate issue, across a wide swath of projects.

On the team, every member will be responsible for a different piece of the project. There are usually tremendous amounts of data to sift through, and the business analysts have to rifle through this “data dump,” looking for important clues and trends.

An average client assignment might go a little something like this: first, the client’s issue needs to be defined. This happens at a high-level meeting with a senior client executive, possibly even the CEO, who will explain the difficulties the organization is facing. Together, your firm and the client will agree what the goal of this project should be. Then you will go off and break the project into several different chunks, with each chunk being assigned to a different team member or members. You will learn as much about your client’s business as humanly possible. You’ll interview people who work there. You’ll work there yourself. You’ll be like a method actor and put yourself in their shoes. Plus, you’ll do all the normal research, such as investigations of the overall market and competitors. Then it’s data time. You’ll be gathering and analyzing the stuff, building models and hypotheses, and generally seeing what it all adds up to. And as you do, you’ll begin to share these findings with your counterparts at the client. You’ll be working closely with them, brainstorming together, and gaining trust, because in the end, you really want to come to the recommended solution together, not just foist one on them. And when you do finally have these recommendations, you help the client implement them. A good idea in the conference room won’t change what’s going on in the factories and marketplace unless it’s well implemented.

Most entry-level business analysts come straight from graduating college. After a couple of years at the firm, they go back to school and get an MBA. You pretty much have to get an MBA if you want to stay in the field long term—a few consultants don’t, but very few. Afterward, you can return to the same firm, in a much higher position. In fact, many firms offer incentives for you to do so, such as paying for that expensive MBA. It’s a common perk for employees the firm believes in and wants to retain.

What Makes for a Good Consultant?

Consultants like to use fancy buzzwords like core competency, matrix, and vertical integration. More important, consultants are hardworking, analytical folks who are very good at explaining themselves and getting across what they believe is right and why they believe it. To succeed, you need to be a good lis-
tener, a team player, and the sort of person who loves a challenge and lives to solve unexpected problems. A business world MacGyver, if you will. Being a consultant is not a job where you master one thing and repeat, but one where each client’s challenges are new to you: new industries, unique circumstances, you name it. You have to enjoy that variety, constantly switching it up. So, as a consultant might say, if any of these attributes describe your core competency, you’ll most likely fit into the consulting matrix.

And Where Do You Consult?

Most major consulting firms have large modern airy offices, and sometimes you’ll actually work in them. But more often than not, you will work at the client’s digs, which means a lot of travel. And as you switch projects (and teams), you’ll also switch clients, which means traveling to a whole other place. Consultants can often be based at the client four days out of the week. Clients aren’t usually local, so this means hotels, airports, and rental cars. And although travel can be fun, it can also be very trying on personal relationships.

Most large consulting firms are very professional. Suit and tie, professional. However, they aren’t stuffy; consultants are social creatures, as you might have guessed from all the teamwork. There is a very big “work hard, party hard” attitude and jocularity around the office. Unlike some working atmospheres, consultants tend to really respect their peers.

Hours

The hours are long, especially when you start. There will be times when, no exaggeration, you will be working until midnight every night, plus weekends. Getting a call on a Saturday to come in on a Sunday is not abnormal. Other times may not be as intense, but still it’s never nine to five. As you get higher and higher in the organization, work life becomes more manageable, but consultants joke that if you broke down their pay by the hour, it would be minimum wage. These long days are one of the reasons it’s so important that you like your colleagues, and why consulting firms work so hard to ensure that everyone bonds. You are together a lot.
Cash for Consulting?

You can do quite well. You’ll start out of college somewhere between $45,000 and $60,000. After you get your MBA, you’ll earn, give or take, $120,000. From there, your compensation becomes less about salary and more about bonus. At the highest levels, successful partners are easily making more than a million dollars a year.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports the mean annual wage of management consultants (in management and technical consulting services) to be $85,950.

Stress-o-Meter: 8 (1 being an ice cream man, 10 being a repo man)

The hours are long and the expectations are high. It’s a client-service business; clients are prone to asking for the almost unachievable, and consulting firms pride themselves on pulling it off. It can get very, very hairy. 1970s porno hairy.

Pros
You work with incredibly smart people.
You get to travel.
You make a nice salary.
It’s a meritocracy; prove yourself and you’ll move up fast.

Cons
You work incredibly long hours.
You have to travel.
If you divide your salary by the hours you work, it doesn’t look as nice.
Boom—You Are a Management Consultant. You Wake Up And . . .

6:30 AM: You leave the hotel you’re staying in while working out of state at the client, a large beverage company in another state, and go for a jog. You try to run every morning, as the rest of the day is spent sitting, working, and drinking soda.

8:15 AM: Showered and dressed in a suit, you gather with your team and discuss last evening’s meeting with your client counterparts. You’re trying to help them reduce their bloated marketing costs. Your team’s theory, based on the analysis to date, is that they have too many different soda brands, and that they should consolidate and focus on only the strongest few.

9:30 AM: Each individual team member gives the status of his or her part of the project. You show the analysis you’ve done about how advertising dollars could go exponentially further if they were less splintered.

10:30 AM: You disband, planning to meet again for a team lunch. Back at your desk, you double-check your numbers and start on your next responsibility, the public relations implications of dissolving some of the smaller brands.

1:00 PM: Team lunch, off-site. Pizza and, yes, soda. You have been drinking soda twenty-four hours a day on this project. You can easily belch the alphabet.

2:00 PM: The team leader extends lunch to discuss a sensitive issue. If brands are cut, some of the marketing managers on these brands will be shuffled into new positions, but some may be let go. At times, your decisions create new jobs. And at others, the opposite.

4:00 PM: Back to your public relations analysis. And another soda.

6:30 PM: You go to dinner with your counterpart on the client side. You talk a little business, but even more so, you “bond.” This is one of many assignments your firm hopes to get from the beverage company, and client relationships are important.

8:30 PM: You work for another three hours, until all the numbers in your Excel spreadsheet blur into one. You hope to finish the PR analysis in the morning and share it with your team leader by lunch.

I’d Kill to Consult. How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

Start by getting good grades. It really doesn’t matter so much what you major in; this is one of the few business jobs where being an English or anthropology major might actually be more valuable than being an economics or statistics major. Consulting firms are looking for natural problem solvers whom they then can mold. Almost all of the larger ones have their own intensive training programs, where you’ll learn research techniques, accounting, policy, and so on.

Many of these major firms have large on-campus recruitment pushes—if you are in school, check with your career center to see if any might be coming
The answer you’re going to come up with on the spot is most likely going to be wrong. But, what the interviewer is really interested in hearing, is your process. Like, “Well, I think there are so many households in the country, and I estimate that one in four has a garden, so that’s this many gardens, and I’ll guestimate how often people replace a garden hose and the average hose length, and then multiply it and end up with an estimated total yardage of garden hose sold each year.” That kind of thinking.

—Agathe Blanchon Ehrsam, director, Vivaldi Partners

to your campus. Consulting firms’ interviews tend to really grill you on your problem-solving skills. They’re not looking for you to have the right answers, but want to see more how your brain works and how you attack different conundrums. You’ll be asked some pretty offbeat questions, like how many tennis balls fit in a 747 airplane? Or what’s your estimate of the number of hairdressers in Chicago? Or how many yards of garden hose are sold each year in America?

As a good group dynamic is so important at consulting firms, there will be several rounds of interviews, and you’ll meet many different people. The first is on campus; you could well interview with not one, but several young consultants from the same company. The second set, if you make the cut, will be at the corporate office, where you will make the rounds and meet lots of different people. These second-round interviews can be overwhelming all-day affairs, and one tip consultants offer to help you get through the gauntlet without any missteps is to clarify questions before you answer them. Rephrasing the question is something consultants do every day with their own clients, and it shows a thoughtful demeanor and good listening skills. Try it.

Finally, if you have a business and economics background and know a lot of buzzwords, it’s actually best not to flaunt them during your interviews. Every firm has its own way of doing things, and every large firm has a solid training program. They are not looking for people who seem set in their ways. Certainly tout your experience, but not in an “I already know how to do it all” kind of way.

Resources

It’s probably no surprise that given the great training offered at consulting firms, many of their Web sites offer incredible insight on a career as a consultant. Be sure not to miss McKinsey’s site, which even offers interviews with newly hired consultants. On all, look under the “careers” or “alumni” headings.

Consulting firms’ sites:

McKinsey.com

Bcg.com

Bain.com

Monitor.com

Lek.com

Boozallen.com
A few magazines and sites are devoted to the field, most notably Consultant News (consultant-news.com), Consulting Times (consulting-times.com), and Consulting Magazine (consultingmagazine.com). As well, several books have been written on the subject: The Pyramid Principle by Barbara Minto, The McKinsey Mind by Ethan M. Rasiel and Paul N. Friga, The McKinsey Way by Ethan M. Rasiel, and Managing the Professional Service Firm by David H. Maister.
Can’t we all just get along? Apparently not. Small disputes routinely get out of hand, and suddenly it’s time for the lawyers, the courts, and the occasional “Let’s settle this ourselves” neighborhood brouhaha. These are adversarial solutions, and all of them are less than ideal. Mediators have a different, nonadversarial point of view on how disputes can be resolved. Perhaps that’s why mediation is considered alternative dispute resolution, or ADR—although, there is a push to replace alternative with appropriate, as mediation has become more popular and isn’t so alternative anymore, just like certain indie rock bands.

When a dispute is brought into a courtroom, both sides fight it out to prove who’s right. There are two different teams of attorneys, one for each party. Eventually, the court makes a judgment based on their arguments; one side wins, one side loses, end of story. When a dispute is brought to a mediator, however, things work quite differently. There’s no jury to rule who’s officially right or wrong. The mediator is an impartial third party who doesn’t make judgments. Instead, he or she sits down with the disputing parties and helps them come to a mutually agreeable solution on their own. Whereas lawyers defend their sides aggressively by pointing out the differences between the parties, mediators look for the commonalities. They believe that both sides want this conflict over with, that both sides want a solution. They start there, by facilitating a conversation between the antagonists. Not that it usually happens so easily.

More on Mediation

An example would be helpful, eh? Okay, let’s stick with divorce. Mr. and Mrs. Smith both want one and are arguing about all kinds of details, from alimony to visitation. They show up in court with their respective lawyers, ready to brawl. Before it gets ugly, a judge or court clerk asks if the parties would consider mediation. They both agree. They then meet (with or without their lawyers present) with a mediator in a conference room, most likely at the courthouse. The mediator searches for something both parties agree on; for example, “Hey, I know you both love your daughter, and want to make this separation as easy on her as possible. How can we do that?” He lets the parties
talk and tries to steer the conversation to keep it positive, and to keep it from
devolving into bickering. With any luck, through this process a mutually
agreed-on settlement will occur. The parties will have avoided court, and—
fingers crossed—their relationship won’t be damaged any further.

Mediators work on a variety of disputes. Tenant/landlord, merchant/cus-
tomer, and community disputes; labor negotiations; and even international
disputes are settled through mediation. The Oslo and Dayton accords are
prime examples of successful mediation.

Hold Up. What’s the Difference between Mediation and
That Other Term I Hear, Arbitration?

Good question, young scholar. There’s a big difference. If you go to a media-
tor, you and your adversary are basically electing to keep the power of the res-
solution to yourselves. You’ll work out the solution together; nothing will be
forced on you by a higher power. The mediator simply helps you collaborate
with one another.

If you go to an arbitrator, he or she will hear both sides of the argument
and then, just like a judge, render a binding decision. The only real difference
between arbitration and public litigation is that arbitration is private; you get
to pick and hire your own judge. In court, you’re subject to whatever judge the
court assigns you.

What Types of Mediators Are There?

There are all kinds. Some volunteer and work in resolving community issues;
others are highly paid and work strictly on corporate cases. (Obviously, as this
is a career book and most likely you’re looking for the type of career that pro-
vides pieces of green paper in exchange for your labor, volunteering here is
seen as solely a good deed and résumé builder for you, dear reader.) Some me-
diators have no degree at all; some have a law degree and other specialized
conflict resolution training. That’s right, no degree is required to become a
mediator, although each state has different training requirements you’ll need
to fulfill. Of course, if you want to handle higher-end disputes, whether they
are bigger money cases or legal matters, bachelor’s and law degrees, as well as
perhaps additional specialized training courses, are going to be necessary.

Most mediators work for themselves, building their own reputations and,
as they do so, having cases referred to them. Some work full time for private
mediation firms or nonprofit groups. Government officials also work as me-
diators, resolving all types of national and international disputes.
I have some students who got jobs right out of law school—good jobs as court or program administrators. However, parties in a dispute are often looking for someone who is well known and highly experienced. To get “big” cases, a neutral needs a visible track record and a good reputation. So, in that sense, younger people tend not to get the high-end cases unless they are recognized in some field.

—Leila Love, professor of law, Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law

A lot of retired judges and lawyers become mediators, which they can do on a part-time basis, cashing in on all their old contacts. And some mediators also continue to hold other jobs, such as professorships at law schools. Which leads us to . . .

The Hardest Part

Might as well get this out in the open early: the hardest part of becoming a mediator is breaking into the field. It’s still a relatively new profession, and work can be hard to come by at first.

So it’s not as straightforward as earning a degree in accounting and then getting a job as an accountant. For most people it takes some time to work your way up to making money from mediation and from nothing else. The good news is that you can be doing certain kinds of mediation while you are still in school, making contacts and gaining experience along the way.

So How Do You Get Work?

Mediators get jobs in a few ways. Judges often refer cases to mediators before they get entangled in the justice system proper. For instance, if it’s an equal employment case, and you are known for having mediated these types of disputes before, a judge may reach out to you as an alternative to court. The courts are overwhelmed in our litigious society. There can be eighty cases slated for a day when only ten can be heard. Instead of just adjourning these for another jam-packed day, court clerks and judges will often ask the parties if they are interested in mediation. If so, the case will be referred to a mediator.

Outside the courts, in community settings, the police will often refer cases to mediators. These referrals often happen after a small altercation; for example, the police know that two neighbors have been filing noise complaints against each other, and they fear that violence might flare as a result. A mediator can help resolve this situation before the fists, or worse, fly. There are also community dispute resolution centers in some cities, where people can come in and have their cases mediated.

Finally, if you are employed full time at a mediation firm or nonprofit, well, that’s easy. You get assigned to a conflict just like you get assigned work at any job.
What Makes for a Good Mediator?

To start, you’ll need to be incredibly fair and self-confident, comfortable in any situation. You’ll work with a wide range of society—people of every ethnic, racial, religious, economic, and sexual orientation. You don’t have to have an understanding of everybody’s culture, but you must recognize that cultural differences may affect how certain groups communicate and approach one another. People can view the same exact thing in widely divergent ways.

If people are in need of mediation, obviously there’s some sort of conflict. That means someone is pissed off, and the situation potentially explosive. You need to be patient, a calming force in the room, the person who makes others confident that an agreement is in sight and will be reached.

It’s cliché, but the most important skill you’ll need is that of a good listener. That’s what you’re trying to facilitate—people listening to one another and communicating clearly. Really hearing what the two sides are trying to say will allow you to point out the commonalities, the places where compromise is possible.

Where Do Mediators Do Their Mediating?

In a variety of places. Mediators go where the action is. Depending on the type of case, they can be in a community center, a courthouse conference room, a corporate headquarters, or some other neutral ground. It will be a place where people can be made to feel comfortable to engage in conversation.

The vibe of these places all depends on the type of mediation. If you’re in a courthouse conference room, it will feel serious, and you’ll be dressed appropriately in a suit. Same for a corporate-type setting. But in a community dispute, you may want things to feel more casual.

Wherever you may be, when you are working, you are working. You are carefully listening to each side, facilitating discussion, not multitasking or daydreaming about the cute new receptionist. There’s no IM, e-mail, or giggly conference calls with friends during a mediation.

Money?

According to allcriminaljusticeschools.com, full-time mediators with JDs and some experience make between $82,780 and $130,170. To start, however, you’ll probably be making quite a bit less, because most likely you will be on your own (sort of freelance), trying to get cases. And naturally, you get paid only when you’re working. The potential for a mediator with conflict resolu-
I mediate every Thursday night, and I can’t fall asleep until 3 AM because of the adrenalin. You are sitting between two warring parties who are looking to you to help them resolve their conflict. Sometimes those conflicts can be over 200 bucks, but still you’re in a position where you’re really being counted on. And then you look at the mediators that are working on, say, the Dayton peace accords—there are hundreds of thousands of potential lives in their hands. It’s stressful.

—Michael Hurwitz, mediator, social worker, and lawyer

On the flip side, you may be a nondegree mediator in a nonprofit community setting, helping resolve family and community conflicts. Although lower paying, these are extremely important and gratifying jobs that help curb community and domestic violence. For full-time work within an organization, salaries for candidates with a few years’ experience are between $35,000 and $45,000, according to the National Association for Community Mediation, or NAFCM (nafcm.org).

Hours?

If a firm or nonprofit employs you, regular office hours tend to hold. If you get a case from the courts, you’ll generally mediate during the same types of hours that the courts operate. Of course, you’ll need to take care of other details such as paperwork.

When you are starting out on your own, you’ll mediate as often as you can get cases, which, at least to begin, will probably add up to less than forty hours a week. This is why many mediators hold other jobs, such as teaching or social work, as they toil to improve their reputations.

However, if you’re on a big, crazy case or an international conflict, there may be some long hours. Multibillion-dollar mediations, or mediations to prevent strikes or wars, can go all night. In these types of cases, all bets are off.

Stress-o-Meter: 8.5 (1 being Jack Black’s stylist, 10 being J. Lo’s stylist)

You’re dealing with angry parties in a tense situation. Sometimes they just out-and-out hate each other, and you’re being relied on to help them past that. It can be pretty tricky, and pretty stressful.
Pros

It’s incredibly satisfying to help people solve disputes. In a very hands-on way, you facilitate justice. It’s a very well-respected position (by those who know it).

Cons

You’re exposed to some tough, nasty situations (especially in family disputes). It’s hard to break in. The job stays with you long after it’s over.

OK, You Are a Mediator. You Wake Up And . . .

This assumes you work on your own.

9:00 AM: You arrive at the courthouse and proceed to a conference room. You were referred a divorce case yesterday, and today you begin. The parties arrive, each with their lawyer in tow. You introduce yourself. Immediately you can tell there’s not a lot of love in the room.

10:00 AM: Swear words and insults have been bandied about for the last ten minutes. You finally cajole the parties into moving past that, and you discover the biggest part of the dispute: an apartment they each want to keep.

11:00 AM: After a five-minute break, you start to see some progress. Both parties are discussing what they think they could get for the apartment if they sold it. Everyone loves to talk real estate, thankfully.

12:00 PM: You adjourn until tomorrow. The parties haven’t reached a solution, but at least they aren’t screaming anymore. You have a feeling that after a good night’s sleep, tomorrow might be their day. You run out to get some lunch.

2:00 PM: Now you are in another part of the city, at a community center. You volunteer here, helping mediate neighborhood disputes, three afternoons a week. Off come the jacket and tie. Today you are seeing two sixteen-year-old boys who are in rival gangs. There’s a rumor that these two are going to brawl. They show up, tough-guy attitudes in effect.

3:00 PM: The radio is on and you’ve ordered in some pizza. You are trying to make the setting as relaxed as possible. No one is in trouble here.

4:00 PM: It turns out these two guys have known each other since elementary school. You help get them into a “where are they now?” discussion about some of their former classmates.

5:00 PM: At long last, you bring up the rumor. “So, I heard you two were going to kill each other over some girl.” They look at each other and begin to talk about it.

5:30 PM: There’s not going to be a fight. They may not be best friends, but they agree it’s not worth it. They leave. You eat the last slice, then head home, feeling pretty damn good about the result.
I Burn to Mediate. How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

While, as mentioned, no degree is necessary, there are state requirements before you can actually work. Different states have different standards; these generally involve classroom training (usually a thirty-hour course) as well as a minimum number of cases (around fifteen) mediated under the supervision of a more senior mediator. Again, exact amounts vary by state and program. To find these out, and to find a local program where you can get the training, Google “mediator training” and your city and state, or go to the site of one of the resources listed later.

After you fulfill these requirements, you’ll take a test to be an approved mediator; this test almost always involves your being videotaped while resolving a dispute between two role-playing actors. The staff of your program will review the tape; if you “pass,” huzzah, you can mediate on your own. And after you mediate approximately twenty cases (again, the number depends on your state), you can become a state-certified mediator.

State certification will enable you to get only so far, though—most likely to work resolving family and community disputes, or to work full time at a community center. If you want more high-profile (and higher-paying) cases, or cases involving rules of law, you’ll need to go to law school. Some not only offer certification in mediation, but also will have you mediating cases while you’re still in school. So you’re not only learning the job, you’re also making contacts. Another worthy option on its own account, or to combine with the JD, is a master’s degree in conflict resolution.

Network It

The other positive about law school (or the master’s) is that when you get a degree from an institution, it has a duty to help you find employment. Every college and law school has a career center and an alumni list, at the very least. Your professors in ADR, who are most likely mediators themselves, will have a network you can tap into. Don’t be shy. Tap. You paid for this access, and it is incredibly valuable.

Be aware that the world of mediation is competitive. In law school, a lot of people want to learn mediation skills, even if they don’t plan to become full-time mediators. Just getting into some of the classes and programs can be difficult.

And after law school, getting paying jobs is hard. It’s still a new enough field that you have to develop the market for yourself. The best way to do that is by
networking, which is why taking training courses and meeting the working mediators who teach them is so helpful, as are volunteering and working pro bono. Meet, meet, meet.

Beyond these, several conferences are worth attending. One is the American Bar Association Section of Dispute Resolution abanet.org/dispute, which has an annual conference. This, of course, focuses more on the law route of mediation. The other big professional conference is the Association for Conflict Resolution, acrnet.org, which has its annual meeting every year in the fall. Its approach is slightly broader.

Finally . . .

If you get an interview for a job at a mediation firm or a nonprofit, or even to get into a highly competitive law school program, remember to be open and honest. They are looking to be able to connect with you, in much the same way you'll need to connect with the parties in a mediation. So stay positive and optimistic. For example, don't be irritated if the interviewer is running late. And whatever you do, do not get defensive in the actual interview. Be calm, open, and flexible. Come up with a mantra if you need one. Be Zen.

Resources

The following sites and associations offer loads of information on mediation, conferences, and mentors:

- American Bar Association Section of Dispute Resolution: abanet.org/dispute
- Association for Conflict Resolution: acrnet.org
- Association of Family and Conciliation Courts: afccnet.org
- Southern California Mediation Association: scmediation.org
- National Association for Community Mediation: nafcm.org
- Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law, Kukin Program for Conflict Resolution: www.cardozo.yu.edu
- Mediate.com

For the best law school mediation programs, look at U.S. News & World Report’s ranking of law schools, which ranks all the law schools in terms of con-
Conflict resolution. For a master’s, two noted programs are Antioch University’s Conflict Resolution Program, mcgregor.edu/cr, and the Institute for Conflict Analysis and Resolution at George Mason University, icar.gmu.edu.

The most well-known book on mediation is *Getting to Yes: Negotiating Agreement without Giving In* by Roger Fisher, William L. Ury, and Bruce Patton.

And a bunch of journals cover conflict resolution, none of which are exactly light reading. Still, they are well worth thumbing through:

- ACREsolution
- ABA Journal
- National Law Journal
- Conflict Resolution Quarterly
- The Dispute Resolution Legal Journal
Everybody wants to be young and skinny. Or “healthy,” which is often code for the same. This is good news for personal trainers, who make their living getting others to feel the burn. If you love to exercise, have a sunny disposition, and enjoy helping others achieve their goals, the lifestyle of a personal trainer might just fit you. And if it doesn’t fit, maybe if you work out for a few weeks, you can squeeze into it.

Personal training means one-on-one, or sometimes semiprivate, meaning one-on-a-couple, training. Personal trainers can specialize in a specific type of training, say Pilates or yoga, or they can do a little bit of everything and set different-themed programs for each client. Many personal trainers also teach classes at gyms, not only because it’s simply fun to mix it up, but also these classes are a great place to meet future clients for the more lucrative one-on-one training.

As a trainer, you’ll help your clients achieve their physical goals through a workout you’ve specially designed for them. One of your clients may be recently divorced and trying to lose his love handles. Another may be an older woman trying to gain endurance and flexibility. Outside the physical help you’ll provide, the intimate nature of one-on-one training means you’ll often form strong bonds with clients, becoming a confidant, advisor, and friend to them along the way.

What Do You Do Besides Promoting Rock-Hard Abs?

Personal trainers are on the go a lot. If you don’t have your own studio where clients come to you, then you are spending a lot of time going to your clients. Depending on where you live, this is either easy or a pain in the neck. Your cell phone pretty much becomes your office. (Personal trainers, believe it or not, usually carry some pretty advanced smartphones.) People make and break appointments over the phone and over e-mail, and you need to be in the know. You will also spend many small slices of your day killing time between appointments.

If you do have your own studio (which is more common for yoga and Pilates instructors), you’ll spend some of the day just doing the business of running your own space—keeping it clean, answering calls, making appoint-

Clients come to the studio for a one-hour session, once or twice, sometimes three times a week. I help them through a customized training session that deals with their specific needs, whether it’s strengthening their back, helping overcome an injury, or whatever. They do a series of exercises on different machines, and I both demonstrate and assist them. The best part of my job is seeing a difference in people, seeing the quality of their lives change.

—Dani Parish Rubin, certified Pilates instructor

Some trainers nap during their midday breaks, resting up for nighttime. Downtime comes in small segments; often it’s not enough time to actually get stuff done, so you do some shopping, snacking, and hanging out. As a trainer, you get to be great at crosswords.

—Kristi Molinaro, personal trainer and group fitness instructor
I try to make people feel at home, no matter what. For instance, it’s silly, but people fart all the time when working out. Well, not all the time, but when it happens, you say, “Oh, don’t worry, it happens all the time,” to try to make them feel comfortable.

—Dani Parish Rubin, certified Pilates instructor

ments, even promoting the studio space by designing Web sites or brochures with freelance designers.

Sweatpants and Dreams

Life as a trainer, as you can imagine, is fairly casual. The dress code is gym wear, clothing in which you can work out. You don’t want to be showing too much skin, but it certainly doesn’t hurt to show that you’re in shape.

Gyms and studios are pretty laid back. It’s not like you’re in an office, with rules of decorum. Raunchy hip-hop can be playing, and people can be very touchy-feely in a way that would have the human resources department at Fortune 500 companies running for their sexual harassment policies.

The flip side is there isn’t much of a sense of camaraderie in being a personal trainer. You don’t really have co-workers. Even if you work at a gym, you aren’t hanging and bonding with anyone else who works there, just with your clients. You are in effect running your own business, the business of you.

Beyond Six-Pack Abs, What Makes for a Good Trainer?

If you’re going to be a good personal trainer, you need to like people. You have to empathize, listen, and be able to create an intimate working relationship with your clients. Many of these are not just trying to get in shape, but also to change their lives. You have to understand where they are coming from and where they want to go. These clients are sweating and straining, and if they aren’t in shape, it can be a bit embarrassing for them. But like being with a therapist, they need to feel comfortable and know it’s okay to be honest and open with you if they are to improve.

Being a personal trainer also requires strong communication skills; this is not a job for an introvert. And not just with current clients; to get new clients you’ll need to be outgoing and personable. Basically, whenever you are working with a client, you need to be “on”—there’s no free time to IM with your cousin Freddy.

Also, you must continually inspire your clients to really push themselves. Clients expect results, and they can get testy if they feel they aren’t reaching them. They’ll blame you, not the bucket of snickerdoodles they’ve been feasting on.
Flexible Hours?

You get paid by the appointment, so when you start off, you will be taking whatever you can get. Personal-training clients tend to be highly paid, high-powered people who are up at the crack of dawn, so many times your first session will be at (gulp) 6 AM. During the middle of the day there are usually a lot of breaks, since most folks are at their jobs. But once it’s after five, you’ll have appointments up until about 8:30. The hours aren’t overwhelming, but they are spread out across a large swath of the day. Keeping your energy up from 6 AM until 9 PM, even with breaks throughout the day, requires pacing yourself.

Money?

The money can really vary. Personal trainers in large urban areas can get anywhere from $70 to $120 an hour. If you work at a gym, you probably have to give $20 to $30 of that back to the gym; if you have your own studio, it’s all yours. Of course, lots of other costs are involved with having your own space: rent, machines, upkeep, and so on. Successful trainers aim to have between six and eight appointments a day, and eight appointments can be fairly grueling. What’s the best you can do? You could own your own studio, have a very posh clientele, and make more than $200,000 a year. It’s pretty rare, but it’s possible. The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports the mean salary as $31,060, ranging from $14,540 to $55,020.

Beyond regular training, you can try to make cash in other ways. You can produce and promote your own workout DVDs. Online training—or Web sites with video instruction—is also starting to take off. Obviously, one has to build a bit of a following before venturing into these fields. “Bit of a following” means that you’re booked pretty solidly and the gym classes you teach are standing room only.

As far as wear and tear on your own body, you have to learn how to teach and not do all day long. It’s not about how high you can kick, it’s about communication and connecting with clients.

—Kristi Molinaro, personal trainer and group fitness instructor
Stress-o-Meter: 4 (1 being a surfer, 10 being a Navy SEAL)

The only stressful thing is scheduling, and, of course, getting enough clients so that you can pay the mortgage. Once you have steady ones, it's pretty chill. Of course, on the job, you’ll work hard to get clients excited, motivated, pumped up. You might be the type who gets in people’s faces, yelling, “Push, you maggot!” But still, that’s not really stressful.

Pros
You set your own schedule and are your own boss.
You work in a healthy environment with health-conscious people.
People look forward to being with you.
It’s fulfilling to see people progress because of your training.
You stay in pretty great shape.

Cons
No sick days, no vacation; if you don’t work, you don’t get paid.
Same if you are injured, so you need to really take care of your body.
Scheduling conflicts and cancellations are annoying.
Running around to appointments all the time can be hectic and tiresome.

Congratulations, You Are a Personal Trainer. You Wake Up And . . .

6:30 AM: You arrive at the house of your first appointment, a wealthy lawyer who has her own gym. She really wants to tone her arms, which have become “grandmalike.” You begin to take her through a rigorous workout.

7:35 AM: You split and drive like a demon to your next appointment at his gym.

8:00 AM: You meet your second appointment and he immediately tells you he is hung over and wants to take it easy. This is the same guy who complains he’s lost only two pounds. You coax him onto the treadmill to “sweat out the poison.”

9:00 AM: Another appointment at the same gym.

10:00 AM: And another. This one is pregnant, and you guide her through a regimen you specially designed for her.

11:00 AM: One more!

12:00 PM: After the back-to-back morning, you have a big break. You do your own workout quickly and then go get some lunch, followed by a wee bit of shopping. You try not to talk to anyone during your breaks, because of the constant chatter you keep up while working.

4:30 PM: And so begins the first of four more appointments, one every hour on the hour. The last one, at 8:30, is again off site, but just around the corner.

9:30 PM: You go home to some bad TV and a healthy dinner.
I Long to Help Others Obtain Buns of Steel.  
How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

Most people follow this route: they become class instructors, and then they become personal trainers. The path for this is defined shortly. Of course, if you are interested in specific disciplines such as Pilates or yoga, there will be additional certification and training.

The first thing to do when thinking about becoming a trainer or instructor is to take lots of workout classes, especially at the gym where you may want to teach someday. Meet everyone and become a fixture there, even as you are observing how to cue and choreograph by watching your instructors. See if you feel that you can do this well enough to lead a class. Now, even though this is an early stage in deciding whether you want to do this, it really helps to pick an exclusive, expensive gym right from the get-go. If you go through the steps outlined here and become a personal trainer, the kind of clients you want (in other words, rich ones) are the kind who attend such exclusive gyms. And it’s easier to become a personal trainer there if you have a history with them. It’s worth the investment.

But before you can take the first step and become a class instructor at this fancy gym, you’ll need to do two things. First, you have to get a certificate that states that you know how to perform CPR. Second, you’ll need to take training certification classes in whatever discipline you wish to instruct. You won’t be able to take the certification classes without the CPR, so make sure you get that certificate first. When you have it, go online and to see where and when trainer certification courses are being taught in your community. Check the Aerobics and Fitness Association of America (AFAA) Web site, afaa.com, or the American Council on Exercise (ACE) site, acefitness.org. They’ll have all the information.

Once you have all your certificates and can officially teach, you need to find a job. Find out about hiring in your area by simply asking at local gyms (especially, of course, your own). If they have an opening, instead of an interview, you usually have to audition. Here’s how it works: the gyms will hold large “calls” for instructors, similar to a film casting call for actors. (See the chapter on actors.) Aspiring instructors, like you, will form a class, and then each candidate will take a turn, get up, and teach the class. All the while, the gym director observes. These auditions are pretty competitive; at some of the most prestigious gyms, like Equinox in New York City, they may very well see sixty people in an audition and pick none. This is why it’s important, as stated before, to go to the gym you want to work at, even before you go through all of the certifications. Your chances of being picked in an audition are way better
Once you get in the sub rotation, you start to jockey for a permanent spot. So after you teach a class as a sub, you should mention to the class that if they liked you, they should talk to the management or leave a positive comment on a comment card. Let the class know what other locations you’ll be at if they’re interested in taking your class again. Be outgoing; build a following.

—Kristi Molinaro, personal trainer and group fitness instructor

if you are already friendly with the gym staff. If the gym director likes your audition, he or she will usually put you on a “sub list,” which is the same as being a substitute teacher in school. And you’ll get called in to teach when the regular instructors are unavailable.

Most people start teaching classes and then later move on to the next step—becoming a full-on personal trainer. Yes, you can skip the teaching-classes step, but it’s far harder to build a clientele from scratch. The best way to meet clients is in a gym, and most gyms won’t let just anyone show up and try to poach clients. If you’re already an instructor there, you’re on the inside; it’s easier.

To become a personal trainer, you’ll need the same CPR certification, plus additional training specific to personal training, which you can also find on the sites previously listed. If you are working as an instructor at a gym, often you can go through the personal training program at that gym.

Once you’ve gotten the training and are legit, it’s time to start building that clientele. If you get hired at a gym, you’ll have to pay your dues doing core work, which is simply being out on the floor, helping people with machines. (Meanwhile, you can still be teaching classes at the gym; this is the benefit of going in the order of class instructor to personal trainer. You may have clients who love you by now.) You’ll start out doing orientations, which are the free trials that people get when they sign up for a gym membership, and you’ll slowly meet people who want you to train them. Bottom line, the goal is to work at an expensive gym, one with thick towels and fancy showers; make connections; and move upward and onward.

Resources

Fitness magazines are great for new training ideas. Not to mention, your clients will probably read them. So then, should you. Check these: Self, Fitness, Shape, Muscle and Fitness, Men’s Health, and Personal Training Professional.

Lots of different fitness organizations offer advice, training, and additional resources. Here are some of the most respected:

American Council on Exercise: acefitness.org

Aerobics and Fitness Association of America: afaa.com

National Exercise Trainers Association (offers certification, workshops): ndeita.com

National Fitness Trainers Association: naturalfitnesstrainers.com
Pharmaceutical salespeople. Technically, they’re legitimate drug dealers. The career has long been an attractive one because of the high pay and large expense accounts, although recently new FDA regulations have cut back on some of the fun. These days, salespeople can lavish only so many expensive dinners and golf or spa junkets on doctors. Still, if you are a good salesperson (or rep, as they call themselves) who can be likable but aggressive, who is interested in the healthcare industry, and is generally an ethical person, pharmaceutical sales offers a good salary and somewhat flexible hours—which makes it a fairly sought-after job for recent graduates who enjoy both money and flexibility.

**Pharma Companies**

Pharmaceutical companies make all kinds of drugs, vaccines, medical devices, you name it. And although medicine is technically for the betterment of humanity, this is capitalism, and pills and cures (or hip replacements and artificial heart valves) are the goods from which they make their profits.

Most of these pharma companies are gigantic, huge, gargantuan...pick your own large adjective. They have tens of thousands of employees or more, with offices in numerous countries around the world. Some workers are scientists, developing new drugs in labs; others market those drugs, naming them and picking the pill colors (yes!) that will make the drug seem most effective. Still others spread the word about these drugs and try to promote them to doctors and hospitals as safe, effective treatments for their patients. These are the pharmaceutical salespeople.

**What Do You Do, as a Salesperson?**

Well, basically, once you have obtained the job, the first thing you’ll do is go through a very rigorous training program where you will learn all the things you need to know about the company and many of its drugs or medical products. And then you’ll be tested on them. These tests are no joke; some last from nine in the morning until five at night. Ouch. A lot of times these programs are about a month long and take place at the company’s headquarters, which

---

There is a lot of competition out there. To be good at this job, you have to be able to talk to anyone; you have to be able to charm them. And you must have a deep knowledge of your product; you’re talking to doctors, so you really need to know your stuff. But, when the doctors’ offices close, you’re pretty much in the clear. Not much happens after 5 PM, other than some paperwork. So the potential of earnings to the hours worked can be really great in this job.

—Brett Reilly, account manager, Dianon Systems (Labcorp)
Doctors are busy and often they can give you only ten seconds, many times not even that. So basically, you see the receptionists most often and have the best rapport with them. Next are the nurses, because they are the ones who write the requisitions and send things to the laboratory. Lastly would be the doctors; maybe you get to talk with them 10 percent of the time.

—Brett Reilly, account manager, Dianon Systems (Labcorp)

may mean you are away from home for a month. Diseases, the competition—you’ll be cramming it all in. Most important, you’ll learn how to sell (or more specifically, how they would like you to sell). It’s quite intense.

From training you’ll go to starting the job proper, which is different at every company. Usually you will not just be handed a briefcase and asked to call on doctors by your lonesome. To begin, you will “ride along” with someone else on sales calls and learn the ropes.

There are a lot of different fields of medicine to specialize in at large pharma companies, the same way doctors specialize. They may sell meds that help in everything from gynecological issues to asthma. Salespeople generally work in groups whose focus is on just a single area or several interrelated ones. Since you need to be an absolute expert on your drug and get to know the specialists you are selling to, narrowing the field makes sense.

As a sales rep, you will have a list of accounts; these could be in hospitals, nursing homes, or doctors’ offices. You’ll make appointments with doctors at each, go see them, and explain why they should be prescribing your company’s drugs to their patients. You’ll give them all the research and studies that detail the drugs’ efficacy, as well as free pens and free samples. Many times you’ll also be scheduling appointments between the company’s scientific people and the physicians, so they can have a direct back-and-forth on data. And you’ll be doing a lot of driving; often you’ll see ten doctors a day.

When you aren’t meeting and greeting or scheduling meet-and-greets, you’ll be reviewing new drug studies and data so you’ll be up to snuff on your products (and the competitors’ drugs you are trying to outsell), and, of course, you’ll be filling out expense forms, for the lunches you’ve bought doctors. But it’s not that easy. Doctors are overworked. And many times, they could give a crud about seeing you. Sometimes not even a crud.

What Qualities and Skills Does One Need?

Well, you’ll definitely need a four-year degree to get this job, although you needn’t necessarily be a premed or science major. Beyond that, just like any good salesperson, you have to be able to talk to anyone, anytime. As Alec Baldwin said in the film *Glengarry Glen Ross*: “ABC—Always. Be. Closing.” And it’s important to be succinct, to be able to present your message in sixty seconds, because physicians have such little time these days to spend with salespeople—just think how little time doctors spend with you when you’re actually sick. Reps will tell you that doctors are really not easy to talk to. They’re suspicious of drug companies, and frankly, they don’t get paid when they see
salespeople, so they’d rather squeeze in more patients then “waste” time on a
sales call.

Therefore, the key is to build relationships. A primary-care doctor could
literally have ten or even twenty reps come to his or her office, all on the same
day. He or she certainly doesn’t have five minutes for each one, so the more the
doctor likes you, the more likely he or she is to talk to you. Seventy percent of
the job is really building relationships with these difficult-to-talk-to people.
The “gift of gab” cannot be overemphasized.

Office?

All pharma reps have sales territories, or neighborhoods they cover. If your
sales territory is near one of your corporate offices, you will have an actual of-
office within the building; if not (more likely), your home will be your office,
completely outfitted with everything you need, courtesy of headquarters. Ei-
ther way, most of your day is spent outside the office, making sales calls and
driving to sales calls. It’s not the type of job where you’ll hang out with your
officemates or be able to keep up to date on that eBay auction.

Your car in many ways will really be your office. And for the most part, the
company will buy you that car. And give you a gas card. And a laptop. And a
mobile phone, and a Blackberry. Nice perks, yes, but all so you can sell, sell,
sell!

Hours?

Generally the hours follow doctors’ office hours, which are around eight to
five daily. Add on top of that reviewing research and doing expenses, plus din-
ners, speaking events, and seminars to attend, and you are looking at about ten
hours a day. Which, given the money you can make, as you’ll see shortly, is not
bad at all. Keep in mind, though, that most of those hours you will be “on.”
There won’t be a lot of down time; you’ll be meeting with people, selling, try-
ing to be charming. Yep, even while driving, you’ll be working the phone. So
although the number of hours may not be overwhelming, each hour will be
somewhat intense.

To be a salesperson you
must have thick skin, be-
cause sometimes, people
 can be incredibly rude.
 Some doctors you ap-
proach are really kind,
and some are just unbe-
lievable. Like they will
just walk away from you.
Literally walk away from
you and not even say a
word.

—Michelle Spitz,
account manager,
Procter & Gamble
Jeans and a T-Shirt or Three-Piece Suit?

Jeans and a T-shirt is for a totally different kind of drug salesperson, sorry. In general, you’ll always need to be upbeat and fun (who wants to meet with an angry little salesperson?), and you’re expected to look and act professionally. You must be very well spoken and, as mentioned earlier, have expertise on the drug you are peddling. Doctors want to make sure you know the disease profile, how the drug works, what class of drug it is, what the data behind it is, what the efficacy is, how safe the drug is, and so on. You need to exude confidence in all this knowledge; you aren’t selling a used car. So for meetings and doctor visits, you’ll have to get some nice, crisp suits.

Of course, if your territory is far from a corporate office and you work from home, well, when you’re home, you’re home. Break out the footie pajamas. And when you are meeting just with your colleagues, even though you’ll probably be in a suit, for the most part it’s a personable, outgoing crowd. Like you, they were hired for their people skills.

Money?

The money is plentiful and so are the benefits. You can make $40,000 or $50,000 a year right out of school, plus bonus, and in a few years go up to about $120,000 plus bonus. Not too shabby, especially when you consider that the bonuses can be hefty—a large percentage of your income, in fact. You’ll also get a car, with the gas and insurance paid for, plus an expense account.

Salary.com places the national median salary, with bonus, for lower-level reps at $72,852. It’s not uncommon for experienced reps to make $250,000 or more in a good territory when a new drug or product is launched. Yeah, it’s a nice-paying gig.
Stress-o-Meter: 6 (1 being a hot-air balloonist, 10 being a space shuttle astronaut)

Any sales job has pressure. You are expected to make quotas, and bonuses are based on beating those quotas. If you consistently miss your target, there’s no bonus, and, well . . . gulp. If you are a born salesperson, though, this excites you. You thrive on the performance-based compensation model. Plus, the hours are not overwhelming given the payoff.

Pros

Very good pay and benefits.
New drugs are always coming out, so you never get bored.
Freedom to make your own schedule.
When not visiting doctors, you may be able to work from home.

Cons

You have to look good and appear happy all the time.
Lots of overnight travel to conventions, which often means nights and weekends working.
Having to handle problems on the fly (usually on a loud street, on a cell phone).
Often you wait an hour to see a doctor for thirty seconds.

Congratulations, You Are a Pharmaceutical Salesperson. You Wake Up And . . .

8:00 AM: Your territory is far from the corporate office, so you settle down in your home office, wearing just a towel. You get a silly thrill from being able to start the day in total comfort. You check your voice mail and e-mail and make a plan for the day.

9:00 AM: After putting on a suit, you start commuting into the city, eating your breakfast in the car.

9:30 AM: You make your first sales call, or “customer call,” of the day. This is the earliest you’d ever make a call, as most offices open at nine. If you get there right when they open, they’re usually too busy planning their day.

10:00 AM: You make two other office visits right in the same area.

12:00 PM: You try to take a few different doctors out for lunch, but there are no takers. Everyone is booked up solid with patients. You grab a quick lunch by yourself, and via Blackberry and cell phone, start handling some action items from the morning calls, like making sure the office sends out some additional information one of the doctors asked for.

1:00 PM: You go to the hospital, where you have sales calls for the next two hours. You see two doctors, but the third completely blows you off, leaves you sitting in his office for forty-five minutes and then cancels on you. You grin and tell the receptionist you understand. Inside, though, you are a volcano of curse words.

3:00 PM: You had dinners scheduled with doctors the last two evenings, but tonight you are free and clear. You brave the early rush and commute back to the home office.
4:00 PM: The suit is on a hanger and you are in shorts and a T-shirt. You get on the computer and deal with a bunch of e-mails. You file a few expense reports and make a plan for tomorrow.

6:00 PM: You shut the computer down. And go for a jog.

I Want to Sell Drugs. How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

Because it’s a lucrative field with nice perks, it’s pretty competitive to get pharmaceutical sales jobs. You can find them a few different ways: through corporate headhunters, on job sites like monster.com and medzilla.com (specializing in jobs in the medical field); through major pharmaceutical companies’ own Web sites (look for the employment section to see what’s available); or the best way, which is to know someone at one of the companies and hit him or her up to see if there are any openings. In a field where success is based on personality, knowing people and having them like and recommend you is the best way in the door.

Also, many of the big drug companies have internships. If you take one and are at least somewhat impressive, there’s a very, very good chance you will be offered a job on graduation. So if you know this is what you want to do while you are in school, definitely intern. Check with your campus career center or with the major drug companies themselves (on their Web sites or by calling their human resources departments) for opportunities.

This is a job where the résumé is quite important, so make sure yours is very professional and corporate. No photos of your cat on these, please. Hundreds of people are applying for these positions, so good grades and success in extracurricular activities will help you get in the door.

Once you obtain an interview through one of these methods, keep in mind that you are going for a job in sales. You need to look presentable, confident, and trustworthy. Charm the pants off your interviewer, but don’t lie or try to seem smooth. And make sure you ask a ton of questions—not silly ones like, “Hey, where’d you get that tie?”—but questions about which territory you might be working in, the competitors’ drugs, and so on. Show them you know something about the field.

But most important, show that you know a lot about their company in your questions and comments. Do your research. Here’s a common scenario that happens in interviews: the interviewer will tell you about their drug, and then turn around and say, “Now sell it to me.” If you do your homework, you’ll be able to “sell it” using some information the interviewer never mentioned. It’s a nice move. Also, all of the drug companies are into “values and creeds,”
and you can find these corporate vision statements on their sites. Make sure you know those as well. They may come up.

Finally, show that you really want it. You are a salesperson, damn it. Close the deal.

Resources

Job listings can be found on Web sites like monster.com and medzilla.com, as well as the major pharmaceutical companies’ sites:

- Procter & Gamble: pg.com
- GlaxoSmithKlien: gsk.com
- Pfizer: pfizer.com
- Novartis: novartis.com
- Johnson & Johnson: jnj.com

And don’t miss the National Association of Pharmaceutical Sales Representatives site, napsronline.org. From entry-level training information, to links to just about every pharmaceutical company, NAPSR has it all!

On an interview, you have to be very outgoing and enthusiastic. As the interview is winding down, if you really want the job you should say, “What do I need to do to secure this position? I want this position.” You need to let them know you want it.

—Michelle Spitz, account manager, Procter & Gamble
Photograph

Photographs are everywhere you look. In magazines, on billboards, on juice cartons, in, er, frames. Some are wild dreamscapes with casts of hundreds; others are boring postage stamp–sized shots on coupons—say, a bunch of bananas for fifty cents. Either way, somewhere a professional photographer was paid to take the shot.

There are fine art photographers, who shoot solely for art’s sake (hoping that their art sells—see the chapter on gallerists for insight into the art world), photojournalists who work for news agencies like the Associated Press, wedding photographers, forensic crime-scene photographers, and paparazzi. This chapter will focus on what might be the most common working type, and an aspirational one to boot—editorial and commercial photographers, the ones who take pictures for magazines, album covers, and all kinds of products, services, and advertisements.

Freelancin’

Photographers are basically freelance and are hired only by magazines, ad agencies, and designers when they are needed. Here’s how it works. Let’s say an ad agency is doing a print campaign for a fast-food client, featuring the new giant Rodeo Burger. They’ve come up with an idea for an ad that features a cowboy on horseback sinking his teeth into the behemoth burger. The next step for them is to hire a photographer to get that shot. The art director on the project (see the chapter on advertising creatives to learn more about art directors and their penchant for fancy fonts) along with, at some agencies, a person known as an art buyer will call in several different photographers’ portfolios.

How does the agency pick whom to call? A few ways: they may simply know of a particular photographer’s work, or they may have seen ads or a promotional piece from the photographer that piqued their interest, or they could have simply called a photographer rep, or agent, and asked him or her to recommend someone for the job. These reps represent multiple photographers, and it’s their job to promote and sell them. So after hearing about the intended shot, the rep would send over two or three portfolios of photographers they think might fit. Reps get paid by taking a commission of the photographer’s fee; they’re more common in the higher-paying advertising world than
in the editorial. The art director will eventually choose a photographer to shoot with, and if he or she picks you, boom—you’re off to capture an image.

Ah, but if only it were that simple. As a professional photographer, you don’t just focus and then push the button; in fact, artistic photography skills—understanding composition, lighting, depth of field—are only part of the job. To achieve a shot like this profound hungry cowboy image, there’s a lot to be done. And you are in charge of all of it. You need to find a location. You may try to do it yourself, running around all day, but more likely, you’ll hire a location scout. Then you’ll weigh costs. Is it worth it to go to Wyoming? Or maybe it’s more cost effective to do in New Jersey, and then put in a background of mountains and plains via Photoshop? You’ll need to cast for the hungry cowboy himself and dress him in the right wardrobe. What is your vision—is he a good cowboy in all white, or a man in black? Then suddenly a question comes from the agency: how can you shoot the image so it is wide enough that we can see our cowboy on horseback, while close enough to show off the burger? Luckily, the thing is 8,000 calories big. Still, it requires thinking about the angle.

You can’t do this all yourself. You will build a team, the makeup of which changes according to the needs of each job. For this one, you’ll hire assistants to help you lug stuff and set up lights; a stylist for clothes (see the chapter on wardrobe stylists), and another for hair and makeup, to make sure your model looks like a cowboy; plus a food stylist to make the burger look delicious and to keep making new ones throughout the day. You’ll even need a horse wrangler to take care of the stallion and, well, get the poop off the set. And, for post-production (anything that happens after the actual shoot), you’ll probably have a retoucher, or Photoshop expert, with whom you’ll work. These tweak color and lighting—and even nip and tuck models’ bodies—to create an enhanced photo. They are artists in their own right, as poorly done retouching looks fake and cheesy. Some photographers do their own retouching, but most don’t, because it can be very time consuming.

Once you’ve put your team together, you, some folks from the agency, and maybe even a representative from the fast-food client gather at the location. Here you are the leader, the boss, the captain of the ship, exactly like a director on a film shoot. (See the chapter on film directors.) You’ll make sure the lighting looks perfect, the model is styled correctly, and the agency is happy with how everything looks. And then . . . you start to take photos. While you snap away, you direct the model. “Show me ‘hungry,’ like you were a vegetarian for years, and now you can’t wait to taste meaty goodness!” until you get the wide-eyed look of craving you envision.

Whether a shoot is as big as this or less complex—say, a simple shot of gum
In order to keep the clients coming in and finding new clients, you’re constantly promoting. I do three promo runs a year, which basically is a mail piece that I send to, I think at this point my mailing list is 3,500 recipients. Between my rep and me, we send them all out and hope that we get a response. Beyond that, if I’m working in New York and I have a couple days, I spend those days meeting people. I’ll take like seven meetings a day trying to wrangle in new business.

—Ramona Rosales, photographer

Photography is definitely not just hanging out in a studio, shooting. A lot of it is administrative, billing, chasing people to get paid. You are in the freelancer world, and although someone might have promised you payment in thirty days, suddenly you are at sixty and you haven’t seen a check. Meanwhile, you fronted a lot of that money on expenses for the shoot. And there’s promotion, networking, rentals, lots of juggling.

—Ramona Rosales, photographer

On a white table—the gig is pretty much the same. Put together the team that will get you the best shot. Then get it.

What Do You Do When You’re Not Shooting?

Mostly, you’ll be doing what it takes to get more jobs. You’ll be promoting yourself and networking. You might try to get meetings with photo editors at magazines or art directors at advertising agencies. Or work on your Web site. Or send out promotional mailers with your latest shots inside. You’ll constantly be building and rebuilding your portfolio. The number one rule with these is, quality over quantity. If it’s not a killer shot, toss it. Show only your best work.

When you’re not shooting, there’s administrative work to do. You’ll be invoicing clients, paying bills, and figuring out budgets for upcoming jobs. You’ll be looking through the 300 shots you just took for a magazine to find the best three or four you want to send over. You’ll be supervising the color correction a retoucher is doing to one of your images. There’s always something—because as a freelancer, you aren’t just a photographer; you’re also the owner of a small business, the business of you. So if you own your own studio, there are bills to pay. If you rent it out on occasion to other photographers to make extra money, there are those to find and negotiate rates with. You’ll be keeping busy.

Is There a Job before I’m the “Captain of the Ship”?

Yes, matey. The natural first step is a job as an assistant to a photographer. As an assistant, generally, you won’t be on a photographer’s full-time staff, but will be called in when needed. (Very successful photographers may have full-time staff, however.) You will help lug lights, build sets, place props, charge batteries, and move sandbags to steady tripods. There will be a lot of grunt work, and your day rate will be pretty low.

Once they find assistants they can count on, photographers try to keep bringing them back. In that way, assisting is almost an apprenticeship. So you aren’t just doing it for the minimal money, you’re doing it to learn. Not only will you sharpen all of your photo skills from working with a pro, but you’ll hone your expertise in every aspect of what it’s like to be on a set and how to conduct yourself there. And you will be setting yourself up to meet, greet, and network when it’s time for you to spread your wings and become a full-fledged photographer.
What Does It Take to Be Good at This?

It takes an artistic side and a great eye. You need to be confident when you are running a hectic set and know when to listen to other people and when to trust your gut. Since there is so much self-promotion, you also need to be a good “people” person. It should be fun to work with you, so clients will want to again.

In terms of technical skills, well, you’ll need to know everything that’s involved with photography, naturally. You also should know Photoshop, even if you plan to hire others to do your retouching work, so you can communicate effectively with the people who’ll be doing the tweaking. Also, going through hundreds of photos and cataloging them is time consuming. Software can help, such as iView Media and Photo Mechanic.

Where Do You Work?

When you’re shooting, you’ll be in one of two places, a studio or a location—which is basically anywhere but a studio. Studios are empty interior spaces set up for the business of photography: the electrical and lighting sources are all controllable; the windows can be “blacked out,” and there may be dressing rooms, conference rooms, and “seamless” walls (they curve at the bottom, so there are no edges or seams).

Shooting on location is often the opposite. You’ve chosen to work at a location for what it intrinsically provides you—for example, it’s better to shoot in a real firehouse than try to build and recreate one in a studio. So even though you’ll do plenty of tweaking, you’ll work with what you have. Location shooting can be fun because you get to travel, but shooting anywhere not “locked down,” like a busy street, has its own logistical nightmares.

Wherever you are, the vibe of a shoot—to start, anyway—is relaxed and fun. Even in the service of the most corporate client, you are still creating art. Music might be playing; snacks may abound; the vibe should be cool and arty, comfortable but professional. Of course, if something is not working or the day is running late, things can get a trifle stressful, as money is being spent.

When you aren’t shooting, you’ll need a small office, which could even be a home office, to e-mail, send out promotional materials, go through digital contact sheets on the computer and “pick selects” (the best shots), and do all sorts of administrative tasks. Thanks to the advent of digital photography, you don’t really need access to a darkroom all the time now, just on occasion, so most photographers simply rent these according to need.

—Ramona Rosales, photographer
Hours?

As most people who work in “for-hire” jobs will tell you, it depends. When you are working, you’re working hard. On a shoot day, you could be working from twelve to eighteen hours. On days between, you’ll be looking for work, putting in around six hours. Or if you’re just starting out, you may still be assisting on days when you aren’t shooting your own projects. Successful photographers tend to average more than the standard forty-hour workweek; it’s closer to fifty or sixty.

Money?

When you assist, it’s low; how low depends on the job and the level of photographer with whom you are working. You could get $100 for the day, you could get $300.

Once you are a full-time photographer, you make money a few different ways. First, you can get a flat fee, what you are paid to take the shot. Then, since you are “producing the shoot,” you can potentially mark up your team’s services (you had to find them, after all) and make a small amount off that. Increasingly, instead of a flat fee, there’s something called usage, which refers to how your image will be used and for how long. If you keep ownership and rights to your images, you can license them out again and again and again and collect fees every time they are “used.” You’re basically letting people borrow or rent the photo for a time period, and they are paying for the rental.

In general, advertising work pays more than editorial. If you get large corporate clients and have a good rep negotiating the right fees, you can make a substantial living. Editorial is more of a struggle. The average fee (including usage) is around $500 a day—not bad if you shoot every day, but no photographer shoots five days a week. Editorial jobs are generally sexier and thus help you promote yourself to advertisers—but remember, with all the equipment you own, repair, and upgrade, it’s an expensive career. The goal is to do some of both, the creative and the high-paying, to be fulfilled and make a lot of
money at the same time. Oh, and of course, there are no benefits, no medical or dental, when you are freelance.

Cutting to the chase: according to salary.com, the median national salary for a photographer is $47,442. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the salary ranges from $15,240 to $53,900. These probably lump a lot of different types of photographers together, from paparazzi to the people who take “party pix!” at fraternity mixers. Successful photographers who get a decent amount of advertising work will tell you those figures seem very low. You can make in the high six figures if you are a hot photographer in the advertising world.

Stress-o-Meter: 7 (1 being a pharmacist, 10 being a DEA agent)

A lot is piled on your broad shoulders. First, you’re trying to please a client, which is always stressful. And when you’re not shooting, you’re trying to get jobs, make money, and pay the bills. It’s a constant juggle of art and business. And until you are quite successful, the only one who’s juggling it all is you.

Pros

Getting paid to do what you love—shoot photos.
Meeting amazing people.
Traveling to far-flung locations on someone else’s dime.
Every shoot is at least a little different and interesting.

Cons

Wondering if you can survive until the next job.
Constantly promoting yourself.
The occasional overbearing client.
The occasional overbearing subject.

Congratulations, You Are a Photographer. You Wake Up And . . .

This assumes it’s the best kind of day, a shoot day.

7:30 AM: You arrive at the studio, where your crew has already begun setting up. For a magazine article, you’re shooting a man sitting at a desk, except everything in the picture is going to be painted pure white: the computer, the chair, the desk, the cubicle, even the model, who will be wearing a white suit and tie.

8:00 AM: The model arrives. You instruct the makeup person on exactly what you want, and she begins to coat the model’s face and hands in white.

9:00 AM: You tweak the light a little while the model is painted, then shoot some practice shots using an assistant as a stand-in.

10:00 AM: Your client, the photo editor, arrives. You exchange a hug and go over to the kitchen area, where coffee and pastries await. You show her around the set, and luckily, she loves the way things look.

10:30 AM: The model emerges. He looks pretty good, but you want his hair to look white as well. The makeup person douses it with baby powder—you’ll need to do the rest in Photoshop or else subject the poor model to some serious bleaching. You elect Photoshop.
11:00 AM: You start to shoot. You snap multiple exposures of the first angle you want to try, low and wide.

1:15 PM: After a break for lunch, you shoot several more angles. The client seems to really like the profile shot better than the others, so you focus on giving her a wide variety within that angle.

5:30 PM: Just for yuks, you try something different. You have the model sit on top of the desk, Indian-style. Then you have him hold his head in his hands. “Pretend you were just laid off,” you tell him.

6:30 PM: You wrap. Your assistants break the set, and one takes the hard drive with the images (you were shooting digital) straight to the retoucher. You head home, tired but happy. You think it’s going to look hot.

Let’s Shoot. How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

Some rare, headstrong beasts have the drive and the capital to just go out and do it on their own. But most photographers follow the same path. They go to art school to refine their craft and build a portfolio. Then they assist, learn more, and make connections, all the while continuing to take photos and improve their portfolio. And finally they take a chance, send their portfolio around, take some jobs on their own, and suddenly, voilà: they are working photographers.

Let’s talk about that all-important portfolio before going any further. Portfolios should show the kind of work you want to do. If you want to shoot portraits, there should be amazing portrait photos in it. If you like landscapes, then landscapes. The whole presentation needs to look slick and professional; you should hit the best art store near you and pick up a nice portfolio case. Don’t buy the cheapest one; it will scream “student.” It’s worth saving up (they can be anywhere from $50 to $500) for a nice one. The container really shouldn’t make a difference. But it does.

If you go to art school, obviously you’d want to major in photography. If you went for a regular liberal arts degree (or business) and are suddenly realizing that photography is for you, you might consider an MFA in photography, or at least a battery of continuing-education classes at a respected school. Many photographers feel it’s best to look for a school where the instructors, for the most part anyway, are working professionals. First, they are more grounded in the day-to-day, and second, they are going to have lots of connections. While you are in school, hopefully you can use these connections to start assisting; if you have the time, there’s no reason to wait until graduation. Show photographers your beginning portfolio, make the presentation as slick as you can, and tell them you are willing to bust your ass to learn. Despite the agony of a busted ass, it’s well worth it. Try to assist photographers whose work you admire, and soak everything up like a sponge.
If your instructors aren’t as connected as you’d like, go to the Web sites of photographers you admire. Send them an e-mail telling them how much you like their images, where you attended or are attending school, and how much you’d like to assist them. It’s not as good as a personal introduction, but it does work.

One thing you may want to consider doing while you are in school, or assisting, is shooting for free. Some well-designed, startup magazines need photos but can’t pay. It’s a way for you to get published and meet talented folks who will one day hopefully be employed somewhere they can pay you. Plus, the design of many of these magazines is slick; couple that with the lack of pay, and you’ll probably be allowed to do fun, edgy, portfolio-caliber work. When you’re at that newsstand, see which magazines are only in their first or second issue, check the masthead for the photo editor, and contact him or her. It’s a great way to get your foot in the door.

Then, just get out there and keep shooting. Make the killer portfolio. Meet people. And it will all start to fall into place.

Resources

The Web site of the Professional Photographers of America, ppa.com, is chock-full of information, advice, and deals on equipment. Also check out the Web site of the Student Photographic Society, studentphoto.com. It houses articles, information on competitions, and even a forum to meet other photographers and ask all your burning photography questions.

Truckloads of photo books and magazines provide both inspiration and information. Photo District News (PDN), Communication Arts, and European fashion magazines like Italian Vogue are great places to see examples of editorial and commercial photography. The first two compile and highlight creative shots; European fashion magazines tend to hire the best photographers, worldwide. Go to a good local newsagent and just flip through pages and pages, looking for inspiration. In addition, Yahoo! has an excellent compilation of online and traditional photography magazines, complete with links: www.yahoo.com/Arts/Visual_Arts/Photography/Magazines/. Tons to look at.

Finally, many renowned art schools have excellent photography programs. Here are but a few: Art Center College of Design, Rochester Institute of Technology, Yale, School of the Art Institute of Chicago, Rhode Island School of Design, University of New Mexico, and the School of Visual Arts. If you are interested in rankings, U.S. News & World Report rates graduate fine arts programs in its “America’s Best Graduate Schools” issue.
Physical Therapist

If you’ve ever suffered an injury and needed rehabilitation, then you know the value of physical therapy. Psychologists help soothe the mind and soul; physical therapists (PTs) work to help people regain their physical independence. Here’s the official definition from the American Physical Therapy Association: “Physical therapists are health care professionals who diagnose and treat people of all ages who have medical problems or other health-related conditions that limit their abilities to move and perform functional activities in their daily lives.” Like a sonnet, is it not?

The field of physical therapy is a popular one; it’s a good choice for folks who enjoy medicine and healing people, but don’t want to commit to the rigors of medical school, followed by interning, followed by residency, followed by long hours and pagers buzzing you to the hospital at all hours for emergencies. The goal of physical therapists is simply (or not so simply) to get folks moving again. The goal of occupational therapists, a related field, is to enable injured people to function at work and at home with their injury.

So Wait, Physical Therapists Are Doctors?

Some are, and in the future, all will be. But they don’t go to medical school, they go to physical therapy school. Basically, for many years, you needed a master’s degree to be a physical therapist. Today, the mission of the American Physical Therapy Association is for everyone who is licensed and practicing physical therapy to have a doctorate degree by the year 2020. The shift is happening. In 2007, there were 209 accredited physical therapist programs, meaning you could graduate from any one of these programs and become a physical therapist. Only 46 of these still offer master’s degrees; the rest (exactly 163) offer doctoral degrees. They all will be changing over soon, so when choosing schools it makes sense to go for the doctorate over the master’s. But more on the schooling later; first, let’s see if you are into this job.

Where Do PTs Work?

Physical therapists can practice in a wide variety of settings, including hospitals, clinics, schools, and sports facilities; they can even do home care. You can divide these into two categories: public and private practices.
The major public venues for physical therapy are hospitals. Hospitals, especially those with strong physical therapy facilities, often have more than one department. There is acute rehab, whose goal is to get the most severely injured patients in the hospital up and moving; these patients won’t be leaving the hospital for a little while. Inpatient rehab focuses on getting patients home or to the next part of care. It’s for patients who’ve had strokes, brain injuries, brain surgery, muscular or skeletal surgery like total knee or hip replacement, back surgery, multiple sclerosis, and amputation. Inpatient rehab is where you can sometimes help people take their first steps after an accident or injury. Certain hospitals have outpatient rehab. This deals with people who are ambulatory—they go back and forth between their home and the outpatient department. And some hospitals have other specialized services, like a pediatric department or a vestibular department, which works on balance issues stemming from the inner ear.

The vibe of the hospital is, well, hospital-like. But the rehab areas try to be a little more optimistic and upbeat than the rest of the dreary, beige box that is most hospitals.

Private practices can specialize, or they can handle all different types of patients. In private practices, it’s professionally casual. But (sigh) no jeans. Generally, PTs’ offices are similar to a physician’s, but a little less stuffy. Private-practice PTs also aim to make their setting happy, friendly, and optimistic. A lot of rehabilitation is mental; there needs to be hope in the air.

Let’s Get Physical. What Do PTs Do?

Let’s say a new patient comes in. Most likely, but not necessarily, he has been referred by his physician. People see physical therapists for many different reasons. Some of the most common conditions include arthritis, back and neck pain, sports-related injuries, and children’s diseases whose symptoms can be mitigated with therapy, such as cerebral palsy.

As a PT, you’ll talk to the patient, ask what makes him go “Ow!” and get a sense of his general medical history. Then you’ll make an objective assessment, meaning you’ll examine the part of the body that’s bothering him. This basic process is used to rule out anything serious, guide any forthcoming therapy, and establish a benchmark for monitoring progress.

Actual physical therapy begins after that, and usually continues for a period of time dependent on the injury. Patients may come in one to three times a week for treatment. There are many different kinds of therapy, including electrotherapeutic and mechanical agents (machines!), manual handling (human!), and simple counseling. It all depends on the injury and whether the

It’s a fairly young profession, filled with compassionate individuals. It’s very collegial and it’s full of a lot of fun and laughter.
—Dr. Stephen Fischer, physical therapist, NYU Medical Center, Rusk Institute
Unlike physicians, we spend a lot of time with our patients. Many you’ll see every day, or at least every week over the span of several months. You need to build rapport with them.

—Dr. Stephen Fischer, physical therapist, NYU Medical Center, Rusk Institute

I always make a joke that like hairdressers, we join the list of professions who find out “more information than you might want to know.” But it’s a good thing; it means patients find themselves comfortable around you, and they want to open up.

—Dr. James Voorhees, physical therapist

What Does It Take to Be a Good PT?

Flexibility. You’ll be working with people who are not in the best mood, as they are impaired in some way. You need to be able to empathize with patients’ ailments and want to help them overcome their difficulties. You’ll be dealing with some sensitive issues, depending on what’s causing the physical pain or limitations, so you have to be able to gain patients’ trust. The job is mostly one-on-one time with patients. You really just have to like people, warts and all, and enjoy being in their company.

Hours?

If you work in a hospital, there’s a good chance you’ll be in a union; these will have negotiated your contract, including your hours, benefits, salaries, you name it. Generally union hours total seven (woo-hoo!) per day. Hours vary slightly and there may be shifts, but the normal day is approximately 8:30 AM until 4:00 PM.

Private-practice office hours are from around 7 AM to 8 PM; the before-and-after-work hours accommodate those who have jobs. But don’t panic; you won’t toil all those hours. You’ll work an eight-hour shift; another therapist will overlap with you so that the whole day is covered. You might work three days a week from 7 AM to 3 PM and two days a week from 12 PM to 8 PM.

PTs say that, private or public practice, once you leave work, you are done. Five days a week, seven or eight hours a day. That’s it. Although when you are with patients, there’s no goofing off and surfing the Web looking for silly JPGs of dogs riding tricycles—it’s a solid day of work.
Money?

As a staff physical therapist, your starting salary should be around $50,000, whether you work in a hospital or a private practice. From there, if you work at a hospital, your salary, benefits, raises and promotions will most likely be based on the union contract. The highest union salaries tend to be around $100,000, for a PT with a lot of experience and a high title.

As an individual working at a private practice you don’t own, the odds are that you’ll also cap out around $100,000. If you own the practice and it is going well, you’ll bring in other PTs, maybe even expand and open other practices. It’s the one way you could potentially make a lot of cash in the field.

Without categorizing for public or private sectors (or location), the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports the mean salary for PTs as $65,350. Salaries range from $42,010 to $88,580.

Stress-o-Meter: 4 (1 being a coin collector, 10 being a debt collector)

The emergency situations that will come are few and far between. Some days you might be overly busy, but generally things are scheduled and under control. There are very few emergencies. The low stress reading is not to say that you won’t care deeply for your patients and be concerned about their recovery. You will (if you are any good). But part of the job is to help people, and part of helping them is willing them past their own stresses.

Pros

You’ll be working with people who actually want your help.
A feeling of satisfaction from seeing patients improve. Controllable hours make for a balanced life.

Cons

The occasionally difficult, frustrating patients.
The amount of money you make is about half what physicians make.
Sometimes people don’t improve.
You Did It. You’re a Physical Therapist. You Wake Up And . . .

This assumes you are a PT in a private practice.

12:00 PM: Your workday officially begins at noon, so after taking care of some personal stuff, you get to the office and take your first appointment, a new patient. Generally appointments are exactly fifty minutes long, but new-patient appointments can run a tad shorter or a tad longer. This one—a football player trying to regain strength in his leg after a ligament strain—goes for an hour.

1:00 PM: A patient you’ve been treating three times a week comes in for an appointment. He hurt his shoulder at the gym and has now reinjured it twice. You work with him to help him build up its strength and show him some new exercises he can be doing at home between appointments.

1:50 PM: You sign and fill out a few insurance forms. You notice that you are low on quad canes and order some more.

2:00 PM: You hit a local diner for lunch with some of your colleagues, some of whom have become good friends. You check your cell phone messages and make plans for dinner.

3:00 PM: You take a call with the football player’s physician, discuss therapy options, and compare notes. You have similar appointments straight through until the end of the day.

8:30 PM: You finish your last appointment and then split for your dinner date.

I Want to Be a PT. How the Hell Do I Become One?

Networking is great for getting a job in this field. Everyone really likes what they do, and so they love to help others get into the profession. Once you know some therapists at different practices, it’s much easier for you to find a way in.

—Dr. Stephen Fischer, physical therapist, NYU Medical Center, Rusk Institute

There are no shortcuts or fancy tricks. You need to go to graduate school for two or three years and get your doctorate in physical therapy. However, if you know as an undergrad that physical therapy is the field for you, some programs link college and graduate work, enabling you to get both degrees in five or six years.

Coursework in physical therapy programs is quite serious. You’ll be studying movement, which involves muscles, nerves, and the brain. You’ll study physiology and anatomy, and here’s something to look forward to: you’ll probably have to dissect a human cadaver. (Blorf.) As tough as that is, it’s necessary to understand the human body. You’ll also learn physics concepts like kinesiology, or the way joints move. On top of class work, you’ll intern at hospitals or clinics and do rotations. It’s a good idea here, if you can, to try to work in as many different environments as possible, to help you decide whether you prefer public or private settings and whether you want to specialize. It’s also a great way to meet working PTs.

After you obtain your doctorate, you’ll need to pass the state licensing test. And then, my friend, you shall be a PT. But not necessarily a working PT. Un-
less you jump in and open your own practice (doubtful), you'll need to go on interviews. Networking and word of mouth are always the best ways to see who's hiring and help procure an interview; you can also look on job sites like monster.com. And when you do get the interview, you'll want to make clear that you understand the main facet of the job: working with and helping people. Show that you are sympathetic, flexible, and the type of person who can go with the flow. Questions like, “What’s your growth plan?” “Are you looking to specialize?” and “Is this a long-term move or short-term?” are common. Be prepared to answer these, and realize that most facilities are searching for someone who wants a career and wants to stick around for a while—not a person who’s looking for a couple of years’ experience before splitting to open their own practice, or move to Boulder, or whatever your grand plan might be. Shhhhh.

Resources

Check out the American Physical Therapy Association site, www.apta.org. There’s loads of advice on how to get started, where schools are located, and the different kinds of requirements (science classes, etc.) they might each have. It’s a great resource. Rehaboptions.com is much less in-depth, but does have job listings and information.

Three of the best physical therapy schools are the University of Southern California, Washington University in St. Louis, and the University of Pittsburgh. For further investigation, pick up U.S. News & World Report’s “America’s Best Graduate Schools” issue; it ranks the top physical therapy schools as well.
Private Investigator

Corporate Investigator/General Investigator

These days, the ol’ “private eye” job is not all dames and double crosses. In fact, the investigation industry has been pushing to use the words professional investigator as the modern career title, to try to get away from all the well-known film noir slang. Because honestly, who wants a job as, say, a private dick? Don’t answer that.

There are many different kinds of investigations. Depending on the line you’re in, you might do more searching of databases than drinking black coffee on stakeouts. Still, private investigators definitely have their fair share of excitement—some from videotaping illicit affairs, some from cracking a fraud case.

Another change from the macho Humphrey Bogart stereotype is that today there are a surprising number of female PIs.

Private Investigating Today

Private investigators, as opposed to the police or FBI, are paid by individuals, attorneys, or corporations to research and find out the answers to all kinds of “fishy things” they have questions about. Most work at firms, not on their own as individuals. Some investigative firms do a variety of work, including spousal infidelity, blackmail, and insurance fraud. Others specialize in one area, such as computer security, or “due diligence” in giant corporate mergers—for example, making sure there aren’t any skeletons in the closet of the person to be appointed the next CEO.

The line of investigating you’re in will affect what kind of hours you work and what you do each day, naturally. Let’s simplify by saying there are two paths: strict “white-collar” or corporate investigators, who work at corporations and investigate individuals for other corporations, and general firms that will handle anything.
Corporate Investigators

Corporate investigators do a lot more research and analysis than tailing leads and digging through trash. Let’s say a corporation comes to your company and says it’s missing $80,000,000, and these are the five people who have access to cutting checks. Forensic accountants will dig into the suspects’ banking records, while you will do detailed background checks via the Internet and LexusNexis, delving into what they’ve done in the past and what they are doing now. You'll be searching for irregularities, past crimes, possible motivations—really any clues you can find. And for items not available online, you’ll go to the courthouse to look up federal and state records of the five suspects (or contract this task out to other firms). Such investigators get their kicks solving these types of crimes and bringing the guilty to justice (which may mean simply having them disciplined or fired, depending on whether the company wants to get the law, and the media, involved). Crimes like these affect all of our daily lives, because white-collar crime impacts the prices of goods and services—just look at your car insurance.

General Investigators

At a general firm, you’ll get all kinds of cases. Investigating marital infidelity is a very common type, and a profitable one at that. Sadly, lots of people want to know if their spouse is cheating on them, and they’re willing to pay a fair price to find out. In cases like these, you will actually tail people and videotape and photograph them. You won’t tap phones or do anything illegal, naturally.

In this field, the standard equipment is a high-powered video camera with “night shot” capabilities. But all kinds of surveillance equipment is put to use: most companies have a cache of backpack cameras, glasses cameras, pen cameras, you name it. Many of these small firms “contract out” or hire freelance investigators, and they expect these people to have bland cars and bland clothing so they can easily blend in with their surroundings. (Minivans and Jeep Cherokees are considered types of cars that don’t stand out, by the way. That must excite the folks at Jeep.)

As a general investigator, you’ll go on stakeouts, you’ll tail people, you may even hide in a Dumpster or two. However, you will avoid confrontation, for the most part. You’re basically collecting evidence to show your client, which they can take to the police or their lawyers.

One final note: today, PIs are law-abiding citizens. They aren’t running around the streets like maniacs waving guns. Every once in a while, you’ll read

A client will come to us when they’ve lost $100,000 or $100,000,000 trying to figure out how all the money went missing. These are the cases I like most. Say somebody at X Macaroni Company is funneling money out the door, putting fake employees on the payroll. At the end of the day, you the consumer end up having to pay more for your box of macaroni and cheese, because X Macaroni Company lost fifty million bucks last year to this employee. If I can catch the person and help recover some of that money, if it can save people ten cents on a box of macaroni and cheese, I’m doing my job.

—Lisa Dane, senior manager, Deloitte & Touche
about some rogue investigator, but most stay on the right side of the law to a fault. There are just too many chances for lawsuits and troubles.

What Kind of Person Is Good at This?

In any investigative field, being tenacious is paramount. People who are successful peel back layer after layer and keep digging despite the obstacles. They don’t just do one quick search online and say, “Oh, I didn’t find anything. Who wants wings?”

If you are primarily investigating outside the corporate world, the most important quality required is street smarts. You have to be somewhat confident and adventurous, because you’ll find yourself in some terrible neighborhoods—and in some pretty upsetting situations, like serving someone with papers or getting caught photographing a tryst. How will you handle it when a guy who’s been cheating on his wife chases you into a dead end? Or takes a baseball bat to your car? Though it’s rare, these kinds of things can happen. And you don’t want to do the wrong thing and end up in trouble with the law. Male or female, you’ll need some cojones.

You also have to be able to write. At the end of the day, corporate or general, you’ll give your client a written report detailing all of your findings. It has to be coherent, accurate, and well written.

Hours?

The hours vary from case to case, and type of investigation to type of investigation. In the corporate world, if you’re doing something routine like due diligence, the hours will be the basic nine to five-ish. You’ll do some searches online, write up a report, and deliver it in a few weeks. If you’re working on a larger fraud investigation, there can be deadlines to make for court dates, and you might be pulling all-nighters. For the most part, the hours tend to be pretty manageable.

Now, in the general, anything-goes land, well, anything goes. If you are investigating infidelity, for example, you’re probably going to be working nights—usually, Friday and Saturday nights. In fact, when it comes to any kind of personal investigations, there will be a lot of night and weekend work. Most people are in their offices from nine to five, so you can’t really find out much during that time. These evening and off-hours investigations can make relationships and personal life difficult. You have to stay with whom you’re investigating, even when their schedule starts at 4 AM. In terms of hours per week, although corporate investigators are on salary, many general investiga-
tors work by the hour, so the number of hours worked depends on how aggressive and ambitious each is.

This assumes you work at a firm that does both corporate and general investigations.

Money?

Most investigators will tell you that “it’s not about the money.” Still, in the corporate world, at some firms, someone coming out of school with little or no experience can make between $30,000 and $40,000. There’s a lot to learn, and as you do, you’ll move up and get raises and bonuses. If you are one of the lucky few and become a partner and share the firm’s profits, you can do very well, maybe a few hundred thousand. The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports the mean salary for investigators at management and technical consulting companies to be $73,390.

As far as general investigators go, the way to make the most money is to be a partner in the firm. Sharing of profits can lead to a fairly nice living, more than $100,000 if the firm is doing well. Outside that, the position pays far less than its corporate counterpart. The BLS reports a mean salary of $36,980, ranging from $19,230 to $61,520.

Stress-o-Meter: 7.5 (1 being a dog walker, 10 being an Olympic sprinter)

There’s stress in any job where there can be confrontations. A large part of the high stress level comes from the fact that you have to get it right. You don’t want to implicate the wrong person for committing fraud. Or adultery, for that matter. You can’t screw up. If you do, you’re gone, because you’re ruining not only your own reputation, but your firm’s. Plus, getting results is never easy. And paying clients are upset when they don’t see results.

We work holidays all the time. Valentine’s Day, for example, is a huge day for private investigators. The week before Valentine’s Day is even busier, because often cheaters have to be with their loved one on Valentine’s Day, so they’ll go out with the “other person” the week before.

—Jonathan Gallant, partner, Investigative Solutions

Sometimes we sit there eight to ten hours waiting for someone. As soon as he comes out of the building, BANG he is in his car, he makes a left, an illegal left. Then he is on a busy street and you can’t get by. You sat there eight hours and you are no better off than you were when you got there. It can be frustrating and extremely stressful.

—Jonathan Gallant, partner, Investigative Solutions
Pros
Working on amazing investigations, like solving a corporate fraud case that never even makes the paper.
The feeling of investigating someone who has no idea you are on to him.
Working with interesting people, from scum to CEOs.
Hours are flexible even when they are long.

Cons
Getting yelled at or threatened at times.
When you’re junior, you’ll be doing more mundane tasks than finding bad guys.
Clients are rarely happy; you may do a good job but the news isn’t what they wanted to hear.

You Are a Private Investigator. You Wake Up And . . .

This daily schedule is for an investigator at a general firm who also gets some corporate cases, so it contains elements from both worlds.

8:00 AM: You arrive at work and jump on e-mail to see what’s happened overnight, and whether any of the other offices or investigators need your help. You begin writing up a report on a fraud case you closed yesterday.

10:00 AM: You get a call from one of your associates that a guy who claimed he had whiplash from a car accident is playing tennis. You grab two cameras and race out to find him.

11:30 AM: You take the pictures out your car window. He has no idea, but he will, shortly. You note he has a terrible backhand, as well.

2:00 PM: Back at the office, you eat at your desk. You start doing some online research into an executive your client is about to hire. So far he’s clean. The most interesting thing you find is that he has most definitely had a nose job.

3:00 PM: You get called to a meeting. A massive fraud case is coming up, and you’ll be working on it. You get details on all the suspects whose backgrounds you’ll need to dig into.

3:30 PM: You e-mail the tennis pics to the attorney who hired you in the fraud case. He sends you back a “THANKS!”

4:00 PM: You start doing research on the fraud case. This one will be on TV when it breaks; it’s huge. You get so caught up in it you don’t realize Miller Time has come and gone, it’s almost seven. You log off your computer and head home.

I “Heart” Justice. How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

There isn’t really any formal training required for this business. For a corporate job, a major in criminology, prelaw, or journalism is helpful in attaining the investigative skills firms look for in candidates. At the end of the day you’re
providing a report to a client, so any schooling that has taught you to write well is a huge plus. However, not having a degree in one of those fields isn’t a deal breaker by any means; investigators come from many different backgrounds. When you start off as a junior person, you’ll learn all of the online databases and become proficient in searching them. And really, the only way to learn these is to get the entry-level job, as the databases are offered only to companies who have the very expensive subscriptions; it’s hard to get any sort of jump start.

That said, here’s the exception: some of the more elite management consultation companies and professional security firms want people with a library science background, which means they already know how to search different kinds of databases. If you have this experience, you’re going to be paid a far higher entry-level salary, around $60,000.

The best way to get an interview for a corporate job is by doing your homework and then approaching investigative firms. Remember, you’re interviewing to be an investigator, so show these skills up front.

In the general world, you’ll need to pass a required criminal background check, the requirements are different from state to state. Why? Well, you are out on the street in volatile situations, and the state wants to make sure you’ve been trained and aren’t going to act like you are in a Vice City video game. With that in mind, one good way to get in the door of a general firm is to get part-time work in security. Many security guards are hired or contracted by investigative firms, and they sometimes ask the guards they like to join. Plus, in many states, it’s the same license to be a guard as to be an investigator. While it may seem a less aspirational gig, it will give you a load of practical experience, and it’s something you can do while you’re in school, if you are working on a degree. Many general investigators have college degrees, but unlike the corporate job, this isn’t a requirement.

When you interview at these firms, tell them flat-out that this is what you want to do. They get burned all the time by people who come and go; they aren’t looking for yet another person who is going to quit to become a cop in six months. Tell them you are happy to sit in the office and answer the phone at first; show them how eager you are. Always remember, they are looking for people who seem smart and cunning, who are willing to learn from their superiors, and whom they can trust out on the streets.

Corporate or general, once you’ve obtained an entry-level position, you’ll work assisting seasoned investigators while you learn the ropes. You’ll be a sidekick. Once you’ve proven you know the ropes, you’ll move on to greater responsibilities and your own cases.

Candidates should always ask questions in their interviews. “If I were to work here, what kind of cases would I be working on?” That sort of thing, at least. Be inquisitive. And you should know some background; research the place where you’re interviewing. How good an investigator could you be, if you didn’t even investigate us?

—Lisa Dane, senior manager, Deloitte & Touche

There is no schooling for it. The only actual way to do this is go out with an investigator and put in the hours. It’s the only way you learn. A lot of the private detectives are former law enforcement, and they do a lot of the training. Different colleges—Boston University is probably the premier one—offer some sort of program that you can go through and become an investigator, but it’s really an acquired skill you learn on the job.

—Jonathan Gallant, partner, Investigative Solutions
Resources

For more information, investigate some of these national and state associations:

National Council of Investigation & Security Services: nciss.org

National Association of Investigative Specialists: pimall.com/nais

Association of Certified Fraud Examiners: acfe.com (They offer a lot of courses, as well as an accreditation, which is not necessary to get a corporate job, but couldn’t hurt. Some employers take it seriously; others don’t.)

American Society for Industrial Security: asisonline.org

National Association of Legal Investigators: nali.com

A recommended book on a career in investigation is The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Private Investigating by Steven Kerry Brown. And an industry journal you might want to flip through is the Journal of Professional Investigators, which is also online at pimagazine.com.
Are you a good listener? Do your friends come to you for help after a bad breakup? Do strangers on airplanes tell you their life stories? More important, do you enjoy hearing them? Perhaps the career of a psychologist might be for you.

A Note to Start

There are so many different career paths for psychologists that it would be hard to cover them all here. This chapter will focus on perhaps the most popular route, which is working with patients in therapy. But just so you know some of the other options, as a psychologist, you can do program development and manage a clinic; in a corporate setting, you can work for a company in its employee assistance program; you can have a career in sports psychology, working with athletes; you can work at an HMO and do behavioral health, or for the state or local government doing policy work, such as trying to get treatments integrated into schools; within schools, you can test and diagnose kids with learning disabilities, mental retardation, autism, Asperger’s syndrome, and other developmental disabilities; or at a higher scholastic level, you can be a professor who both teaches and does research, or simply one who does research for the university. The choices are plentiful.

The Battle of the Consonants: PsyD vs. PhD

To become a psychologist, you need to have a doctorate degree. So before you even start thinking about all those different career options, you’ll first have to decide between two kinds of doctorate degrees. You need to make this choice before applying to graduate school, so it’s important to know the differences. However, if you are unsure after graduating college, you can always go for a master’s in psychology before entering a doctorate program, and decide during that time.

The following may be a bit dry, so help yourself to a soda. A PsyD is a doctor of psychology. PsyDs work with people and do therapy. The big difference between PhDs and PsyDs is that PsyDs use research to help them in their work, but they don’t actually do the research themselves. So as a PsyD, you’ll

What I do is help people who have problems, all sorts of problems. These are people who want to solve conflicts or dilemmas and figure out how to reach goals they have for themselves. I help people change behaviors that are getting in the way of reaching these goals.

—Dr. Katie Gomperts, PsyD, clinical psychologist

Lots of times people don’t understand all the options for a clinical psychologist. They can take so many different career paths, even switch midcareer. It’s very important to make connections, figure out what you like, and then seek out someone who is doing that. I recommend that grad students seek people outside the institution. Lots of people get stuck working for their mentor.

—Dr. Fred Muench, PhD, clinical psychologist, director of clinical research and development
do a clinical (patient-based) dissertation rather than a research-based dissertation.

A PhD looks at behavioral principles from a scientific standpoint, using research and setting up scientifically validated tests to ask specific questions about behaviors. The emphasis is on combining science with practice. PhDs are trained to do both research and clinical work. Many PhDs want to teach and write books. They do therapy, but the main emphasis is on research. Look at it this way: in a PsyD, all professors are practicing psychologists, whereas in PhD programs, all professors are research scientists or scholars. PsyDs go to professional schools; PhDs go to universities. PhDs do loads of valuable research while they are graduate students, so many schools will actually pay for you to attend.

The PsyD degree used to have less clout than the PhD, but that’s not really the case anymore. Presidents of the APA (American Psychological Association) have been PsyDs. Bottom line: if you think you want to do research, write books, and teach, PhD is probably a better bet. If you want to do more therapy, then PsyD might make more sense. But there are plenty of opinions on the matter, as you might guess, in the ever-conjecturing psychological world. Do your own homework.

But Wait, What about the MSW Degree?

MSW, or master’s in social work, is a degree that allows you to do therapy, but you need to work for a few years before you are licensed. School time is shorter than for either doctorate, but you’re not qualified to do psychological testing, and your study of pathology (depression, anxiety, psychosis, and so on) is far less comprehensive. Social workers do one-on-one and group therapy, but they also can do other things; for example, many child welfare workers are social workers. MSWs who want to do clinical work generally need to get some extra training on top of their degree. If you’d like to find out more, a good place to start is socialworkers.org, the official site of the National Association of Social Workers.

Back to PhDs and PsyDs. That’s a Lot of Schooling.

What’s It All Like?

Again, this chapter is for a career based in therapy, which either degree can do. For a more academic career, you’d have to focus your graduate work on a lot more research, and a lot more publishing of papers.

Either of the two doctorate degrees takes at least four years, and often
more, to obtain. There’s four years of course work, plus your dissertation (this takes some people additional time). While you’re taking classes, you also do externships (a minimum of two are mandatory), which are unpaid clinical rotations. Externships are mainly for you to get a clearer idea of what area you want to focus on in your career. Perhaps you’ll do one where you work with children and realize “Hey, I can’t stand kids. They are small and smell funny.”

**Doctorate Program Breakdown:**

First year: Coursework.

Second year: Coursework and externship. By the end of your second year, you should really start thinking about what you’d like to specialize in.

Third year: Coursework and second externship.

Fourth year: Dissertation and internship. An internship is your first paid job before becoming a psychologist; you’re not technically a psychologist until your dissertation is completed. You can apply anywhere for internships, so if you are in school in Chicago, you can do an internship in New York.

After that, you’re still not licensed. Bummer. Now you need to accrue a number of licensure hours, in which you’re practicing, but still under the supervision of a seasoned psychologist. It generally is about a year of work, after which you’ll take a state licensing exam. When you pass that, you can finally (!) see clients independently.

**Where Do You Do Your Psychologizing?**

Psychologists who work with patients work in one of two basic settings. The first is a public place, like a hospital, school, or nursing home, where you’ll see patients both one-on-one and in group settings. Hospitals and public places tend to be sterile, with a lot of doctors in lab coats walking around and the occasional houseplant. In these types of settings, you are generally an employee of the institution, and it pays you a salary.

The second setting is your own private office. In private practice, the décor and vibe are up to you. Most psychologists go for a sort of business-casual feel—light, airy, and comfortable. Comfortable is key, as patients need to feel that this is a “safe place.” Picture a space with natural-fiber rugs, club chairs, and a bookcase or two. Basically, the Crate and Barrel catalog.
And What Are You Really Doing There?

Talking, really. Or to be more accurate, listening. To be brief, in private practice you’ll meet with patients on differing schedules; you may see one patient three times a week and another only once a month. And you’ll use your schooling, training, and empathy to help them navigate their lives and come to realizations. You certainly don’t spout advice, like on a bad TV show. Rather, you help them find their way by asking questions and hearing their answers. If you work in a public setting, the type of patients you see there will guide your day. If you are in a school, you may meet with some students daily, and some maybe just once, simply to give them a general mental health evaluation.

Who’s Good at This?

Psychologists need to have empathy; it’s the most important attribute. If you can’t make a therapeutic alliance with someone, you really won’t be able to help them. It takes patience, emotional stability, and curiosity about people and their issues. You have to be objective, as well as self-aware. Finally, you must be deeply responsible. You’re dealing with people’s mental well-being. If you are the kind of person who can’t be held accountable for something that serious, this just isn’t the gig for you.

What Are the Hours? Does It Take Over Your Life?

It could weigh heavily on your life, of course, but psychologists say you learn how not to let it. In terms of actual hours, it depends on whether you work in an institution or private practice. At institutions, the hours can be pretty grueling, fifty to sixty hours a week. That’s because on top of seeing patients, tons of procedure and paperwork must be completed.

Private-practice hours are much more up to the individual. You can see as many or as few patients as you’d like in a day. Most psychologists in private practice tend to work about the “normal” amount, between thirty and forty hours a week. One thing that can add to those hours is whether you take insurance. Dealing with carriers is universally seen to be a major hassle and timesuck. Hooray American healthcare!
How Much Cash for Your Wisdom?

Psychologists used to be upper middle class, but now most are middle class at best. You can’t really bet on making a lot of money in therapy, but you’ll probably do just fine. “Just fine” can be a little frustrating, though, since you go through all that schooling, rack up debt, and then... you don’t make a killing.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics documents the mean salaries of clinical/counseling/school psychologists (most common) at $63,960, and industrial-organizational psychologists at $89,980. At a hospital or clinic setting, you really won’t make more than $60,000 until you are in a director position (supervising other psychologists), and then you can make around $100,000. In a private practice, dealing with higher-end clientele, you can make $120,000 or more, if you’re lucky. Beyond clinical work, if you get a PhD and go the academic route, you’ll start at around $50,000, and you can go as high as $110,000. And if you go the corporate route, according to salary.com, a director of research at a drug company can make anywhere from $150,000 to $300,000.

Stress-o-Meter: 7 (1 being a security guard in Tahiti, 10 being a security guard in Tel Aviv)

It’s really probably higher than that, but psychologists are better at putting things into perspective than most. They tend not to think their jobs overtaxing as compared to what some of their patients are going through. Of course, the stress level does depend on your patients; if you have suicidal patients, it’s off the charts.
Pros
In private practice, you make your own hours, choose your own clients, and create your own office.
You’re always problem solving, thinking, being challenged.
You really get to help people.

Cons
There’s some pretty major stress and accountability.
When you’re working, you can’t zone out or daydream, ever.
It’s hard not to take people’s problems home with you.
Sometimes people don’t improve.

Okay, You’re a Psychologist. You Wake Up And . . .

This assumes you work in a private practice.

7:00 AM: You brew some coffee and watch the Today show; that Al Roker is a hoot! You don’t have patients until later in the day, you make your own schedule and you prefer to have them all in a row in the afternoon. Still, you’re an early riser.

10:00 AM: You check your messages and e-mails. You don’t have a receptionist; you do everything yourself. One patient called to cancel her 1 PM appointment tomorrow. You mark it in your calendar, head to the gym, and then meet some friends for an early lunch.

1:20 PM: You get to your office and make sure everything is in place and clean.

1:30 PM: Your first appointment comes in, very distraught. She is a brilliant sixteen-year-old girl who has been struggling with bulimia—and this week, it seems, her driver’s test as well. You’ve been working with her for six months and have only slowly begun to make progress.

2:30 PM: You start seeing the rest of the day’s patients, one after the other: forty-five-minute sessions, with fifteen-minute breaks between. Most of your patients are dealing with eating disorders and relationship issues. Sometimes one informs the other. During breaks you use the bathroom, check your e-mail, and snack.

8:00 PM: By the end of the day, after many emotional conversations, you are exhausted. You turn off the lights, empty the garbage, and head home.

I Want to Help People. How Do I Get This Job?

You have to go to school, just as described earlier. That’s it; it’s a clear and formal path with no shortcuts. Getting into graduate school is quite competitive, so you’ll need good grades and test scores. One thing you can do to show grad schools you are serious is to seek out a researcher at a hospital, clinic, or academic institution, and offer to work for free—in other words, intern. Even getting these free gigs, however, can be somewhat competitive. You don’t have
to be a psych major to be qualified for these kinds of internships, but you do need a certain number of undergrad psych classes. The psych department at most universities will have information on undergrad-level internships and their requirements. Outside those, all you can really do is study hard. Good luck.

Resources

For grad school information, check with the American Psychological Association, apa.org. It has a wealth of other resource material as well as articles and advice from professionals. And just like for undergrad educations, many reference books and magazines (most famous, *U.S. News & World Report*) also rate grad schools and give you insight into each institution. You can find these at any bookstore.

Other resources to check out include *Psychology Today*, perhaps the most popular industry magazine, and these books: *Career Paths in Psychology: Where Your Degree Can Take You* by Robert J. Sternberg, *What Can You Do with a Major in Psychology? Real People, Real Jobs, Real Rewards*, by Shelley O’Hara, and *The Fifty-Minute Hour* by Robert Lindner.
Publicists spread the word. Or sometimes, they work feverishly to stop the word from spreading. A publicist is a middleman (or to be more politically correct, *middleperson*) between his or her clients, the people who seek publicity, and reporters and writers who are looking for interesting stories.

Publicists aim to get the right kind of attention for their clients. The right kind of attention means that sometimes a publicist does the opposite of pitching a story. They angle to keep their clients out of the press for something unfortunate that they’ve said or done, like telling an embarrassing lie or perhaps, inappropriately touching a pony. Hey, these things happen. At the end of the day, the publicist’s job is to make the client look good to the world at large.

And just who are these publicity-seeking clients? Anyone and everyone who thinks they need PR: from musicians and celebrity actors, to activist groups and politicians, to Wal-Mart and Coca-Cola. Obviously, the exact day-to-day job you have as a publicist will depend on who your clients are. Some large PR firms are generalists; they have all different types of clients. Other firms specialize, for example, by focusing exclusively on the music industry. Oh, and by the way, PR, or public relations, is the same thing as publicity, and a publicist is someone who handles PR. Different firms use different terms; don’t let them throw you.

So Like, Am I Lunching All Day with Madonna?

Sadly, the life of a publicist is not all martinis and booking massages.

A lot of the job is careful planning. You want the right angle on your client’s story, and you want it in the right press. You don’t want your client’s story in just any magazine; you want *Vanity Fair*, because you know by doing research that this will somehow better affect their career than being in, say, *People*. It also requires a tremendous amount of work just to get a story placed. It’s called *pitching* a story, and it’s what you’ll spend most of your time doing.

Pitching is trying to get a media outlet—a magazine/newspaper editor, TV show, or Web site—to do a story on your client, a piece that you have already pretty much prepared and are handing them. Reporters and editors are busy, so if you have a good, ready-made story for them, you are helping them out.
immensely. But you can’t just chuck it out there. You have to tailor what you say to each specific person, both specific to your client and specific to who is hearing the pitch.

Say your client is an inventor who just came up with a healthy potato chip, one that actually makes you live longer. Dare to dream. You will now e-mail, call, maybe even send reporters a big, fun package with a bag of these new chips inside—whatever it takes to get them interested in doing a big piece on your chip inventor client. So to Healthy Living magazine, your pitch will be something like “Crunch Yourself Healthy.” To Cosmo, it will be “Look Sexy and Still Snack.”

Pitching is rarely a one-shot deal; you don’t send one e-mail and boom, an editor bites. A pitch can take a long period of time. For example, trying to get an art publication to write about an artist you handle can take weeks or months. In that time, there will be constant e-mails, phone calls, text messages, smoke signals, whatever you can think of that helps your client’s case. You have to keep the press abreast of all that he is doing until one day, huzzah, they decide they really want to write about him. And you have to do it all without being annoying. Perseverance without annoyance is a balancing act. It’s like trying to persuade a girl to go with you to the prom: you want to show her you like her by being persistent, but you don’t want to seem like a stalker.

What Happens When I’m Not Pitching?

All kinds of stuff, all in the interest of garnering more positive spin for your clients. You may be supporting them by going to an event of theirs. For someone in the entertainment field, perhaps you are attending a premiere; for a client who designs furniture, you may be attending a trade show. You may be galvanizing relationships with specific reporters by lunching with them, trying to find out what kind of stories and angles interest them. Your client might be interviewed on a radio show, and you will sit beside them, making sure there are no gaffes or misunderstandings, smoothing things over during the commercial breaks.

Prepare to Be Touchy and Feely

Publicity is about people. “People, people who need people . . .” Go ahead, you know the words. If schmoozing people all day makes you ill, you’ll find yourself in need of a medic as a publicist. This is not a job for the shy; cultivating relationships is key, and giving good talk is the number one skill. There are the relationships with clients, of course. But just as important are befriending and

There are a few ways to pitch. Some publicists pitch by cold calling. Our industry is small; we know all of the reporters in it, and we have relationships with them. So when we call, it’s not really a deliberate pitch. We check in with them, catch up, talk about the industry in general, and make sure that they know what our clients are up to.

—Samantha DiGennaro, founder and president, DiGennaro Communications

The events I attend with my clients are speaking engagements. I try to do three things for them there: One, make sure that they are fully prepared. Two, make sure there are no slips of the tongue, and if there are, that they’re corrected. And three, I make sure to connect them with reporters after the event.

—Samantha DiGennaro, founder and president, DiGennaro Communications
If you know that a certain reporter at *Rolling Stone* loves Zeppelin, you won’t annoy him by pitching him a new boy band you handle that he’d never be interested in, and might make him actually angry you wasted his time.

—Rachel Reynolds, Gorgeous PR

You’ll start by answering the phones, pasting up clips, maybe even doing some small pitches to local newspapers such as the *Hartford Courant*, until one day when you get promoted, and there’s less secretarial work and more publicity work.

—Alicia Kalish, publicist

really knowing the press. What do they like, what interests them, what annoys them? This all helps when pitching a story.

And there are all the other people you will interact with as you try to promote your client. As a publicist, you’re the point person when it comes to managing their image. There may be photo shoots, where stylists and photographers will be influencing your client’s look, and you will be there, making sure he or she doesn’t come off looking like a clown or an aerobics instructor (unless of course you represent clowns or aerobics instructors). You’ll be by their side at events like grand openings, signings, and interviews. There will be a lot of glad-handing. Buy some Purell.

**What Kind of Person Is a Publicist Person?**

To be successful in publicity, you have to be passionate, someone who can really believe (sometimes, of course, you’ll have to act) in what you’re pitching. And those pitches must be well written, so although being an English or journalism major certainly isn’t required, good writing skills definitely help. You’ll need to be patient and able to keep cool even when things are going awry. You have to be a good salesperson, since you are selling your clients and their stories to the press. Publicists tend to be the kind of people who can take a call from the press while IMing a client while eating lunch with chopsticks, so multitasking is a key skill. You must have chutzpah; you need the ability to never feel guilty about calling or bothering anybody. Ever.

**I Start as What and Become Who?**

More often than not, the first job you’ll get, and the way in, is as an assistant, doing all the things assistants do—phonin’, faxin’, gettin’ stuff. Also, you will be pasting up clips (basically, gathering all the press the firm has garnered for a client so they can show what they’ve accomplished; these days it’s more likely to be a PDF than actual pasted clippings). Once you prove your ability at these tasks, you’ll probably get some small assignments pitching stories to, perhaps, local newspapers and the like. From there you’ll work your way up, getting weightier titles and bigger and more important stories to pitch.

**The Office Looks and Feels Like . . .**

Office vibes are quite different from firm to firm. A good rule is, as the clients’ offices go, so you go. So if your firm handles bands, music will probably be playing in the office, and you’ll pretty much wear whatever you want. A small,
general firm in a typical office setting might be casual most days, dressing up only when clients come in. However, if you work in a large, corporate PR environment, well, it will probably still feel like most large, corporate office environments. While you won’t have to wear a Chanel suit every day, you probably won’t be wearing sweatpants either.

As mentioned earlier, you won’t be in the office all day, either. Depending on the client, you may be at their offices or at an event or opening, making sure all is going as smoothly as it can. Or at least helping to create that illusion.

**Hours?**

They’re often long, but again, it all depends on your clients. Publicists need to be fairly accessible, especially in the entertainment world. Many own more than one cell phone battery, let’s leave it at that. Still, there are jobs in PR that allow one to have a balanced life. If, for example, you do PR for the accounting industry, unless there is a scandal, you are pretty much working normal business hours. If you are Britney Spears’s publicist, you probably sleep with a phone taped to your head. You should figure that on average there will be a few late nights a month, minimum; some weekend work; and the occasional crisis that could startle you from your sleep.

We do PR primarily for the music industry, so our office is very laid back. There’s a poster of Bob Marley smoking a joint hanging right near my desk.

—Rachel Reynolds, Gorgeous PR

As a publicist, you won’t work 24/7, but you need to be accessible 24/7. You just never know when a reporter is going to call for a quote or come looking for an expert opinion from one of your clients. It’s not the old days when magazines came out weekly or monthly; news is being constantly updated online. If you aren’t available, your clients could miss a good opportunity for press.

—Samantha DiGennaro, founder and president, DiGennaro Communications

**How Many Pieces of Green Paper for Your Trouble?**

No surprise here—starting salaries are low, especially in the hotter fields like entertainment publicity. As you grow and take on additional responsibilities, the best way to increase money is to jump around; publicists change jobs often.

If you are successful and are garnering PR for big accounts, you can make a ton. Get a great reputation and you may even start your own firm. But keep in mind that at first, you’ll be eyeing the value menu at Taco Bell over the king...
crab roll at Nobu. However, in these sexy fields, there are perks that take the edge off. Free tickets, free CDs, and free DVDs, commensurate with the kind of clients you are working on, often come with the business cards.

Here’s what the Bureau of Labor Statistics has to say, in a sampling of mean salaries for manager (senior) level PR executives across different possible industries:

- Advertising and related services: $115,090
- Management of companies and enterprises: $101,530
- Colleges and universities: $77,790
- Professional and similar organizations: $85,640
- Local government: $65,500

According to the 2006 PRWeek-Korn/Ferry Salary Survey (prweek.com), the average starting salary in New York is $33,000 to $35,000, while the overall median is $92,000. The survey states that the top (meaning executive-vice-president-level) PR execs at Fortune 200 companies make an average of $580,000, including bonus. Nice.

Stress-o-Meter: 7 (1 being a Ben & Jerry’s ice cream taster, 10 being Kim Jong Il’s food taster)

If your client is a young musician or actor, her dreams are in your hands. Other times you might be putting out huge fires—say, if your client has a bawdy home video released on the Web, and he looks fat in it. Something is always happening, and again, you are the point person. If you screw up, you screw up in public—in the press.

Pros
- Seeing a story you came up with in the paper.
- Having a job you can be passionate about (when you believe in your clients).
- Your winning personality and persuasiveness are the keys to your success.
- Working with interesting people.

Cons
- Having to be passionate about a client you don’t believe in—or like.
- Being on call 24/7.
- Unrealistic expectations (“I wrote a poem, why aren’t I on Entertainment Tonight?”).
- Low money for long hours sometimes breeds bitterness.
Okay, You Are a Publicist. You Wake Up And . . .

Every day as a publicist is different. You could be at a shoot for an entire day or attending a conference all week. That said, here is a somewhat typical day.

9:00 AM: You roll over and check your pal, Mr. Blackberry. You have tons of e-mails but all seems well, so you get out of bed and flip through the papers. *Times, Post, News, USA Today, WWD, WSJ*—you need to know the latest.

10:00 AM: At the office, you call and remind a client you’ve nicknamed “Sir Sleeps-a-Lot” about an interview he has with a college newspaper. You then join a phone interview between one of your new clients and a reporter, listening intently to make sure there are no gaffes.

11:00 AM: Pitching time. (The rest of the day you will be in and out of pitch mode.) You make a barrage of calls for a new band you represent, whose album is about to drop. You e-mail an MP3 to a freelance magazine writer you know who’ll love it.

1:00 PM: Lunch with a client, an actor. He complains that he hasn’t seen himself in the papers lately. You explain you’ve been doing everything you can to keep him out, what with the affair and all.

2:00 PM: You Google clients, downloading every bit of press on them you can find. This press goes into a book or PDF, so you can wow them at the end of the month.

5:00 PM: You spend more time on the new band pitch, working with an assistant to put together a bunch of packages to mail, complete with the new CD and a poster of the band.

7:00 PM: You go to the opening of a new club, owned by some of your clients. You say hi and have a quick drink, then rush home to the comfort of your couch. And Mr. Blackberry. You try to knock off some e-mails so tomorrow morning maybe you can make an appearance at Pilates.

I Like the Public and I Adore Relations. How the Hell Do I Become a Publicist?

The best way into a PR firm is to intern. Get in the door and then do what publicists do—network, show your personality and your positive spirit. Everyone loves free labor, so check the college listing boards and local PR agencies’ Web sites. PR firms frequently have interns, so there should be postings. Some might even pay an itty bit—but don’t count on it. There’s no precise major or background they are looking for, just a person with the right personality who’s up for whatever the day throws at them. Be that person.

When you interview for an internship or an assistant job, the number one thing you’ll need to show is enthusiasm. Being a publicist requires a lot of energy, so stifle the yawns and the cool, indifferent looks. Be excited about the job, about the firm’s clients (make sure you know who they are, duh; try to
note a piece of press you’ve recently seen), even about the weather. Be someone they want to meet, someone they think a reporter is going to enjoy getting a phone call from. Know what’s happening on the media landscape, know who was on the *Today* show or *Good Morning America* that morning, and be ready to talk talk talk about it.

Resources
To prepare for an interview and even a job in publicity, one of the best things you can do is read every magazine that covers the field of publicity you are interested in. For example, want to be in music publicity? Know every page of every music magazine, every sidebar, every little place you could maybe get press for a client. Know all the influential Web sites and TV shows, and talk about them in the interview. Okay, you don’t have to know every single one, but you get the point. Obviously, it’s imperative to be up-to-date on these when you actually have the job, but showing in an interview how immersed you are is more impressive than any degree, and better than having read any big ol’ publicity biography. However, it is worth your time to flip through the last few issues of *PRWeek* magazine, which you can also check out online at prweek.com. This way you’ll be up on all the latest happenings or big PR campaigns that might be the current talk of the publicist world.

Here are a few associations that can give you more information and perhaps, most important, leads on available internships:

- National Council for Marketing & Public Relations: ncmpr.org
- Public Relations Society of America: prsa.org
- Public Relations Student Society of America: prssa.org, where a *Student’s Guide to Public Relations Education* is available
Finding a place to live is usually a giant pain in the bottom. Although the prospect of a new home is always exciting, the open houses, the credit checks, the shady landlords, and of course, the actual moving day often combine into a perfect storm of stress and unpleasantness. If you’ve ever looked for an apartment or home by yourself or tried to rent or sell one on your own, then you probably sport the bruises of the real estate market.

A real estate broker’s job is to make this process a lot less difficult. They are the sherpas who lead you through the urban or suburban jungles and match you with the right seller or buyer so that each of you can, after negotiations, get what you want. And that’s no simple task: buying or selling a home is an emotional issue; it’s not a stock or bond, but a place where you live, sleep, and eat. The best real estate brokers look beyond the dollars and the local crime and school statistics to find the right fit for each individual or family. The career can be quite a ride, with highs and lows, big deals and lost deals, and savant-level Blackberrying and cell phone dialing. Successful real estate brokers will tell you that the satisfaction of selling a home, of scoring a fat commission on a single sale, and of having a job that allows for flexible hours more than makes up for any downsides.

There are also commercial real estate brokers, who find “homes” for corporations. This job is much less touchy-feely and far more of a dollars-and-cents game. This chapter will focus on residential real estate.

Brokering, Soup to Nuts

Real estate brokers usually work at real estate agencies, but they can also be self-employed. They join their clients on the journey to buy or sell (or rent) a home, from the very beginning until the very end. Of course, first you need to get this client, a seller (or landlord) or a buyer (or renter). How do you find them? Much like dentistry, for the most part, brokering is a business built on referrals. Someone’s friend Joey employed you to sell his condo, you kicked butt, and now one of Joey’s friends—Jimmy—has come to you to help him sell his property. Or, if you work for a firm with a good reputation, people may come in based on the firm’s strengths, not knowing any broker in particular, and get assigned to you. Either way, it’s all based on past customer interaction.
It’s something to keep in mind every step of the process, as every client can potentially yield, or not yield, more clients down the line. So be nice.

Okay, so Joey said good things, and now you’re helping Jimmy sell his property. You’ll go over to his house and inspect it—see what he’s got and what you can do with it. Two things happen here, both incredibly important to the overall success of your mission, which is getting Jimmy the highest price for his home and selling it in a reasonable amount of time. First, you will start to strategize what the correct pricing should be for the property. This is a difficult task, because although as a broker you’ll understand the price per square foot in the neighborhood, what similar condos nearby have sold for, and the general state of the market, some guesswork and psychology still apply.

Second, you will look around the property and tell Jimmy what he might do to help his cause. Maybe a fresh coat of paint is needed, a new refrigerator, or, in some cases, a battalion of cleaning people. These small touches really help a place “show” better—and thus get the higher price.

Once the property is priced correctly and spruced up, marketing begins. You will take photos of the kitchen, the deck, and the double-wide Jacuzzi tub, looking for the most flattering angles. These days, some brokers even shoot videos. Web sites have become quite important in the promotion of real estate, and these images draw in potential buyers far better than mere descriptive words (although you’ll tailor those as well). Other than putting the property up on your agency’s Web site, you’ll also put ads in local newspapers and on sites like craigslist.com. You’ll open up the listing to other brokers at your company so they can bring in their own clients. You may even open it up to brokers at other real estate agencies, listing it on the MLS (Multiple Listing Service), a site where licensed brokers can see every property on the market. Or you may keep the property as an “exclusive,” meaning you’ll find both buyer and seller. More work, but exclusives guarantee you the largest possible commission on a sale. If you co-broker, you share the commission with the other broker who brings in the buyer.

You’ll organize, promote, and host open houses, which are times when anyone can stop in and look at the property. Generally these fall on weekends or after work, when buyers have more time to browse.

Then you cross your fingers a bit and hope—hope it doesn’t rain on the day of an open house, hope the flowers you stuck in a vase make the old bathroom seem prettier, even hope the stock market doesn’t crash. You’ll usher buyers around the property and tell them all the positives—and, well, the negatives too. It pays to be honest (remember that referral thing), although at the end of the day, your loyalty is to the seller.
Then, if luck is with you, you’ll get a bid. Let’s say you and Jimmy decide to ask a million dollars for his place. A prospective buyer offers $950,000. You tell this to Jimmy and advise him what to do. In this case, you think he should go down to $975,000, have the buyer meet him there, and walk away with a tidy sum. Jimmy could be stubborn and not be willing to go down a penny. Or the buyer may not be willing to go up. Here is where you negotiate, and where things can get stressful and emotional. A lot of money is on the table, and the deal is oh so close. Your job is to make it happen.

Now, let’s say Jimmy is looking to buy, not sell. First, you’ll talk about neighborhoods, what he likes and doesn’t, what he can afford, what kind of life he lives, whether he needs a chef’s kitchen or is more of a delivery pizza kind of guy. Then you will search all of the appropriate listings, ones exclusive to your firm as well as the MLS, looking for those that best suit him. Once you find some promising ones, you will (after sending him all available information online and narrowing down the list) take him around and show him said properties. And odds are, you won’t find one he wants to buy on your first time out. You will be continually keeping your eyes peeled for Jimmy’s perfect match. You will be on the computer, looking, then e-mailing, then taking Jimmy around, again and again. This process can take a long time. Buying or selling a piece of property is one of the largest investment decisions a person will make, and very rarely do they impulse buy. Except for, like, Jay-Z.

What Kind of Person Is a Broker Person?

Being a broker requires you to be a bit of a risk taker. The pay is 100 percent commission, meaning if you don’t close any deals, you don’t get any cash. That’s a pretty big gamble right there. You need to be the kind of person who can roll with the downtimes and plan ahead during the good.

The job is a sales job, of course, but you are selling items with strong emotional attachments. So you need to be a people person, able to empathize with and cajole all types, as opposed to getting annoyed and wanting to hang up on them.

As mentioned, referrals are how you get clients. A lot of referrals come from friends, family, and former clients, but many will come from hard-core networking. If you live in New York City, that might mean going out to clubs and meeting people at the gym. In the Midwest, it might mean joining the Rotary Club and coaching Little League. Wherever they are located, real estate brokers tend to be social animals.

Finally, you simply have to love real estate. Diamonds in the rough, huge
penthouses, fixer-uppers—all of these should make your pulse race. When you walk into someone’s house for the first time, do you always want to go on a tour? Are you overly concerned with closet space and acreage? These are good signs.

Where Do You Broker?

You can broker here, you can broker there, you can broker pretty much anywhere there are properties that need to be bought or sold. Yes, you’ll have a desk at your real estate agency, but the truth is, with a cell phone and an Internet connection, you can do your job from any location. And you will. You’ll be on the phone on a busy street, and on your Blackberry over lunch. Some brokers like the structure of going to the office, but since there’s so much running around to open houses, many find it’s easier to do some work from home, and some from the road, with the rare pop in to the firm. Yes, you’ll be in your car a lot, traveling from property to property. Or if you live in a major city, on the subway or in a cab.

Wherever you are, how do you have to look? Professional. If you are selling properties in the hip part of town, you don’t have to wear a formal business suit, but you won’t be dressed like Keith Richards either. Most other places you will wear a suit. Real estate is expensive, and you need to look the trustworthy, professional part.

Hours

The hours are quite flexible. This is both a positive and a negative. Most people look for real estate after work or on the weekends, so daytime can be quite slow (with the exception of lunch hour), while evenings and weekends can be crazy. On the plus side, you can run errands or go to the gym on a Monday at 2:30. But brokering is time consuming, and you can do it seven days a week. After a Sunday spent at open houses, for instance, you might spend the evening online searching the MLS or other databases for properties for your clients. Brokers get caught up in the rush of sales and sometimes have trouble forcing themselves to go on vacation. If the market is hot, two weeks out of town might mean a significant loss of income.
Money

Brokers can do well. They can also make zero. It’s a 100 percent commission job, with no safety nets. Yes, even though you “work” at a real estate agency, the only money you make is from deals you close. Real estate agencies take a commission on sales, generally around 6 percent of the sales price. As a broker, you will get a percentage of that percentage, which you will have to share if it’s a co-broker situation. In markets with high real estate values, the money can add up fast. You may have to make only a few deals a year to have a healthy salary. And some years can be bummer, while others are bone dry. The mean annual income for brokers, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, is $80,230. But of course, in the case of real estate, location is everything. The BLS reports that in Nevada, the mean annual salary for a real estate broker is $147,120, while in North Carolina it’s $42,030. Quite a difference.

In terms of benefits, well, often there are none. No health, life, dental, nothing. Some firms offer these, but many times, it’s just you and your hopefully healthy commission.

—Samantha Brown, associate broker

Stress-o-Meter: 7 (1 being a bargain hunter, 10 being a big-game hunter)

Any job where your pay is 100 percent commission is bound to be stressful. A few months without pay will up the acid level in the ol’ stomach. Plus, you’re dealing with often highly emotional buyers and sellers, who, for them at least, are making deals that are the equivalent of their life’s savings.

Pros
Your schedule is flexible.
You can make a nice living if you hustle.
It’s quite satisfying to find people their dream home.

Cons
Clients who are “just looking” waste your unpaid time.
Not having a steady salary can be unsettling.
You can find yourself just constantly working.
### You, My Friend, Are a Real Estate Broker. You Wake Up And . . .

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:30 AM</td>
<td>Before you toast that English muffin, you check your Blackberry to see if any clients have written. You return one e-mail, rescheduling an appointment for later in the week.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Now showered and dressed professionally, you go online and start doing searches for some of your buyer clients. After some serious pointing and clicking—huzzah!—you find a few new listings that might suit a family searching for a three-bedroom. You fire off an e-mail to them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>You head out to show a property to a client who’s looking to buy; afterward you’ll take him to two others nearby. Hopefully one will be up his alley. While you are showing him the homes, you frequently sneak off to field phone calls from other clients. It’s a constant struggle to be accessible but also not seem rude.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td>You stuff a wrap down your throat while driving over to an exclusive condo property you are selling. You have three different couples coming to meet you there, spread out over the next two and a half hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 PM</td>
<td>You go grab a drink with some friends, a fresh wad of business cards in your pocket. You never know whom you might meet who’s “looking.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 PM</td>
<td>Back home, you go online and do some more searches to see if any new properties were listed today that might fit your clients’ needs. Then it’s TV time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Real Estate Seems Really Great.

**So How the Hell Do I Get This Job?**

Let’s start with the educational requirements: there are none. You don’t even need a college degree, although these days, at the more established firms, most younger agents have them. Some schools offer majors in real estate, but again, it’s not necessary. All that is required is a real estate sales license, which you get by taking a course. These differ in length from state to state, but you are looking at about forty-five hours—basically a week’s commitment. To find out your state’s requirements (and where you can take courses), simply Google your state’s name plus “real estate license commission.” Yay, technology. Once you have your license, you can work for a real estate agency and make commissions. After a year, if you have enough points (basically, if you’ve sold enough properties at a certain dollar amount) you can get another license, called a *broker’s license*. The major advantage of this broker’s license is that you can start your own firm if you wish, or work independently outside a licensed agency.
But back to the beginning. Once you’ve passed the course and have obtained your sales license, you need to become part of an agency. You do this the same way you get any other job: you make phone calls, send e-mails, get interviews, and then nail those interviews. Since you will be paid only by commission, finding a firm isn’t always that difficult. But you want to make sure you go to one where you will actually have the opportunity to sell properties and thus make some money. Make sure you ask questions in the interview as well. An important one to ask is, “Will I start with rentals?” Rentals in certain cities can be lucrative, but they are generally looked down on. It’s just a sketchier business; both landlords and tenants alike tend to be less reliable. If you are going to start in rentals, hey, it’s a great way to learn. But you’ll want to know that there is a career path where, after you prove yourself, you can move up. Real estate brokers say it’s good to also sniff around on these subjects: Will you get any training? Will you work with someone more experienced, a mentor-like situation? Or will you be sitting there with no leads and no income?

What the agency will be looking for in you is sales ability. Did you work in retail? What did you sell, and how? This type of experience is good to flaunt. You will be asked why you want to get into real estate; your answer should not just be about money, but about your passion for all things home and garden. You should be up-to-date on the overall market and the local area where you want to operate. Be ready to talk about good streets and bad streets; show off your knowledge of your local ’hood. How can you sell a home if you don’t know where the best pizza place in the area is?

Real estate brokers often don’t start straight out of school; many come to the field from other jobs. They may have been in fashion or computing, and decided, maybe through even buying or renting their own place, that real estate was their future. A big advantage to this is that they’ve been part of the working world and have made a lot of contacts in their industry. Being a real estate broker is all about having that big Rolodex of people who know and trust you, and working in another industry is one way to build this up. Also, let’s say you are fresh out of college. It’s fairly difficult for a twenty-two-year-old to sell a million-dollar home to a father of four. But someone just a few years older with some life experience under his or her belt? Definitely doable.

Not to mention, if you are fresh out of school, a 100 percent commission job might be a tough first gig. However, there is another way to go straight from school to a job at a real estate agency: get a job as a broker’s assistant. What you might do is get your license and work as an assistant to a broker. You’re not actually a broker—you’re an assistant. If you’re really interested in real estate I’d recommend that, because (a) you’ll learn the business and (b) you’re getting some money. Just make your boss aware that eventually you want to be a broker. And while you’re proving yourself, you’re learning from someone who’s been in the business.

—Samantha Brown, associate broker
Resources

It’s important to read your local papers and keep up on the market: the general economy, how homes are being priced, trends in the marketplace (the loft look is in—the ranch look is out). As well, search for local real estate blogs that cover your area. For example, New York City alone has hundreds of such blogs, such as curbed.com, therealdeal.net, and brownstoner.com. Nationally, make sure to read the real estate sections in Crain’s, The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, and the site realtytimes.com.

Some links to check out:

National Association of Realtors: realtor.org (Realtor.org/realtororg.nsf/pages/careers will take you directly to information on careers, including practical advice and links on getting started.)

Council of Residential Specialists: crs.com

Society of Industrial and Office Realtors: sior.com

National Association of Real Estate Brokers: nareb.com

And . . . the largest online real estate bookstore (they claim): dearborn.com/recampus/home.asp?pin_id=700000
News reporters seek the truth. Well, they seek the important, or at least interesting, truth, the truth that makes for a story the public needs or wants to know about. For although it may be truthful that you ate one too many meatballs at dinner last evening, it is hardly “news.” Unless you happen to be Britney Spears. Of course, if you are Britney Spears, the fact that you are reading this book (or any book for that matter) is also news. But let’s not get off track.

News reporters investigate stories, gather facts, and then present their findings to the public. They can do this in any medium, be it TV, print, radio, or the Web. They could be reporting on a new movie, or they could be following a political scandal; either way, their aim is to inform and educate, in a digestible and sometimes even highly entertaining way. Which is perhaps why some local news weathermen wear absurd toupees.

More Digestible Information, Please

News reporters are passionate about facts. What separates them from other magazine writers (and why this chapter is separate from the chapter on magazine writers) or TV or radio personalities is their strict reporting of news, their adherence to the facts, and their objectivity in presenting them. However, news reporters do at times, at least subtly, put their point of view into a story. For example, perhaps you’ve heard the term liberal media in reference to left-leaning newspapers or conservative to Fox News.

So how do reporters decide what stories to report on? Two main ways. One, they pitch an idea to their superiors. This means they say something like, “Hey, I’ve got a great idea for a story. I know this guy at the Pentagon who claims everyone there is addicted to Frappuccinos. It’s a story of caffeine and killing power.” Or, if you work at a local newspaper, “A source tells me there’s drag racing going on behind the Carvel.” If the superior likes it, they can give the reporter the green light (and funds) to go ahead and investigate and turn it into a piece for broadcast or publication.

I report and write stories for the National Affairs section of Newsweek. I’m part of a team, so when there’s a big story like Katrina, I’m one of the people who gets sent to cover it. Plus, on off weeks, I’ll do my own stories, for National Affairs or for other sections of the magazine. I’ve done the 2004 presidential campaign, the Duke rape case, and the real heavy-hitting stuff like new trends in sideburns.

—Susannah Meadows, senior writer, Newsweek
I think being kind is really important. Plus, being unkind is counterproductive. Who’s going to talk to you if you are gross like that? After the Amish school shooting, there was a rumor going around about a reporter who had barged into an Amish home while the family was eating dinner. Even if she got a story, that wouldn’t be worth it for me.

—Susannah Meadows, senior writer, Newsweek

The other way is to be assigned a story, and especially for more junior reporters, it’s the main way. Who gives you the assignment differs by medium. In TV, the assignment desk manages every reporter’s time and doles out the story assignments. In print, that duty falls on your editor. The story might be due in a few hours, or it may be a longer-term investigative piece. You may have to hop on the next flight or you may be able to do a lot of the legwork from your desk. The field is fast-paced and stressful. Most times you will be hustling off somewhere while trying to figure out what you’re exactly supposed to be doing as you go. Which is to say, it’s damn exciting.

Reporting itself is simply the act of attaining information. But to be good at it, you have to be creative about where and from whom you’re getting this info. As you become more seasoned, you’ll learn that by calling the press secretary to some politician, you’re only going to hear the party line. To find the juicy bits you must work along the edges, talking to the people who are looser lipped and more gossipy. Then you work your way in and confirm these rumors by confronting the main players with them.

What Makes for a Good Reporter?

Are you a stubborn, unrelenting type? Good. Because to be a decent news reporter, you have to be incredibly persistent. It sounds simple, but in practice it’s very difficult to get people to give you information and get sources to go on the record. Are you willing to wait in an office all day until the person you need to talk with finally arrives? Or will you sit outside his or her home for hours in your car? Even if you have to go to the bathroom, really, really badly? It takes some stick-to-itiveness, if that’s a word. Either way, you’ll also need to be resourceful, because although you may not break any laws to gather the facts, you have to be willing to walk around fences. And maybe climb some trees. Crawl under some barricades. You get the idea.

It’s important to be able to make people comfortable and to be able to develop trust. Journalists forge relationships with sources that last many years and can be helpful to their careers. These people have to trust that what they tell you, you’ll represent fairly. Otherwise, they won’t ever give you information again. If people tell you the inside scoop off the record, and you never print it, trust grows. But if you’re a beat reporter and you print something that was supposed to be off the record, boom, you lost trust, and your source, just for that one story.

Reporters need to be extra sensitive because many times, sadly, they are dealing with stories of human tragedy. The callous reporters are the reason people love to hate the media—you know, the ones shoving microphones
in the victims’ faces asking, “So when they shot your son in the face, were you sad?”

Most reporters are good writers. However, many will tell you that without the reporting, the writing is just fluff. And sometimes, reporters won’t even write their own stories. If they are on the road, they may phone in the details to a colleague or their editor at the office, who will take the story down and put it into proper form.

Finally, you have to be a hard worker. With all the doggedness and persistence come long hours and late nights. Being a journalist means going all out for the story, twenty-four hours a day. Oh, and how do you feel about airports?

Platinum-Level Frequent-Flyer Miles

Yes, the odds are that you’ll travel quite a bit. Now, if you are a reporter for a local paper or TV station in Vermont, you will probably just be in your car, following stories locally or around the state. But if you cover national events for any large newspaper, magazine, or TV news show, you’ll be on the road as much as a hippie jam band.

And you won’t just travel, you’ll travel often without notice. Many reporters and correspondents keep a “to-go” bag stuffed with toiletries and clothes on standby at all times. It’s just part of the game.

As you can imagine, travel has its pros and cons. You’ll get to see the world and meet some incredible people in exotic places. Although you’re not really jet-setting; you’ll spend many nights in unglamorous small towns in Iowa or Pennsylvania. All that travel means your life will constantly be in tumult. You have to get a real thrill from reporting in order to keep going. Because it can be hard on family and relationships.

News Hours?

Many. You’re looking at sixty-to-seventy-hour weeks if you’re working at one of the top national news outlets. Local ones tend to be a bit less. If you’re an editor at a newspaper or magazine, as opposed to a reporter, the hours also tend to be more livable. As a reporter, you may well not have a traditional “weekend” off. The news happens every day, so you may get Sunday and Monday, or Tuesday and Wednesday. Also, TV news and newspapers are everyday affairs with deadlines each day, whereas magazines are weeklies or monthlies. For all, as the deadline approaches, the hours and stress increase exponentially, as you can well imagine.
Since news stories happen every day and at all hours, you’ll have to work on them at all hours. You aren’t always on call, but if you are in the middle of a big story or following a lead, you won’t be able to stop to go meet your buddies for nachos or your husband for dinner.

What’s the Office Like?

Generally any organization that reports the news is super fast-paced, but also fun. There’s lots of gallows humor as deadlines approach and everyone sprints (literally at times, à la Broadcast News) to get their stories in, although the vibe in TV is a bit different from newspaper, which is a bit different from magazine. For example, in terms of wardrobe, TV is a bit dressier than the others, especially if you are going to be on camera—although even as a print reporter, you’ll probably keep a suit of some sort in your office, in case you have to run to court or to interview a politician at a moment’s notice.

Depending on your level and company, you may have an actual office with a couch and a TV, or you may have a cube. Regardless of what piece of real estate you are bestowed, you’ll probably spend a lot of your time outside the office. You’ll be doing a lot of your communicating with colleagues, friends, and family via smartphone and laptop. Sometimes you’ll be out there on your own; other times you’ll have with you a fellow reporter, a camera operator if you are in TV, or a photographer. It depends on the piece.

Money?

While a few well-known journalists make gobs of money, most don’t. It’s just not a career for those looking to get rich. Remember, this is the kind of job people would do for free; note the low end of the salary range that follows.

If you’re an established reporter, you could make anywhere from the high five figures to the low six. If you’re an anchor in a small local market, you could make in the low six figures, and in a major one, the high sevens. Those jobs are few and far between, of course, and you’ll need “anchor hair.” There’s

---

Unfortunately, you’ll constantly be canceling dinner plans or vacations with friends or significant others because at the last minute you get an assignment. It happens frequently.

—Dan Harris, anchor and correspondent, ABC News
one way to make additional money: you might write a book or even a screenplay based on a story you unearthed. Bottom line: you’ll do fine, and you’ll love your job. But that’s about it.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports the mean salary for all journalists as $40,370, ranging from $18,300 to $71,220. The mean for newspaper reporters is $36,770, and for radio and TV, $49,990.

Stress-o-Meter: 8 (1 being a bong engineer, 10 being a bomb engineer)

If you report on breaking stories, life is pretty stressful. The deadlines, competition, long hours, and constant travel can be fairly brutal. Plus, once you close the story, you worry about whether you got it right. You may wake up at night wondering whether you quadruple-checked a fact. It kind of never stops.

If you’re a local reporter on a mellow beat, say traffic and weather, the stress is of course far lower.

Pros
Breaking a story is a thrill, a rush.
You’ll see the world.
You’re learning something new every day.
You may garner a modest amount of fame.

Cons
The travel is constant.
You have to bother people who have just been in a tragedy.
You’ll miss loved ones and events because of the long hours.

News Flash! You Are a Journalist. You Wake Up And . . .

This assumes you work for a news magazine.

8:00 AM: You find yourself on a plane. You are going to cover a story in the Midwest about a group of teenage bank robbers. You flip through some notes you took at 5:00 AM when you got the call from the office.

11:00 AM: You land and deal with getting a rental car and a map. You know that every journalist is going to be at the teenagers’ high school, so you try a different tack and head to the mall, hoping to find some truants.

12:30 PM: Your stomach saves you. After being lured to the food court by the savory smell of chimichangas, you see a few teens sitting in a corner. Turns out they knew the suspects. You whip out your pad.

2:00 PM: You’ve bought eight Cokes and have scored some great info, which you call in to the office so everyone is up to speed.

3:30 PM: You tried to get interviews with the thieves’ parents, but no luck. You drive to the school and watch football practice from the bleachers, where you meet and interview some more students.

5:00 PM: You try to get the parents again. Still no luck. Then you have a thought—grandparents. You do some research and find out they live just one town over.
6:30 PM: After some daredevil driving, you ring the grandparents’ doorbell. They yell, “No comment!” at first but then soften when you act nice. They invite you in and tell you what a good boy their grandson is. Obviously no one has talked with them yet. They let you have a picture of their grandson as a Cub Scout. Jackpot.

9:00 PM: You FedEx the photo to the office and then head back to the hotel, where you try to craft the story. Tomorrow you’ll try the parents one more time, and then fly back home.

---

I Want to Report the News. How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

There are more than a few different paths. The most straightforward one is to graduate from college, go to journalism school, and take several unpaid internships, one of which hopefully turns into a paying job.

However, many reporters never went to journalism school. And some don’t believe it’s really necessary; it seems a debate is always afoot on the subject. And it’s not that school isn’t helpful; the argument is that on-the-job training may be more practical than the academic. Of course, while you are in journalism school, you’ll also be trying to attain this through internships. But do you need to go to school, or can you save time and money and just do the internships?

However, keep this in mind: let’s say you eschew grad school and go for an internship. And you are up against another candidate who is in journalism school. This could leave you at a disadvantage, obviously. Also, beyond internships, you can’t get an actual job if you don’t have clips (articles you’ve written and published) or, for positions in the TV world, the equivalent, “a tape.” Journalism school will help you get those, so for that reason alone, it may make sense—especially if you are coming to this career decision and are already finished with your undergrad education.

But if you are a freshman, sophomore, or junior in college, you have time to try to get an internship, which may be a less costly way to break in before committing to journalism school. Or at the least, you can apply for internships and journalism school at the same time. Whichever direction you choose, you’ll probably want to do more than one internship.

Okay, so journalism school or not, you get an internship. Now what do you do? Be proactive. Sure, like any intern, you are going to have to do some crap, like transcribe interviews, get coffee, and answer phones. But if you’re friendly and show interest about the interviews you’re transcribing, if you ask questions and show you want to learn (without being “the annoying intern”), you

---

I recommend that you study everything but journalism, but that you do an internship. I think you should be as smart as possible on as many topics as possible; you never know what you’re going to cover. Journalism school has a lot to offer, but journalism is not a classic profession where you need credentials, like medical school or law school. I think it’s more of a craft—you just need to learn the basics. And I think the best way to learn the basics is on the job.

—Dan Harris, anchor and correspondent, ABC News
will get more responsibility. Reporters are overworked; they always need help. Try to get taken under someone’s wing.

But what if you’ve interned, and damnit, it didn’t turn into an actual job? Sadly, one thing you’ll find about the world of journalism is that it seems as if no one is ever hiring for entry level. But don’t fret; you just need to be persistent. And when you finally get a job interview, show off your can-do attitude. Many people applying for journalism jobs (and internships, for that matter) have major senses of entitlement. This comes from the fact that many of them are intensely qualified—Harvard grads and such. But a good attitude and a willingness to do whatever it takes can go further than these qualifications at times, because credentials don’t get the story out in the real world.

And when you’ve landed that first job, you better keep up the same “I’ll do anything” approach. Be happy just to write captions or to hold the camera. It’s cliché, but being a team player and pitching in will gain you trust, and trust breeds better assignments. And then soon, you’ll get your big chance, and hopefully you’ll shine. That’s the way it happens.

Resources

The best way to find a job in journalism, as in most other fields, is word of mouth. Talk to anyone and everyone. Short of that, you can look on sites like mediabistro.com and journalismjobs.com. *Editor & Publisher* has compiled a list of the leading journalism schools in the good ol’ U.S. of A., complete with links to each, at editorandpublisher.com/eandp/resources/journalism_schools.jsp.

Here are some organizations whose sites have articles, information on jobs, and forums where reporters can “share.” The sites of the Poynter Institute and the Society of Professional Journalists are probably the best places to start:

- The Poynter Institute: poynter.org
- Society of Professional Journalists: spj.org
- American Society of Journalists and Authors: asja.org
- The Newspaper Guild: newsguild.org

Finally, a great book for budding reporters: *The Elements of Journalism: What Newspeople Should Know and the Public Should Expect* by Bill Kovach and Tom Rosenstiel.
It’s a great job. The worst day of writing is better than the best day of anything else; I really can’t complain.

—Nick Santora, writer, *The Sopranos*; co-executive producer, *Prison Break*

Writing for TV or films is, undeniably, a dream job. Whether you’ve penned a blockbuster movie or a B-level horror film, an episode of *My Name Is Earl*, or two jokes on *America’s Funniest Home Videos*, making your living writing for the screen is pretty much as good as it gets. Not to mention, it’s a fine living as well. So yes, screenwriting is a dream job. Of course, “dream job” is usually code for “It’s hard to get, dude.”

As great as it can be, it’s not all sushi and starlets. There are talented screenwriters, ones with Emmys and even Oscars, who suddenly can’t find a job on a TV show or even get a pitch meeting. Others make nice livings, but are terminally frustrated because they’ve never had any of their screenplays actually filmed. You see, kids, Hollywood provides lovingly with one hand, and then gives you an atomic-level wedgie with the other. As Woody Allen said, “Show business is dog-eat-dog. It’s worse than dog-eat-dog. It’s dog-doesn’t-return-other-dog’s-phone-calls.” But enough with the negativity . . . Being a screenwriter is an amazing, exciting life, and those lucky enough to labor at it couldn’t imagine themselves doing anything else.

**Feature Writing versus Television Writing**

Although the skill set involved in writing an episode of *Law & Order* is very similar to that used in writing a dramatic legal feature film, the two jobs do have their differences. Over the course of their careers, many successful writers dip their toes into both fields, and so this chapter will aim to give an overview of each discipline.

**Feature Writing 101**

Features are the films shown in movie theaters. They are still considered the top artistic achievement in the world of film and video entertainment; everyone in the entertainment field looks on the act of writing a film and then having it actually produced with admiration. Feature screenplays are generally
written by a single person (or occasionally a team). It is the stereotypical man-on-an-island existence, where you’ll hole up alone somewhere and work on the script without collaboration, until your agent tries to sell it, or, if you’ve been hired to write it for a studio, present the work and get notes (feedback). Of course, there are meetings with your agents, managers, and lawyers, but most of the time, it’s you and a computer.

Feature writers can work anywhere, be it at home, a coffee shop, or an office writing space. Any place they feel comfortable and can get work done. It’s in many ways similar to the life of an author (see the chapter on authors).

Once you finish and sell a script, it may well be your last involvement with the project until you are invited to the premiere. Feature writers are not part of the production process on films; directors and producers are completely in charge. Sometimes writers are not even invited to the set.

Feature writers don’t climb any corporate ladders. You’re not on staff anywhere, and you don’t get a salary. You simply write screenplays and try to sell them. But that doesn’t mean that a sold script automatically gets turned into a movie. In fact, usually, they don’t. Some successful feature screenwriters who make more than $1,000,000 a year have never heard an actor say one word of dialogue they’ve written, because none of their scripts has actually been produced.

And even if you write a screenplay that doesn’t sell, but it impresses people as it makes its way around Hollywood, you could get paying work from it. Your script becomes a writing sample, and that alone may get you rewrite work, which is when a writer comes in and “rewrites” within another person’s original screenplay. There tend to be a lot of rewrites in Hollywood, which has a very “cover-your-butt” management style. Sample dialogue at a studio: “The movie lost money. You put only one writer on it? You’re fired.” Rewrites can be very lucrative, although as a young writer you don’t really get the same chance to shine as you would on an original work. For seasoned pros, there’s a subset of rewrites known as production rewrites, meaning a script that is being rewritten while the movie is actually filming. Since money is being spent and the clock is ticking, production rewrites pay gobs of cash.

Selling Those Screenplays

A lot was just made of selling a screenplay. So how’s it done? The first way is to pitch it. A pitch is simply a brief presentation of an idea for a film (or new TV show for that matter; pitching applies to the TV game as well). You pitch your idea to major studios and independent producers.

If someone likes your pitch, he or she will buy the idea and then hire you

As a feature writer, you don’t control the outcome of the project you’ve conceived and written. You create a blueprint, and then others come in and interpret it. You’ll have worked very hard to create something distinctive, but you have to be okay knowing that it probably won’t come out exactly the way you intended. Because after you have gone away, the director, producer, and cast are all going to take your piece and bring it to life how they feel works best.

—Mike Handleman and Dave Guion, screenwriters
In our experience, you pitch just one idea at a time. You go around to a series of meetings, giving a fifteen-minute presentation of what the story is. It’s not that much different from the pitch scenes in *The Player*.

—Mike Handleman and Dave Guion, screenwriters

In television I’m involved from conception through production and postproduction, until we’ve finished the episode. In features, I sit at home, write a script, and sell it. They say, “Wow this is great, you’re a genius. Here’s your check. Bye.”

—Nick Santora, writer, *The Sopranos*; co-executive producer, *Prison Break*

In our experience, you pitch just one idea at a time. You go around to a series of meetings, giving a fifteen-minute presentation of what the story is. It’s not that much different from the pitch scenes in *The Player*.

—Mike Handleman and Dave Guion, screenwriters

Writing for television is the opposite of the lone existence of the feature writer. TV shows have writing staffs; if you write for one, you will be part of this staff. There’s a room, cleverly called “the writers’ room” or often just “the room,” where you spend your day with the other writers on the show. You sit around a conference table and work as a team to break stories—come up with structural plot lines for an episode. You’ll bang your heads against the wall together when it’s not going well, and jump up and down laughing and throwing awkward high-fives when the stories are flying. It’s a team atmosphere, and generally a lot of free snacks and caffeinated beverages are lying around to keep it peppy.

Once the storyline is figured out, a single writer (or possibly a team of two) will write the actual script and dialogue on his or her own. It’s a cycle; each writer has his or her turn at the plate, like a batting order. (You get paid extra when one of your scripts is made, thus the cycle to keep things somewhat fair.) If it’s your turn to write that script, you go off (much like a feature writer) and bang it out. Once the script is written, you take it back into the room, where you and your team will dissect it, critique it, give notes on it, and sometimes tear it apart and put it back together. It’s intense, yet inside a very casual, fun, freewheeling atmosphere that fosters creativity. Not that there aren’t cliques and politics like at any other job.

The entry-level writing job on a television show is staff writer, although as a staff writer you’ll spend more time helping come up with story ideas, and normally don’t get to write any actual scripts. The next level is story editor. The level after that is executive story editor. Above that is co-producer, then producer, then supervising producer, co-executive producer, and finally executive producer, the highest level you get as a television writer. Lots o’ titles.

As you can tell from those, in television the writers are also producers. Unlike feature writers, writers in television are part of each and every step in the process.

At the lower levels of TV writing, you are generally hired season to season.
So if the show you’re on is canceled, suddenly you are looking for a new job. Or if the executive producer on your show didn’t love you, well, he or she may not ask you back the next season. So just because you are part of a staff, being a television writer really isn’t much more secure than writing features on your own. It’s what magicians call “an illuuuuusion.”

What Does It Take to Be Good?

Beyond the obvious—extreme creativity and writing skills—what does it take to make it as a screenwriter? First, as mentioned earlier, you have to be disciplined. You actually have to sit down and write and finish scripts. It’s not easy. And you have to be somewhat of an optimistic person, because you are going to be rejected again and again until you finally make it.

Even though writing can be a lonely lot, your social skills are incredibly important. You are going to be pitching yourself, and your ideas, to agents, production companies, and studios, and you need to be likeable and convincing. You need to seem like the sort of person who isn’t going to be a pain in the neck to work with. You’ll have to pick your battles—decide which scenes to stand up for and when to throw in the towel.

In terms of computer or other job skills, scripts need to be in certain formats. There’s the basic three-act structure of Hollywood film scripts that you can learn from any number of screenwriting books, but also there is the actual format of the words on the page. A lot of people in Hollywood won’t read scripts unless they are formatted correctly. You could learn what font to use, where to double-space, and so on, and do them in any word-processing application. Or you could buy and learn Final Draft or Movie Magic Screenwriter, two software applications specifically designed for scriptwriting. Screenwriters swear by them; they are well worth the cost if you are serious about screenwriting as a career.

What else? Well, you need to be a good networker. As you’ll see shortly, breaking into the business is very much determined by who you know, so you can’t be scared to go out into the world and get to know people. You don’t have to live in L.A. to be a feature writer, but in the beginning, it could help, just in terms of meeting people. As a TV writer, though, you’ll probably need to be located in L.A. Most shows, although not all, are headquartered there.

Hours?

Both feature and television writers work hard, but they don’t kill themselves—although the most ambitious ones come close. If you are lucky enough, you
can be working on several projects at once. You could be executive producer of a TV show and writing a feature on the side. In cases like these, when deadlines start to overlap, hundred-hour weeks are not unheard of. Those are the kinds of weeks when you just have to hook up the coffee IV drip and keep typing.

Feature writers work alone, so they work whatever hours best fit their schedules. Many try to have a “work day” to discipline themselves, going to their writing space from nine to five each day. Not that the current project isn’t buzzing in their minds 24/7.

TV writers’ days are more structured, as they meet at the show headquarters with the rest of the writing staff. They may put in a good fifty-five to sixty hours a week, depending on what part of the process they are in and what level position they hold. However, writers normally get the entire month of April off, and often May. Two months a year vacation, plus two more weeks off in the winter. It’s pretty sweet. Of course, if you are an ambitious little bastard—and you kind of need to be—you’ll be using some of that time to work on a feature screenplay or some new TV show ideas of your own you want to pitch.

Salary?

If you write feature films or TV shows, you will be a member of the Writers Guild, which is the writers’ union. The Writers Guild has minimum salary guidelines for every level of job—not that you won’t try to negotiate for more as you become super important, but there is a floor. And as you might guess, these are set on a lot of different criteria. Check wga.org, as contracts are renegotiated every few years. As an example, the minimum payment for a low-budget (under $5,000,000) feature screenplay and treatment is $56,500; for a high budget, it’s $106,070.

Within the guild structure, feature writers can have scripts bought outright for negotiable sums, or they can be optioned, which means someone pays a certain amount of money to reserve the right to buy the film for a specified amount of time. So if your script is optioned for two years, and that time...
passes and the film hasn’t been made, you can try to sell or option it again. Many people do get second and even third options.

TV writers get paid a base salary, plus they’re paid a bonus for every script they write that’s made into an episode. Royalties are paid to writers for DVD sales, syndication, foreign sales, and so on. Guild salary minimums start at around $5,000 a week, and those in the most senior writing positions can earn as much as $30,000 to $50,000 a week for a twenty-two-week season, not including the bonus script fees. It’s a high-paying profession—you just have to keep working.

You could make eight figures a year or more if you have a hit film or TV show. You could make $200,000 a week—a goddamn week!—if you are one of the top production rewriters. The Bureau of Labor Statistics has a very broad listing for “writers and authors in the motion picture and video industries,” where it reports the annual mean wage as $79,800.

Stress-o-Meter: 5 (1 being a carnival palm reader, 10 being a CIA profiler)

It’s fun, but it’s not easy. As feature writer, for example, trying to sell one idea that will pay for a whole year of your life is stressful. Deadlines are stressful. And just trying to break into the business is profoundly frustrating. But c’mon, once you’re in and are writing thrillers or comedies and getting paid buckets of green paper? It’s a blast.

Pros

Dude, you are writing movies and TV shows.
There’s very good pay as you progress. Yacht money.
You could potentially be famous (if that is a pro for you).
You will be creating pop culture.

Cons

It’s a very hard-to-break-into field.
For features, you are not in control of the final creative product.
Hard work helps, but you still need luck.
Hollywood likes ’em young, even for writers. It’s hard to keep working as you pass fifty.

Cut to the Next Scene, Where Suddenly You Are a Screenwriter. You Wake Up And . . .

This assumes you are a feature writer.

9:00 AM: You head to the office, a small space you rent a few blocks from your home. You like to keep strict office hours, nine to five. You click around the Web, getting the brain started.

10:00 AM: You start to write. You are halfway through a new screenplay about a dog that knows how to golf. It’s animated.
12:30 PM: You grab some lunch at a diner around the corner. You sit at a table and read the paper. That’s about as social as it’s going to get today.

1:30 PM: You’re back at it.

3:00 PM: You take a break and call your agent. You check in on the status of a couple of meetings you are hoping to get to pitch a different idea. Disney is set up for next week. Perfect.

5:00 PM: You usually quit around five, but you are humming along. You keep going for another hour. You managed to stay off the Internet all day. A miracle.

6:00 PM: You head home, daydreaming about what you can do with the money if Disney likes your pitch.

---

I Want In. How the Hell Do I Become a Rich and Famous Screenwriter?

The line forms over there, on the California border. A lot of people want in the movie business, and once you are inside Los Angeles proper, you can’t spit without hitting someone who has a script. But don’t spit. It’s unhygienic.

First, hear this: You can become a screenwriter. It can be done. That’s the most important thing you must keep telling yourself. Why them? Why not you?

The paths to break into TV writing and feature writing are similar. Here are the bold strokes: first write a great script, an amazing script, film or TV. Second, use that script to get an agent. Third, if you are lucky enough for the agent to sell that script (if it’s a film) or to get an entry-level staff job (if TV), life gets a lot easier. Look at it this way; it’s incredibly difficult to get into Harvard. But once you are in, well, it’s not nearly as hard to pass.

If you want to get into writing television specifically, again, the first thing you’ll need is a script that turns people’s heads. You can do that in one of two ways. You can write a spec script for a show of your own invention. So it’s your own voice, your own characters. Often Hollywood people love to read them because it’s something they’ve never read before.

The other path is to write a script for a show that currently exists, that’s currently on the air. You choose a show that people talk about, something popular, and write a great script that fits the premise and characters of the show.

Okay, so you wrote a script in one of those two ways. Now you must use every connection you have on this planet to get an agent to read it. And if you get an agent who believes in you, there’s a good chance you may come out to L.A. for “staffing season.” This is a feeding frenzy in April and May, where all
the shows look to staff writers for the upcoming TV season. Hopefully, there will be a spot for you.

If you are trying to be a feature writer and have written a film script, you’ll also aim to get an agent to read it. However, if you can’t, there’s another alternative. Trawl the Internet and bookstores for listings of all the major film festivals in the country and in Canada. Many of these festivals have screenplay competitions as well; a lot of people don’t realize it. And you don’t have to have a film made to enter; you just need a screenplay. There are entry fees, and some can be high, so make sure that the film festivals you choose are legitimate. If your script wins or places, or if the right person happens to be a judge and reads it and you garner some attention, that’s a big score. Hollywood runs on attention, buzz. If one person likes your work, everyone wants to read it. A slang word for it is “heat.” That a script is really getting some heat means that suddenly everyone is talking about it.

And...if you are lucky enough to have a finished film, definitely send the film to both agents and film festivals. It’s easier to get agents and executives to watch your film than to read a script. Of course, if the film didn’t come out the way you hoped and didn’t properly reflect your writing, sigh, just send the script.

No two people get into the screenwriting game exactly the same way. Everyone has a Hollywood story. What will yours be?

Resources

You can go to school for screenwriting, but most screenwriters haven’t. Film school is more for directors, cinematographers, and editors. But you should make sure to learn the lingo and conventions that are common in Hollywood, which you can learn in film school or in any number of available workshops and classes. There are also heaps of screenwriting books at any bookstore. It’s recommended that you flip through them to learn the vernacular, but don’t follow them as strict guides on how to write a script—that’s an amateur move and won’t show off your unique style. Some recommended ones: Screenplay: The Foundations of Screenwriting by Syd Field, The Complete Book of Scriptwriting by J. Michael Straczynski, Hero with a Thousand Faces by Joseph Campbell, The Art of Dramatic Writing by Lajos Egri, and Making a Good Script Great by Linda Seeger.

You are better off reading the teleplays and screenplays to great TV shows and films and seeing how they were put together. Check out script-o-rama.com, which has loads of screenplays you can download for free. Read as many as you can. Many other sites offer insight, advice, and group screenwrit-

Try to write something that will stand out when people read it. Don’t try to write the next Old School just because you think that’s what Hollywood is buying right now, hundreds of other writers will be doing that. Have a fresh, original voice that will make an impression on people.

—Mike Handleman and Dave Guion, screenwriters

I was a lawyer working eighty hours a week and I was miserable. Instead of going on vacation one year, I wrote a screenplay and on a whim, sent it to the New York International Independent Film Festival. Amazingly, it won best screenplay. The next thing I knew, I had an agent. Within a year, David Chase, the creator of The Sopranos had read the movie I’d written and asked my agent if I would write a freelance Sopranos script. I spoke to my wife about it and I said, “Look, I don’t know anything about this business, but maybe we should give it a shot... how do you feel about moving to California?”

—Nick Santora, writer, The Sopranos; co-executive producer, Prison Break
ing hugs, such as creativescreenwriting.com, goasa.com (American Screenwriters Association), and wordplayer.com.

Another book, which isn’t a how-to tome but more of a book on what it’s like to be a screenwriter in Hollywood, is *Adventures in the Screen Trade* by William Goldman, as well as the follow-up, *Which Lie Did I Tell? More Adventures in the Screen Trade*. Both will give you a feel for what it’s like to toil in the entertainment mines.
You want a rewarding job? Teach. Teaching a child how to read, or how to climb the ropes in gym, is a far more heartwarming way to make money than, say, the fur trade. Of course, it’s also far less lucrative than many jobs in the private sector, and the odds of your being called a butthead behind your back are increased. Still, teaching is a noble profession. A noble profession that happens to also have a little perk known as “summer vacation.”

The Daily Job

If you’re able to read this book, you’ve probably attended a school at some point in your life and have a pretty good idea what teachers do all day. They stand (there’s a lot of standing) in front of classes that range in size from small and intimate to forty kids and unwieldy. And they teach. In lower grades, teachers handle a variety of subjects. In high school, they specialize; you could teach math, or history, or English.

How you teach is up to you. Some teachers are straight-from-the-textbook types. Others devise fascinating lesson plans that introduce students to dry material in a far more interesting way. Each teacher has his or her own style and level of commitment. You probably remember ones you’ve loved, ones you feared but respected, and ones that, well, sucked.

What you teach, however, is not up to you. School curriculum is decided by each state. Statewide student exams take place for each grade level, and teachers are supposed to ensure that their classes pass these tests. Schools are given overall grades based on how their students fare, and “failing” schools can be legally overhauled by the government. What books and supplies are used to prepare the kids for the tests are decided by local school boards, principals, and influential teachers (heads of departments).

What Makes for a Good Teacher?

A lot of the drippy teachers took the job for the summers off and the flexible lifestyle, the number one lure of the career. But you’d be well advised to look
Every child has a different learning style, and I believe it’s your job to figure out how that student is going to learn best. So you can’t be a rigid person, because your way may not be the best way for all people. The worst teachers are the ones who think they know it all and don’t have an open mind. You can always learn from others.

—Lauren Weinstein, teacher (various grade levels)

You need to be quick on your feet and decisive. There is a lot you have to manage in the moment. Things are constantly changing in the classroom, and you need to adjust on the fly.

—Rebecca E., elementary school teacher

Who’s the Boss?

Tony Danza. Bad joke. No, technically, the principal of the school is “the boss.” But it’s a little more complicated than that, because teaching, at least in public schools, is a union gig. When you first get a job as a teacher, you join the teachers’ union. The union has negotiated a contract for all the teachers in the area. This contract will detail exactly how much money you make, how many sick days you are allotted, how long after-school meetings are allowed to run, every job detail and benefit. So there’s no going to your boss, the principal, and asking for a raise; everything has been prenegotiated and you know exactly where you stand.

Principals oversee their entire school. They maintain discipline and are to whom you turn for any kind of classroom or behavioral issue. They make sure the school is on course to achieve the educational goals set out by the state. One way they do this is by observing their teachers.

Being observed is a bit like being reviewed in a private company. A few times a year, the principal will sit in on one of your classes and observe you teaching a lesson. He’ll take notes and write up a report of how he thinks you performed. If those observations go well for a certain number of years (depending on your local union’s contract), you will be given tenure.

Tenure, basically, means it’s very hard to fire you. This is an amazing thing or a horrible one. For teachers, it means they can feel comfortable that they have a pretty damn stable career. For students and parents, it sometimes means that they cannot get rid of an awful teacher, like the ones who have worn the same shirt every day for the last five years and can hardly keep their eyes open. Tenure is the reason they haven’t been canned.
What Education Do You Need to Teach?

To become an elementary/middle/secondary school teacher, all you technically need is a degree in education. A master’s degree is not required to start, although many states require that you get one within five years. Most teachers do, eventually, get their master’s. This is not simply because they wish to be the best teachers they can be; no, there’s money involved. Union contracts are set up in a way that the more education a teacher has, the more money he or she makes.

After you obtain your first job, you are given a certain amount of time until you must pass state testing in order to be a certified teacher. You need a license in order to teach—thank goodness. If you move to another state, you may have to become certified again in the new state, and take its tests.

Money?

As just mentioned, salary is contingent on the union contract and how much training you’ve received. There’s a big jump in pay from an undergraduate degree to a master’s, and then there are steps after that: master’s plus fifteen graduate-level credits, master’s plus thirty, and so on. This plus the number of years worked (plus anything new negotiated by the union) determines your salary.

Salaries are not as low as they are stereotyped (although not as high as they should be for such an important job). They vary from school district to school district, but starting salaries are generally in the $30,000 to $40,000 range. According to salary.com, an elementary school teacher’s salary with one year’s experience in New York is $38,869. With eight years’ experience and some credits above an undergrad degree, that teacher could make around $75,000. And he or she can make over six figures with enough years and credits. Nationally, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports the mean salary for teachers to be $46,990.

Teachers also get solid benefits, summers and holidays off, and great retirement packages (depending on how long they have taught). Public school teachers tend to make more than private school teachers. Private school teachers do generally have smaller class sizes and better infrastructure, though.

What’s the Vibe?

In public schools (and most private ones), being a teacher is pretty casual. It all depends on the institution, but generally most teachers don’t overdo it on
school clothes. Sure they might wear a suit once a week, but they also might be able to get away with jeans on Fridays. Sadly, the fashion stereotype for teachers: wicked bad taste. They’re on their feet all day, so that explains the orthopedic shoes. The rest, though . . .

As a teacher, you have to act grown-up, and you have to be able to discipline the kids. You may want to be the “cool” teacher, but you can’t be that all the time. You can’t grab a straw and get in on the spitball action; no, you have to stop the balls from being spit. It depends on where you teach, but discipline could be metal-detector-level serious or a minor irritation.

Teaching can be a solitary profession. Kids surround you all day, sure, but no one your own age. You don’t hang out with colleagues (except on periods off in the fabled teachers’ room—it’s a plain little room usually, not the ultra pad of students’ daydreams). You aren’t able to field personal calls or be on IM like your friends with office jobs are, and you can really check e-mail only a few times a day. Plus there’s not much intraoffice dating; the pool of teachers is pretty small.

Done by the 3 PM Bell?

Teachers’ hours are considered fantastic. And they are pretty good, but people forget about the homework, which, for teachers, equals planning the next day’s lessons and grading papers. Most teachers arrive at school between 7:00 and 7:30 in the morning, and their day is usually over (assuming they are not providing after-school tutoring or coaching the soccer team) by 3 PM. So although they still have work to get done by the next day, they do have some free time to shop or go to the gym while most of the rest of the world is stuck in office buildings. During the day, teachers generally get one period (generally forty-five minutes) off, plus another period for lunch.
Stress-o-Meter: 6 (1 being a Civil War re-enactor, 10 being an Army Ranger)

It really all depends on the kids in your class. You could have kids you’ll love forever, or you could have the “demon child.” Your schedule could be easy, or the state could issue new standards that make it a nightmare. Overall, it’s not too stressful, but you are “on” all day in front of your captive audience of students. You’ll need good material to keep them awake.

However, if you work in a school that has gang, drug, or violence issues, the stress is much, much higher. A good rule of thumb is that if the school has metal detectors, the stress level will be increased.

Pro

- You actually see children benefit and grow from your job.
- You teach how you want to teach.
- You have summers off.
- Good retirement plan and benefits in general.
- Pretty tough to get fired or laid off.

Con

- You’re the lone adult a lot, so you don’t have the opportunity to make many friends.
- The community doesn’t always appreciate how important a job you have.
- Waking up early, every day.
- You should make more money, considering how important your job is.

Boom, You’re a Teacher. You Wake Up And . . .

This assumes you are an English teacher in a public high school.

5:30 AM: The alarm goes off and you slap it. It’s still dark out, but this is your only chance to exercise. You put on some shorts and go for a jog.

7:00 AM: Showered and somewhat awake, you begin your commute. You get to school ten minutes before the bell and prepare for your class.

7:30 AM: The day begins for you with three classes back to back. It’s a tough three hours of standing and being entertaining. The kids are all sleepy eyed as you begin your lesson; you’re reading The Old Man and the Sea. You talk about different metaphors Hemingway uses throughout the book. At the end of each class, all but one of them turn in their papers, which are due. You give the lone one, whose parents you know just separated, an extra day.

11:30 AM: Lunch break. You head to the teachers’ lounge; you brought your own lunch today and left it in the fridge. You chomp down your turkey sandwich as you listen to a beer-bellied gym teacher talk about how much he can bench.

12:05 PM: You go into the bathroom and into a cloud of smoke. Three students stand in front of you, shaking with fear. You direct them toward the principal’s office, using your angry voice. Then you wash your hands, thinking, “What stupid kids; even teachers can’t smoke inside anymore.”
12:15 PM: You teach now until 2 PM; you have the coveted 2:00 to 3:00 period as your period off, which you use to check your e-mail and then photocopy material for tomorrow’s classes.

3:00 PM: You are as excited as the students to leave, but you decide to start grading the papers in the classroom. It’s easier to concentrate there than at home sometimes.

4:30 PM: You beat the traffic home, lie on your couch, and plan tomorrow’s lesson. You wish you could just show the kids a video and relax, but you hunker down and plan.

8:30 PM: After dinner, you watch a little TV until 10:30, and then early to bed.

I Believe the Children Are Our Future.

How Can I Become a Teacher?

Well, if you know you want to teach early enough, the first thing you can do is major in education. But for many, teaching is a profession they come to after a few years in the private sector. They graduate from college, try a few things, and then realize, “Hey, I really want to teach.” For these folks, the most common path is to go back to school and get a master’s in education. This can be done full or part time while still keeping your day job.

You can specialize in one of many areas—concentrating, for example, on special education. Then, if you do a good job interviewing, you can teach. As mentioned earlier, there’ll be tests to pass and extra credits to garner to increase your salary, but the path to becoming a teacher is fairly straightforward.

Before you make this decision, it’s worth spending some time on the other side of the classroom to see if this is what you really want to do. There’s no reason to put in the schooling commitment only to find out you hate the job. Look into internships and student-teacher possibilities, or even go down to your local school and see if you can observe someone. Many schools allow this for qualified graduates and undergraduates.

Once you decide this is your future and manage to get an interview for a teaching position, make sure you don’t come off as cocksure. You may think you have the key to teaching children, but a lot of times schools have a certain way they want new teachers to perform. Do more listening than talking, and show that you are open to their approach.

Resources

The American Federation of Teachers has a Just for Teachers page that has information on careers and lesson plans; aft.org/teachers/jft/index.htm. And the
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education site, ncate.org, claims to be “The Standard of Excellence in Teacher Preparation.”

*U.S. News & World Report* ranks the best graduate education programs in its “America’s Best Graduate Schools” issue. A listing of the top fifty schools is online (but without the necessary GPA and GRE scores you’ll need to gain entry; for that you’ll have to get the “premium” edition) at usnews.com/usnews/edu/grad/rankings/edu/brief/edurank_brief.php. The top three currently are Teacher’s College at Columbia University, Stanford, and Harvard.

Here are some sites that can help you come up with innovative lesson plans:

School.discoveryeducation.com: From the Discovery channel, a site that offers teachers’ tools, including lesson plan ideas and how to start your own school science fair.

Scholastic.com: The educational publisher’s Web site offers tips for teachers, like “How to make the 100th day of school a math milestone.”

Edhelper.com: Like its name, this site is helpful for those in the education field. It’s filled with all sorts of advice and lesson plans.

Teacherplanet.com: Lots of links and resources available on this site.

In addition, there are some fun, well-designed educational sites that are built for kids, but that teachers may also find inspiring: brainpop.com, kids.nationalgeographic.com, and pbskids.org.

You just have to show that you are open and willing to try their ways of teaching. A lot of schools have a certain curriculum that they want you to follow and teach a certain way. You need to show that you are going to be a team player. There’s a lot of pressure on the schools right now to perform up to the highest standards, because of No Child Left Behind.

—Lauren Weinstein, teacher (various grade levels)
I work with toys all day, and with a group of people who love being, or at least acting, young and childish. One of the joys of this profession is the talented people you “play” with all day.
—Rick Keuter, designer, Playmates Toys

I’ve found that the vast majority of the toy industry today is licensed products. That’s where toy companies make most of their money. The existing properties are out there in the world, so kids already know the characters. It’s hard for a toy company to spend tons of money building and advertising something nobody knows about; it’s just more of a gamble.
—Rick Keuter, designer, Playmates Toys

Let’s clear up a few stereotypes about the toy game. First, to be a toy maker, you don’t have to be an elf. The job, whose titles generally include toy designer, designer, and toy inventor, can be had by any person, large or small, with the ability to think like a child and design like an artist. Second, you don’t have to live at the North Pole; there are toy companies throughout the country, although most are located on the coasts. However, one stereotype does hold true. There is a good chance your boss will be fairly jolly.

Working as a toy designer has pretty much been seen as the world’s most fun job ever since the movie Big, starring America’s sweetheart, the multidimensional Tom Hanks. Believe it or not, a lot of that film resembles the real world of toy making. Even the device of a twelve-year-old boy trapped in the body of an adult toy designer, although in a perhaps more metaphoric way, holds true. Like the fictional company in the film, large corporate toy companies make all sorts of toys, from conception to completion. There are also smaller upstarts that come up with ideas and prototypes and then sell them to the larger companies to build and distribute. At either, your job as a toy designer is to create something to play with, something challenging or just plain silly. It’s the dream job of every preadolescent kid—well, up there with astronaut and princess, anyway.

Toys Two Ways

The toy market can probably be sliced into hundreds of segments, but here’s a simple way to think about it: there are the completely new, never-seen-before toys, which could be defined as inventions, such as the Rubik’s Cube; and then there are toys based on licensed properties, such as TV shows, movies, video games, you name it. A Spider-Man doll, based on the Marvel character and feature film, is an example of a licensed toy. Licensed properties are proven franchises; for example, before the film came out, you knew that the comic was an all-time classic and that the studios were going to pour marketing money into the movie release. So it was a solid bet that the action figure was probably going to sell to that already built fan base.

When not making licensed products, toy companies aim for other somewhat certain winners, like line extensions of top sellers, such as a new G.I.
Joe—now with nuclear-strength Kung Fu grip and a new sidekick, a Robot Ninja K9. These line extensions and licensed products are a reality that most folks don’t think about when considering the career. You’ll still get to come up with completely new toy ideas, but just how often depends on where you work.

How Does a Toy Become a Toy? Is Magic Involved?

Sadly, there’s very little magic these days, just hard work. But you’ll never be the one truly “making,” or manufacturing the toy. That tends to happen with partners in Asia. Here’s a basic breakdown of the process and the role of toy designer in it:

Let’s start with how a licensed asset becomes a toy. The marketing department will come to you, the toy designer, and your team, and say, “Hey, we made a deal with the James Bond people, and we are going to make some Bond toys.” In toy design, you generally work in teams of two or three people to begin, pulling in other folks along the way. You’ll all talk about what will be in the Bond line—obviously a Bond action figure, a villain or two, a cool car, maybe some gadgets. Then you’ll go back to your office and do some brainstorming.

You’ll take around a week, could be more or less, and come up with some Bond toy concepts. Then you’ll roughly sketch them out just to show your ideas, such as a Bond figure with a functional hand that can hold different items—a gun or a blonde or a dry martini. If you and your team think the idea has merit, then you will scan those sketches into Photoshop and begin to create a 2D rendering. This won’t be perfect, of course, so you’ll include some notes or other images to help get across what you intend, and then you’ll re-group with marketing and some upper-management folks and present the functional-hand Bond concept. Generally, you won’t present a single toy, but the whole Bond line and how this functional-hand Bond fits with the car, the villains, and other accessories.

After the usual back-and-forth, upper management will make some tweaks and then approve the idea. After that, a control drawing, which is a fairly technical drawing that depicts how the toy is physically going to work. There will be four views: front, back, top, and side. And then, using a kind of sculpting clay or foam putty, you will sculpt a small model of the toy, showing how you think it could look. These steps are important, as the actual execution and production of the toy will almost always be done overseas, and it’s best to give them as tight a mock-up as possible to start. Trying to get a toy made with people in another country who may not have the greatest command of En-
We send our foam model and any other information we have over to Hong Kong, and they take it and start to make improved models from it, sending us back images every step of the way. We make comments on how it is coming along and what else needs to be done. When it’s close, they’ll ship over a painted model of it, which we analyze a lot further. It’s kind of back and forth until we reach the final deadline.

—Rick Keuter, designer, Playmates Toys

What Kind of Person Is a Toy Person?

You have to have artistic chops; both computer design and hand skills are required. Photoshop, plus 3D modeling programs like AliasStudio, SolidWorks, or Rhino are going to be key tools that you can learn in school or training.
classes along the way. Other artistic skills you sort of need from birth, like the ability to sketch out your ideas or sculpt them. While these can be sharpened, they require a certain genetic code that not everyone has. By now, you probably know if you have an arty gene in your DNA. If you have great, wild ideas but can’t draw a circle, it’s pretty difficult to be a hands-on toy inventor or designer. However, you could work in marketing at a toy design firm and still be involved in coming up with toy and game ideas, but you will be more on the business side of things than the purely creative.

Toy designers are imaginative, of course, but they also need to be good at presenting their ideas and getting the business folks to understand their visions. Attention to detail and passion for the business of playthings are also a must.

Most toy designers have a BA in industrial design, which is graphic design, plus engineering, ergonomics, anything that makes the piece useable and functional. Toy designers and inventors are tinkerers by nature, fascinated by mechanisms. A lot of what you will do involves taking things apart and repurposing them, so if this was a childhood hobby of yours (to the eventual ulcers of your parents), it’s a good sign.

Rumpus Room?

The offices of toy designers and inventors are, as you’d imagine, filled with fun stuff. Larger companies’ offices may still have a corporate shell, and there may well be cubicles, but in the design section of the company these will be teeming with stuffed monkey arms. Radio-controlled cars will be zipping down the aisles. Inspiration is all around; you can’t make fun toys if you are in a minimalist modern-design conference room or a mahogany-walled law office. You’ll wear whatever you want; you’ll play music and goof around. It’s a fairly awesome place to work, as well it should be. Both large and small firms generally have a separate studio area where the carving, painting, and mounting, take place. Although these are an absolute candy store for people who like to make things, they’re also more than a wee bit dangerous. You can’t be fooling around near a table saw, or you’ll end up like your shop class teacher Mr. Barnes, a.k.a. “Three-Fingered Barney.”

Hours?

You’d think they’d be long and torturous, that there would be some kind of lame sentence here that read, “Being a toy designer or inventor is not all fun and games.” C’mon, don’t be so cynical. The hours actually aren’t bad at all.

Sometimes in order to get a model done you have to deal with hazardous chemicals, fumes, and power tools that can dismember you if you’re not careful. If you’re someone who doesn’t like to get dirty then this might not be the job for you, because sometimes we’ll go home covered in dust and paint.

—Rob Antonio, toy inventor and design director, KID Group
Most people work a standard forty-hour week; the occasional fifty- or fifty-five-hour ones come only during a crunch, under an approaching deadline, or if you can’t keep yourself from working on some great opportunity. Few toy designers work weekends regularly. No, it’s not too bad at all, especially compared to other jobs in design and industrial design.

**Play Dough**

Exact salary numbers for toy designers are hard to come by. If you work for one of the larger toy companies, you can start at around $40,000, a bit more or less depending on the company and position. You will generally be hired with the title of *designer*. From there, the money goes up as you progress. As you rise into a management position, salaries rise to around $150,000 or $200,000.

Now if you are strictly an inventor at a small company that only sells its toy ideas to the larger toy manufacturers, you’ll start around $30,000 to $35,000. Here, though, you will probably be given an incentive to invent; for example, you can receive 10 percent of the 5 percent your company makes from sales of your toy. It sounds like a small slice, but you get that with every toy you make, and it can add up. Either way, as a toy designer, you probably aren’t going to make private-jet money, but you’ll be able to send your kids to a private college.

The BLS lumps toy designers into the far broader category of “commercial and industrial designers,” which may account for the numbers seeming low, compared to the anecdotalis. It reports the mean salary as $56,780, with a range of $29,720 to $89,230.
**Stress-o-Meter: 4 (1 being a singing telegram, 10 being a postal worker)**

**You’re making toys.** And though sure, there are deadlines, office politics, and the occasional screwup that sends everyone into a tizzy, you are making things of wonder. It’s hard to create a cute, cuddly toy when you are chain-chewing Tums and nursing an ulcer.

**Pros**

- You’re working with toys.
- The office is filled with fun, dynamic people.
- Lots of new projects, so it doesn’t get boring.
- Hands-on creation, every day.

**Cons**

- The back-and-forth with Asia during production can be a frustrating process.
- Working with hazardous materials and tools.
- Occasionally going home filthy.

---

**Kerplooey! You’re a Toy Designer. You Wake Up And . . .**

This assumes you work at a large toy company and are currently working on a licensed toy.

**7:30 AM:** You eat breakfast and watch some cartoons to keep current with “the kids” before shoving off for work.

**9:15 AM:** You’re at your desk, checking e-mails, seeing if the day will throw you any curveballs. The day doesn’t, but suddenly a member of your design team yells, “Incoming!” and throws about fifteen balls of various sizes at your head.

**10:00 AM:** You attend a meeting with the marketing team, discussing a license they just acquired for a children’s cartoon, *Dr. Blammo!* You bat around different toy ideas that might work: action figures, a board game, maybe a Remote Control Blammo-Mobile.

**1:00 PM:** You grab lunch with your design team and start to talk more deeply about ideas for Dr. Blammo. You really like the idea of turning the Dr. Blammo character into a doll you can speak to, which will then speak back to you. You start doing funny voices to further explain, eliciting stares from fellow diners.

**2:30 PM:** You and your design team gather around a computer and a speakerphone to talk with Hong Kong. You’re in the fourth round of revisions on another project, sending JPGs marked up with comments back and forth. Since you are fussy about the tiniest of details, these calls can be frustrating.

**5:00 PM:** You drink an extra-large Coke and kick around a spongy soccer ball with another designer. You go over some other thoughts for Dr. Blammo. She has an idea to create a Dr. Blammo costume, complete with stethoscope ray gun and tongue depressor/nunchuks. Nice! You plan to sketch up all the thoughts tomorrow and see if they have any merit.

**6:00 PM:** Yabba dabba doo time. You head home.
I Am Childlike, Ask Anyone. How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

The most well-paved path is to go to school and get a bachelor’s degree in industrial design. This will give you a solid base in designing all kinds of three-dimensional objects. If you aren’t in industrial design school currently but want to go, know that you’ll need decent grades, but also for many undergraduate schools, a high-school-level portfolio. This would show off your skills in drawing, sculpting, and so on; its purpose is to show basic proof of artistic aptitude. The schools want to make sure you have the ability to do what their classes require. A few industrial design programs have toy design majors; FIT in New York City and Otis in Los Angeles are two of the most famous.

When you leave industrial design school, you’ll leave with the object that gets you your first, second, and tenth job—a portfolio. A portfolio, as you may have seen in other portfolio-requiring jobs across this book, is a compilation of your best work in book form. A beginning toy designer’s portfolio should include sketches, renderings, and, where possible, photographs of actual prototypes of toys he or she has conceived. The portfolio should include between fifteen and twenty pieces, and as always, show only the best. Anything questionable might make your tastes and design sense seem uneven.

If you are already in school for something else, well, get thee down to the art school and talk your way into the industrial design classes. Sorry, but that’s what you’ll need to do, or else take some continuing education classes and try to learn and build a portfolio that way. An electrical engineer with design skills or an artist with industrial design skills could also break in. The basic idea is that you are capable of coming up with an idea in 2D, in a sketch, and then of bringing it to life in 3D, in a model or prototype. Still, eventually to get a job, you’ll need the portfolio.

While still in school, you’ll want to get an internship at a toy company. Internships can usually be found through your school, and their importance cannot be overemphasized. It’s fairly competitive to become a toy designer, and having experience in the field will certainly help in any interview. Many times the place where you intern is the place where you’ll get your first job. Toy companies want to make sure they are bringing in not only talented designers, but also folks who fit the personality of the place, and internships serve as tryouts. Smaller companies especially can’t take any chances. As much as they may love your portfolio, they really want to see you in action before they commit.

And like in so many fields, you’ll need to network. Whom you know is extremely important in the toy industry. It’s a small world, after all. For that reason, if you can’t get an internship at a toy company, then intern at an
industrial design shop. Someone there will know someone at a toy company, whether it’s a former colleague or a friend from school. The same holds true for your first job. Don’t hold out if you can’t get into a toy company at first; go to a general industrial design place and keep sniffing around.

When you do get an interview, be it for an internship or a real job, remember to make that portfolio shine. You might consider bringing a sketchbook, which is just a book of different half-thought-out ideas and drafts, not nearly as finished as your portfolio. Especially for a first job or internship, the company will be really curious how your mind works, even beyond what’s in your portfolio. A sketchbook can help get you over the hump. Keep it in your “back pocket,” and present it if, and only if, you think it’s needed.

Beyond that, just show them that you are an imaginative soul who’d be professionally fun around the office. Don’t come in juggling or anything like that, but also don’t be afraid to show your personality.

Resources

Core77.com and coroflot.com are two popular design Web sites. They both cover industrial and toy design as well as architecture package and interactive design. There’s lots of information about schools, internships, and job listings. There’s even a place where students can upload their portfolios so other students and companies can see them. And, it’s worldwide, not just the United States.

The Toy and Game Inventor’s Handbook by Richard Levy and Randy O. Weingartner highlights toys created by independent inventors and explains how you too can make your livelihood in this field.

Some magazines you may find inspiring: Playthings is a toy publication (also at playthings.com); Wired (wired.com) helps you stay on top of trends in technology; MAKE (makezine.com) is good for tinkering; T3 (t3.co.uk) focuses on gadgets and I.D. (idonline.com) offers design inspiration.

Finally, two organizations that focus on the toy industry: the Industrial Designers Society of America, idsa.org, offers information, resources, and conferences and events where you can go and network with the ol’ student discount. The Toy Industry Association, toyassociation.org, is more about the business of toys than toy design, but you may find it informative.
Veterinarians are physicians for animals. And just like physicians for humans, there are all kinds, from general practitioners to specialists. There are vets who work with small animals, vets who work with exotic species, vets who work with wildlife and zoo animals, and even vets who are cardiologists or oncologists. Becoming any kind requires a lot of hard work and schooling, but still it’s a job many people desire. Probably because animals are cute, cuddly, and, let’s face it, far better patients than humans. Very few animals ever scream, “I am going to sue you, Dr. Quackenjerk!”

But it’s not all a charming Dr. Doolittle story. For all the immense satisfaction that comes with healing animals, it’s a very serious business with inherent sad moments. Animals get fatal illnesses, and as a vet you will have to euthanize many a beloved pet. Because it’s a reality most prospective vets don’t factor in, it’s something that should be stated up front. Not to be a buzzkill.

What Do Vets Do All Day?

A lot. Exactly what will be defined by your specialty and/or the types of animals you treat, but regardless, most vets’ days are pretty packed. Let’s say you work in a private practice as a general practitioner, which is what most people think of when considering the career—the local vet where folks bring their dogs, cats, rabbits, and gerbils. When you work as a GP, your duties will be divided between medicine and surgeries. Medicine will be the majority of your day; it consists of such things as preventive care, vaccinations, and checkups. Just as parents bring their children to the doctor for all manners of aches and pains, the owners will bring their pets to you. There are animals with stomach viruses, flus, and all sorts of small ailments that are not major but need to be treated.

Though most of your day will be these less invasive appointments, unlike GPs for humans, you will also perform surgeries. So if you are open for nine hours, you’ll probably have six hours of appointments, three in the morning, three in the afternoon. And the middle of the day will be set aside for surgeries and any “workups,” such as blood work or X-rays. Surgical duties include births (C-sections too), dental (X-rays, teeth cleaning, extraction), orthopedics, emergency, exploratory, removing bladder stones, a lot of unblocking of
urinary tracts, laser declawing, and pulling a sock out of a bottom (fairly common and yup, as disgusting as it sounds—it’s not a sock you’ll want to wear again). Anything more complex than these, you’ll refer to a specialist.

What about the other kinds of vets? Well, specialists spend most of their day, naturally, working at their specialty. An oncologist, for example, examines tumors and surgically removes them, or prescribes courses of radiation or chemo. Vets who work with birds or exotics exclusively do pretty much the same things as regular vets, just on those animals.

And then there are the vets who work at the zoo. This, obviously, is a bit different from the normal vet office experience. For one thing, several animals at the zoo can kill and eat you. On the flip side, as a zoo vet, you don’t ever deal with difficult pet owners, as all your “patients” are the zoo’s. Here, you’ll treat the smaller animals in an on-site hospital or examination room, while the larger ones, like the hippos, don’t really fit through the doors. These get treated right in their cages or habitats. You’ll make rounds and keep detailed records of all the different animals’ health. And sometimes you’ll perform in public. Yes, while grandparents show their grandkids the penguins, you might be in there doing an examination. It’s part of working at the zoo. Plus, you also get to make this joke a lot: “Man, this place is a zoo today!”

What Does It Take to Be a Good Vet?

To be any kind of vet, you have to be a very motivated, dedicated individual. It’s not the kind of career where you wake up and say, “Know what, I think I’m going to cure some ill animals!” It takes a long time to get to that phase.

How long? Well, first you get a four-year undergraduate degree, which can be any major, as long as you’ve taken all of the required premed classes. (Actually, you don’t even need the degree, even though almost everyone gets it. Technically you just need the prerequisites, which, if you load up, you could get in two years of undergrad. It’s possible to shave two years off your education this way, but again, very few do it.) Then it’s off to vet school, typically a four-year program. Well, it’s not as simple as “Hi-ho, off to vet school now.” Getting in is pretty damn competitive; you’ll need strong scores on the Veterinary Aptitude Test, MCAT, or GRE, plus good undergrad grades (3.0 or higher) to gain entry. Believe it or not, there are only twenty-seven vet schools in the United States, and only half of all applicants get accepted. Most of these schools are state funded, so it can be easier to get into your home state’s school than into an out-of-state one.

Once you’re in, it doesn’t get any easier. Vet school is as intense as med school, filled with long hours of studying. You’ll work in clinics and assist in

Many students don’t get in on their first try. A lot of people advise that if you know this is what you want, you should start applying your first year of college, because most students get rejected a few times before finally being accepted. Persistence shows that you are serious about this as a career.

—Dr. Tamara Brennan, veterinarian
While I was in vet school, I worked with veterinarians in zoos and wildlife rehabilitation facilities. See, veterinary school prepares you to take the national board exam, which only tests your knowledge of small animal medicine, domestic large animal medicine, and a small amount of exotic animal medicine. It’s not necessarily training you for zoo and wildlife.

—Dr. Tiffany Wolf, veterinarian, Minnesota Zoo

There are a lot of unusual pet owners out there, and sometimes interaction with them can be, well, interesting. Some people are just absolutely wonderful. Some want you to do all the things their pet needs done, but they don’t feel they should have to pay for it. Some are extremely high maintenance. It can be more challenging than one might expect.

—Dr. Tamara Brennan, veterinarian

surgeries. Don’t worry, you’ll go out and have fun sometimes too, but you’d better not have too many nights of debauchery: at most vet schools, if you fail just one class, you’ll be kicked out.

After you finish your four years, you are a doctor of veterinary medicine (DVM) and can practice as a general working vet. If you intend to specialize, you’ll need to do internships and residencies; specialization requires these as additional training. Either way, fairly soon after you start practicing, you’ll have to pass national and state board exams to become licensed. And even once you are, in order to renew your license every two years, the state requires you to complete a certain amount of yearly education. All in all, it’s a pretty big commitment.

And it’s an even bigger one if you wish to get into zoological medicine. Zoological medicine is a larger field than working at the zoo. Here is how the American College of Zoological Medicine defines it: “Zoological medicine is a discipline that integrates principles of ecology, conservation, and veterinary medicine and applies them to wild animals within natural and artificial environments.” “Natural” means out in the wild; “artificial” means in zoos. There are two ways into this field, and neither of them is quick or painless. One is, after vet school, you can go through a residency program, around three years of nothing but zoological medicine. Then you’ll have to publish five papers in zoo medicine, after which you’re qualified to sit for an examination that tests all kinds of knowledge about zoo animal medicine and wildlife medicine. Pass, and yee-ha, you’re considered an expert in zoo medicine, and you’ll get additional initials behind your name besides the DVM. The other way you can qualify to sit for the boards is to get the DVM, then practice for six years in zoo or wildlife medicine exclusively, as well as publish five papers in that area. You skip the residency, but it takes longer.

Oh, one other thing about vet school—it ain’t cheap. You can easily get out of school and be looking at $100,000 in debt. It’s comparable to medical school in cost. It’s enough to make you think about socialism.

So yeah, you really, really need to want to be a vet. In fact, as you can see, it’s set up to weed out those who aren’t passionate enough. On top of the passion and persistence, it takes a caring individual who loves animals and isn’t squeamish. And if you work at a practice, you’ll need to have a good “bedside manner” with pet owners. Owners of sick pets can be very upset, and not just that their pets are ill. They can be upset with what it costs to make their pets healthy again.
Is the Office Really a Zoo?

It depends what kind of vet you are, but the vibe at most practices is a professional one. You are dealing with the health of animals, and life and death, and you take it pretty seriously. Still, animals are fun, and everyone you work with loves them. It can be fairly jocular.

As far as dress code goes, at many practices, the vets wear scrubs; at others, it’s usually some variation of business-casual, slacks or skirts. If you work in a zoo, you’ll have a uniform. Zoos are pretty mellow, but since you are in public, you need to be recognized as a zoo employee. Otherwise people will think some drunk has gotten into the polar bear exhibit. Again.

Hours?

The hours aren’t long, but they’re usually wall-to-wall busy. You’ll probably work a forty-hour week, but the actual hours will depend on how inundated your practice is. (If you work at a zoo, it’s probably run by the city or state, so your hours will most likely be precise eight-hour days.) Most practices open around eight in the morning and close by six. However, you may not have a traditional weekend off; many vets are open Saturdays and/or Sundays. So your “weekend” could be a Sunday and a Tuesday; they may not even be consecutive days.

Like a physician, you may have “on-call” hours. Ninety percent of the time that just means answering questions on the phone, but every once in a while there will be an emergency to which you’ll need to rush off. Those, luckily, are rare. Of course, if you work in an animal hospital, emergencies will affect your life more than if you were a general practitioner. For most vets, though, life is pretty well balanced. It’s not overwhelming at all.

This assumes you are a general vet in a private practice:

The people I work with have a team approach to everything; it’s a professional but laid-back environment, and not high stress or fast-paced.
—Dr. Tiffany Wolf, veterinarian, Minnesota Zoo
Money?

Most vets who work in private practice make a base salary, plus they get a percentage of “production,” which basically means a commission on how many patients they see.

Anecdotally, the numbers can be a bit higher (as is common) than what the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports; in this case it may be that the BLS didn’t factor in the production profit sharing. Also, vet salaries are strongly affected by geographic location; large cities pay more than rural towns. According to the BLS, the national mean salary is $77,710, and the range runs from $40,960 to $127,050.

Stress-o-Meter: 6.5 (1 being a Zamboni driver, 10 being a NASCAR driver)

All in all, the lifestyle and the hours are not too intense. Still, the job can be emotional, and euthanasia, as mentioned pages back, is a very difficult and weekly reality. In the more specialized areas such as surgery, the stress is even more intense. Some animals, like birds, are very difficult to operate on, and some animals can of course be dangerous. For example, you never want to use a rectal thermometer on a lion, unless you are absolutely certain it’s been anesthetized.

Pros

You work with animals, and you love animals.
Every day is different.
You really care about your job; it’s a thrill to heal.

Cons

Some owners are simply difficult.
You will have to deal with some tragic cases, and even abuse cases.
It takes a lot of education—and debt—to become a vet.

The Years of Schooling Are behind You. You’re a Vet. You Wake Up And . . .

This assumes you are a general vet in a private practice.

8:00 AM: Your first patient arrives: Harry, a Brussels griffon with some terrible halitosis. He’s here for his annual shots and exam. It seems like all’s well with Harry, except for the sour breath. You remind his owner to brush his teeth, and show her how.

8:45 AM: Next up is a cat named Lacey and an owner named Lacey. One of them is slightly insane, and it’s not the one with paws. Human Lacey wants kitty Lacey to be given a battery of expensive blood tests you know aren’t necessary. After twenty minutes of explaining that you couldn’t possibly draw that much blood from the cat in one day, she agrees to just the most important ones.
9:45 AM: You check a lump on a lovely Labrador. You see a look of relief on his owner’s face when you tell him it’s not a tumor, simply a fatty deposit, which this breed gets.

10:45 AM: You take a fifteen-minute break and eat a Pop-Tart.

11:00 AM: You anesthetize a dog and then begin to clean his teeth. This involves scraping the plaque off, something the dog would not allow if awake.

1:00 PM: A woman comes in with her sixteen-year-old cat, which has gone blind. She asks about putting her down. The cat is very slow moving but does not seem in pain. It’s probably not time yet, you advise her. But soon.

2:00 PM: You take a half hour for lunch, with a sandwich and Us Weekly in the break room.

3:00 PM: You see three more patients and then help close up the shop at 6:00.

I Want to Walk with the Animals, Talk with the Animals… How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

There are no real shortcuts. You ace the requirements and you go to vet school, as outlined earlier. One thing that’s very good to do, though, is to work or volunteer in an animal clinic before you commit to vet school. It’s quite a long path, and you should really make sure it’s the path you want to travel before setting off. Plus, showing that you are experienced with and committed to helping animals doesn’t hurt when applying to the competitive vet schools.

Once in school, definitely consider internships. Sometimes these turn into jobs for vets. So although they aren’t necessary unless you wish to specialize, they can be helpful. When you do get interviews for an actual job at a practice, show your enthusiasm and your eagerness. You’re the new kid, and there’s a lot to learn. Just because you’ve been studying the last four years doesn’t make you the hotshot vet.

General Resources

The following sites offer heaps of veterinary info:

Veterinary Information Network: vin.com

American Veterinary Medical Association: avma.org

Association of American Veterinary Medical Colleges: aavmc.org
U.S. News & World Report ranks the top veterinary schools in its “America’s Best Graduate Schools” issue. The current top three (out of the twenty-seven that exist) are Cornell University, Colorado State University, and the University of Pennsylvania.

These journals are really more apt for practicing vets, but if you can get past some of the jargon, you may find them interesting nonetheless:

*Journal of the AVMA*

*American Journal of Veterinary Research*

*Small Animal Research*

**Zoological Resources**

A great resource for jobs and educational opportunities in the zoo world is the American Association of Zoo Veterinarians: aazv.org. Three others in the same vein are the Wildlife Disease Association, wildlifedisease.org; the American Association of Wildlife Veterinarians, aawv.net; and the American College of Zoological Medicine, aczm.org.

For zoo medicine residencies, Kansas State, the University of California at Davis, and the University of Georgia all produce strong candidates. Several zoos have good residency programs; the Bronx Zoo is probably the best known.
Video Game Developer

S

o you’re like sitting on your futon in your boxers, playing PlayStation, when it hits you. “Brah, I so rule at video games. I am going to make awesome video games and become a game-rillionaire.” Sure, it’s a stoner dream. But it’s also a real job, and a difficult and competitive one to get at that, in a growing industry filled with brilliant writers, designers, and programmers. If you’re a gamer, it’s an amazing way to make a living. Virtually amazing, that is.

What Exactly Is a Video Game Developer?

_video game developer_ can be a confusing title. Basically a VGD is a software developer (someone who “ideates,” that is, creates software) for some sort of computer game. It could be an Xbox-type game, an arcade game, or an online or mobile game.

Video game development companies come in all shapes and sizes, but often they are quite small. The big firms you probably buy games from, like Electronic Arts or Activision, are really video game publishers. Within the publishers, are often video game development units, known as _in-house developers_. These developers come up with the games. They can also be assigned to work on games already conceived, for instance, the next Madden football. Think of it like this: publishers are like the Hollywood movie studios that put out films, and developers are the writers, directors, and crew who conceive and make them.

There are three types of developers: in-house developers as just mentioned; third-party developers, who are hired as independent contractors by video game publishers to develop games for them (perhaps their own department is overwhelmed, or they want to use a particular talent at an outside company); and independents, who basically are the same as third-party developers, but often will self-publish their own games.

Here’s the part that’s a bit muddled. Developers, whether they are individuals coming up with games or companies, have a staff of programmers, designers, artists, sound engineers, producers, and testers to help them physically produce the game, or they hire these people freelance. The thing is, any one of

This is a fun, wild business, filled with outgoing artists and creative types. You don’t normally find people going into game design who desire predictable, steady employment; those people go on to be lawyers and accountants.

—Scott Steinberg, CEO, Overload Entertainment
You need to be very flexible, because the entertainment business in general, especially entertainment software, is a hit-driven business. You have to be able to change stuff, be reactive. You need to know your subject matter, know games, and know the consumer. The more you know the consumer in this industry, the better off you’ll be.

—Jay Cohen, VP of publishing, Ubisoft Entertainment

these roles may be referred to as a “video game developer.” You just had your mind blown, didn’t you?

Don’t be confused. All it means is that there are a lot of positions that help come up with a game. The developer described in this chapter is really at the top of this employment heap, the ones coming up with the games, leading the charge. Think of the other positions as ones that could lead up to it. Sorta.

What Do You, Like, Do Every Day, as Mr. Top-of-the-Heap Developer Guy?

Several things, naturally. First, come up with ideas for various video game titles; they could be original concepts, or many times, developers look for licenses—games they can create based on movies, bands, TV shows, and comic books. Then you oversee day-to-day development operations, which could include making sure a project is on schedule and that the game is fun to play, as well as managing the programmers, artists, and sound designers bringing the game to life. If you are an independent developer, since it’s basically your own business, you can add all those business owner responsibilities to your plate as well.

But it’s not like you walk in day one and they hand you $10,000,000 and ask, “So, what is your vision?” Big games these days cost as much as films to make, and entry-level jobs assisting developers, and in other positions, come first. It’s a very competitive field to break into, as you shall see.

What Kind of Person Might Be Good at This?

First off, you probably consider yourself a gamer. If you don’t, well, you probably don’t know enough to get into this ultracompetitive field. Wanting to make games is like wanting to make movies. It’s a dream. You need to be obsessed with it; your competition will be.

And just like people who make films, this gig of course requires a very creative person, a storyteller, a risk taker, and an artist. But not a solo artist. You have to be able to work in a team, as it takes more than one person to make a game. If it’s a complex game like Vice City, sometimes teams of forty to sixty or even a hundred people may join forces to make it come to life.

If you want to be a programmer, then a degree in computer science certainly helps, but this is the sort of field where even in that most technical of positions, people with the love find their way in, regardless of background. It takes a lot of spirit and drive. You need to live games. And yeah, you will be
living them. As you’ll see, you might be working seven days a week, fourteen hours a day in some stretches. It just happens. Welcome to the business.

What’s the Office Like? People Playing Games All Day?

The sad thing is, people are too busy to play games—and when they get a free moment, the last thing they want to do is stare at a screen any longer. There are people who play games all day and get paid for it—QA people, or quality assurance. But it’s not super fun or anything. Their job is to find flaws. So they will play every possible outcome of a game, spending days exploring a single level.

But hey, we were talking about the office. Which is almost always laid back and casual. People roll in around 10:00, 10:30. Well, that’s how it is at the in-house developers and at the larger developers. Many others are small, just a few people in a room; sometimes people even work from home, wired up to all the other folks they need to create games. This way you can work with a programmer in Europe and an artist in Mexico. As you can imagine, in small or home offices the setting is even more “anything-goes” casual.

Hours?

VGDs work hard. It’s a business of deadlines; just like films, video games have release dates. And when deadlines loom, developers work very, very hard. They are known to sometimes sleep at the company. It’s a labor of love, but it’s labor. (In fact, in 2004, Electronic Arts was actually sued by some employees over the crazy hours—with no overtime pay, naturally—that they had to keep.) Is it always awful? No. Is it awful more than occasionally? Well, yeah.

Developers will tell you that long hours, though, are needed. You will gladly sacrifice nights and weekends going out with friends to make your game kick ass. It can be hard on relationships and even families when it’s crunch time.

Here’s where you’ll spend those hours, assuming you have your own small company:

We are a jeans-wearing, open-layout kind of place. It’s a young, fun environment. The average age is probably thirty.

—Jay Cohen,
VP of publishing,
Ubisoft Entertainment

Everybody wants to be in the business, so what differentiates a real rock star from the average bear, I would say, is the drive and the willingness to put in the hours. You are certainly going to be in for a lot of work. It’s like any creative medium; you have to have the will to succeed and you don’t get to work normal nine-to-five hours. Despite what people think, it is not all fun and games.

—Scott Steinberg,
CEO, Overload Entertainment
Mucho Dinero?

Well, you start fairly low, but not terribly low. An entry-level salary at a big developer is in the $30,000 range. You can be at that level for a long time, until you start to work your way up the ranks. Once you’ve been there four or five years and you start to produce, you’re probably making in the fifties or sixties, and after you’ve done it for about ten years (keeping in mind that the video game business has been around only thirty years), it’s possible to rise to creative head or studio head. At this point you could be making in the hundred thousands.

Game Developer magazine did an Industry Salary Survey in 2006. It found the industry-wide average salary for developers to be $70,000. The average for programmers with less than three years’ experience was $52,989, while at the highest levels they averaged around $120,000.

If you want to make a killing, though, for the most part you have to do it on your own, not as an employee. (Or be an employee at a small company that gets bought by a big one, and you get a taste.) Although the large companies are great places to hone your skills, they own the games and reap the profits if they are huge hits. You just get a salary. So if you are ambitious and are ready, you have to start your own development company, and own your intellectual property—and a lot of people do.

Stress-o-Meter: 8 (1 being a masseuse, 10 being a spinal surgeon)

That’s right, it’s almost as stressful to develop virtual lives as it is to save real ones. Well, let’s hope not, let’s hope that’s just the VGD’s adrenaline talking. (Gamers love to one-up people; you have to factor that in.) But the stress is high and here’s why: this is a business where you never get the proper funding, or proper staff, to get things done. It’s well known in the industry. It’s also a reason why VGDs work the crazy hours. And long hours + not enough help + deadlines = stress.
Pros

You are getting paid to make video games. It’s exciting, rewarding, and pretty damn crazy that this is how you pay the bills. Your friends will be blown away.

Cons

Stress. Having to prove yourself every day and on every new game. Getting things done is always a miracle. Although your friends are impressed, it still probably won’t get you laid.

Bam, You Are a Video Game Developer. You Wake Up And . . .

This assumes you are in the middle of developing a game, not coming up with one from scratch.

7:30 AM: You get out of bed, check your e-mail on your home computer, and begin to triage any problems that have come in from colleagues who worked later than you.

9:00 AM: You force yourself to go to the gym. You find weights much heavier in real life than in the virtual.

10:00 AM: You head to the office. You throw around a football with another developer and then sit down and figure out the day. One of the levels on the vampire game seems slow, a bit un-fun. You can’t have that.

11:00 AM: You cram down an early lunch in a team meeting, brainstorming ways to improve the level. The deadline is approaching. And it’s not the only thing you are working on; there’s a new level that is still being tweaked.

12:00 PM: You spend the rest of your day keeping things moving, talking to teams, looking at different play experiences, thinking about improvements, thinking you really need a haircut. There is always a computer monitor in your face. It’s hectic.

6:15 PM: Taking a break, you go grab dinner in a local coffee shop, alone, and read a chapter in a novel. It’s like meditating, but with fries.

7:30 PM: You’re back in the office, sucking down Diet Cokes and playing the new level the team has improved. It’s very cool; you’re psyched. But that other level still needs work. Shoot.

11:30 PM: You get home and dive into bed without even brushing your teeth.

I’m So Game. How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

Educationally, you don’t have to do anything special. However, certain schools offer degrees in game design and programming, the more technical parts of development. More are offering them all the time. Among loads of others, check out the current course lists at MIT, USC, Stanford, Full Sail College of
A lot of people have great ideas for video games. The trick is bringing that idea to fruition, so you can show it off and build on it.

—Scott Steinberg, CEO, Overload Entertainment

Game Design, and Georgia Institute of Technology. Nintendo even has its own institute called Digiten.

If school isn’t for you, the key is simply getting in the door. The first way in is through internships. Many of the larger development companies (and publishers with development departments) offer them. And these companies are not just American; don’t be afraid to approach some of the foreign companies as well.

After those, the next way in is to get an entry-level job as a QA tester. These are the people who will play games for hours, days, weeks on end, looking for “bugs,” or errors in the code. It’s a low-level entry position, but it does give you a chance to influence how a game develops, and you will potentially be working with designers and producers, folks who are higher up in the food chain, and you’ll be able to talk to them about possibly making improvements to the game. This gives you a chance to interface with the right people and try to make a move.

But truthfully, the best way to get a career in the game development and publishing business is to just get out there and do it. Make a game. It’s just one of those fields where doing it yourself is the most impressive thing. And even if you don’t have all the skills to build a game, it’s still very possible to do so, thanks to the Internet. You can meet other people who are artists, who are programmers, who are just starting out, and you can assemble a small team and create sample demo projects. And when you have these, e-mail them out to different developers and show them who you are.

One of the fastest-growing trends is to create a game that is simple but fun and publish it online. You can sell your game online, cheap, say under $10, and be making a tiny bit of money while you build a reputation for yourself. Then you can go to a publisher and say, “Look I sold a thousand copies of this. Look how much fun it is to play and think about what I could do if you brought me on and I had a real team behind me.”

If you do get an interview for a developer job, make sure you bring something to show. If you have a game, well that’s the best, naturally. If not, show your art, show a soundtrack you’ve come up with, anything. Talk to them about what you’ve done on your own; show initiative, that you are a hard worker. And know about the company and what kinds of games it makes. They’ll be looking for a temperament that fits theirs. Have it.
Resources

Online, check out gamasutra.com, ign.com, and the International Game Developers Association, igda.org. These are really good places to connect with peers and keep current. And you should also keep an eye on the latest games by visiting gaming sites, like gamespy.com, and all the main publisher sites, like Midway, Ubisoft, EA, and THQ. There is also an online trade publication for the gaming biz worth checking in on, next-gen.biz. And don’t forget Game Developer magazine (gdmag.com), mentioned earlier. It has a Game Career Guide you can download for a small fee at gdmag.com/archive/cg06.htm.

As in every industry, networking is key. So if you can, try to hit the main trade shows and conventions, like E3, Electronic Entertainment Expo: e3expo.com. The Game Developers Conference, gdconf.com, is another wonderful place to go and get face-to-face time with industry people. Get your name out there, participate in forums, and talk to developers. A lot of them are looking for feedback, and they love connecting with the community. It is a very incestuous, small, and insular community—which, if you network, is to your benefit.
Wardrobe Stylist

Q: Who put Tom Cruise in a pink oxford and tighty whities in *Risky Business*?  
A: A wardrobe stylist. (C’mon, it’s the title of the chapter, after all.)

Wardrobe, or fashion stylists are the people who collaborate with photographers and directors to put models and actors in the right outfits for the photo or scene. Off the set, some are even personal stylists, traveling with the stars and making sure they look fashionable for the paparazzi, lest they end up in some magazine as “don’ts.” As a stylist, you’ll spend some seriously long hours shopping and schlepping. But if you love fashion and playing dress-up, there’s no better way to pay the rent.

And it’s probably best to mention it early. If you really want to be a stylist, you may have to move to one of the fashion capitals.

Before I Move, What Exactly Does a Stylist Do Every Day?

Stylists work with photographers or directors (see the chapters on photographers and film directors) to achieve a specific look for the models or actors. And these styling choices make a big impact on a scene. Audiences get an instant read into a character’s psyche by how they look. Think about it: big black glasses on Woody Allen instantly read as intelligent, but also neurotic. Styling is even more important in a still photo; it’s one of few clues as to who the models in it are and what their thoughts might be. If they have any thoughts. Oh, snap!

Stylists generally find a niche. You could be a crazy high-fashion stylist working on shoots for Karl Lagerfeld and Prada. You could be someone who works well with kids and ends up doing a lot of work styling children for advertisements. There are many paths, including, of course, the jack-of-all-trades one.

Regardless, here’s the basic gig: once you are hired, you’ll meet with the photographer or director and begin to collaborate on the look for the cast. After landing on an idea together, you’ll go off and find some tangible resources that can be pointed to, evaluated, and agreed or disagreed on. You’ll make a *style board*, usually just a piece of foam core with a bunch of photos and printouts stuck on it. Like, if you’re planning a shoot that’s meant to be punk rock,
you’ll look at old album art and rare early videos of the Ramones and the Sex Pistols, “pulling” any example images you think might work for the shot. Once everyone agrees that this is indeed the direction—late 1970s punk as opposed to early 1980s day-glo punk, you’ll begin the process of sourcing the right items, everything from ripped shirts to beat-up Converse to safety pins for the punks’ noses.

Of course, a lot of shoots call for styling that is more simplistic, a.k.a. duller. You might be doing the wardrobe on a Tidy Bowl commercial. The family in it should just look like contemporary suburbanites; their clothes really shouldn’t stand out, just make sense for the scene. You’ll still speak with the commercial director and dress the talent, but you won’t have to hunt as hard for the right wardrobe, as, say, for a futuristic robot movie with fashionable droids. No, you’ll be getting khakis and cardigans at the mall. You know, in the very chain stores that sell clothes to people who keep clean toilets.

Okay, so you and the director or photographer (and any one else who might have a say, like celebrity talent or the advertising agency) have come to an agreement on the look, and now it’s time to go shopping. You’ll get the sizes of all the members of the cast, and then you’ll whip out your credit card (there will be a strict budget to adhere to) and hit the stores and wardrobe rental houses, as well as order items online. Prepare thyself for an immense amount of running around, and for lugging racks and racks of clothes. Watch any TV show or big-budget commercial and see how many different outfits the cast wears, including the people in the background. There are a lot, and the stylist outfitted all of them. On bigger productions you may have a cast of twenty people to dress, and you will need more than a few assistants to help. On smaller productions, say a one-day print advertisement shoot for Tide that has only a single model, you can probably do it all yourself. Still, it’s not like you just buy one outfit for each person. You will have several choices, two of each when possible, in case someone spills a smoothie on herself or an actor rips his pants. It happens.

After the controlled chaos of shopping and finding the necessary items, you pack up all the clothes, jewelry, and shoes and haul them to the set—where you then go about unpacking them, carefully putting each character’s wardrobe on separate racks. Now, a day or so before the shoot, it’s time for the “fitting.” The models or actors will try on each of the different outfits, and you and the director or photographer will make some final wardrobe decisions. You’ll take Polaroids and label them, so on the day of the shoot there will be no question what each actor or model should be wearing. And during a fitting, you may have to do some refitting as well. This might be as simple as pin-

—Petra Flannery, stylist
People think it’s a really fabulous job; you know, you’re just having lunch and drinking champagne. But it is very demanding; you have to be disciplined and have a lot of stamina.
—Annabel Tollman, stylist, fashion director, Interview magazine

The thing about being a stylist or working in fashion is that there are no real boundaries. You either feel it and you’re interested in it, or you’re not. If you do, you can’t really help yourself but to live it.
—Annabel Tollman, stylist, fashion director, Interview magazine

You don’t even really need a bachelor’s degree, but it’s nice to have it. I took art history and architecture classes in school, and those references really help when styling. There’s no stylist degree, but taking classes in fashion institutes or even coming out of a fashion program is very useful. But nothing prepares you better than actually doing it.
—Petra Flannery, stylist

What Makes for a Good Stylist?

It goes without saying that you have to love fashion. You have be able to dress stick-thin models so that they look ultrachic, or be able to dress stick-thin models so that they look authentically homeless, depending on the concept. You have to immerse yourself in the world of fashion and trends and be competitive about knowing more about it than any one else in the room—because when you’re around clients, you want to be able to come up with fresh, new ideas.

Other than having an addiction to fashion, you need to be very organized, able to find a single scarf in the heat of the moment on set. Also, it helps to be someone who is thick-skinned and can handle criticism, because in the subjective world of fashion, there’s going to be plenty of it. You have to be a hustler and a treasure hunter, able to source that elusive Rolling Stones patch from the 1989 Steel Wheels tour when the photographer’s dying for it. Maybe it’s on eBay. Maybe the guy at the vintage guitar store knows someone you can borrow it from. You have to want to be the hero, to find the impossible.

Finally, you should be fun to be around. On the set, you spend long, stressful days in close quarters with the photographer and director. No one wants to work with a cranky little baby. And that personality of yours will not only help you get more jobs with him or her, but it will also help you network and meet other folks with whom to work. This is especially true when you start out as an assistant to a stylist. You’ll be doing lots of luging and grunt work, but you need to do it all with a smile, meet people, and network.

Do I Need a Degree?

To be a stylist, there are no educational requirements. And though it can be quite helpful, you needn’t attend fashion school. If you wanted to become a
costumer or a costume designer, a person who actually makes all the clothes or costumes for big-budget movies, the skills of sewing, pattern making, and so on would be necessary; here they are only helpful.

The one thing you must have in order to get paid work as a stylist is, as in other visual professions, a portfolio. This is simply a compilation of photos of your best styling. The pieces can be actual advertisements or editorial spreads that you styled, or they could be spec work you did with photographer friends. In fact, that’s how you will make your first book. You’ll hook up with a photography student or a photo assistant, and, using your own clothes and your attractive friends as models, you’ll do some shoots purely for the portfolio. The photographer will get to use the shots for his or her book as well; it’s a symbiotic portfolio-building relationship. If you do film and video work, you’ll have either still shots of the actors in wardrobe or a reel with footage from different shoots. When a job is available, photographers and directors will call in some books and judge whose style they think might be right for the project. The portfolio is your calling card and your meal ticket. It needs to be constantly updated, exciting, and professional.

Stylish Office?

There are a few different places you could call your office. The first is a home office or small rental office space, where you make calls, invoice, do research online, and look for more work. The next is your car. You’ll be spending enormous amounts of time in it, shopping and hauling your loot back to the set. You’ll want to get a kickin’ radio. Finally, there’s each set you work on, which changes from job to job.

Sets are exciting places. There is a team atmosphere; everyone wants to make the shot or scene the best it can be. It’s a cool, arty vibe. You may be in a studio, or you may travel to an exotic (or not so exotic) location. Often music’s playing (not when you are recording sound, naturally) and snacks are being passed. Of course, when things aren’t going well, that casual atmosphere goes south in a heartbeat.

The first big question stylists are asked is “what do you wear to work?” The answer is, clothes you can hustle in. You can’t wear stilettos and run around all day.

Hours?

The hours can be both long and crazy, kind of like a Fellini film. You will be paid by the day, and the production will aim to hire you for the fewest days

Your portfolio has to be beautiful. Editorial work allows you to get beautiful images for your book, but it pays nothing. But those great images will help get you higher-paying, but less exciting, advertising work. One feeds the other.

—Annabel Tollman, stylist, fashion director, Interview magazine

If I’m going to a lunch or something or meeting a new client, I’ll get dressed, and what I wear all depends on what I’m into at the moment. To a degree, you are your best advertisement. But you have to walk the line between looking fashionable and trying too hard. It’s very amateur to go all out. But on days that you’re working, you’re schlepping. You need to be dressed comfortably.

—Annabel Tollman, stylist, fashion director, Interview magazine
I just came off a job that was night after night after night of working sixteen-hour days. There is so much to organize and set up, and then there’s fittings … You need a passion for it because it can be so tiring. I know a lot of people who’ve tried it but say they can’t do it anymore.

—Petra Flannery, stylist

Well, all the clothes that come in for fashion shoots are sample sizes, and they are usually needed for other shoots, so you have to return those. But I do get free clothes on other shoots, and lots of free stuff. I quite like it when I look at an outfit and say, this was $10 at a sample sale, this was free. I like when the only thing I’ve paid for is my underwear.

—Annabel Tollman, stylist, fashion director, Interview magazine

Money?

After several years, you can make quite a nice living. But to start, you won’t make diddly. Assisting pays very little. You may make $100 for the day. And it takes a while before you move up to be a full-fledged stylist, and some time after that until you are being booked regularly. And as in any freelance job, there are no medical benefits or 401(k)s.

When you work in editorial, except on the highest-end shoots, you’ll make around $500 for the production. That’s not per day, that’s for all the days: the shopping, the fittings, the shoot itself, and then all the wrap. It isn’t much.

Working on commercials pays a healthier amount. On a fancy, big-budget commercial where the stylist is an important player, you could make between $2,000 and $10,000 a week.

If you become really successful, yes, you can expect to make a lot of scratch as a stylist. For people who keep busy, $100,000 a year is probably a bottom-range figure; some high-end stylists make $500,000 a year.

According to careerbuilder.com, stylists make between $1,000 and $10,000 a week, a wide range that depends on experience and the type of production.

The second big question stylists get asked is “as a perk, do you get to keep the clothes?” Yes, many times you do, although they may not always be your size.
Stress-o-Meter: 5 (1 being a weatherman, 10 being a war correspondent)

Being a stylist has its stresses; there are deadlines to make, clients to please, and occasionally crazy directors or photographers who enjoy yelling until their blood vessels burst like overfilled water balloons, but in the end it’s fashion, and you’ll live. More stressful is the freelance lifestyle, always wondering where the next project will come from.

Pros

If you love it, you really, really love it and you can’t do anything else.

You get to meet a ton of fantastic, creative people.

You may be working in amazing locations.

You get things before they are out in stores, and you know the trends for next season.

Cons

It runs your life; it can be all consuming.

Sometimes the long hours make you miss out on social activities.

The money is rough to start; it can take five to ten years to make a decent wage.


7:00 AM: Today is going to be hairy. You have some last-minute shopping to do before a fitting at 3:00. You're working on a music video for a rapper; it’s set in the “boogie-down Bronx” circa 1981. You need to find some retro hip-hop clothes, early eighties stuff.

8:00 AM: Before the stores open, you search online. You want to maximize your time.

10:00 AM: You’re in your car, hitting the rental showrooms first. You’ll get some stuff here, and other things you can find at regular ol’ stores. Like, you don’t need to rent undershirts. Armed with a list of sizes for the actors, you skip lunch, hunting, right up to your meeting.

2:30 PM: You arrive at the production company; you’re doing the fitting in one of the conference rooms. You and your assistant organize the last-minute purchases. Kangols to the left, gold rope chains to the right.

3:15 PM: Everyone but the rapper has arrived. You dress the cast and then call the director in. You and he discuss the merits of fat shoelaces on shell-top Adidas. You mix and match and finalize for the next couple of hours, taking pictures of every approved outfit.

6:00 PM: The rapper isn’t coming. So you haven’t dressed the star, and the shoot starts at 7 AM tomorrow. You just have to roll with it. You put five different outfits aside for him, then carefully put the other actors’ clothes on hangers and label them.

8:00 PM: Tomorrow morning will be stressful until the star is properly outfitted. You lace up a pair of shell-tops to wear for yourself, so you can be in the spirit of the shoot. Then you crawl into bed and set the alarm for 6 AM. Ouch.
I Am Addicted to Fashion. How the Hell Do I Get This Job?

The way in is to assist a stylist. To do this, as mentioned, you may have to move. Although local TV stations and small magazines are scattered throughout the country, the main places to be a wardrobe stylist are in the media and fashion capitals: New York, Los Angeles, Paris, Milan, London. And to a lesser extent, San Francisco, Toronto, and Vancouver, where there’s also considerable production (although these pale in comparison to the first list of towns). If it’s not too late, it may make sense to go to school in one of these cities (whether in a fashion program or not) or even spend a semester or summer there.

So once you are in the right city, go find a stylist who you think is reputable, from whom you think you could learn, and try to get a crappy-paying but highly educational assistant job with him or her. Well, it’s not so easy to just “go find one”! A lot of this business is based on who you know, so try to know people. Don’t be shy, ask all your family and friends and their family and friends if they know anyone in the business, and use those connections. Also checkout newyork411.com and la411.com; these sites list all of the different people and suppliers who work in film and photography production. You can find stylists and stylist agencies (who help stylists book jobs) there, and you could cold-call. It’s not as good as a personal connection, but it might be worth a shot. Lastly, go out where the fashion people go out and be charming. Even consider working in high-end boutiques, or stores like Barney’s, where you’ll not only be on the cutting edge of fashion, but be in places where stylists shop.

When you finally do get the interview, let them know this is what you really want to do, and that you will work incredibly hard for them. Some people may ask to see a beginner portfolio; some won’t. If you have anything, no matter how raw, it won’t hurt to bring it and explain that you are just beginning.

If it turns out you have to work for free or—you guessed it—intern to start, do it. Once you are in and on the set, you will start meeting people in the game. People such as the photographer’s assistant or the prop people’s assistant who, like you, need a killer portfolio to make the leap to the next level. You will form bonds and collaborate on days off to make these amazing portfolio pieces. And when one of you gets a job, hopefully they will be in a position to bring on the others. It’s very typical for working cliques to start this way. Getting this first “in” cannot be overemphasized. One day years later you’ll all be out and someone will make a toast and say, “Remember when we were all assistants?”

Then you simply keep working hard, meeting people, and improving your portfolio. Eventually you will get small jobs where you are actually the stylist;
you may even be referred by stylists you assist to jobs that are too low-budget for them to take on. And then one fine day, you'll spread your wings and no longer assist but be a full-fledged stylist. Bravo.

**Resources**

The main thing to do is keep up with fashion. You probably already know how to do this, but be sure to read all the American fashion magazines, and even French and Italian *Vogue*. Stay abreast of the latest fashion shows and trends on style.com. Basically, keep your finger on the thin-wristed pulse of fashion.

To find stylists already working, or if you are a beginning stylist and are looking for resources, anything from furriers to dry cleaners, check out the amazing newyork411.com and la411.com sites. They have everything imaginable. You might find that instead of actual stylists, they have agents or agencies listed. These “handle” or represent multiple stylists, which means they help them book jobs. If you get a reasonable person on the phone, he or she may point you in the right direction, or know of a stylist in need of an assistant.
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The acclaimed comic debut novel by David J. Rosen—author of Absolutely American and Chang and Eng—Broadway Books. Available wherever books are sold.

JASON STRIDER HAS NO IDEA HOW TO GET THAT JOB. HE ALSO CAN’T SEEM TO FIND HIS PANTS.

“Reminds us what it’s like to be young, broke, lost, and randy—in the best way.”
—DAVID LIPSKY, author of Absolutely American

“A hilarious, smart, sexy, and completely original debut novel.”
—DARIN STRAUSS, author of Chang and Eng

“A novel that deserves all the praise it’s going to get.”
—Ain’t It Cool News

Learn more, watch the trailer, and send a custom e-card at www.IJustWantMyPantsBack.com